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The Founding and Manifesto of Futurism 
by F.T. Marinetti (1909) 

We had stayed up all night, my friends and I, under hanging mosque lamps with domes 
of filigreed brass, domes starred like our spirits, shining like them with the prisoned 
radiance of electric hearts. For hours we had trampled our atavistic ennui into rich 
oriental rugs, arguing up to the last confines of logic and blackening many reams of 
paper with our frenzied scribbling.  

An immense pride was buoying us up, because we felt ourselves alone at that hour, 
alone, awake, and on our feet, like proud beacons or forward sentries against an army of 
hostile stars glaring down at us from their celestial encampments. Alone with stokers 
feeding the hellish fires of great ships, alone with the black spectres who grope in the 
red-hot bellies of locomotives launched on their crazy courses, alone with drunkards 
reeling like wounded birds along the city walls.  

Suddenly we jumped, hearing the mighty noise of the huge double-decker trams that 
rumbled by outside, ablaze with colored lights, like villages on holiday suddenly struck 
and uprooted by the flooding Po and dragged over falls and through gourges to the sea.  

Then the silence deepened. But, as we listened to the old canal muttering its feeble 
prayers and the creaking bones of sickly palaces above their damp green beards, under 
the windows we suddenly heard the famished roar of automobiles.  

“Let’s go!” I said. “Friends, away! Let’s go! Mythology and the Mystic Ideal are defeated 
at last. We’re about to see the Centaur’s birth and, soon after, the first flight of Angels!... 
We must shake at the gates of life, test the bolts and hinges. Let’s go! Look there, on the 
earth, the very first dawn! There’s nothing to match the splendor of the sun’s red sword, 
slashing for the first time through our millennial gloom!”  

We went up to the three snorting beasts, to lay amorous hands on their torrid breasts. I 
stretched out on my car like a corpse on its bier, but revived at once under the steering 
wheel, a guillotine blade that threatened my stomach.  

The raging broom of madness swept us out of ourselves and drove us through streets as 
rough and deep as the beds of torrents. Here and there, sick lamplight through window 
glass taught us to distrust the deceitful mathematics of our perishing eyes.  

I cried, “The scent, the scent alone is enough for our beasts.”  

And like young lions we ran after Death, its dark pelt blotched with pale crosses as it 
escaped down the vast violet living and throbbing sky.  

But we had no ideal Mistress raising her divine form to the clouds, nor any cruel Queen 
to whom to offer our bodies, twisted like Byzantine rings! There was nothing to make us 
wish for death, unless the wish to be free at last from the weight of our courage!  

And on we raced, hurling watchdogs against doorsteps, curling them under our burning 
tires like collars under a flatiron. Death, domesticated, met me at every turn, gracefully 



holding out a paw, or once in a while hunkering down, making velvety caressing eyes at 
me from every puddle.  

“Let’s break out of the horrible shell of wisdom and throw ourselves like pride-ripened 
fruit into the wide, contorted mouth of the wind! Let’s give ourselves utterly to the 
Unknown, not in desperation but only to replenish the deep wells of the Absurd!”  

The words were scarcely out of my mouth when I spun my car around with the frenzy of 
a dog trying to bite its tail, and there, suddenly, were two cyclists coming towards me, 
shaking their fists, wobbling like two equally convincing but nevertheless contradictory 
arguments. Their stupid dilemma was blocking my way—Damn! Ouch!... I stopped short 
and to my disgust rolled over into a ditch with my wheels in the air...  

O maternal ditch, almost full of muddy water! Fair factory drain! I gulped down your 
nourishing sludge; and I remembered the blessed black beast of my Sudanese nurse... 
When I came up—torn, filthy, and stinking—from under the capsized car, I felt the 
white-hot iron of joy deliciously pass through my heart!  

A crowd of fishermen with handlines and gouty naturalists were already swarming 
around the prodigy. With patient, loving care those people rigged a tall derrick and iron 
grapnels to fish out my car, like a big beached shark. Up it came from the ditch, slowly, 
leaving in the bottom, like scales, its heavy framework of good sense and its soft 
upholstery of comfort.  

They thought it was dead, my beautiful shark, but a caress from me was enough to revive 
it; and there it was, alive again, running on its powerful fins!  

And so, faces smeared with good factory muck—plastered with metallic waste, with 
senseless sweat, with celestial soot—we, bruised, our arms in slings, but unafraid, 
declared our high intentions to all the living of the earth:  

Manifesto of Futurism  
1. We intend to sing the love of danger, the habit of energy and fearlessness.  
2. Courage, audacity, and revolt will be essential elements of our poetry.  
3. Up to now literature has exalted a pensive immobility, ecstasy, and sleep. We 

intend to exalt aggresive action, a feverish insomnia, the racer’s stride, the mortal 
leap, the punch and the slap.  

4. We affirm that the world’s magnificence has been enriched by a new beauty: the 
beauty of speed. A racing car whose hood is adorned with great pipes, like 
serpents of explosive breath—a roaring car that seems to ride on grapeshot is 
more beautiful than the Victory of Samothrace.  

5. We want to hymn the man at the wheel, who hurls the lance of his spirit across 
the Earth, along the circle of its orbit.  

6. The poet must spend himself with ardor, splendor, and generosity, to swell the 
enthusiastic fervor of the primordial elements.  

7. Except in struggle, there is no more beauty. No work without an aggressive 
character can be a masterpiece. Poetry must be conceived as a violent attack on 
unknown forces, to reduce and prostrate them before man.  



8. We stand on the last promontory of the centuries!... Why should we look back, 
when what we want is to break down the mysterious doors of the Impossible? 
Time and Space died yesterday. We already live in the absolute, because we have 
created eternal, omnipresent speed.  

9. We will glorify war—the world’s only hygiene—militarism, patriotism, the 
destructive gesture of freedom-bringers, beautiful ideas worth dying for, and 
scorn for woman.  

10. We will destroy the museums, libraries, academies of every kind, will fight 
moralism, feminism, every opportunistic or utilitarian cowardice.  

11. We will sing of great crowds excited by work, by pleasure, and by riot; we will 
sing of the multicolored, polyphonic tides of revolution in the modern capitals; 
we will sing of the vibrant nightly fervor of arsenals and shipyards blazing with 
violent electric moons; greedy railway stations that devour smoke-plumed 
serpents; factories hung on clouds by the crooked lines of their smoke; bridges 
that stride the rivers like giant gymnasts, flashing in the sun with a glitter of 
knives; adventurous steamers that sniff the horizon; deep-chested locomotives 
whose wheels paw the tracks like the hooves of enormous steel horses bridled by 
tubing; and the sleek flight of planes whose propellers chatter in the wind like 
banners and seem to cheer like an enthusiastic crowd.  

 

It is from Italy that we launch through the world this violently upsetting incendiary 
manifesto of ours. With it, today, we establish Futurism, because we want to free this land 
from its smelly gangrene of professors, archaeologists, ciceroni and antiquarians. For too 
long has Italy been a dealer in second-hand clothes. We mean to free her from the 
numberless museums that cover her like so many graveyards.  

Museums: cemeteries!... Identical, surely, in the sinister promiscuity of so many bodies 
unknown to one another. Museums: public dormitories where one lies forever beside 
hated or unknown beings. Museums: absurd abattoirs of painters and sculptors 
ferociously slaughtering each other with color-blows and line-blows, the length of the 
fought-over walls!  

That one should make an annual pilgrimage, just as one goes to the graveyard on All 
Souls’ Day—that I grant. That once a year one should leave a floral tribute beneath the 
Gioconda, I grant you that... But I don’t admit that our sorrows, our fragile courage, our 
morbid restlessness should be given a daily conducted tour through the museums. Why 
poison ourselves? Why rot?  

And what is there to see in an old picture except the laborious contortions of an artist 
throwing himself against the barriers that thwart his desire to express his dream 
completely?... Admiring an old picture is the same as pouring our sensibility into a 
funerary urn instead of hurtling it far off, in violent spasms of action and creation.  

Do you, then, wish to waste all your best powers in this eternal and futile worship of the 
past, from which you emerge fatally exhausted, shrunken, beaten down?  

In truth I tell you that daily visits to museums, libraries, and academies (cemeteries of 
empty exertion, Calvaries of crucified dreams, registries of aborted beginnings!) are, for 
artists, as damaging as the prolonged supervision by parents of certain young people 



drunk with their talent and their ambitious wills. When the future is barred to them, the 
admirable past may be a solace for the ills of the moribund, the sickly, the prisoner... But 
we want no part of it, the past, we the young and strong Futurists!  

So let them come, the gay incendiaries with charred fingers! Here they are! Here they 
are!... Come on! set fire to the library shelves! Turn aside the canals to flood the 
museums!... Oh, the joy of seeing the glorious old canvases bobbing adrift on those 
waters, discolored and shredded!... Take up your pickaxes, your axes and hammers and 
wreck, wreck the venerable cities, pitilessly!  

The oldest of us is thirty: so we have at least a decade for finishing our work. When we 
are forty, other younger and stronger men will probably throw us in the wastebasket like 
useless manuscripts—we want it to happen!  

They will come against us, our successors, will come from far away, from every quarter, 
dancing to the winged cadence of their first songs, flexing the hooked claws of predators, 
sniffing doglike at the academy doors the strong odor of our decaying minds, which will 
have already been promised to the literary catacombs.  

But we won’t be there... At last they’ll find us—one winter’s night—in open country, 
beneath a sad roof drummed by a monotonous rain. They’ll see us crouched beside our 
trembling aeroplanes in the act of warming our hands at the poor little blaze that our 
books of today will give out when they take fire from the flight of our images.  

They’ll storm around us, panting with scorn and anguish, and all of them, exasperated by 
our proud daring, will hurtle to kill us, driven by a hatred the more implacable the more 
their hearts will be drunk with love and admiration for us.  

Injustice, strong and sane, will break out radiantly in their eyes.  

Art, in fact, can be nothing but violence, cruelty, and injustice.  

The oldest of us is thirty: even so we have already scattered treasures, a thousand 
treasures of force, love, courage, astuteness, and raw will-power; have thrown them 
impatiently away, with fury, carelessly, unhesitatingly, breathless, and unresting... Look at 
us! We are still untired! Our hearts know no weariness because they are fed with fire, 
hatred, and speed!... Does that amaze you? It should, because you can never remember 
having lived! Erect on the summit of the world, once again we hurl our defiance at the 
stars!  

You have objections?—Enough! Enough! We know them... We’ve understood!... Our 
fine deceitful intelligence tells us that we are the revival and extension of our ancestors—
Perhaps!... If only it were so!—But who cares? We don’t want to understand!... Woe to 
anyone who says those infamous words to us again!  

Lift up your heads!  

Erect on the summit of the world, once again we hurl defiance to the stars!  

 



Destruction of Syntax—Imagination without strings—Words-in-
Freedom  

by F.T. Marinetti (1913) 

The Futurist Sensibility  

My Technical Manifesto of Futurist Literature, with which I invented essential and synthetic 
lyricism, imagination without strings, and words-in-freedom, deals exclusively with poetic 
inspiration.  

Philosophy, the exact sciences, politics, journalism, education, business, however much 
they may seek synthetic forms of expression, will still need to use syntax and 
punctuation. I am obliged, for that matter, to use them myself in order to make myself 
clear to you.  

Futurism is grounded in the complete renewal of human sensibility brought about by the 
great discoveries of science. Those people who today make use of the telegraph, the 
telephone, the phonograph, the train, the bicycle, the motorcycle, the automobile, the 
ocean liner, the dirigible, the aeroplane, the cinema, the great newspaper (synthesis of a 
day in the world’s life) do not realize that these various means of communication, 
transportation and information have a decisive influence on their psyches.  

An ordinary man can in a day’s time travel by train from a little dead town of empty 
squares, where the sun, the dust, and the wind amuse themselves in silence, to a great 
capital city bristling with lights, gestures, and street cries. By reading a newspaper the 
inhabitant of a mountain village can tremble each day with anxiety, following 
insurrection in China, the London and New York suffragettes, Doctor Carrel, and the 
heroic dog-sleds of the polar explorers. The timid, sedentary inhabitant of any provincial 
town can indulge in the intoxication of danger by going to the movies and watching a 
great hunt in the Congo. He can admire Japanese athletes, Negro boxers, tireless 
American eccentrics, the most elegant Parisian women, by paying a franc to go to the 
variety theater. Then, back in his bourgeois bed, he can enjoy the distant, expensive voice 
of a Caruso or a Burzio.  

Having become commonplace, these opportunities arouse no curiosity in superficial 
minds who are as incapable of grasping any novel facts as the Arabs who looked with 
indifference at the first aeroplanes in the sky of Tripoli. For the keen observer, however, these 
facts are important modifiers of our sensibility because they have caused the following 
significant phenomena:  

1. Acceleration of life to today’s swift pace. Physical, intellectual, and sentimental 
equilibration on the cord of speed stretched between contrary magnetisms. 
Multiple and simultaneous awareness in a single individual.  

2. Dread of the old and the known. Love of the new, the unexpected.  
3. Dread of quiet living, love of danger, and an attitude of daily heroism.  
4. Destruction of a sense of the Beyond and an increased value of the individual 

whose desire is vivre sa vie, in Bonnot’s phrase.  
5. The multiplication and unbridling of human desires and ambitions.  
6. An exact awareness of everything inaccessible and unrealizable in every person.  



7. Semi-equality of man and woman and a lessening of the disproportion in their 
social rights.  

8. Disdain for amore (sentimentality or lechery) produced by the greater freedom 
and erotic ease of women and by the universal exaggeration of female luxury. Let 
me explain: Today’s woman loves luxury more than love. A visit to a great 
dressmaker’s establishment, escorted by a paunchy, gouty banker friend who pays 
the bills, is a perfect substitute for the most amorous rendezvous with an adored 
young man. The woman finds all the mystery of love in the selection of an 
amazing ensemble, the latest model, which her friends still do not have. Men do 
not love women who lack luxury. The lover has lost all his prestige. Love has lost 
its absolute worth. A complex question; all I can do is to raise it.  

9. A modification of patriotism, which now means a heroic idealization of the 
commercial, industrial, and artistic solidarity of a people.  

10. A modification in the idea of war, which has become the necessary and bloody 
test of a people’s force.  

11. The passion, art, and idealism of Business. New financial sensibility.  
12. Man multiplied by the machine. New mechanical sense, a fusion of instinct with 

the efficiency of motors and conquered forces.  
13. The passion, art, and idealism of Sport. Idea and love of the “record”.  
14. New tourist sensibility bred by ocean liners and great hotels (annual synthesis of 

different races). Passion for the city. Negation of distances and nostalgic 
solitudes. Ridicule of the “holy green silence” and the ineffable landscape.  

15. The earth shrunk by speed. New sense of the world. To be precise: One after the 
other, man will gain the sense of his home, of the quarter where he lives, of his 
region, and finally of the continent. Today he is aware of the whole world. He 
little needs to know what his ancestors did, but he must assiduously discover 
what his contemporaries are doing all over the world. The single man, therefore, 
must communicate with every people on earth. He must feel himself to be the 
axis, judge, and motor of the explored and unexplored infinite. Vast increase of a 
sense of humanity and a momentary urgent need to establish relations with all 
mankind.  

16. A loathing of curved lines, spirals, and the tourniquet. Love for the straight line 
and the tunnel. The habit of visual foreshortening and visual synthesis caused by 
the speed of trains and cars that look down on cities and countrysides. Dread of 
slowness, pettiness, analysis, and detailed explanations. Love of speed, 
abbreviation, and the summary. “Quick, give me the whole thing in two words!”  

17. Love of depth and essence in every exercise of the spirit.  

So these are some elements of the new Futurist sensibility that has generated our 
pictorial dynamism, our antigraceful music in its free, irregular rhythms, our noise-art and 
our words-in-freedom.  

Words-in-freedom  

Casting aside every stupid formula and all the confused verbalisms of the professors, I 
now declare that lyricism is the exquisite faculty of intoxicating oneself with life, of filling 
life with the inebriation of oneself. The faculty of changing into wine the muddy water of 
the life that swirls and engulfs us. The ability to color the world with the unique colors of 
our changeable selves.  



Now suppose that a friend of yours gifted with this faculty finds himself in a zone of 
intense life (revolution, war, shipwreck, earthquake, and so on) and starts right away to 
tell you his impressions. Do you know what this lyric, excited friend of yours will 
instinctively do?  

He will begin by brutally destroying the syntax of his speech. He wastes no time in 
building sentences. Punctuation and the right adjectives will mean nothing to him. He 
will despise subtleties and nuances of language. Breathlessly he will assault your nerves 
with visual, auditory, olfactory sensations, just as they come to him. The rush of steam-
emotion will burst the sentence’s steampipe, the valves of punctuation, and the adjectival 
clamp. Fistfuls of essential words in no conventional order. Sole preoccupation of the 
narrator, to render every vibration of his being.  

If the mind of this gifted lyrical narrator is also populated by general ideas, he will 
involuntarily bind up his sensations with the entire universe that he intuitively knows. 
And in order to render the true worth and dimensions of his lived life, he will cast 
immense nets of analogy across the world. In this way he will reveal the analogical 
foundation of life, telegraphically, with the same economical speed that the telegraph 
imposes on reporters and war correspondents in their swift reportings. This urgent 
laconism answers not only to the laws of speed that govern us but also to the rapport of 
centuries between poet and audience. Between poet and audience, in fact, the same 
rapport exists as between two old friends. They can make themselves understood with 
half a word, a gesture, a glance. So the poet’s imagination must weave together distant 
things with no connecting strings, by means of essential free words.  

Death of free verse  

Free verse once had countless reasons for existing but now is destined to be replaced by 
words-in-freedom.  

The evolution of poetry and human sensibility has shown us the two incurable defects of 
free verse.  

1. Free verse fatally pushes the poet towards facile sound effects, banal double 
meanings, monotonous cadences, a foolish chiming, and an inevitable echo-play, 
internal and external.  

2. Free verse artificially channels the flow of lyric emotion between the high walls 
of syntax and the weirs of grammar. The free intuitive inspiration that addresses 
itself directly to the intuition of the ideal reader finds itself imprisoned and 
distributed like purified water for the nourishment of all fussy, restless 
intelligences.  

When I speak of destroying the canals of syntax, I am neither categorical nor systematic. 
Traces of conventional syntax and even of true logical sentences will be found here and 
there in the words-in-freedom of my unchained lyricism. This inequality in conciseness 
and freedom is natural and inevitable. Since poetry is in truth only a superior, more 
concentrated and intense life than what we live from day to day, like the latter it is 
composed of hyper-alive elements and moribund elements.  

We ought not, therefore, to be too much preoccupied with these elements. But we 
should at all costs avoid rhetoric and banalities telegraphically expressed.  



The imagination without strings  

By the imagination without strings I mean the absolute freedom of images or analogies, 
expressed with unhampered words and with no connecting strings of syntax and with no 
punctuation.  

Up to now writers have been restricted to immediate analogies. For instance, they have 
compared an animal with a man or with another animal, which is almost the same as a 
kind of photography. (They have compared, for example, a fox terrier to a very small 
thoroughbred. Others, more advanced, might compare the same trembling fox terrier to 
a little Morse Code machine. I, on the other hand, compare it with gurgling water. In this 
there is an ever vaster gradation of analogies, there are ever deeper and more solid affinities, 
however remote.)  

Analogy is nothing more than the deep love that assembles distant, seemingly diverse 
and hostile things. An orchestral style, at once polychromatic, polyphonic, and 
polymorphous, can embrace the life of matter only by means of the most extensive 
analogies.  

When, in my Battle of Tripoli, I compared a trench bristling with bayonets to an orchestra, 
a machine gun to a femme fatale, I intuitively introduced a large part of the universe into a 
short episode of African battle.  

Images are not flowers to be chosen and picked with parsimony, as Voltaire said. They 
are the very lifeblood of poetry. Poetry should be an uninterrupted sequence of new 
images, Or it is mere anemia and greensickness.  

The broader their affinities, the longer will images keep their power to amaze.  

—Technical Manifesto of Futurist Literature  

The imagination without strings, and words-in-freedom, will bring us to the essence of 
material. As we discover new analogies between distant and apparently contrary things, 
we will endow them with an ever more intimate value. Instead of humanizing animals, 
vegetables, and minerals (an outmoded system) we will be able to animalize, vegetize, 
mineralize, electrify, or liquefy our style, making it live the life of material. For example, to 
represent the life of a blade of grass, I say, “Tomorrow I’ll be greener.”  

With words-in-freedom we will have: Condensed metaphors. Telegraphic images. 
Maximum vibrations. Nodes of thought. Closed or open fans of movement. 
Compressed analogies. Color Balances. Dimensions, weights, measures, and the 
speed of sensations. The plunge of the essential word into the water of sensibility, 
minus the concentric circles that the word produces. Restful moments of 
intuition. Movements in two, three, four, five different rhythms. The analytic, 
exploratory poles that sustain the bundle of intuitive strings.  

Death of the literary I  
Molecular life and material  

My technical manifesto opposed the obsessive I that up to now the poets have described, 
sung, analyzed, and vomited up. To rid ourselves of this obsessive I, we must abandon 



the habit of humanizing nature by attributing human passions and preoccupations to 
animals, plants, water, stone, and clouds. Instead we should express the infinite smallness 
that surrounds us, the imperceptible, the invisible, the agitation of atoms, the Brownian 
movements, all the passionate hypotheses and all the domains explored by the high-
powered microscope. To explain: I want to introduce the infinite molecular life into 
poetry not as a scientific document but as an intuitive element. It should mix, in the work 
of art, with the infinitely great spectacles and dramas, because this fusion constitutes the 
integral synthesis of life.  

To give some aid to the intuition of my ideal reader I use italics for all words-in-freedom 
that express the infinitely small and the molecular life.  

Semaphoric adjective  
Lighthouse-adjective or atmosphere-adjective  

Everywhere we tend to suppress the qualifying adjective because it presupposes an arrest 
in intuition, too minute a definition of the noun. None of this is categorical. I speak of a 
tendency. We must make use of the adjective as little as possible and in a manner 
completely different from its use hitherto. One should treat adjectives like railway signals 
of style, employ them to mark the tempo, the retards and pauses along the way. So, too, 
with analogies. As many as twenty of these semaphoric adjectives might accumulate in 
this way.  

What I call a semaphoric adjective, lighthouse-adjective, or atmosphere-adjective is the 
adjective apart from nouns, isolated in parentheses. This makes it a kind of absolute 
noun, broader and more powerful than the noun proper.  

The semaphoric adjective or lighthouse-adjective, suspended on high in its glassed-in 
parenthetical cage, throws its far-reaching, probing light on everything around it.  

The profile of this adjective crumbles, spreads abroad, illuminating, impregnating, and 
enveloping a whole zone of words-in-freedom. If, for instance, in an agglomerate of 
words-in-freedom describing a sea voyage I place the following semaphoric adjectives 
between parentheses: (calm, blue, methodical, habitual) not only the sea is calm, blue, 
methodical, habitual, but the ship, its machinery, the passengers. What I do and my very 
spirit are calm, blue, methodical, habitual.  

The infinitive verb  

Here, too, my pronouncements are not categorical. I maintain, however, that in a violent 
and dynamic lyricism the infinitive verb might well be indispensable. Round as a wheel, 
like a wheel adaptable to every car in the train of analogies, it constitutes the very speed 
of the style.  

The infinitive in itself denies the existence of the sentence and prevents the style from 
slowing and stopping at a definite point. While the infinitive is round and as mobile as a 
wheel, the other moods and tenses of the verb are either triangular, square, or oval.  

Onomatopoeia and mathematical symbols  



When I said that we must spit on the Altar of Art, I incited the Futurists to liberate 
lyricism from the solemn atmosphere of compunction and incense that one normally 
calls by the name of Art with a capital A. Art with a capital A constitutes the clericalism 
of the creative spirit. I used this approach to incite the Futurists to destroy and mock the 
garlands, the palms, the aureoles, the exquisite frames, the mantles and stoles, the whole 
historical wardrobe and the romantic bric-a-brac that comprise a large part of all poetry 
up to now. I proposed instead a swift, brutal, and immediate lyricism, a lyricism that 
must seem antipoetic to all our predecessors, a telegraphic lyricism with no taste of the 
book about it but, rather, as much as possible of the taste of life. Beyond that the bold 
introduction of onomatopoetic harmonies to render all the sounds and noises of modern 
life, even the most cacophonic.  

Onomatopoeia that vivifies lyricism with crude and brutal elements of reality was used in 
poetry (from Aristophanes to Pascoli) more or less timidly. We Futurists initiate the 
constant, audacious use of onomatopoeia. This should not be systematic. For instance, 
my Adrianople Siege-Orchestra and my Battle Weight + Smell required many onomatopoetic 
harmonies. Always with the aim of giving the greatest number of vibrations and a deeper 
synthesis of life, we abolish all stylistic bonds, all the bright buckles with which the 
traditional poets link images together in their prosody. Instead we employ the very brief 
or anonymous mathematical and musical symbols and we put between parentheses 
indications such as (fast) (faster) (slower) (two-beat time) to control the speed of the 
style. These parentheses can even cut into a word or an onomatopoetic harmony.  

Typographical revolution  

I initiate a typographical revolution aimed at the bestial, nauseating idea of the book of 
passéist and D’Annunzian verse, on seventeenth-century handmade paper bordered with 
helmets, Minervas, Apollos, elaborate red initials, vegetables, mythological missal 
ribbons, epigraphs, and roman numerals. The book must be the Futurist expression of 
our Futurist thought. Not only that. My revolution is aimed at the so-called typographical 
harmony of the page, which is contrary to the flux and reflux, the leaps and bursts of 
style that run through the page. On the same page, therefore, we will use three or four 
colors of ink, or even twenty different typefaces if necessary. For example: italics for a 
series of similar or swift sensations, boldface for the violent onomatopoeias, and so on. 
With this typographical revolution and this multicolored variety in the letters I mean to 
redouble the expressive force of words.  

I oppose the decorative, precious aesthetic of Mallarmé and his search for the rare word, 
the one indispensable, elegant, suggestive, exquisite adjective. I do not want to suggest an 
idea or a sensation with passéist airs and graces. Instead I want to grasp them brutally 
and hurl them in the reader’s face.  

Moreover, I combat Mallarmé’s static ideal with this typographical revolution that allows 
me to impress on the words (already free, dynamic, and torpedo-like) every velocity of 
the stars, the clouds, aeroplanes, trains, waves, explosives, globules of seafoam, 
molecules, and atoms.  

Thus I realize the fourth principle of my First Futurist Manifesto: “We affirm that the 
world’s beauty is enriched by a new beauty: the beauty of speed.”  

Multilinear Lyricism  



In addition, I have conceived multilinear lyricism, with which I succeed in reaching that 
lyric simultaneity that obsessed the Futurist painters as well: multilinear lyricism by 
means of which I am sure to achieve the most complex lyric simultaneities.  

On several parallel lines, the poet will throw out several chains of color, sound, smell, 
noise, weight, thickness, analogy. One of these lines might, for instance, be olfactory, 
another musical, another pictorial.  

Let us suppose that the chain of pictorial sensations and analogies dominates the others. 
In this case it will be printed in a heavier typeface than the second and third lines (one of 
them containing, for example, the chain of musical sensations and analogies, the other 
the chain of olfactory sensations and analogies).  

Given a page that contains many bundles of sensations and analogies, each of which is 
composed of three or four lines, the chain of pictorial sensations and analogies (printed 
in boldface) will form the first line of the first bundle and will continue (always in the 
same type) on the first line of all the other bundles.  

The chain of musical sensations and analogies, less important than the chain of pictorial 
sensations and analogies (first line) but more important than that of the olfactory 
sensations and analogies (third line), will be printed in smaller type than that of the first 
line and larger than that of the third.  

Free expressive orthography  

The historical necessity of free expressive orthography is demonstrated by the successive 
revolutions that have continuously freed the lyric powers of the human race from 
shackles and rules.  

1. In fact, the poets began by channeling their lyric intoxication into a series of 
equal breaths, with accents, echoes, assonances, or rhymes at pre-established 
intervals (traditional metric). Then the poets varied these different measured breaths 
of their predecessors’ lungs with a certain freedom.  

2. Later the poets realized that the different moments of their lyric intoxication had 
to create breaths suited to the most varied and surprising intervals, with absolute 
freedom of accentuation. Thus they arrived at free verse, but they still preserved the 
syntactic order of the words, so that the lyric intoxication could flow down to the 
listeners by the logical canal of syntax.  

3. Today we no longer want the lyric intoxication to order the words syntactically 
before launching them forth with the breaths we have invented, and we have 
words-in-freedom. Moreover our lyric intoxication should freely deform, reflesh the 
words, cutting them short, stretching them out, reinforcing the center or the 
extremities, augmenting or diminishing the number of vowels and consonants. 
Thus we will have the new orthography that I call free expressive. This instinctive 
deformation of words corresponds to our natural tendency towards 
onomatopoeia. It matters little if the deformed word becomes ambiguous. It will 
marry itself to the onomatopoetic harmonies, or the noise-summaries, and will 
permit us soon to reach the onomatopoetic psychic harmony, the sonorous but 
abstract expression of an emotion or a pure thought. But one may object that my 
words-in-freedom, my imagination without strings, demand special speakers if 
they are to be understood. Although I do not care for the comprehension of the 



multitude, I will reply that the number of Futurist public speakers is increasing 
and that any admired traditional poem, for that matter, requires a special speaker 
if it is to be understood.  

 
 

At the Guggenheim 
by Hal Foster (London Review of Books, March 2014) 

 

The Italian futurists were hell-bent on modernity, largely because Italy was late to 
industrialise. Led by the strident Marinetti, these artists, architects, photographers, writers 
and composers were the self-appointed shock troops of the new. They were ready, 
rhetorically at least, to ditch traditional culture, calling for museums to be set ablaze and 
Venice to be paved over, and disdained liberal institutions, railing against the vagaries of 
parliamentary democracy in particular. In the midst of these rants against bourgeois 
‘decadence’, the futurists found time to disparage women (if femininity was horrible, 
feminism was unspeakable) and to celebrate war (‘the world’s only hygiene’, Marinetti 
liked to call it). In this same line they advocated a macho nationalism that was both 
irredentist and imperialist, agitating in support of the First World War, an instance of 
hygiene that carried some of the most talented futurists, such as the painter and sculptor 
Umberto Boccioni and the architect Antonio Sant’Elia, to early deaths. 

A modernist movement that is both radical and reactionary is hardly an oxymoron, but it 
is still a problem to puzzle over, and in some ways futurism is the prototypical avant-
garde of the 20th century. It raised the modernist genre of the manifesto to a histrionic 
pitch and pace, refashioning it in terms of mass media publicity and scandal. When 
Marinetti published the first futurist manifesto in 1909, it appeared not as a brochure to 
be passed hand to hand in backwater Milan, but on the front page of Le Figaro in Paris, 
capital of Europe. Marinetti also cut a new figure for the avant-gardist, no longer the 
Baudelairean bohemian of melancholy and spleen but the super-animated impresario on 
an international tour of outlandish performances calculated to provoke artistic outrage 
and newspaper coverage. This kind of spectacle left its mark not only on other artistic 
movements, such as the Dada of Tristan Tzara, but also on new mass parties, above all 
Mussolini’s Fascists, and in some respects it is still with us. 

Futurism wasn’t all bravado; it did have an aesthetic (or anti-aesthetic) of its own, which 
was to modernise the arts through a mimicry of the effects of new media, such as the 
adaptation of chronophotography and cinema to painting, photography and sculpture, or 
the application of the phonograph to musical performance. More ambitiously, the 
futurists sought to refashion the human sensorium along the lines of these new 
techniques of perception, and to this end they updated the ideas of synaesthesia, or the 
fusion of the senses, and kinaesthesia, or the mixing of bodies in motion and at rest. At 
the same time (and this is just one of many contradictions), the futurists were 
conservative stylistically; for all their nationalist pride, they relied on French sources, 
especially the divisionist brushstroke of neo-impressionist painting, which they adapted 
to themes of the modern city. Thus in Street Light (1909) Giacomo Balla offers the 
streetlamp as an improvement on the moon: both kinds of illumination are represented 
as waves of energy, but the artificial light dominates the natural one. So too in The City 
Rises (1910-11) Boccioni shows us the metropolis as a firestorm of colour greater than 



any in nature, where construction is difficult to distinguish from destruction; here the 
futurists thrill to modernity as catastrophe. 

At the time of these canvases Balla and Boccioni were with Marinetti in Paris, where they 
encountered early examples of cubist painting, the fractured composition of which they 
also adapted to futurist subjects of speed and force. Little interested in its structure or its 
semiotics, they used cubism simply as a device to evoke the blurring of things in motion. 
Boccioni explores kinaesthetic interpenetration in sculpture too, as in Unique Forms of 
Continuity in Space (1913). ‘Let’s split open our figures and place the environment inside 
them,’ he writes in ‘Technical Manifesto of Futurist Sculpture’ (1912). ‘We declare that 
the environment must form part of the plastic whole, a world of its own, with its own 
laws: so that the pavement can jump up onto your table, or your head can cross a street, 
while your lamp twines a web of plaster rays from one house to the next.’ 

How can static arts like painting and sculpture express movement and mélange in this 
way? The futurists might have preferred a speeding car to the Winged Victory of Samothrace, 
but Unique Forms of Continuity in Space is far closer to the latter than the former. And 
architecture proved more recalcitrant still: the drawings for a Città Nuova by Sant’Elia 
adapt futurist lines of force to the vertical massing of infrastructural buildings, but the 
impressive results are also often oppressive, even deadly, in their monumentality. Futurist 
photography, with its multiple exposures, was better suited to the desired dynamism, yet 
this work remained a sideshow. Only the parole in libertà (‘words in freedom’), broken into 
letters and scattered over the page, approach the intended effect, but these expressions 
of city sirens, military explosions and human shrieks are frequently onomatopoeic, more 
directly referential of noise in the world than liberated from it; and others like Hugo Ball, 
Kurt Schwitters and Aleksei Kruchenykh advanced this line of linguistic invention more 
radically than Marinetti and company in any case. 

The assault on language was nonetheless central to the attack on the bourgeois subject, 
which is what interested Gramsci in futurism. Marinetti excoriated subjectivity 
understood as interiority (‘destroy the I,’ he exclaims in one manifesto, ‘that is, all 
psychology’), pitting technological shock against ‘the old syntax’ of the self and calling on 
futurist art and writing to harden bodies and psyches alike. In one text Marinetti exhorts 
futurists to ‘dehumanise’ the voice, to ‘metalise’ the face, to ‘pistonise’ the body; in 
another he offers the merging of aviator into plane as an exemplum of this Lamarckian 
makeover. In short, for Marinetti the futurist subject is to accelerate the prosthetic 
evolution of the human species, for only then might the new man of modernity ‘be 
endowed with surprising organs, organs adapted to the needs of a world of ceaseless 
shocks’. This is the double movement of his strange thought: at once to reify the body 
and to vitalise things, ‘to substitute for human psychology, now exhausted, the lyric 
obsession with matter’. It is as though the only way to survive, indeed to thrive, in 
military-industrial modernity was to push this process of reification further: on the one 
hand, to extrapolate the human towards the inorganic-technological, on the other, to 
make the inorganic-technological the epitome of the human; on the one hand to be 
already dead, on the other to stake the future of life on technology. 

For Marinetti the futurist must not only submit to this technological extrapolation but 
also embrace it. In this respect the futurist subject is the fascist subject. ‘I owe most to 
Georges Sorel,’ Mussolini once remarked, and Marinetti was also indebted to the French 
syndicalist, whose Reflections on Violence was published in 1908, a year before the founding 
of futurism. Sorel espoused a ‘catastrophic conception of socialism’ in which social crisis 



might be recouped as political revolution through a violent event, such as a general 
strike, that could be represented as a foundational myth, replete with dramatic images, of 
the new order to come; such ‘a myth cannot be refuted,’ Sorel argued, for it represents 
‘convictions in the language of movement’. Marinetti elaborated on this playbook in his 
manifestos, and Mussolini performed it in his March on Rome in 1922. 

This is one lesson of futurism, and it was articulated as such by Walter Benjamin at the 
end of his essay ‘The Work of Art in the Age of Technical Reproducibility’ (1936): with 
Marinetti and company, Benjamin writes, ‘self-alienation has reached such a degree’ that 
mankind ‘can experience its own destruction as an aesthetic pleasure of the first order’. It 
is a lesson not foregrounded in Italian Futurism, 1909-44: Reconstructing the Universe at the 
Guggenheim in New York (until 1 September), a generous survey of roughly 360 pieces 
by some eighty artists, which ranges widely across futurist production from the founding 
manifesto to the death of Marinetti, including much work that is rarely seen. The 
exhibition does make the connection to Fascism (at this point it can’t be avoided), but 
sidesteps the turn to reactionary figuration on the part of many futurists in the 1920s in 
order to trace a second generation, who were still producing work well into the Second 
World War. Perhaps the greatest revelation is Benedetta Cappa, a rare woman in the 
group (she was married to Marinetti), who produced the five large murals on the theme 
of modern communications (for a Palermo post office in 1933-34) which conclude the 
show. The title of the exhibition, Reconstructing the Universe, sounds an ominous note here, 
for these paintings, with aerial perspectives that tend to the heavenly, aim to pictorialise 
absolute mastery over the world. 

Other ambitions of futurism are more innocuous in outcome. Often in the second 
generation its technophilia decayed into a bland version of Art Deco, and its dream of a 
technological Gesamtkunstwerk faded into a hokey genre of theatrical spectacle. And 
then there is its love affair, first and last, with publicity. As Fortunato Depero, a talented 
jack-of-all-arts who designed ads for Campari, wrote in 1931, ‘the art of the future will 
… be the art of advertising.’ Art that becomes Deco or advertising, that is an expression 
of a will to power or of destruction experienced as ‘an aesthetic pleasure of the first 
order’: futurism is almost enough to cure you of the future. 
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Long live the Vortex! 
Long live the great art vortex sprung up in the centre of this t o m  
We stand for the Reality of the P Present--not for the sentimental Future, or the 

We want to leave Nature and Men alone. 
We do not want to make people wear Futurist Patches, or fuss men to take to 

We are not their wives or tailors. 
The only way Humanity can help artists is to remain independent and work 

W E  N E E D  T H E  UNCONSCIOUSNESS OF HUMANITY-their 

We believe in no perfectibility except our own. 
Intrinsic beauty is in the Interpreter and Seer, not in the object or content. 
We do not want to change the appearance of the world, because we are net 

Naturalists, Impressionists OF Futurists (the latest form of Impressionism), and do 
not depend on the appearance of the world for our art. 

W E  ONLY WANT T H E  WORLD T O  LIVE, and to feel it’s crude 
energy flowing through us. 

It  may be said that great artists in England are always revolutionary, just as 
in France any really fine artist had a strong traditional vein. 

Blast sets out to be an avenue for all those vivid and violent ideas that could 
reach the Public in no other way. 

Blast will be popular, essentially. I t  will not appeal to any particular class, 
but to the fundamental and popular instincts in every class and description of people, 
T O  THE INDIVIDUAL The moment a man feels or realizes himself as an 
artist, he ceases to belong to any milieu or time, Blast i s  created for this timeless 
fundamental Artist that exists in everybody. 

sacripant Past. 

pink and sky-blue trousers. 

unconsciously 

stupidity animalism and dreams, 

The Man in the Street and the Gentleman are equally ignored. 
Popular art does not mean the art of the poor people, as it is usually supposed 

to. I t  means the art of the individuals. 
Education (art education and general education) tends to destroy the creative 

instinct. Therefore it is in times when educatton has been non-existant that art 
chiefly flourished. 

But it is nothing to do with ‘‘ the People.” 
It is a mere accident that that is the most favourable time for the individual to 

appear. 
To make the rich of the community shed their education skin, to destroy polite- 

ness standardization and academic, that is civilized, vision, is the task we have set 
ourselves 



We want to make 
a romantic fostering of 
found 

not a 
unactual 

art, not a revival of lost folk art, or 
but to make individuals wherever 

We will convert the King if possible. 
A VORTICIST KING ! WHY N O T ?  
DO YOU T H I N K  LLOYD GEORGE HAS THE VORTEX IN 

MAY W E  HOPE FOR A R T  FROM LADY M O N D ?  
We are against the glorification of ‘‘ the People,” as we are against snobbery. 

I t  is not necessary to be an outcast bohemian, to be unkempt or poor, any more 
than it is necessary to be rich or handsome, to be an artist. Art is nothing to do with 
the coat you wear. A top-hat can well hold the Sixtine. A cheap cap could Bide 
the image of Kephren. 

We don’t want to go about 
making a hullo-bulloo about motor cars, anymore than about knives and forks, 
elephants or gas- pipes. 

HIM ? 

AUTOMOBILISM (Marinetteism) bores us. 

Elephants are VERY BIG. Motor cars go quickly. 
Wilde gushed twenty years ago about the beauty of machinery. Gissing, in 

his romantic delight wlth modern lodging houses was futurist in this sense. 
The futurist is a sensational and sentimental mixture of the aesthete of 1890 and 

the realist of 1870. 
The ‘‘ Poor ” are detestable animals ! They are only picturesque and amusing 

for the sentimentalist or the romantic ! The “ Rich ’’ are bores without a single 
exception, en tant que riches ! 

We want those simple and great people found everywhere. 
Blast presents an art of Individuals. 



MANIFESTO, 



BLAST First (from politeness) ENGLAND 
CURSE ITS CLIMATE FOR ITS SINS AND INFECTIONS 

DISMAL SYMBOL, SET round our bodies, 

VICTORIAN VAMPIRE, the LONDON cloud sucks 
of effeminate lout within. 

the TOWN’S heart. 

A 1000 MILE LONG, 2 KILOMETER DEEP 
BODY OF WATER even, is pushed against us 

from the Floridas, TO MAKE US MILD. 
OFFICIOUS MOUNTAINS keep back DRASTIC WINDS 

SO MUCH VAST MACHINERY TO PRODUCE 
THE CURATE of "Eltham" 
BRITANNIC ESTHETE 
WILD NATURE CRANK 

DOMESTICATED 

LONDON COLISEUM 

DALY’S MUSICAL COMEDY 

TONKS 

POLICEMAN 

SOCIALIST-PLAY W RI GHT 

GAIETY CHORUS GIRL 

1 
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the flabby sky that can manufacture no snow but 

can only drop the sea on us in a drizzle like a poem 
by Mr. Robert Bridges. 

the lazy air that cannot stiffen the back of the SERPENTINE, 
or put Aquatic steel half way down the MANCHESTER CANAL. 

CURSE 

But ten years ago we saw distinctly both snow and 

May some vulgarly inventive, but useful person, arise, 
ice here. 

and restore to us the necessary BLIZZARDS. 

LET US ONCE MORE WEAR THE ERMINE 
OF THE NORTH. 

WE BELIEVE IN THE EXlSTENCE OF 
THIS USEFUL LITTLE CHEMIST 

CURSE 

IN OUR MIDST! 



OH BLAST FRANCE 
pig plagiarism 
BELLY 
SLIPPERS 
POODLE TEMPE 
BAD MUSIC 

SENTIMENTAL GALLIC GUSH 
SENSATIONALISM 
FUSSINESS. 

PARISIAN PAROCHIALISM. Complacent young man, 
so much respect for Papa 
and his son !-----Oh !----Papa 
is wonderful: but - all papas 
are ! 
I 

BLAST 
APERITIFS (Pernots, Amers picon) 
Bad change 
Naively seductive Houri salon- 

Slouching blue porters (can 

Stupidly rapacious people at 

Economy maniacs 
Bouillon Kub (for being a bad 

picture Cocottes 

carry a pantechnicon) 

every step 

pun) 
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Clap-trap Heaven of amative German 
professor. 

Arcs de Triomphe 
Imperturbable, endless prettiness, 
large empty cliques, higher up. 
Bad air for the individual. 

PARIS. 
Ubiquitous lines of silly little trees. 

BLAST 
MECCA OF THE AMERICAN 

because It is not other side of Suez Canal, instead of an 
afternoon’s ride from London. 

14 



CURSE 

THE BRITANNIC ESTHETE 
WITH EXPLETIVE OF WHIRLWIND 

CREAM OF THE SNOBBISH EARTH 

SNEAK AND SWOT OF THE SCHOOL- 

ROSE OF SHARON OF GOD-PRIG 
OF SIMIAN VANITY 

ROOM 
IMBERB (or Berbed when In Belsize)- PEDANT 

PRACTICAL JOKER 
DANDY 
CURATE 

BLAST all products of phlegmatic cold 
Life of LOOKER-ON. 

SNOBBERY 
(disease of femininity) 
FEAR OF RIDICULE 

CURSE 

VEGETABLE HUMANITY. 
15 

(arch vice of inactive, sleepy 

PLAY 
STYLISM 

of this LYMPHATIC finished 
(we admit in every sense 

finished) 



BLAST 
THE SPECIALIST 
'' PROFESSIONAL" 

"GOOD WORKMAN " 

ONE ORGAN MAN 
"GROVE-MAN" 

BLAST THE 
AMATEUR 
SCIOLAST 

JOURNALIST 
SELF MAN 

ART-PIMP 

NO-ORGAN MAN 

16 



BLAST HUMOUR 
Quack ENGLISH drug for stupidity and sleepiness. 
Arch enemy of REAL, conventionalizing like 

REAL in ferocious chemistry 
of laughter. 

BLAST SPORT 
HUMOUR'S FIRST COUSIN AND ACCOMPLICE. 

Impossibility for Englishman to be 
grave and keep his end up, 

psychologically. 

as well and be persistently 
grave. 

Alas ! necessity for big doll’s show 
in front of mouth. 

Visitation of Heaven on 
English Miss 

Death’s Head symbol of Anti-Life. 

lmpossible for him to use Humour 

gums, canines of FIXED GRIN 
CURSE those who will hang over this 
Manifesto with SILLY CANINES exposed. 

17 

gunshot, freezing, supple 



I 

BLAST 

BLAST 
(imagined at Introduction of BOURGEOIS VICTORIAN 
VISTAS). 

years 1837 to 1900 
(also Aristocracy and Proletariat). 

pasty shadow cast by gigantic Boehm 

WRING THE NECK OF all sick inventions born in 
that progressive white wake, 

BLAST their weeping whlskers -h i rsute  
RHETORIC of EUNUCH and STYLIST- 

ROUSSEAUISMS (wlld Nature cranks) 
SENTIMENTAL HYGIENICS 

FRATERNIZING WITH MONKEYS 
DIABOLICS--- raptures and roses 

of the erotic bookshelves 
culminating In 

PURGATORY OF 

18 

Curse abysmal inexcusable middle-class 

PUTNEY. 



CHAOS OF ENOCH ARDENS 
laughing Jennys 
Ladies with Pains 
good-f or-nothing G uineveres. 

SNOBBISH BORROVIAN running after 
GIPSY KINGS and ESPADAS 

bowing the knee to 
wild Mother Nature, 
her feminine contours, 
Unimaginative insult to 
MAN. 

DAMN 
all those to-day who have taken on that Rotten Menagerie, 
and still crack their whips and tumble in Piccadilly Circus, 
as though London were a provincial town. 

WE WHISPER IN YOUR EAR A GREAT 
SECRET. 
LONDON IS NOT A PROVINCIAL 
TOWN. 

We will allow Wonder Zoos, But we do not want the 

GLOOMY VICTORIAN CIRCUS in 
Piccadilly Circus. 

IT IS PICCADILLY’S CIRCUS ! 
19 



NOT MEANT FOR MENAGERIES trundling 
out of Sixties DICKENSIAN CLOWNS, 

CORELLI LADY RIDERS, 
TROUPS OF PERFORMING 
GIPSIES (who complain 
besides that 1/6 a night 
does not pay fare back to 
Clapham). 

20 



E 
BY 

EZRA POUND. 

SALUTATION THE THIRD 
Let us deride the smugness of “ The Times ” : 
GUFFAW ! 

So much the gagged reviewers, 
It will pay them when the worms are wriggling in their vitals ; 
These were they who objected to newness, 
H E R E  are their TOMB-STONES. 

They supported the gag and the ring : 
A little black BOX contains them. 

SO shall you be also, 
You slut-bellied obstructionist, 

You sworn foe to free speech and good letters, 
You fungus, you continuous gangrene. 

Come, let us on with the new deal, 

Let us SPIT upon those who fawn on the J E W S  for their money, 
Let us out to the pastures. 
PERHAPS I will die at thirty, 
Perhaps you will have the pleasure of defiling my pauper’s grave, 
I wish you JOY, I proffer you ALL my assistance. 
It has been your HABIT for long to do away with true poets, 
You either drive them mad, or else you blink at their suicides, 
Or else you condone their drugs, and talk of insanity and genius, 
BUT I will not go mad to please you. 

I will not F L A T T E R  you with an early death. 
OH, NO ! I will stick it out, 

I will feel your hates wriggling about my feet, 
And I will laugh at you and mock you, 
And I will offer you consolations in irony, 

Let us be done with Jews and Jobbery, 

O fools, detesters of Beauty. 

Afraid to say how they hate you. 

CARESS it, lick off the BLACKING. 

I have seen many who go about with supplications, 

HERE is the taste of my BOOT, 
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MONUMENTUM AERE, Etc. 
You say that I take a good deal upon mysel; ; 
That I strut in the robes of assumption 

In a few years no one will remember the ” buffo,” 
No one will remember the trivial parts of me, 
The comic detail will not be present 
As for you, you will lie in the earth. 
And it is doubtful if even your manure will be rich enough 
To keep grass 
Over your grave 

COME MY CANTILATIONS. 
Come my cantilations 
Let us dump our hatreds into one bunch and be done with them, 
Hot sun, clear water, fresh wind, 
Let me be free of pavements, 
Let me be free of the printers. 
Let come beautiful people 
Wearing raw silk of good colour 
Let come the graceful speakers, 
Let come the ready of wit, 
Let come the gay of manner, the insolent and the exulting. 
We speak of burnished lakes, 
And of dry air, as clear as metal. 



HIS VISION OF A CERTAIN LADY 
POST MORTEM. 

A brown, fat babe sitting in the lotus, 
And you were glad and laughing, 

It is good to splash in the water 
And laughter is the end of all things. 

With a laughter not of this world. 

EPITAPHS. 
FU I.* 

‘‘ Fu I loved the green hills and the white clouds, 
Alas, he died of drink.” 

LI PO. 
And Li Po also died drunk. 
He tried to embrace a moon 
In the yellow river, 

FRATRES MINORES. 

Certain poets here and in France 
Still sigh over established and natural fact 
Long since fully discussed by Ovid. 
They howl. They complain in delicate and exhausted metres 

*Fu I was born in 534 A.D. and died in 639. This is his epitaph very much as he wrote it. 
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WOMEN BEFORE A SHOP. 
The gew-gaws of false amber and false turquoise attract them. 

"Like to like nature." These agglutinous yellows ! 

L’ ART. 
Green arsenic smeared on an egg-white cloth, 
Crushed strawberries ! Come let us feast our eyes. 

THE NEW CAKE OF SOAP. 
Lo, how it gleams and glistens in the sun 
Like the cheek of a Chesterton. 

MEDITATIO, 
When I carefully consider the curious habits of dogs, 
I am compelled to admit 
That man is the superior animal. 

When I consider the curious habits of man, 
I confess, my friend, I am puzzled. 
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SYNOPSIS IN PROGRAMME, 

ENEMY OF THE STARS 



THE SCENE 

DEAD, AND MORE PATHETIC. 

CHARACTERS. 

TWO HEATHEN CLOWNS, GRAVE BOOTH ANIMALS 

CYNICAL ATHLETES, 

VERY WELL ACTED BY YOU AND ME 
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ADVERTISEMENT 

SOME BLEAK CIRCUS, UNCOVERED, 
CAREFULLY-CHOSEN, VIVID NIGHT. 

IT IS PACKED WITH POSTERITY, 
SILENT AND EXPECTANT. 

POSTERITY IS SILENT, LIKE THE 

ENORMOUS YOUNGSTERS, BURSTING EVERY- 
WHERE THROUGH HEAVY TIGHT CLOTHES 

LABOURED IN BY DULL EXPLOSIVE MUSCLES 
full of fiery dust and sinewy energetic air, 
not sap. BLACK CLOTH CUT SOMEWHERE, 

NOWADAYS, ON THE UPPER BALTIC. 



ENEMY OF THE STARS. 

ONE IS I N  IMMENSE COLLAPSE O F  CHRONIC PHILOSOPHY. 
Y E T  HE BULGES ALL OVER, COMPLEX FRUIT,  W I T H  SIMPLE 
FIRE O F  LIFE.  GREAT MASK, VENUSTIC AND VERIDIC, T Y P E  
O F  FEMININE BEAUTY CALLED “ MANISH.” 

FIRST H E  IS ALONE. A HUMAN BULL RUSHES INTO THE 

ING STAR OVERHEAD. H E  IS NOT EVEN A “STAR.” HE 
RUSHES OFF,  INTO T H E  EARTH. 

CIRCUS. T H I S  SUPER IS NO MORE IMPORTANT THAN LOUNG. 

CHARACTERS AND PROPERTIES BOTH EMERGE FROM 
GANGWAY INTO GROUND AT ONE SIDE. 

T H E N  AGAIN T H E  PROTAGONIST REMAINS NEGLECTED, 
AS THOUGH HIS  TWO FELLOW ACTORS HAD FORGOTTEN 
HIM, CAROUSING I N  T H E I R  PROFESSIONAL CAVERN. 

SECOND CHARACTER, APPALLING “ GAMIN,” BLACK 
BOURGEOIS ASPIRATIONS UNDERMINGING BLATANT VIRTU- 
OSITY O F  SELF.  

His criminal instinct of intemperate bilious heart, put at service of unknown 
Humanity, our King, to express its violent royal aversion to Protagonist, statue= 
mirage of Liberty in the great desert. 

Mask of discontent, anxious to explode, restrained by qualms of vanity, and 
Eyes grown venturesome in native temperatures of Pole-- professional coyness. 

indulgent and familiar, blessing with white nights. 

Type of characters takens from broad faces where Europe grows arctic, 
intense, human and universal. 

*‘ Yet you and me: why not from the English metropolis? ”-Listen: it is 
our honeymoon. We go abroad for first scene of our drama, Such a strange thing 

as our coming together requires a strange place for initial stages of our intimate 
ceremonious acquaintance. 
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THERE ARE TWO SCENES. 

STAG E ARRANGEMENTS. 

RED O F  STAINED COPPER PREDOMINANT COLOUR. 
OVERTURNED CASES AND OTHER IMPEDIMENTA HAVE 
B E E N  COVERED, THROUGHOUT ARENA, WITH OLD SAIL- 
CANVAS. 

H U T  O F  SECOND SCENE IS SUGGESTED BY CHARACTERS 
TAKING U P  T H E I R  POSITION A T  OPENING O F  S H A F T  
LEADING DOWN INTO MINES QUARTERS. 

A GUST, SUCH AS IS M E T  I N  T H E  CORRIDORS O F  T H E  
TUBE, MAKES T H E I R  CLOTHES SHIVER OR FLAP, AND 
BLARES U P  T H E I R  VOICES. MASKS F I T T E D  WITH TRUMPETS 
O F  ANTIQUE THEATRE,  WITH E F F E C T  O F  TWO CHILDREN 
BLOWING A T  EACH O T H E R  WITH T I N  TRUMPETS. 

AUDIENCE LOOKS DOWN INTO SCENE, AS THOUGH IT 
W E R E  A H U T  ROLLED HALF ON ITS BACK, DOOR UPWARDS, 
CHARACTERS GIDDILY MOUNTING IN ITS OPENING, 
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INVESTMENT O F  R E D  UNIVERSE, 

EACH FORCE ATTEMPTS T O  SHAKE HIM. 

CENTRAL AS STONE. POISED MAGNET O F  SUBTLE,  
VAST, SELFISH THINGS. 

H E  LIES L I K E  HUMAN S T R A T A  O F  INFERNAL BIOLOGIES. 
WALKS L I K E  WARY SHIFTING O F  BODIES I N  DISTANT 
EQUIPOISE. SITS L I K E  A GOD BUILT BY AN ARCHITECTURAL 
STREAM, FECUNDED BY MAD BLASTS SUNLIGHT. 

The first stars appear and Argol comes out of the hut. This is his cue, The 
stars are his cast. He is rather late and snips into it’s place a test button, 
A noise falls on the cream of Posterity, assembled in silent banks. One hears the 
gnats’ song of the Thirtieth centuries. 

They strain to see him, a gladiator who has come to fight a ghost, Humanity-- 
the great Sport of Future Mankind. 

He  is the prime athlete exponent of this sport in it’s palmy days. Posterity 
slowly sinks into the hypnotic trance of Art, and the Arena is transformed into the 
necessary scene. 

T H E  R E D  WALLS O F  T H E  UNIVERSE NOW S H U T  T H E M  
IN, WITH T H I S  CONDEMNED PROTAGONIST. 

T H E Y  BREATHE I N  CLOSE ATMOSPHERE OF TERROR 
AND NECESSITY T I L L  T H E  EXECUTION IS OVER, T H E  R E D  
WALLS RECEDE, THE UNIVERSE SATISFIED.  

THE BOX OFFICE RECEIPTS HAVE B E E N  ENORMOUS, 

THE ACTION OPENS. 
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THE YARD. 

The Earth has burst, a granite flower, and disclosed the scene. 

A wheelwright’s yard. 

Full of dry, white volcanic light. 

Full of emblems of one trade: stacks of pine, iron, wheels stranded. 

Rough Eden of one soul, to whom another man, and not EVE, would be 
mated. 

A canal at one side, the night pouring into it like blood from a butcher’s pail. 

Rouge mask in alluminum mirror, sunset’s grimace through the night. 

A Ieaden gob, slipped at zenith, first drop of violent night, spreads 
cataclysmically in harsh water of coming. Caustic Reckett’s stain. 

Three trees, above canal, sentimental, black and conventional in number, drive 
leaf Bocks, with jeering cry. 

Or they slightly bend their joints, impassible acrobats; step rapidly forward, 
faintly incline their heads. 

Across the mud in pod of the canal their shadows are gauky toy crocodiles, 
sawed up and down by infant giant? 

Gollywog of Arabian symmetry several tons Arghol drags them in blank 
nervous hatred. 
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THE SUPER. 

Arghol crosses yard to the banks of the canal: sits down. 

‘‘ Arghol ! ” 

‘‘ I am here.’’ 

His voice raucous and disfigured with a catarrh of lies in the fetid bankrupt 
atmosphere of life’s swamp: clear and splendid among Truth’s balsamic hills, 
shepherding his agile thoughts. 

‘‘ Arghol! ” 

It was like a child’s voice hunting it’s mother. 

A note of primitive distress edged the thick bellow. The figure rushed without 
running. Arghol heeled over to the left. A boot battered his right hand 
ribs. These were the least damaged: it was their turn. 

Upper lip shot down, half covering chin, his body reached meth odically. At 
Rolled and jumped, 

against it, like swimmer with 
each blow, in muscular spasm, he made the pain pass out. 
crouched and flung his grovelling Enceladus weight 
wave. 

The boot, and heavy shadow above it, went. The seIf-centred and elemental 
shadow, with whistling noise peculiar to it, passed softly and sickly into a doorway’s 
brown light. 

The second attack, pain left by first shadow, lashing him, was worse. He 
lost conscioumess. 
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THE NIGHT. 

His eyes woke first, shaken by rough moonbeams. A white, crude volume of 
brutal light blazed over him. Immense bleak electric advertisement of God, it 
crushed with wild emptiness of street. 

The ice field of the sky swept and crashed silently. Blowing wild organism 
into the hard splendid clouds, some will cast it’s glare, as well, over him. 

The canal ran in one direction, his blood, weakly, in the opposite. 

The stars shone madly in the archaic blank wilderness of the universe, machines 
of prey. 

Mastodons, placid in electric atmosphere, white rivers of power. They stood 
in eternal black sunlight. 

Tigers are beautiful imperfect brutes. 

Throats iron eternities, drinking heavy radiance, limbs towers of blatant light, 
the stars poised, immensely distant, with their metal sides, pantheistic machines. 

The farther, the more violent and vivid, Nature: weakness crushed out of 
creation ! Hard weakness, a flea’s size, pinched to death in a second, could it 
get so far. 

He rose before this cliff of cadaverous beaming force, imprisoned in a messed 
socket of existence, 

Will Energy some day reach Earth like violent civilisation, smashing or 
In  his mind a chip of distant hardness, tugged at dully like a tooth, hardening all? 

made him ache from top to toe. 

But the violences of all things had left him so far intact. 
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HANP. 

Hanp comes out of hut, coughing like a goat, rolling a cigarette. 

Arghol strains and stretches elegantly, face over shoulder, like a woman. 

” Come, you fool, and have supper.’’ 

Arghol lies, hands clasped round his knees, 

H e  goes 
to where Arghol is lying. He  stirs him with his foot roughly. 

Hanp walks back to hut, leaving him. 

This new kick has put him into 
a childish lethargy. He  puts his 
hand on Hanp’s shoulder, who has been watching him, and kisses him on the cheek. 

H e  gets to his feet soon, and walks to hut. 

Hanp shakes him off with fury and passes inside hut. 

Bastard violence of his half-disciple, metis of an apache of the icy steppe, sleek 
citizen, and his own dumbfounding soul. 

Fungi of sullen violet thoughts, investing primitive vegetation. Hot words 
drummed on his ear every evening: abuse : question. Groping hands strummed 
toppling Byzantine organ of his mind, producing monotonous black fugue. 

Harsh bayadere-shepherdess of Pamir, with her Chinese beauty: living on 
from month to month in utmost tent with wastrel, lean as mandrake root, red and 
precocious: with heavy black odour of vast Manchurian garden--deserts, and the 
disreputable muddy gold squandered by the unknown sun of the Amur. 

I t  was his mind’s one cold 
flirtation, then cold love. Excelling in beauty, marked out for Hindu fate of 
sovereign prostitution, but clear of the world, with furious vow not to return, The 
deep female strain succumbed to this ragged spirt of crude manhood, masculine 
with blunt wilfulness and hideous stupidity of the fecund horde of men, phalic wand= 
like cataract incessantly poured into God, This pip of icy spray struck him on 
the mouth. 

His mind unlocked, free to this violent hand. 

H e  tasted it with new pleasure, before spitting it out: acrid. 

To  be spat back among men. 

They ate their supper at the door of the hut. An hour passed in wandering 

‘‘ Was it bad to-night? ” a fierce and railing question often repeated. 

Arghol lay silent, his hands a thick shell fitting back of Lead, his face grey 

The young men foresaw the event. 

spacious silence, 

vegetable cave. 
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“ Can’t you kill him, in the name of God? A man has his hands, little else. 
Mote and speck, the universe illimitable! ” Hanp gibed. ‘‘ It is true he is a speck, 
but all men are. To you he is immense.” 

They sat, two grubby shadows, unvaccinated as yet by the moon’s lymph, 
sickened by the immense vague infections of night. 

‘‘ That is absurd. Here I get routine, the will of 
the universe manifested with directness and persistence. Figures of persecution are 
accidents or adventures for some, Prick the thin near heart, like a pea, and the 
bubble puffs out. That would not be of the faintest use in my case.” 

Two small black flames, wavering, as their tongues moved, drumming out 
thought, with low earth-draughts and hard sudden winds dropped like slapping 
birds from climaxes in the clouds. 

They 
must be severe midgets, brain specks of the vertiginous, seismic vertebrae, slowly- 
living lines, of landscape. 

The stain 
It is the one piece of property all communities have agreed it is 

The sweetest-tempered person, once he discovers you are that 
When mankind 

It 
It imitates and assimlates that Ego until it is no longer one. ... This is 

Between Personality and Mankind it is always a question of dog and cat; they 
are diametrically opposed species. Self is the ancient race, the rest are the new 
one. But Mankind still suspects Egotistic plots, and 
hunts Pretenders. 

It would be foolish to kill him. He is 
an enchantillon, acid advertisement slipped in letter-box: space‘s store-rooms dense 
with frivolous originals. 

Arghol’s voice had no modulations of argument. Weak now, it handled words 
numbly, like tlred compositor. His body was quite strong again and vivacious, 
Words acted on it as rain on a plant. It got a stormy neat brilliance in this soft 
shower. One flame balanced giddily erect, while other larger one swerved and sang 
with speech coldly before it. 

They lay in a pool of bleak brown shadow, disturbed once by a rats plunging 
Lead. It seemed to rattle along, yet slide on oiled planes. Arghol shifted his 
legs mechanically. It was a hutch with low loft where they slept. 

Beyond the canal, brute-Iands, shuttered with stoney clouds, lay in heavy angels 
of sand. They were squirted in by twenty ragged streams; legions of quails hopped 
parasitically in the miniature cliffs. 

I have explained to you. 

No Morris-lens would have dragged them from the key of vastness, 

*‘ Self, sacred act of violence, is like murder on my face and hands. 
won’t come out. 
illegal to possess. 
sort of criminal, changes any opinion of you, and is on his guard. 
cannot overcome a personality, it has an immemorial way out of the difficulty. 
becomes it. 
success. 

Self is the race that lost. 

My uncle is very little of a relation. 

I am used to him, as well.” 
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Arghol’s uncle was a wheelwright on the edge of the town. 

Two hundred miles to north the Arctic circle swept. Sinister tramps, it’s winds 
came wandering down the high road, fatigued and chill, doors shut against them. 

‘‘ First of all; lily pollen of Ideal on red badge of your predatory category. 
Scrape this off and you lose your appetite. Obviously.---But I don’t want in any 
case to eat Smith, because he is tough and distasteful to me. I am too vain to do 
harm, too superb ever to lift a finger when harmed. 

A man eats his mutton chop, forgetting it is his neighbour; drinks every evening 
blood of the Christs, and gossips of glory. 

Existence; loud feeble sunset, blaring like lumpish, savage clown, alive with 
rigid tinsel, before a misty door: announcing events, tricks and a thousand follies, 
to penniless herds, their eyes red with stupidity. 

To leave violently slow monotonous life is to take header into the boiling starry 
cold. (For with me some guilty fire of friction unspent in solitariness, will reach 
the stars.) 

Hell of those Heavens uncovered, whirling pit, every evening ! You cling to 
any object, dig your nails in earth, not to drop into it.” 

The night plunged gleaming nervous arms down into the wood, to wrench it 
up by the roots. Restless and rythimical, beyond the staring red rimmed doorway, 
giddy and expanding in drunken walls, its heavy drastic lights shifted. 

Arghol could see only ponderous arabesques of red cloud, whose lines did not 
stop at door’s frame, but pressed on into shadows within the hut, in tyrannous con- 
tinuity. As a cloud drove eastward, out of this frame, its weight passed, with 
spiritual menace, into the hut. A thunderous atmosphere thickened above their 
heads. 

Arghol, paler, tossed clumsily and swiftly from side to side, as though asleep, 
H e  got nearer the door. The clouds had room to waste themselves. The land 

continued in dull form, one per cent, animal, these immense bird-amoebas. Nerves 
made the earth pulse up against his side and reverberate. H e  dragged hot palms 
along the ground, caressing its explosive harshness. 

All merely exterior attack, 

His face calm seismograph of eruptions in Heaven. 
Head of black, eagerly carved, herculean Venus, of iron tribe, hyper barbarous 

and ascetic. Lofty tents, sonorous with October rains, swarming from vast bright 
doll-like Asiatic lakes. 

Faces following stars in blue rivers, till sea-struck, thundering engine of red 
Water. 

Pink idle brotherhood of little stars, passed over by rough cloud of sea. 
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Cataclysm of premature decadence. 
Extermination of the resounding, sombre, summer tents in a decade, furious 

Immense production of barren muscular girl idols, wood verdigris, copper, dull 

Hundred idols to a man, and a race swamped in hurricane of art, falling on big 

Head heavy and bird-like, weighted to strike, living on his body, ungainly red 

“ To have read all the books of the town, Arghol, and to come back here to 

Coaxing: genuine stupefaction: reproach, a trap. 
Arghol once more preceded him through his soul, unbenevolent. 

mass of images left: no human. 

paints, flowers. 

narrow souls of its artists. 

Atlantic wave. 

take up this lifeagain.” 

Doors opened 
on noisy blankness, coming through from calm, reeling noon-loudness beyond. 
Garrets waking like faces. A shout down a passage to show It’s depth, horizon as 
well, Voice coming back with suddenness of expert pugilistics, 

Perpetual inspector of himself. 

‘‘ I must live, like a tree, where I grow. An inch to left or right would be 

In the town I felt unrighteous in escaping blows, home anger, destiny of here. 

Selfishness, flouting of destiny, to step so much as an inch out of the bull’s 

too much. 

eye of your birth. (When it is obviously a bull’s eye!) 

A visionary tree, not migratory: visions from within. 

A man with headache lies in deliberate leaden inanimation, He isolates his 
body, floods it with phlegm, sucks numbness up to his brain. 

A soul wettest dough, doughest lead: a bullet. To drop down Eternity like 
a plummet. 

Accumulate in myself, day after day, dense concentration of pig life, Nothing 
spent, stored rather in strong stagnation, till rid at last of evaporation and lightness 
characteristic of men. So burst Death’s membrane through, slog beyond, not float 
in appalling distances, 

Energy has been fixed on me from nowhere---heavy and astonished: resigned. 
Or is it for remote sin ! I will use it, anyway, as prisoner his bowl or skeet for 
escape: not as means of idle humiliation, 

One night Death left his card. I was not familiar with the name he chose: but 
the black edge was deep. I flung it back. A thousand awakenings of violence. 
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Next day I had my knife up my sleeve as my uncle came at me, ready for what 
you recommend. But a superstition, habit, is there, curbing him mathematically : 
that of not killing me. I should know an ounce of effort more. --He loads my plate, 
even. He must have palpable reasons for my being alive.” 

A superb urchin watching some centre of angry commotion in the street, his 
companion kept his puffed slit eyes, generously cruel, fixed on him. God and Fate, 
constant protagonists, one equivalent to Police, his simple sensationalism was always 
focussed on. But God was really his champion, He longed to see God fall on 
Arghol, and wipe the earth with him. He egged God on: then egged on Arghol. 
His soft rigid face grinned with intensity of attention, propped contemplatively on 
hand. 

Port-prowler, serf of the capital, serving it’s tongue and gait within the grasp 
and aroma of the white, mat, immense sea. Abstract instinct of sullen seafarer, 
dry-salted in slow acrid airs, aerian flood not stopped by shore, dying in dirty warmth 
of harbour-bouIevards, 

His soul like ocean-town; leant on by two skies. Lower opaque one washes 
it with noisy clouds or lies giddily flush with street crevices, wedges of black air, 
flooding it with red emptiness of dead light. 

It sends ships between its unchanging slight rock of houses periodically, slowly 
to spacious centre, Nineteen big ships, like nineteen nomad souls for its 
amphibious sluggish body, locked there. 
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‘‘ What is destiny? Why yours to stay here, more than to  live in the town or 

‘‘ My dear Hanp, your geography is so up-to-date ! 

Geography doesn’t interest me, America is geography. 

I’ve explained to you what the town is like. 

Offences against the discipline of the universe are registered by a sort of 
conscience, prior to the kicks, Blows rain on me. Mine is not a popular post. It 
is my destiny right enough: an extremely unpleasant one.” 

“ I t  is not the destiny of a man like you to live buried in this cursed hole.” 

‘‘ Our soul is wild, with primitiveness of it’s own. It’s wilderness is anywhere 
-in a shop, sailing, reading psalms: it’s greatest good our destiny. 

Anything I possess is drunk up here on the world’s brink, by big stars, and 
returned me in the shape of thought heavy as a mateorite. The stone of the stars 
will do for my seal and emblem. I practise with it, monotonous ‘‘ putting,” that 
I may hit Death when he comes.’’ 

cross to America ? ” 

‘* Your thought is buried in yourself.” 

“ A thought weighs less in a million brains than in one, No one is conjuror 
enough to prevent spilling. Rather the bastard form infects the original. Famous 
men are those who have exchanged themselves against a thousand idiots. When you 
hear a famous man has died penniless and deseased, you say, ‘‘ Well served.” 
Part of life’s arrangement is that the few best become these cheap scarecrows, 

The process and condition of life, without any exception, is a grotesque 
degradation, and “ souillure ” of the original solitude of the soul, There is no 
help for it, since each gesture and word partakes of it, and the child has already 
covered himself with mire. 

I do not feel clean enough Anything but yourself is dirt. Anybody that is, 
to die, or to make it worth while killing myself,” 

A laugh, packed with hatred, not hoping to carry, snapped like a fiddle-cord. 
‘‘ Sour grapes ! That’s what it’s all about ! And you let yourself be kicked 

to death here out of spite. 

Why do you talk to me, I should like to know? Answer me that? ’’ 
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Disrespect or mocking is followed, in spiritualistic seances, with offended 
silence on part of the spooks. Such silence, not discernedly offended, now followed. 

The pseudo-rustic Master, cavernously, hemicycally real, but anomalous sham= 
ness on him in these circumstances, poudre de riz on face of knights sleeping effigy, 
lay back indifferent, his feet lying, two heavy closed books, before the disciple. 

Arghol was a large open book, full of truths and insults. 

He opened his jaws wide once more in egotistic self castigation. 

'' The doctoring is often fouler than disease. 

Men have a loathsome deformity called Self; affliction got through 
indiscriminate rubbing against their fellows: Social excrescence. 

Their being is regulated by exigencies of this affliction. Only one operation 
can cure it: the suicide's knife. 

Or an immense snuffling or taciturn parasite, become necessary to victim, like 

I have smashed it against me, but it still writhes, turbulent mess. 
I have shrunk it in frosty climates, but it bas filtered 61th inward through me, 

Mire stirred up desperately, without success in subsequent hygiene." 
This focussed disciples' physical repulsion: nausea of humility added. Perfect 

tyrannic contempt: but choking respect, curiosity; consciousness of defeat. These 
two extremes clashed furiously. The contempt claimed it's security and triumph: 
the other sentiment baffled it. His hatred of Arghol for perpetually producing this 
second sentiment grew. This would have been faint without physical repulsion to 
fascinate him, make his murderous and sick. 

abortive poodle, all nerves, vice and dissatisfaction. 

dispersed till my deepest solitude is impure. 

He was strong and insolent with consciousness stuffed in him in anonymous 
form of vastness of Humanity: full of rage at gigantic insolence and superiority, 
combined with utter uncleanness and despicableness--all back to physical parallel-- 
of his Master. 

The more Arghol made him realize his congenital fatuity and cheapness, the 
more a contemptible matter appeared accumulated in the image of his Master, 
sunken mirror. The price of this sharp vision of mastery was contamination. 

Too many things inhabited together in this spirit for cleanliness or health. IS 
one soul too narrow an abode for genius? 

T o  have humanity inside you-to keep a doss-house I At least impossible to 
organise on such a scale. 

People are right who would disperse these impure monopolies ! Let everyone 
get his little bit, intellectual Ballam rather than Bedlam ! 
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In sluggish but resolute progress towards the City and centre, on part of young 
Arghol had man was to be found cause of Arghol’s ascendency in first place. 

returned some months only from the great city of their world. 

He showed Hanp picture postcards. He  described the character of each scene. 
Then he had begun describing more closely, At length, systematically he lived 
again there for his questioner, exhausted the capital, put it completely in his hands. 
The young man had got there without going there. But instead of satisfying him, 
this developed a wild desire to start off at once. Then Arghol said :-- 

“ Wait a moment.” 

He  whispered something in his ear. 

“ Is that true? ” 

‘‘ Aye and more.” 

He  supplemented his description with a whole life of comment and disillusion.- 
T h e  young man felt now that he had left the city. His life was being lived for 
him.---But he forgot this and fought for his first city. Then he began taking a 
pleasure in destruction. 

H e  had got under Arghol’s touch. 
But when he came to look squarely at his new possession, which he had 

exchanged for his city, he found it wild, incredibly sad, hateful stuff. 

Somehow, however, the City had settled down in Arghol. He  must seek it 
there, and rescue it from that tyrannic abode,---He could not now start off without 
taking this unreal image city with him. He  sat down to invest it, Arghol its walls. 
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Arghol had fallen. His Thebaide had been his Waterloo. 

He  now sat up slowly. 

“ Why do I speak to you? ” 

It’s not to you but myself.-I think it’s a physical matter: simply to use one’s 
mouth. 

My thoughts to walk abroad and not always be stuffed up in my head: ideas 
to banjo this resounding body. 

You seemed such a contemptible sort of fellow that there was some hope for 
you. Or to be clear, there was NOTHING to hope from your vile character. 

That is better than little painful somethings ! 

I am amazed to find that you are like me. 

I talk to you for an hour and get more disgusted with myself. 

I find I wanted to make a naif yapping Poodle-parasite of you.-I shall always 

I wanted to make you my self; you understand ? 

Every man who wants to make another HIMSELF,  is seeking a companion 

be a prostitute. 

for his detached ailment of a self. 

You are an unclean little beast, crept gloomily out of my ego. You are the 
world, brother, with its family objections to me. 

Go back to our Mother and spit in her face for me ! 

I wish to see you no more here ! Leave at once. Here is money, T a k e  train 
at once: Berlin is the place for your pestilential little carcass. Get out ! 
Here ! Go !”  

Amazement had stretched the disciple’s face back like a mouth, then slowly 
it contracted, the eyes growing smaller, chin more prominent, old and clenched like 
a fist. 

Arghol’s voice rang coldly in the hut, a bell beaten by words. 

Only the words, not tune of bell, had grown harder. At last they beat 
virulently. 
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The disciple spoke with his own voice, which he had not used for some weeks. 

His mouth felt different. 

It sounded fresh, brisk and strange to him, half live garish salt fish. 

" Is that all? " 

Arghol was relieved at sound of Hanp's voice, no longer borrowed, 
and felt better disposed towards him, The strain of this mock life, or real life, 
rather, was tremendous on his underworld of energy and rebellious muscles. This 
cold outburst was not commensurate with it. It was twitch of loud bound nerve 
only. 

" Bloody glib-tongued cow I You think you can treat me that way!" 

Hanp sprang out of the ground, a handful of furious movements: flung himself 
on Arghol, 

Once more the stars had come down, 

Arghol used his fists. 

To break vows and spoil continuity of instinctive behaviour, lose a prize that 

Arghol would have flung away his hoarding and scraping of thought as well 
now. But his calm, long instrument of thought, was too heavy. I t  weighed him 
down, resisted his swift anarchist effort, and made him giddy. 

would only be a trophy tankard never drunk from, is always fine. 

His fear of death, anti-manhood, words coming out of caverns of belief- 

Strike his disciple as he had abused him. Suddenly give way, Incurable 

synthesis, that is, of ideal life--appalled him with his own strength. 

self taught you a heroism. 

The young man brought his own disgust back to him. Full of disgust: 
therefore disgusting, He  felt himself on him. What a cause of downfall ! 
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The great beer-coloured sky, at the fuss, leapt in fete of green gaiety, 

Its immense lines bent like whalebones and sprang back with slight deaf 
thunder, 

The sky, two clouds, their two furious shadows fought. 

The bleak misty hospital of the horizon grew pale with fluid of anger. 

The trees were wiped out in a blow. 
The hut became a new boat inebriated with electric milky human passion, 

poured in. 

It shrank and struck them; struck, in its course, in a stirred up unmixed world, 
by tree, or house-side: grown wave. 

First they hit each other, both with blows about equal in force--on face and 
head, 

Soul perched like aviator in basin of skull, more alert and smaller than on any 
other occasion. Mask stoic with energy: thought cleaned off slick-pure and clean 
with action. Bodies grown brain, black octopi. 

Flushes on silk epiderm and fierce card-play of fists between: emptying of 

Arms of grey windmills, grinding anger on stone of the new heart. 

Messages from one to another, dropped down anywhere when nobody is looking, 
reaching brain by telegraph ; most desolating and alarming messages possible. 

The attacker rushed in drunk with blows. They rolled, swift jagged rut, into 
one corner of shed : large insect scuttling roughly to hiding. 

‘‘ hand “ on soft flesh-table. 

Stopped astonished, 

Fisticuffs again : then rolled kicking air and each other, springs broken, torn 

Hanp’s punch wore itself out, soon, on herculean clouds, at mad rudder of 

Then like a punch-ball, something vague and swift struck him on face, 

Arghol did not hit hard, Like something inanimate, only striking as rebound 

He became soft, blunt paw of Nature, taken back to her bosom, mechanically; 

from engine. 

boat on Arghol. 

exhausted and white, 

and as attacked, 

slowly and idly winnhg. 
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Hanp fell somewhere in the shadow: there lay. 

Arghol stood rigid. 

As the nervous geometry of the world in sight relaxed, and went on with It’s 
perpetual mystic invention, he threw himself down where he had been lying before. 

A strong flood of thought passed up to his fatigued head, and at once dazed him. 
Not his body only but being was out of training for action: puffed and exhilarated. 
Thoughts fell on it like punches. 

His mind, baying mastiff, he flung off. 

In steep struggle he rolled into sleep, 

Two clear thoughts had intervened between fight and sleep. 

Now a dream began valuing, with it’s tentative symbols, preceding events. 

A black jacket and shirt hung on nails across window: a gas jet turned low 
to keep room warm, through the night, sallow chill illumination: dirty pillows, 
black and thin in middle, worn down by rough head, but congested at each end. 

Bed-clothes crawling over bed never-made, like stagant waves and eddies 
to be crept beneath.--Picture above pillow of Rosa Bonheur horses (trampling up 
wall like well fed toffyish insects. Books piled on table and chair, open at some 
page. 

Two texts in Finnish. Pipes half smoked, collars: past days not effaced 
beneath perpetual tidyness, but scraps and souvenirs of their accidents lying in heaps. 

His room in the city, nine feet by six, grave big enough for the six corpses that 
is each living man. 

Appalling tabernacle of Self and Unbelief. 

e was furious with this room, tore down jacket and shirt, and threw the 
window open. 

The air made him giddy. 

He began putting things straight. 

The third book, stalely open, which he took up to shut, was the “Einige und 
Sein Eigenkeit.” 

Stirnir. 
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One of seven arrows in his martyr mind. 

Poof! he flung it out of the window. 

A few minutes, and there was a knock at his door. I t  was a young man he 
had known in the town, but now saw for the first time, seemingly, He had come 
to bring him the book, fallen into the roadway. 

" I thought I told you to go! " he said. 

The young man had changed into his present disciple. 

Obliquely, though he appeared now to be addressing Stirnir, 
'' I thought I told you to go ! " 
His visitor changed a third time. 

A middle aged man, red cropped head and dark eyes, self-possessed, loose, 
free, student-sailor, fingering the book: coming to a decision, Stirnir as he had 
imagined him. 

*' Get out, I say. Here is money." 

Was the money for the book? 

The man flung it at his head; its cover slapped him sharply. 

" Glib tongued cow! Take that! '' 
A scrap ensued, physical experiences of recent fight recurring, ending in eviction 

" These books are all parasites. Poodles of the mind, Chows and King 

The mind, perverse and gorgeous. 

All this Art life, posterity and the rest, is wrong. Begin with these." 

He tore up his books. 

A pile by door ready to sweep out. 

H e  left the room, and went round to Cafe to find his friends. 

" All companions of parasite Self. No single one a brother. 

My dealings with these men is with their parasite composite selves, not with 

The night had come on suddenly. Stars like clear rain soaked chillily into him 

No one was in the street. 

of this visitor, and slamming of door. 

Charles; eternal prostitute, 

Them. " 
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The sickly houses oozed sad human electricity. 

He had wished to clean up, spiritually, his room, obliterate or turn into 

Now a similar purging must be undertaken among his companions preparatory 

But he never reached the Cafe 

His dream changed; he was walking down the street in his native town, where 
he now was, and where he knew no one but his school-mates, workmen, clerks in 
export of hemp, grain and wood. 

deliberate refuse, accumulations of Self, 

to leaving the city. 

Ahead of him he saw one of the friends of his years of study in Capital. 

He did not question how he had got there, but caught him up. 

“ Sir, I wish to know you! ’’ 
Provisional smile on face of friend, puzzled. 

“ Hallo, Arghol, you seem upset? 

“ I wish to make your acquaintance.” 

“ But, my dear Arghol, what’s the matter with you? 

We already are very well acquainted.” 

"I am not Arghol. 

‘‘ No ? ” 

The good-natured smug certitude offended him. 

This man would never see anyone but Arghol he knew.---Yet he on his side 
saw a man, directly beneath his friend, imprisoned, with intolerable need of 
recognition 

Arghol, that the baffling requirements of society had made, impudent parasite 
of his solitude, had foregathered too long with men, and borne his name too variously, 
to be superseded, 

He was not sure, if they had been separated surgically, in which self life would 
have gone out and in which remained. 

“ This man has been masquerading as me.” 
He repudiated Arghol, nevertheless. 

If eyes of his friends-up-till-then could not be opened, he would sweep them, 

Although 
brusquely pitched elsewhere, he went on with his plan. 

along with Arghol, into rubbish heap. 
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Arghol was under a dishonouring pact with all of them. 
He repudiated it and him. 

“ So I am Arghol.” 

“ Of course. But if you don’t want 

“ That is a lie. Your foolish grin proves you are lying, Good day.” 

Walking on, he knew his friend was himself. He had divested himself of 

The other steps followed, timidly and deliberately: odious invitation, 

The sound of the footsteps gradually sent him to sleep. 
Next, a Cafe; he, alone, writing at table. 
He became slowly aware of his friends seated at other end of room, watching 

him, as it had actually happened before his return to his uncles house. There he 
was behaving as a complete stranger with a set of men he had been on good terms 
with two days before. 

“ 

something. 

“ He’s gone mad, Leave him alone,” they advised each other. 
As an idiot, too, he had come home; dropped, idle and sullen, on his relative’s 

shoulders, 



Suddenly, through confused struggles and vague successions of scenes, a new 

A riddle had been solved. 
What could this be? 

He was Arghol once more. 

Was that a key to something ? He was simply Arghol. 

“ I am Arghol.” 

He repeated his name--like sinister word invented to launch a new Soap, in 
gigantic advertisement--toilet-necessity, he, to scrub the soul. 

He had ventured in his solitude and failed. Arghol he had imagined left in 
the city.-Suddenly he had discovered Arghol who had followed him, in Hanp. 
Always a deux ! 

state of mind asserted itself. 

Flung back to extremity of hut, Hanp lay for some time recovering. Then he 
thought. Chattel for rest of mankind, Arghol had brutalised him. 

Both eyes were swollen pulp. 

Shut in : thought for him hardly possible so cut off from visible world. 

Sullen indignation at Arghol ACTING, be who had not the right to act. 

How loathsome heavy body, so long quiet, flinging itself about : face strained 

Firm grip still on him; outrage. 

“Pudeur,” in races accustomed to restraint, is the most violent emotion, in 
all its developments. Devil redicule, heroism of vice, ideal, god of taste. Why 
has it not been taken for root of great Northern tragedy ? 

Arghols unweildly sensitiveness, physical and mental, made him a monster fa 
Lis own eyes, among other things, Such illusion, imparted with bullet-like direct. 
ness to a companion, falling on suitable soil, produced similar conviction. 

This humility and perverse aseticism opposed to vigorous animal glorification 
of self. 

He gave men one image with one hand, and at same time a second, its antidote 

Violence in him was indecent; again question of taste. 

with intimate expression of act of love, 

with the other. 
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He watched results a little puzzled. 

The conflict never ended. 

Shyness and brutality, chief ingredients of their drama, fought side by side. 

Hanp had been “ordered off,” knocked about. Now he was going. Why? 

Arghol had dragged him down: had preached a certain life, and now insolently 

Played with, debauched by a mind that could not leave passion in another alone. 

Where should he go? Home. Good natured drunken mother, recriminating 

Hanp had almost felt she had no right to be violent and resentful, being weak 
He caught a resemblance to present experiences in tipsy life stretching 

Because he had been sent off like a belonging. 

set an example of the opposite. 

and savage at night. 

when sober. 
to babyhood. 

He saw in her face a look of Arghol. 

How disgusting she was, his own flesh. Ah! That was the sensation! 
Arghol, similarly disgusted through this family feeling, his own flesh: though he 
was not any relation. 

He was comfortable where he was, 

Even wheel-making had 

Berlin and nearer city was full of Arghol, 

Arghol had lived for him, worked: impaired his will  

WHOSE energy did he use? 

Just now the blows had leapt in his muscles towards Arghol, but were sickened 
and did not seem hard, Would he never be able again to hit? Feel himself hard 
and distinct on somebody else ? 

That mass, muck, in the corner, that he hated : was it hoarded energy, stolen 
or grabbed, which he could only partially use, stagnating ? 

grown difficult, whereas Arghol acquitted himself of duties of trade quite easily. 

Arghol was brittle, repulsive and formidable through this sentiment. 

Had this passivity been holy, with charm of a Saint’s ? 

Arghol was glutted with others, in coma of energy. 

He  had just been feeding on him--Hanp! 

He REFUSED to act, almost avowedly to infuriate: prurient contempt, 

His physical strength was obnoxious : muscles affecting as flabby fat would 

Energetic through self indulgence. 

in another. 
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Thick sickly puddle of humanity, lying there by door. 

Death, taciturn refrain of his being. 
Preparation for Death. 
Tip him over into cauldron in which he persistently gazed : see what happened ! 

This sleepy desire leapt on to young man’s mind, after a hundred other 
thoughts---clown in the circus, springing on horses back, when the elegant riders 
have hopped, with obsequious dignity down gangway. 



Bluebottle, at first unnoticed, hurtling about, a snore rose quietly on the air. 

Drawn out, clumsy, self-centred ! It pressed inflexibly on Hanps nerve of 

It beckoned, filthy, ogling finger. 

The first organ note abated. A second at once was set up: stronger, startling, 

It purred a little now, quick and labial. Then virile and strident again, 

It rose and fell up centre of listener’s body, and along swollen nerves, peachy, 
clotted tide, gurgling back in slimy shallows. Snoring of a malodorous, bloody, 
sink, emptying its water. 

hatred, sending hysteria gyrating in top of diaphragm, flooding neck. 

full of loathsome unconsciousness. 

More acutely, it plunged into his soul with bestial regularity, intolerable 
besmirching, 

Aching with disgust and fury, he lay dully, head against ground. At each 
fresh offence the veins puffed faintly in his temples. 

All this sonority of the voice that subdued him sometimes : suddenly turned 
bestial in answer to his vision 

"How can I stand it! How can I stand it! 

His whole being was laid bare : battened on by this noise. His strength was 

Like a sleek shadow passing down his face, the rigour of his discomfort changed, 

Glee settled thickly on him. 

The snore crowed with increased loudness, glad, seemingly, with him; laughing 

A rare proper world if you 

He got up, held by this foul sound of sleep, in dream of action. Rapt beyond 

Cut out this noise like a cancer. 

He swayed and groaned a little, peeping through patches of tumified flesh, 

drawn raspingly out of him. In a minute he would be a flabby yelling wreck. 

sly volte-face of Nature. 

that he should have at last learnt to appreciate it. 
understand it ! 

all reflection, he would, martyr, relieve the world of this sound. 

boozer collecting his senses; fumbled in pocket. 
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His knife was not there. 

He stood still wiping blood off his face. 

Then he stepped across shed to where fight had occurred, 

The snore grew again: its sonorous recoveries had amazing and startling 
strength. Every time it rose he gasped, pressing back a clap of laughter. 

With his eyes, it was like looking through goggles. 

He peered round carefully, and found knife and two coppers where they had 
slipped out of his pocket a foot away from Arghol. 

He opened the knife, and an ocean of movements poured into his body. He 

He took deep breaths: his eyes almost closed. He opened one roughly with 

He could hardly help plunging it in himself, the nearest flesh to him. 

He now saw Arghol clearly: knelt down beside him. 

A long stout snore drove his hand back. But the next instant the hand rushed 
in, and the knife sliced heavily the impious meat. The blood burst out after the 
knife. 

stretched and strained like a toy wound up. 

two fingers, the knife held stiffly at arms length. 

Arghol rose as though on a spring, his eyes glaring down on Hanp, and with 
an action of the head, as though he were about to sneeze. Hanp shrank back, on 
his haunches. He over-balanced, and fell on his back, 

He scrambled up, and Arghol lay now in the position in which he had been 
sleeping. 

There was something incredible in the dead figure, the blood sinking down, a 
moist shaft, into the ground. Hanp felt friendly towards it. 

There was only flesh there, and all our flesh is the same. Something distant, 
terrible and eccentric, bathing in that milky snore, had been struck and banished 
from matter. 

Hanp wiped his hands on a rag, and rubbed at his clothes for a few minutes, 
then went out of the hut, 

The night was suddenly absurdly peaceful, trying richly to please him With 

Relief of grateful universe. 
gracious movements of trees, and gay precessions of arctic clouds. 
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A rapid despair settled down on Hanp, a galloping blackness of mood. He 
moved quickly to outstrip it, perhaps. 

Near the gate of the yard he found an idle figure. I t  was his master, He  
ground hls teeth almost in this man’s face, with an agressive and furious movement 
towards him. The face looked shy and pleased, but civil, like a mysterious domestic. 

Hanp walked slowly along the canal to a low stone bridge. 

His face was wet with tears, his heart beating weakly, a boat slowed down. 

A sickly flood of moonlight beat miserably on him, cutting empty shadow he 
could hardly drag along. 

He sprang from the bridge clumsily, too unhappy for instinctive science, and 
sank like lead, his heart a sagging weight of stagnant hatred. 
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INDISSOLUBLE MATRIMONY 
BY 

REBECCA WEST. 

When George Silverton opened the front door he found that the house was not 
empty for all its darkness. The spitting noise of the striking of damp matches and 
mild, growling exclamations of annoyance told him that his wife was trying to light 
the dining-room gas. He  went in and with some short, hostile sound of greeting 
lit a match and brought brightness into the little room. Then, irritated by his own 
folly in bringing private papers into his wife's presence, he stuffed the letters he 
had brought from the office deep into the pockets of his overcoat. He  looked at 
her suspiciously, but she had not seen them, being busy in unwinding her orange 
motor-veil. His eyes remained on her face to brood a little sourly on her moving 
loveliness, which he had not been sure of finding : for she was one of those women 
who create an illusion alternately of extreme beauty and extreme ugliness. Under 
her curious dress, designed in some pitifully cheap and worthless stuff by a successful 
mood of her indiscreet taste--she had black blood in her--her long body seemed 
pulsing with some exaltation. The blood was coursing violently under her luminous 
yellow skin, and her lids, dusky with fatigue, drooped contentedly over her great 
humid black eyes. Perpetually she raised her hand to the mass of black hair that 
was coiled on her thick golden neck, and stroked it with secretive enjoyment, as 
a cat licks its fur. And her large mouth smiled frankly, but abstractedly, at some 
digested pleasure. 

There was a time when George would have looked on this riot of excited 
loveliness with suspicion. But now he knew it was almost certainly caused by 
some trifle-a long walk through stinging weather, the report of a Socialist victory 
at a by-election, or the intoxication of a waltz refrain floating from the municipal 
band-stand across the flats of the local recreation ground. And even if it had been 
caused by some amorous interlude he would not have greatly cared. In the ten 
years since their marriage he had lost the quality which would have made him 
resentful. He  now believed that quality to be purely physical. Unless one was 
in good condition and responsive to the messages sent out by the flesh Evadne 
could hardly concern one. H e  turned the bitter thought over in his heart and 
stung himself by deliberately gazing unmoved upon her beautiful joyful body. 

" Let's have supper now! " she said rather greedily. 

R e  looked at the table and saw she had set it before she went out, As usual 
she had been in an improvident hurry : it was carelessly done. Besides, what an 
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absurd supper to set before a hungry solicitor’s clerk? In the centre, obviously 
intended as the principal dish, was a bowl of plums, softly red, soaked with the 
sun, glowing like jewels in the downward stream of the incandescent light. Besides 
them was a great yellow melon, its sleek sides fluted with rich growth, and a honey- 
comb glistening on a wilIow-pattern dish. The only sensible food to be seen was 
a plate of tongue laid at his place. 

“ I can’t sit down to supper without washing my hands! ’’ 

While he splashed in the bathroom upstairs he heard her pull in a chair to 
the table and sit down to her supper. I t  annoyed him. There was no ritual about 
it. While he was eating the tongue she would be crushing honey on new bread, 
or stripping a plum of its purple skin and holding the golden globe up to the gas 
to see the light filter through. The meal would pass in silence. She would 
innocently take his dumbness for a sign of abstraction and forbear to babble. He  
would find the words choked on his lips by the weight of dullness that always 
oppressed him in her presence. Then, just about the time when he was beginning 
t o  feel able to formulate his obscure grievances against her, she would rise from 
the table without a word and run upstairs to her work, humming in that uncanny, 
negro way of hers, 

And so it was. She ate with an appalling catholicity of taste, with a nice 
child’s love of sweet foods, and occasionally she broke into that hoarse beautiful 
croon. Every now and then she looked at him with too obvious speculations as 
to whether his silence was due to weariness or uncertain temper. Timidly she cut 
him an enormous slice of the melon, which he did not want. Then she rose abruptly 
and flung herself into the rocking chair on the hearth. She clasped her hands behind 
her head and strained backwards so that the muslin stretched over her strong breasts. 
She sang saftly to the ceiling. 

There was something about the fantastic figure that made him feel as though 
they were not properly married. 

‘’ Evadne? ” 

“ ' S? ” 

‘‘ What have you been up to this evening? ” 

‘‘ I was at Milly Stafordale’s.” 

H e  was silent again. That name brought up the memory of his courting days. 
It was under the benign eyes of blonde, plebeian Milly that he had wooed the 
distracting creature in the rocking chair. 

Ten years before, when he was twenty-five, his firm had been reduced to 
hysteria over the estates of an extraordinarily stupid old woman, named Mrs. Mary 
Ellerker. Her stupidity, grappling with the complexity of the sources of the vast 
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income which rushed in spate from the properties of four deceased husbands 
demanded oceans of explanations even over her weekly rents. Silverton alone in 
the office, by reason of a certain natural incapacity for excitement, could deal calmly 
with this marvel of imbecility. H e  alone could endure to sit with patience in the 
black-panelled drawing-room amidst the jungle of shiny mahogany furniture and 
talk to a mass of darkness, who rested heavily in the window-seat and now and then 
made an idiotic remark in a bright, hearty voice. But it shook even him. Mrs. 
Mary Ellerker was obscene. Yet she was perfectly sane and, although of that 
remarkable plainness noticeable in most oft-married women, in good enough physical 
condition. She merely presented the loathsome spectacle of an ignorant mind, 
contorted by the artificial idiocy of coquetry, lack of responsibility, and hatred of 
discipline, stripped naked by old age. One 
feared to think how many women were really like Mrs. Ellerker under their armour 
of physical perfection or social grace. For this reason he turned eyes of hate on 
Mrs. Ellerker’s pretty little companion, Milly Stafordale, who smiled at him over 
her embroidery with wintry northern brightness. When she was old she too would 
be obscene. 

That was the real horror of her. 

This horror obssessed him. Never before had he feared anything. He  had 
never lived more than half-an-hour from a police station, and, as he had by some 
chance missed the melancholy clairvoyance of adolescence, he had never conceived 
of any horror with which the police could not deal. This disgust of women revealed 
to him that the world is a place of subtle perils. He  began to fear marriage as he 
feared death. The thought of intimacy with some lovely, desirable and necessary 
wife turned him sick as he sat at his lunch. The secret obscenity of women! He  
talked darkly of it to is friends. He  wondered why the Church did not provide 
a service for the a solution of men after marriage. Wife desertion seemed to him 
a beautiful return of the tainted body to cleanliness. 

On his fifth visit to Mrs. Ellerker he could not begin his business at once. 
One of Milly Stafordale’s friends had come in to sing to the old lady. She stood 
by the piano against the light, so that he saw her washed with darkness. Amazed, 
of tropical fruit. And before he had time to apprehend the sleepy wonder of her 
beauty, she had begun to sing. Now he knew that her voice was a purely physical 
attribute, built in her as she lay in her mother’s womb, and no index of her spiritual 
values. But then, as it welled up from the thick golden throat and clung to her 
lips, it seemed a sublime achievement of the soul. I t  was smouldering contralto 
such as only those of black blood can possess. As she sang her great black eyes 
lay on him with the innocent shamelessness of a young animal, and he remembered 
hopefully that he was good looking. Suddenly she stood in silence, playing with 
her heavy black plait. Mrs. Ellerker broke into silly thanks, The girl’s mother, 
who had been playing the accompaniment, rose and stood rolling up her music. 
Silverton, sick with excitement, was introduced to them. He  noticed that the 
mother was a little darker than the conventions permit, Their name was Hannan-- 
Mrs. Arthur Hannan and Evadne, They moved lithely and quietly out of the room, 
the girl’s eyes still lingering on his face. 
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The thought of her splendour and the rolling echoes of her voice disturbed hirn 
all night. Next day, going to his o ffice, he travelled with her on the horse-car that 
bound his suburb to Petrick. One of the horses fell lame, and she had time to 
tell him that she was studying at a commercial college. Me quivered with distress. 
All the time he had a dizzy illusion that she was nestling up against hirn. They 
parted shyly. During the next few days they met constantly. He began to go 
and see them in the evening at their home---a mean flat crowded with cheap glories 
of bead curtains and Oriental hangings that set off the women’s alien beauty. Mrs. 
Hannan was a widow and they lived alone, in a wonderful silence. He talked more 
than he had ever done in his whole life before. He took a dislike to the widow, she 
was consumed with fiery subterranean passions, no fit guardian for the tender girl. 

Now he could imagine with what silent rapture Evadne had watched his 
agitation. Almost from the first she had meant to marry him. He was physically 
attractlve, though not strong. His intellect was gently stimulating like a mild 
white wine. And it was time she married. She was ripe for adult things. This 
was the real wound in his soul. He had tasted of a divine thing created in his time 
for dreams out of her rich beauty, her loneliness, her romantic poverty, her 
immaculate youth. He  had known love. And Evadne had never known anything 
more than a magnificent physical adventure which she had secured at the right time 
as she would have engaged a cab to take her to the station in time for the cheapest 
excursion train. It was a quick way to light-hearted living. With loathing he 
remembered how in the days of their engagement she used to gaze purely into his 
blinking eyes and with her unashamed kisses incite him to extravagant embraces, 
Now he cursed her for having obtained his spiritual revolution on false pretences. 
Only for a littIe time had he had his illusion, for their marriage was hastened by 
Mrs. Hannan’s sudden death. After three months of savage mourning Evadne 
flung herself into marriage, and her excited candour had enlightened him very soon. 

That marriage had lasted ten years. And to Evadne their relationship was 
Her vitality needed him as it needed the fruit on the table just the same as ever. 

before him. He  shook with wrath and a sense of outraged decency. 

“ O George ! “ She was yawning widely. 

“ What’s the matter ? “ he said without interest. 

“ It’s so beastly dull.” 

“ I can’t help that, can I ? “ 

“ No.” She smiled placidly at him. “ We’re a couple of dull dogs, aren’t 

we? I wish we had children.” 

After a minute she suggested, apparently as an alternative amusement, 
“ Perhaps the post hasn’t passed.” 
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As she spoke there was a rat-tat and the slither of a letter under the door. 
Evadne picked herself up and ran out into the lobby. After a second or two, during 
which she made irritating inarticulate exclamations, she came in reading the letter 
and stroking her bust with a gesture of satisfaction, 

“ They want me to speak at Longton’s meeting on the nineteenth,” she purred, 

“ Longton? What’s he up to? “ 

Stephen Longton was the owner of the biggest iron works in Petrick, a man 
whose refusal to adopt the livery of busy oafishness thought proper to commercial 
men aroused the gravest suspicions, 

“ He’s standing as Socialist candidate for the town council.” 

". . . Socialist!” he muttered. 

He  set his jaw. That was a side of Evadne he considered as little as possible. 
He had never been able to assimilate the fact that Evadne had, two years after 
their marriage, passed through his own orthodox Radicalism to a passionate 
Socialism, and that after reading enormously of economics she had begun to write 
for the Socialist press and to speak successfully at meetings. In the jaundiced 
recesses of his mind he took it for granted that her work would have the lax fibre 
of her character : that it would be infected with her Oriental crudities. Although 
once or twice he had been congratulated on her brilliance, he mistrusted this phase 
if her activity as a caper of the sensualist. His eyes blazed on her and found the 
depraved, over-sexed creature, looking milder than a gazeller, holding out a hand- 
bill to him. 

“ They’ve taken it for granted! “ 

He  saw her name--his name-- 

MRS. EVADNE SILVERTON. 

It was at first the blaze of stout scarlet letters on the dazzling white ground 
that made him blink. Then he was convulsed with rage. 

“ Georgie dear! “ 

She stepped forward and caught his weak body to her bosom, He wrenched 
himself away. Spiritual nausea made him determined to be a better man than her. 

You and Longton---!“ he snarled scornfully. Then, “ A pair of you ! 
seeing her startled face, he controlled himself. 

“ I thought it would please you,” said Evadne, a little waspishly, 

“ You mustn’t have anything to do with Longton,” he stormed. 
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A change passed over her. She became ugly. Her face was heavy with 
intellect, her lips coarse with power. He was at arms with a Socialist lead. Much 
he would have preferred the bland sensualist again, 

“ Why ? “ 

“ Because--his lips stuck together like blotting-paper--he’s not the sort of 
man my wife should--should-- “ 

With movements which terrified him by their rough energy, she folded up the 
bills and put them back in the envelope. 

“ George. I suppose you mean that he’s a bad man.” He nodded. 

“ I know quite well that the girl who used to be his typist is his mistress.’’ 
She spoke it sweetly, as if reasoning with an old fool. “But she’s got consumption. 
She’ll be dead in six months. In fact, I think it’s rather nice of him. To look 
after her and all that.” 

“ M y  God! He leapt to his feet, extending a shaking forefinger, As she 
turned to him, the smile dying on her lips, his excited weakness wrapped him in 
a paramnesic illusion: it seemed to him that he had been through all this before- 
a long, long time ago. “My God, you talk like a woman off the streets!” 

Evadne’s lips lifted over her strong teeth. With clever cruelty she fixed his 
eyes with hers, well knowing that he longed to fall forward and bury his head on 
the table in a transport of hysterical sobs. After a moment of this torture she turned 
away, herself distressed by a desire to cry. 

“How can you say such dreadful, dreadful things!“ she protested, chokingly. 

He  sat down again. His eyes looked little and red, but they blazed on her. 

“Are what?“ she asked petulantly, a tear rolling down her nose, 

“You know,’’ he answered, nodding. 

“George, George, George!“ she cried. 

“ You’ve always been keen on kissing and making love, haven’t you, my 
precious? At first you startled me, you did! I didn’t know women were like 
that.” From that morass he suddenly stepped on to a high peak of terror. Amazed 
to find himself sincere, he cried--‘‘ I don’t believe good women are! “ 

“I wonder if you are,” he said softly. 

“Georgie, how can you be so silly! exclaimed Evadne shrilly. " You know 
She sought his eyes 

He averted his gaze, sickened at having put 
For even while he degraded his tongue his pure soul fainted 

quite well I’ve been as true to you as any woman could be.” 
with a liquid glance of reproach. 
himself In the wrong. 
with loathing of her fleshiness. 
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“I---I’m sorry.” 

Too wily to forgive him at once, she showed him a lowering profile with down- 
cast lids. Of course, he knew it was a fraud : an imputation against her chastity 
was no more poignant than a reflection on the cleanliness of her nails--rude and 
spiteful, but that was all. But for a time they kept up the deception, while she 
cleared the table in a steely silence. 

“Evadne, I’m sorry. I’m tired.” His throat was dry. He  could not bear 
the discord of a row added to the horror of their companionship. ‘‘ Evadne, do 
forgive me---I don’t know what I meant by--" 

“ That’s all right, silly ! ” she said suddenly and bent over the table to kiss 
him. Her brow was smooth. I t  was evident from her splendid expression that she 
was pre-occupied. Then she finished clearing up the dishes and took them into 
the kitchen. While she was out of the room he rose from his seat and sat down 
in the armchair by the fire, setting his bull-dog pipe alight, For a very short time 
he was free of her voluptuous presence. But she ran back soon, having put the 
kettle on and changed her blouse for a loose dressing-jacket, and sat down on the 
arm of his chair. Once or twice she bent and kissed his brow, but for the most 
part she lay back with his head drawn to her bosom, rocking herself rhythmically. 
Silverton, a little disgusted by their contact, sat quite motionless and passed into a 
doze. He revolved in his mind the incidents of his day’s routine and remembered 
a snub from a superior, So he opened his eyes and tried to think of something else. 
It was then that he became conscious that the rhythm of Evadne’s movement was 
not regular. I t  was broken as though she rocked in time to music. Music? His 
sense of hearing crept up to hear if there was any sound of music in the breaths she 
was emitting rather heavily every now and now and then. At first he could hear 
nothing. Then it struck him that each breath was a muttered phrase. He stiffened, 
and hatred flamed through his veins, The words came clearly through her 
lips. . . ‘‘ The present system of wage-slavery . . ." 

‘‘ Evadne !.” He sprang to his feet, “ You’re preparing your speech ! ” 

She did not move. "I am,” she said. 

“ Damn it, you shan’t speak !" 

“ Damn it, I will !” 

‘‘ Evadne, you shan’t speak ! If you do I swear to God above I’ll turn you 
out into the streets--.” She rose and came towards him. She looked black and 
dangerous. She trod softly like a cat with her head down, In  spite of himself, his 
tongue licked his lips in fear and he cowered a moment before he picked up a knife 
from the table. For a space she looked down on him and the sharp blade, 

‘‘ You idiot, can’t you hear the kettle’s boiling over? ’’ 
He shrank back, letting the knife fall on the floor, For three minutes he stood 
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there controlling his breath and trying to still his heart Then he followed her into 
the kitchen. She was making a noise with a basinful of dishes. 

‘‘ Stop that row.” 

She turned round with a dripping dish-cloth in her hand and pondered whether 
to throw it at him, But she was tired and wanted peace : so that she could finish 
the rough draft of her speech, So she stood waiting. 

‘‘ Did you understand what I said then? If you don’t promise me here and 

She flung her arms upwards with a cry and dashed past him. He made to run 
after her upstairs, but stumbled on the threshold of the lobby and sat with his ankle 
twisted under him, shaking with rage. In a second she ran downstairs again, clothed 
in a big cloak with black bundle clutched to her breast. For the first time in their 
married life she was seized with a convulsion of sobs. She dashed out of the front 
door and banged it with such passion that a glass pane shivered to fragments 
behind her. 

“ What’s this? What’s this?” he cried stupidly, standing up. He perceived 
with an insane certainty that she was going out to meet some unknown lover. ‘‘ I’ll 
come and tell him what a slut you are!” he shouted after her and stumbled to the 
door. It was jammed now and he had to drag at it. 

now--" 

The night was flooded with the yellow moonshine of midsummer: it seemed to 
drip from the lacquered leaves of the shrubs in the front garden. In its soft clarity 
he could see her plainly, although she was new two hundred yards away. She was 
hastening to the north end of Sumatra Crescent, an end that curled up the hill 
like a silly kitten’s tail and stopped abruptly in green fields. So he knew that she 
was going to the young man who had just bought the Georgian Manor, whose elm- 
trees crowned the hill. Oh, how he hated her ! Yet he must follow her, or else 
she would cover up her adulteries so that he could not take his legal revenge. So 
he began to run--silently, for he wore his carpet slippers. He was only a hundred 
yards behind her when she slipped through a gap in the Ledge to tread a field-path. 
She still walked with pride, for though she was town-bred, night in the open seemed 
not at all fearful to her. As he shuffled in pursuit his carpet slippers were engulfed 
in a shining pool of mud: he raised one with a squelch, the other was left. This 
seemed the last humiliation. He kicked the other one off his feet and padded on in 
his socks, snuffling in anticipating of a cold. Then physical pain sent him back to 
the puddle to pluck out the slippers; it was a dirty job. His heart battered his 
breast as he saw that Evadne had gained the furthest hedge and was crossing the 
stile into the lane that ran up to the Manor gates. 

“Go on, you beast!” he muttered, “Go on, go on!” After a scamper he 
climbed the stile and thrust his lean neck beyond a mass of wilted hawthorn bloom 
that crumbled into vagrant petals at his touch. 
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The lane mounted yellow as cheese to where the moon lay on his iron tracery 
of the Manor gates. Evadne was not there, Hardly believing his eyes he hobbled 
over into the lane and looked in the other direction. There he saw her disappearing 
round the bend of the road. Gathering himself up to a run, he tried to think out 
his bearings, He  had seldom passed this way, and like most people without strong 
primitive instincts he had no sense of orientation. With difficulty he remembered 
that after a mile’s mazy wanderings between high hedges this lane sloped suddenly 
to the bowl of heather overhung by the moorlands, in which lay the Petrick reservoirs, 
two untamed lakes. 

H e  
remembered the withered ash tree, seared by lightning to its root, that stood by the 
road at the bare frontier of the moor. “ May God strike her like that,” he prayed,” 
‘‘ as she fouls the other man’s llps with her kisses. O God! let me strangle her. 
Or bury a knife deep in her breast.” Suddenly he broke into a lolloping run, “ O 
my Lord, I’ll be able to divorce her. Free to live alone. To do 
my day’s work and sleep my night’s sleep without her. I’ll get a job somewhere 
else and forget her, I’ll bring her to the dogs. No clean man or woman in Petrick 
will look at her now. His 
throat swelled with joy, he leapt high in the air. 

If I can prove that she’s wrong with this man they’ll 
believe me if I say she’s a bad woman and drinks. I'll make her name a joke. 
And then -- ” 

“ Eh! she’s going to meet him by the water! ” he cursed to himself. 

I’ll be free. 

They won’t have her to speak at that meeting now! ” 

“ I’ll lie about her, 

He  flung wide his arms in ecstasy : the left struck against stone. More pain 
than he had thought his body could hold convulsed him, so that he sank on the 
ground hugging his aching arm. He looked backwards as he writhed and saw that 
the kedge had stopped ; above him was the great stone wall of the county asylum. 
The question broke on him-was there any lunatic in its confines so slavered with 
madness as he himself? Nothing but madness could have accounted for the torrent 
of ugly words, the sea of uglier thoughts that was now a part of him. “ O God, 
me to turn like this! ” he cried, rolling over full-length on the grassy bank by the 
roadside. That the infidelity of his wife, a thing that should have brought out the 
stern manliness of his true nature, should have discovered him as lecherous-lipped 
as any pot-house lounger, was the most infamous accident of his married life. The 
sense of sin descended on him so that his tears flowed hot and bitterly. “ Have I 
gone to the Unitarian chapel every Sunday morning and to the Ethical Society every 
evening for nothing? ” his spirit asked itself in its travail. ‘‘ All those Browning 
lectures for nothing . . .” He said the Lord’s Prayer several times and lay 
for a minute quietly crying. The relaxation of his muscles brought him a sense of 
rest which seemed forgiveness falling from God. The tears dried on his cheeks. 
His calmer consdiousness heard the sound of rushing waters mingled with the beating 
of blood in his ears, H e  got up and scrambled round the turn of the read that 
brought him to the withered ash-tree. 

He walked forward on the parched heatherland to the mound whose scarred 
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sides, heaped with boulders, tufted with mountain grasses, shone before him in the 
moonlight. He scrambled up to it hurriedly and hoisted himself from ledge to ledge 
till he fell on his knees with a squeal of pain. His ankle was caught in a crevice 
of the rock, Gulping down his agony at this final physical humiliation he heaved 
himself upright and raced on to the summit, and found himself before the Devil’s 
Cauldron, filled to the brim with yellow moonshine and the flery play of summer 
lightning. The rugged crags opposite him were a low barricade against the stars 
to which the mound where he stood shot forward like a bridge. To the left of this 
the long Lisbech pond lay like a trailing serpent; its silver scales glittered as the 
wind swept down from the vaster moorlands to the east. To the right under a steep 
drop of twenty feet was the Whimsey pond, more sinister, shaped in an unnatural 
oval, sheltered from the wind by the high ridge so that the undisturbed moonlight 
lay across it like a sharp-edged sword. 

He looked about for some sign of Evadne. She could not be on the land by 
the margin of the lakes, for the light blazed so strongly that each reed could be 
clearly seen like a black dagger stabbing the silver. He looked down Lisbech and 
saw far east a knot of red and green and orange lights. Perhaps for some devilish 
purpose Evadne had sought Lisbech railway station. But his volcanic mind had 
preserved one grain of sense that assured him that, subtle as Evadne’s villainy might 
be, it would not lead her to walk five miles out of her way to a terminus which she 
could have reached in fifteen minutes by taking a train from the station down the 
road. She must be under cover somewhere here. He went down the gentle slope 
that fell from the top of the ridge to Lisbech pond in a disorder of rough heather, 
unhappy patches of cultivated grass, and coppices of silver birch, fringed with flaming 
broom that seemed faintly tarnished in the moonlight. At the bottom was a roughly 
hewn path which he followed in hot aimless hurry In a little he approached a riot 
of falling waters. There was a slice ten feet broad carved out of the ridge, and to 
this narrow channel of black shining rock the floods of Lisbech leapt some feet and 
raced through to Whimsey, The noise beat him back. The gap was spanned by 
a gaunt thing of paint-blistered iron, on which he stood dizzily and noticed how the 
wide step that ran on each side of the channel through to the other pond was smeared 
with sinister green slime. Now his physical distress reminded him of Evadne, whom 
he had almost forgotten in contemplation of these lonely waters. The idea of her 
had been present but obscured, as sometimes toothache may cease active torture. 
His blood lust set him on and he staggered forward with covered ears. Even as 
he went something caught his eye in a thicket high up on the Slope near the Crags. 
Against the slender pride of some silver birches stood a gnarled hawthorn tree, its 
branches flattened under the stern moorland winds so that it grew squat like an 
opened umbrella. In its dark shadows, faintly illumined by a few boughs of withered 
blossom, there moved a strange bluish light, Even while he did not know what it 
was it made his flesh stir. 

The light emerged. It was the moonlight reflected from Evadne’s body, She 
was clad in a black bathing dress, and her arms and legs and the broad streak of 
flesh laid bare by a rent down the back shone brilliantly white, so that she seemed 
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like a grotesquely patterned wild animal as she ran down to the lake. Whirling her 
arms above her head she trampled down into the water and struck out strongly. 
Her movements were full of brisk delight and she swam quickly. The moonlight 
made her the centre of a little feathery blur of black and silver, with a comet’s tail 
trailing in her wake. 

Nothing in all his married life had ever staggered Silverton so much as this. 
He had imagined his wife’s adultery so strongly that it had come to be. It was now 
as real as their marriage ; more real than their courtship. So this seemed to be the 
last crime of the adulteress. She had dragged him over those squelching fields and 
these rough moors and changed him from a man of irritations, but no passions, into 
a cold designer of murderous treacheries, so that he might witness a swimming 
exhibition! For a minute he was stunned. Then he sprang down to the rushy edge 
and ran along in the direction of her course, crying--“Evadne! Evadne! ” She 
did not hear him. At last he achieved a chest note and shouted--“Evadne! come 

here!” The black and silver feather shivered in mid-water. She turned 
immediately and swam back to shore. He suspected sullenness in her slowness, 
but was glad of it, for after the shock of this extraordinary incident he wanted to go 
to sleep. He shook himself like a dog and 
wrenched off his linen collar, winking at the bright moon to keep himself awake. 
As she came quite near he was exasperated by the happy, snorting breaths she drew, 
and strolled a pace or two up the bank. To his enragement the face she lifted as 
she waded to dry land was placid, and she scrambled gaily up the bank to his side. 

"O George, why did you come1 ” she exclaimed quite affectionately, laying a 
damp hand on his shoulder. 

‘‘ O damn it, what does this mean! ” he cried, committing a horrid tenor squeak. 
“ What are you doing? ” 

*‘ Why. George,” she said,” "I came here for a bathe.” 

He stared into her face and could make nothing of it. It was only sweet surfaces 
of flesh, soft radiances of eye and lip, a lovely lie of comeliness. He forgot this 
present grievance in a cold search for the source of her peculiar hatefulness. Under 
this sick gaze she pouted and turned away with a peevish gesture. He made no sign 
and stood silent, watching her saunter to that gaunt iron bridge. The roar of the 
little waterfall did not disturb her splendid nerves and she drooped sensuously over 
the hand-rail, sniffing up the sweet night smell ; too evidently trying to abase him 
to another apology. 

A mosquito whirred into his face. He killed it viciously and strode off towards 
his wife, who showed by a common little toss of the head that she was conscious of 
his coming. 

“ Look here, Evadne! ’’ he panted. ‘‘ What did you come here for? Tell me 
the truth and I promise I’ll not--I’ll not--” 

‘* Not WHAT, George? ” 

Drowsiness lay on him like lead. 
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“ O please, please tell me the truth, do Evadne! ” Be cried pitifully. 

“ But, dear, what is there to carry on about so? You went on so queerly about 
my meeting that my head felt fit to split, and I thought the long walk and the dip 
would do me good.’’ She broke off, amazed at the wave of horror that passed over 
his face. 

His heart sank. From the loose-lipped hurry in the telling of her story, from 
the bigness of her eyes and the lack of subtlety in her voice, he knew that this was 
the truth Here was no adulteress whom Be could accuse in the law courts and 
condemn into the street, no resourceful sinner whose merry crimes he could discover. 
Here was merely his good wife, the faithful attendant of his hearth, relentless wrecker 
of his soul. 

She came towards him as a cat approaches a displeased master, and hovered 

‘‘ Indeed! ” he found himself saying sarcastically. ‘‘ Indeed! ” 

“ Yes, George Silverton, indeed! ” she burst out, a little frightened, “ And 
why shouldn’t I? I used to come here often enough on summer nights with poor 

Mamma- ” 

‘‘ Yes! ” he shouted. It was exactly the sort of thing that would appeal to that 
weird half-black woman from the back of beyond, “ Mamma! ” he cried tauntingly, 
‘‘ Mamma! ” 

There was a Bash of silence between them before Evadne, clutching her breast 
and balancing herself dangerously on her heels on the stone coping, broke into gentle 
shrieks. “ You dare talk of my Mamma, my poor Mamma, and she cold in her 
grave! I haven’t been happy since she died and I married you, you silly little 
misery, you! ” Then the rage was suddenly wiped off her brain by the perception 
of a crisis. 

The trickle of silence overflowed into a lake, over which their spirits flew, 
looking at each other’s reflection in the calm waters : in the hurry of their flight they 
had never before seen each other, They stood facing one another with dropped 
heads, quietly thinking. 

The strong passion which filled them threatened to disintegrate their souls as 
a magnetic current decomposes the electrolyte, so they fought to organise their 
sensations. They tried to arrange themselves and their lives for comprehension, 
but beyond sudden lyric visions of old incidents of hatefulness-such as a smarting 
quarrel of six years ago as to whether Evadne had or had not cheated the railway 
company out of one and eightpence on an excursion ticket--the past was intangible. 
It trailed behind this intense event as the pale hair trails behind the burning comet. 
They were pre-occupied with the moment. Quite often George had found a mean 
pleasure in the thought that by never giving Evadne a child he had cheated her 
out of one form of experience and now he paid the price for this unnatural pride of 
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sterility. For now the spiritual offspring of their intercourse came to birth. A 
sublime loathing was between them, For a little time it was a huge perilous horror, 
but afterwards, like men aboard a ship whose masts seek the sky through steep waves, 
they found a drunken pride in the adventure. This was the very absolute of hatred. 
It cheapened the memory of the fantasias of irritation and ill-will they had performed 
in the less boring moments of their marriage, and they felt dazed, as amateurs who 
had found themselves creating a masterpiece. For the first time they were possessed 
by a supreme emotion and they felt a glad desire to strip away, restraint and express 
it nakedly. It was ecstasy ; they felt tall and full of blood. 

Like people who, bewitched by Christ, see the whole earth as the breathing body 
of God, so they saw the universe as the substance and the symbol of their hatred. 
The stars trembled overhead with wrath. A wind from behind the angry crags set 
the moonlight on Lisbech quivering with rage, and the squat hawthorn-tree creaked 
slowly like the irritation of a dull little man. The dry moors, parched with harsh 
anger, waited thirstily and, sending out the murmur of rustling mountain grass and 
the cry of wakening fowl, seemed to huddle closer to the lake. But this sense of the 
earth's sympathy slipped away from them and they loathed all matter as the dull 
wrapping of their flame-like passion, At their wishing matter fell away and they 
saw sarcastic visions. He saw her as a toad squatting on the clean earth, obscuring 
the stars and pressing down its hot moist body on the cheerful fields. She felt his 
long boneless body coiled round the roots of the lovely tree of life. They shivered 
fastidiously. With an uplifting sense of responsibility they realised that they must 
kill each other. 

A bird rose over their heads with a leaping flight that made it seem as though 
its black body was bouncing against the bright sky, The foolish noise and motion 
precipitated their thoughts, They were broken into a new conception of life. They 
perceived that God is war and his creatures are meant to tight. When dogs walk 
through the world cats must climb trees. The virgin must snare the wanton, the 
fine lover must put the prude to the sword. The gross man of action walks, spurred 
on the bloodless bodies of the men of thought, who lie quiet and cunningly do not tell 
him where his grossness leads him. The flesh must smother the spirit, the spirit 
must set the flesh on fire and watch it burn. And those who were gentle by nature 
and shrank from the ordained brutality were betrayers of their kind, surrendering 
the earth to the seed of their enemies. If they 
succumbed to peace now, the rest of their lives would be dishonourable, like the 
exile of a rebel who has begged his life as the reward of cowardice. It was their 
first experience of religious passion, and they abandoned themselves to it so that 
their immediate personal qualities fell away from them. Neither his weakness nor 
her prudence stood in the way of the event. 

They measured each other with the eye. To her he was a spidery thing against 
the velvet blackness and hard silver surfaces of the pond. The light soaked her 
bathing dress so that she seemed, against the jagged shadows of the rock cutting as 
though she were clad in a garment of dark polished mail. Her knees were bent 
so clearly, her toes gripped the coping so strongly, He understood very clearly that 

In this war there is no discharge. 
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if he did not kill her instantly she would drop him easily into the deep riot of waters. 
Yet for a space he could not move, but stood expecting a degrading death. Indeed, 
he gave her time to kill him. But she was without power too, and struggled weakly 
with a hallucination. The quarrel in Sumatra Crescent with its suggestion of vast 
and unmentionable antagonisms ; her swift race through the moon-drenched 
countryside, all crepitant with night noises : the swimming in the wine-like lake ; 
their isolation on the moor, which was expressedly hostile to them, as nature always 
is to lonely man : and this stark contest face to face, with their resentments heaped 
between them like a pile of naked swords--these things were so strange that her 
civilised self shrank back appalled. There entered into her the primitive woman 
who is the curse of all women : a creature of the most utter femaleness, useless, save 
for childbirth, with no strong brain to make her physical weakness a light accident, 
abjectly and corruptingly afraid of man. A squaw, she dared not strike her lord. 

The illusion passed like a moment of faintness and left her enraged at having 
forgotten her superiority even for an instant. In the material world she had a 
thousand times been defeated into making prudent reservations and practising 
unnatural docilities. But in the world of thought she had maintained unfalteringly 
her masterfulness in spite of the strong yearning of her temperament towards 
voluptuous surrenders. Its violation whipped her to action 
and she would have killed him at once, had not his moment come a second before 
hers. Sweating horribly, he had dropped his head forward on his chest : his eyes 
fell on her feet and marked the plebeian moulding of her ankle, which rose thickly 
over a crease of flesh from the heel to the calf. The woman was coarse in grain and 
pattern. 

That was her virtue. 

He Bad no instinct for honourable attack, so he found himself striking her in 
the stomach. She reeled from pain, not because his strength overcame hers. For 
the first time her eyes looked into his candidly open, unveiled by languor or lust : 
their hard brightness told him how she despised him for that unwarlike blow. He 
cried out as he realised that this was another of her despicable victories and that the 
whole burden of the crime now lay on him, for he had begun it. But the rage was 
stopped on his lips as her arms, flung wildly out as she fell backwards, caught him 
about the waist with abominable justness of eye and evil intention. So they fell 
body to body into the quarrelling waters. 

The feathery confusion had looked so soft, yet it seemed the solid rock they 
struck. The breath shot out of him and suffocation warmly stuffed his ears and 
nose. Then the rock cleft and he was swallowed by a brawling blackness in which 
whirled a vortex that flung him again and again on a sharp thing that burned his 
shoulder. All about him fought the waters, and they cut his flesh like knives. His 
pain was past belief. Though God might be war, he desired peace in his time, 
and he yearned for another God--a child’s God, an immense arm coming down from 
the kiIls and lifting him to a kindly bosom. Soon his body would burst for breath, 
his agony would smash in his breast bone. So great was his pain that his conscious- 
ness was strained to apprehend it, as a too tightly stretched canvas splits and rips. 
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Suddenly the air was sweet on his mouth. The starlight seemed as hearty as 
a cheer. The world was still there, the world in which he had lived, so he must 
be safe. His own weakness and loveableness induced enjoyable tears, and there was 
a delicious moment of abandonment to comfortable whining before he realised that 
the water would not kindly buoy him up for long, and that even now a hostile current 
clasped his waist. He braced his flaccid body against the sucking blackness and 
flung his head back so that the water should not bubble so hungrily against the 
cords of his throat. Above him the slime of the rock was sticky with moonbeams, 
and the leprous light brought to his mind a newspaper paragraph, read years ago, 
which told him that the dawn had discovered floating in some oily Mersey dock, 
under walls as infected with wet growth as this, a corpse whose blood-encrusted 
finger-tips were deeply cleft. On the instant his own finger-tips seemed hot with 
blood and deeply cleft from clawing at the impregnable rock. He screamed 
graspingly and beat his hands through the strangling flood. Action, which he had 
always loathed and dreaded, had broken the hard mould of his self-possession, and 
the dry dust of his character was blown hither and thither by fear. But one sharp 
fragment of intelligence which survived this detrition of his personality perceived 
that a certain gleam on the rock about a foot above the water was not the cold 
putrescence of the slime, but certainly the hard and merry light of a moon-ray 
striking on solid metal. His left hand clutched upwards at it, and he swung from 
a rounded projection. It was, his touch told him, a leaden ring hanging obliquely 
from the rock, to which his memory could visualise precisely in some past drier time 
when Lisbech sent no flood to Whimsey, a waterman mooring a boat strewn with 
pale-bellied perch. And behind the stooping waterman he remembered a flight of 
narrow steps that led up a buttress to a stone shelf that ran through the cutting. 
Unquestionably he was safe, He swung in a happy rhythm from the ring, his limp 
body trailing like a caterpillar through the stream to the foot of the steps, while he 
gasped in strength. A part of him was in agony, for his arm was nearly dragged 
out of its socket and a part of him was embarrassed because his hysteria shook him 
with a deep rumbling chuckle that sounded as though he meditated on some 
unseemly joke ; the whole was pervaded by a twilight atmosphere of unenthusiastic 
gratitude for his rescue, like the quietly cheerful tone of a Sunday evening sacred,‘ 
concert, After a minute’s deep breathing he hauled himself up by the other hand 
and prepared to swing himself on to the steps. 

But first, to shake off the wet worsted rags, once his socks, that now stuck 
uncomfortably between his toes, he splashed his feet outwards to midstream. A 
certain porpoise-like surface met his left foot. Fear dappled his face with goose 
flesh, Without turning his head he knew what it was. It was Evadne’s fat flesh 
rising on each side of her deep-furrowed spine through the rent in her bathing dress. 

Once more hatred marched through his soul like a king : compelling service 
by his godhead and, like all gods, a little hated for his harsh lieu on his worshipper. 
He saw his wire as the curtain of flesh between him and celibacy, and solitude and 
all those delicate abstentions from life which his soul desired. We saw her as the 
invisible worm destroying the rose of the world with her dark secret love. Now 
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he knelt on the lowest stone step watching her wet seal-smooth head bobbing nearer 
on the waters. As her strong arms, covered with little dark points where her thick 
hairs were clotted with moisture, stretched out towards safety he bent forward and 
laid his hands on her head. He held her face under water. Scornfully he noticed 
the bubbles that rose to the surface from her protesting mouth and nostrils, and the 
foam raised by her arms and her thick ankles. To the end the creature persisted 
in turmoil, in movement, in action. . . . 

His hands, with nothing to resist them, slapped the 
water foolishly and he nearly overbalanced forward into the steam. He rose to his 
feet very stiffly. ‘‘ I must be a very strong man,” he said, as he slowly climbed 
the steps. “ I must be a very strong man,” he repeated, a little louder, as with a 
hot and painful rigidity of the joints he stretched himself out at full length along the 
stone shelf. Weakness closed him in like a lead coffin, For a little time the wet- 
ness of his clothes persisted in being felt : then the sensation oozed out of him and 
Lis body fell out of knowledge. There was neither pain nor joy nor any other 
reckless ploughing of the brain by nerves, He knew unconsciousness, or rather the 
fullest consciousness he had ever known. For the world became nothingness, and 
nothingness which is free from the yeasty nuisance of matter and the ugliness of 
generation was the law of his being. He was absorbed into vacuity, the untamed 
substance of the universe, round which he conceived passion and thought to circle 
as straws caught up by the wind. 

In Heaven a thousand years are a day. And this little corner of time in which 
he found happiness shrank to a nut-shell as he opened his eyes again. This peace 
was hardly printed on his heart, yet the brightness of the night was blurred by the 
dawn. With the grunting carefulness of a man drunk with fatigue, he crawled 
along the stone shelf to the iron bridge, where he stood with his back to the roaring 
sluice and rested, All things seemed different now and happier, Like most timid 
people he disliked the night, and the commonplace hand which the dawn laid on the 
scene seemed to him a sanctification. The dimmed moon sank to her setting behind 
the crags. The jewel lights of Lisbech railway station were weak, cheerful 
twinklings. A steaming bluish milk of morning mist had been spilt on the hard 
silver surface of the lake, and the reeds no longer stabbed it like little daggers, 
but seemed a feathery fringe, like the pampas grass in the front garden in Sumatra 
Crescent, The black crags became brownish, and the mist disguised the sternness 
of the moor. This weakening of effects was exactly what he had always thought the 
extinction of Evadne would bring the world. He smiled happily at the moon. 

She dropped like a stone. 

He saw God and lived. 

Yet he was moved to sudden angry speech. “ If I had my time over again,” 
he said, “ I wouldn’t touch her with the tongs.” For the cold he had known all 
along he would catch had settled in his head, and his handkerchief was wet through. 

He leaned over the bridge and looked along Lisbech and thought of Evadne, 
For the first time for many years he saw her image without spirits, and wondered 
without indignation why she had so often looked like the cat about to steal the 
cream. What was the cream? And did she ever steal it? Now he would never 
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know. He thought of her very generously and sighed over the perversity of fate in 
letting so much comeliness. 

“ If she had married a butcher or a veterinary surgeon she might have been 
happy,” he said, and shook his head at the glassy black water that slid under the 
bridge to that boiling sluice, 

A gust of ague reminded him that wet clothes clung to his fevered body and 
that he ought to change as quickly as possible, or expect to laid up for weeks. He 
turned along the path that led back across the moor to the withered ash tree, and was 
learning the torture of bare feet on gravel when he cried out to himself : ‘‘ I shall be 
hanged for killing my wife.” It did not come as a trumpet-call, for he was one of 
those people who never quite hear what is said to them, and this deafishness extended 
in him to emotional things. It stole on him clamly, like a fog closing on a city. 
When he first felt hemmed in by this certainty he looked over his shoulder to the 
crags, remembering tales of how Jacobite fugitives had hidden on the moors for many 
weeks. There lay at least another day of freedom. But he was the kind of man 
who always goes home. He stumbled on, not very unhappy, except for his feet. 
Like many people of weak temperament he did not fear death. Indeed, it had a 
peculiar appeal to him ; for while it was important, exciting, it did not, like most 
important and exciting things try to create action. He allowed his imagination the 
vanity of painting pictures. He saw himself standing in their bedroom, plotting this 
last event, with the white sheet and the high lights of the mahongany wardrobe shining 
ghostly at him through the darkness. He saw himself raising a thin hand to the gas 
bracket and turning on the tap. He saw himself staggering to their bed while death 
crept in at his nostrils. He saw his corpse lying in full daylight, and for the first 
time knew himself certainly, unquestionably dignified. 

He threw back his chest in pride : but at that moment the path stopped and he 
found himself staggering down the mound of heatherland and boulders with bleeding 
feet. Always he had suffered from sore feet, which had not exactly disgusted but, 
worse still, disappointed Evadne. A certain wistfulness she had always evinced 
when she found herself the superior animal had enraged and himiliated him many 
times. He felt that sting him now, and flung himself down the mound cursing, 
When he stumbled up to the withered ash tree he hated her so much that it seemed 
as though she were alive again, and a sharp wind blowing down from the moor 
terrified him like her touch. 

He rested there, Leaning against the stripped grey trunk, he smiled up at the 
sky, which was now so touched to ineffectiveness by the dawn that it looked like a tent 
of faded silk. There was the peace of weakness in him, which he took to be spiritual, 
because it had no apparent physical justification : but he lost it as his dripping clothes 
chilled his tired flesh. His discomfort reminded him that the phantasmic night was 
passing from him. Daylight threatened him : the daylight in which for so many 
years he had worked in the solicitor’s office and been snubbed and ignored. “ ‘ The 
garish day,’ ” he murmured disgustedly, quoting the blasphemy of some hymn 
writer. He wanted his death to happen in this phantasmic night. 
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So he limped his way along the road. The birds had not yet begun to sing, 
but the rustling noises of the night had ceased. The silent highway was consecrated 
to his proud progress. He staggered happily like a tired child returning from a 
lovely birthday walk : his death in the little bedroom, which for the first time he would 
have to himself, was a culminating treat to be gloated over like the promise of a 
favourite pudding for supper. As he walked he brooded dozingly on large and 
swelling thoughts. Like all people of weak passions and enterprise he loved to 
think of Napoleon, and in the shadow of the great asylum wall he strutted a few 
steps of his advance from murder to suicide, with arms crossed on his breast and thin 
legs trying to strut massively. He was so happy. He wished that a military band 
went before him, and pretended that the high hedges were solemn lines of men, 
stricken in awe to silence as their king rode out to some nobly self-chosen doom. 
Vast he seemed to himself, and magnificent like music, and solemn like the Sphinx. 
He had saved the earth from corruption by killing Evadne, for whom he now felt 
the unremorseful pity a conqueror might bestow on a devastated empire. He might 
have grieved that his victory brought him death, but with immense pride he found 
that the occasion was exactly described by a text. ‘‘ He saved others, Himself He 
could not save.” He had missed the stile in the field above Sumatra Crescent and 
had to go back and hunt for it in the hedge. So quickly had his satisfaction borne 
him home. 

The field had the fantastic air that jerry-builders give to land poised on the 
knife-edge of town and country, so that he walked in romance to his very door. The 
unmarred grass sloped to a stone-hedge of towers of loose brick, trenches and mounds 
of shining clay, and the fine intenful spires of the scaffrding round the last un- 
finished house. And he looked down on Petrick. Though to the actual eye it was 
but a confusion of dark distances through the twilight, a breaking of velvety 
perspectives, he saw more intensely than ever before its squalid walls and squalid 
homes where mean men and mean women enlaced their unwholesome lives. Yet 
he did not shrink from entering for his great experience : as Christ did not shrink 
from being born in a stable, He swaggered with humility over the trodden mud of 
the field and the new white flags of Sumatra Crescent. Down the road before him 
there passed a dim figure, who paused at each lamp post and raised a long wand to 
behead the yellow gas-flowers that were now wilting before the dawn : a ghostly 
herald preparing the world to be his deathbed. The Crescent curved in quiet dark= 
ness, save for one house, where blazed a gas-lit room with undrawn blinds. The 
brightness had the startling quality of a scream. He looked in almost anxiously as 
he passed, and met the blank eyes of a man in evening clothes who stood by the 
window shaking a medicine, His face was like a wax mask softened by heat : the 
features were blurred with the suffering which comes from the spectacle of suffering. 
His eyes lay unshiftingly on George’s face as he went by and be went on shaking the 
bottle. It seemed as though he would never stop. 

In the hour of his grandeur George was not forgetful of the griefs of the little 
human people, but interceded with God for the sake of this stranger. Everything 
was beautiful, beautiful, beautiful. 
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His own little house looked solemn as a temple, He leaned against the lamp- 
post at the gate and stared at its empty windows and neat bricks. The disorder of 
the shattered pane of glass could be overlooked by considering a sign that this house 
was a holy place : like the Passover blood on the lintel. The propriety of the evenly 
drawn blind pleased him enormously. He had always known that this was how the 
great tragic things of the world had accomplished themselves : quietly. Evadne’s 
raging activity belonged to trivial or annoying things like spring-cleaning or thunder- 
storms. Well, the house belonged to him now. He opened the gate and went up 
the asphalt path, sourly noticing that Evadne had as usual left out the lawn-mower, 
though it might very easily have rained, with the wind coming up as it was. A stray 
cat that had been sleeping in the tuft of pampas grass in the middle of the lawn was 
roused by his coming, and fled insolently close to his legs. He hated all wild home- 
less things, and bent for a stone to throw at it. But instead his fingers touched a slug, 
which reminded him of the feeling of Evadne’s flesh through the slit in her bathing 
dress. And suddenly the garden was possessed by her presence : she seemed to 
amble there as she had so often done, sowing seeds unwisely and tormenting the last 
days of an ailing geranium by insane transplantation, exclaiming absurdly over such 
mere weeds as morning glory. He caught the very clucking of her voice . . . 
The front door opened at his touch. 

The little lobby with its closed doors seemed stuffed with expectant silence, He 
realised that he had come to the theatre of his great adventure. Then panic seized 
him. Because this was the home where he and she had lived together so horribly 
he doubted whether he could do this splendid momentous thing, for here Be had 
always been a poor thing with the habit of failure, His heart beat in him more 
quickly than his raw feet could pad up the oil-clothed stairs. Behind the deal door 
at the end of the passage was death. Nothingness! It would escape him, even the 
idea of it would escape him if he did not go to it at once. When he burst at last into 
its presence he felt so victorious that he sank back against the door waiting for death 
to come to him without turning on the gas, His death was 
coming true. 

But Evadne lay on his deathbed. She slept there soundly, with her head flung 
back on the pillows so that her eyes and brow seemed small in shadow, and her mouth 
and jaw huge above her thick throat in the light, Her wet hair straggled across the 
pillow on to a broken cane chair covered with her tumbled clothes, Her breast, 
silvered with sweat, shone in the ray of the street lamp that had always disturbed their 
nights. The counterpane rose enormously over her hips in rolls of glazed linen. 
Out of mere innocent sleep her sensuality was distilling a most drunken pleasure. 

Evadne was 

He was so happy. 

Not for one moment did he think this a phantasmic appearance. 
not the sort of woman to have a ghost. 

Still leaning against the door, he tried to think it all out : but his thoughts came 
brokenly, because the dawnlight flowing in at the window confused him by its pale 
glare and that lax figure on the bed held his attention. It must have been that 
when he laid his murderous hands on her head she had simply dropped below the 
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surface and swum a few strokes under water as any expert swimmer can. Probably 
he had never even put her into danger, for she was a great lusty creature and the 
weir was a little place. He had imagined the wonder and peril of the battle as he 
had imagined his victory. He sneezed exhaustingly, and from his physical distress 
realised how absurd it was ever to have thought that he had killed her, Bodies 
Iike his do not kill bodies like hers, 

Now his soul was naked and lonely as though the walls of his body had fallen 
in at death, and the grossness of Evadne’s sleep made him suffer more unlovely a 
destitution than any old beggarwoman squatting by the roadside in the rain. He 
had thought he had had what every man most desires : one night of power over a 
woman for the business of murder or love. But it had been a lie. Nothing beautiful 
had ever happened to him, He would have wept, but the hatred he had learnt on 
the moors obstructed all tears in his throat. At least this night had given him passion 
enough to put an end to it all. 

Quietly he went to the window and drew down the sash. There was no fire- 
place, so that sealed the room, Then he crept over to the gas bracket and raised 
his thin hand, as he had imagined in his hour of vain glory by the lake. 

He had forgotten Evadne’s thrifty habit of turning off the gas at the main to 
prevent leakage when she went to bed. 

He was beaten, He undressed and got into bed : as he had done every night 
for ten years, and as he would do every night until he died. Still sleeping, Evadne 
caressed him with warm arms. 
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Excerpt from Our Androcentric Culture (1911) 

by#Charlotte#Perkins#Gilman#

from#CHAPTER(4:((Men(And(Art(
 
Among the many counts in which women have been proven inferior to men in human 
development is the oft-heard charge that there are no great women artists. Where one or 
two are proudly exhibited in evidence, they are either pooh-poohed as not very great, or 
held to be the trifling exceptions which do but prove the rule.  

Defenders of women generally make the mistake of over-estimating their performances, 
instead of accepting, and explaining, the visible facts. What are the facts as to the relation 
of men and women to art? And what, in especial, has been the effect upon art of a solely 
masculine expression? [...] 

As soon as the male of our species assumed the exclusive right to perform all social 
functions, he necessarily brought to that performance the advantages--and 
disadvantages--of maleness, of those dominant characteristics, desire, combat, self-
expression.  

Desire has overweighted art in many visible forms; it is prominent in painting and music, 
almost monopolizes fiction, and has pitifully degraded dancing.  

Combat is not so easily expressed in art, where even competition is on a high plane; but 
the last element is the main evil, self-expression. This impulse is inherently and 
ineradicably masculine. It rests on that most basic of distinctions between the sexes, the 
centripetal and centrifugal forces of the universe. In the very nature of the sperm-cell and 
the germ-cell we find this difference: the one attracts, gathers, draws in; the other repels, 
scatters, pushes out. That projective impulse is seen in the male nature everywhere; the 
constant urge toward expression, to all boasting and display. This spirit, like all things 
masculine, is perfectly right and admirable in its place.  

It is the duty of the male, as a male, to vary; bursting forth in a thousand changing 
modifications--the female, selecting, may so incorporate beneficial changes in the race. It 
is his duty to thus express himself--an essentially masculine duty; but masculinity is one 
thing, and art is another. Neither the masculine nor the feminine has any place in art--Art 
is Human.  

It is not in any faintest degree allied to the personal processes of reproduction; but is a 
social process, a most distinctive social process, quite above the plane of sex. The true 
artist transcends his sex, or her sex. If this is not the case, the art suffers. [...] 

But the main evils of a too masculine art lie in the emphasis laid on self-expression. The 
artist, passionately conscious of how he feels, strives to make other people aware of these 
sensations. This is now so generally accepted by critics, so seriously advanced by painters, 
that what is called “the art world” accepts it as established.  



If a man paints the sea, it is not to make you see and feel as a sight of that same ocean 
would, but to make you see and feel how he, personally, was affected by it; a matter 
surely of the narrowest importance. The ultra-masculine artist, extremely sensitive, 
necessarily, and full of the natural urge to expression of the sex, uses the medium of art 
as ingenuously as the partridge-cock uses his wings in drumming on the log; or the bull 
moose stamps and bellows; not narrowly as a mate call, but as a form of expression of 
his personal sensations.  

The higher the artist the more human he is, the broader his vision, the more he sees for 
humanity, and expresses for humanity, and the less personal, the less ultra-masculine, is 
his expression.  

from CHAPTER 5:  Mascul ine Literature  

The art which gives humanity consciousness is the most vital art. Our greatest dramatists 
are lauded for their breadth of knowledge of “human nature,” their range of emotion and 
understanding; our greatest poets are those who most deeply and widely experience and 
reveal the feelings of the human heart; and the power of fiction is that it can reach and 
express this great field of human life with no limits but those of the author.  

When fiction began it was the legitimate child of oral tradition; a product of natural brain 
activity; the legend constructed instead of remembered. (This stage is with us yet as seen 
in the constant changes in repetition of popular jokes and stories.)  

Fiction to-day has a much wider range; yet it is still restricted, heavily and most 
mischievously restricted. [...] 

As it is, our great sea of fiction is steeped and dyed and flavored all one way. A young 
man faces life--the seventy year stretch, remember, and is given book upon book wherein 
one set of feelings is continually vocalized and overestimated. He reads forever of love, 
good love and bad love, natural and unnatural, legitimate and illegitimate; with the 
unavoidable inference that there is nothing else going on.  

If he is a healthy young man he breaks loose from the whole thing, despises “love 
stories” and takes up life as he finds it. But what impression he does receive from fiction 
is a false one, and he suffers without knowing it from lack of the truer broader views of 
life it failed to give him.  

A young woman faces life--the seventy year stretch remember; and is given the same 
books--with restrictions. Remember the remark of Rochefoucauld, “There are thirty 
good stories in the world and twenty-nine cannot be told to women.” There is a certain 
broad field of literature so grossly androcentric that for very shame men have tried to 
keep it to themselves. But in a milder form, the spades all named teaspoons, or at the 
worst appearing as trowels--the young woman is given the same fiction. Love and love 
and love--from “first sight” to marriage. There it stops--just the fluttering ribbon of 
announcement, “and lived happily ever after.”  

Is that kind of fiction any sort of picture of a woman’s life? Fiction, under our 
androcentric culture, has not given any true picture of woman’s life, very little of human 
life, and a disproportioned section of man’s life.  



As we daily grow more human, both of us, this noble art is changing for the better so 
fast that a short lifetime can mark the growth. New fields are opening and new laborers 
are working in them. But it is no swift and easy matter to disabuse the race mind from 
attitudes and habits inculcated for a thousand years. What we have been fed upon so 
long we are well used to, what we are used to we like, what we like we think is good and 
proper.  

The widening demand for broader, truer fiction is disputed by the slow racial mind: and 
opposed by the marketers of literature on grounds of visible self-interest, as well as 
lethargic conservatism.  

It is difficult for men, heretofore the sole producers and consumers of literature; and for 
women, new to the field, and following masculine canons because all the canons were 
masculine; to stretch their minds to a recognition of the change which is even now upon 
us.  

The art of fiction is being re-born in these days. Life is discovered to be longer, wider, 
deeper, richer, than these monotonous players of one June would have us believe.  

The humanizing of woman of itself opens five distinctly fresh fields of fiction: First the 
position of the young woman who is called upon to give up her “career”--her 
humanness--for marriage, and who objects to it; second, the middle-aged woman who at 
last discovers that her discontent is social starvation--that it is not more love that she 
wants, but more business in life: Third the interrelation of women with women--a thing 
we could never write about before because we never had it before: except in harems and 
convents: Fourth the inter-action between mothers and children; this not the eternal 
“mother and child,” wherein the child is always a baby, but the long drama of personal 
relationship; the love and hope, the patience and power, the lasting joy and triumph, the 
slow eating disappointment which must never be owned to a living soul--here are 
grounds for novels that a million mothers and many million children would eagerly read: 
Fifth the new attitude of the full-grown woman who faces the demands of love with the 
high standards of conscious motherhood.  

There are other fields, broad and brilliantly promising, but this chapter is meant merely 
to show that our one-sided culture has, in this art, most disproportionately overestimated 
the dominant instincts of the male--Love and War--an offense against art and truth, and 
an injury to life.  
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Virginia Woolf, from A Room of  One’s  Own (1929) 

Let me imagine, since the facts are so hard to come by, what would have happened had 
Shakespeare had a wonderfully gifted sister, called Judith, let us say. Shakespeare himself 
went, very probably – his mother was an heiress – to the grammar school, where he may 
have learnt Latin – Ovid, Virgin and Horace – and the elements of grammar and logic. He 
was, it is well known, a wild boy who poached rabbits, perhaps shot a deer, and had, rather 
sooner than he should have done, to marry a woman in the neighborhood, who bore him a 
child rather quicker than was right. That escapade sent him to seek his fortune in London. 
He had, it seemed, a taste for the theatre; he began by holding horses at the stage door. Very 
soon he got work in the theatre, became a successful actor, and lived at the hub of the 
universe, meeting everybody, knowing everybody, practicing his art on the boards, exercising 
his wits in the streets, and even getting access to the palace of the queen. 

Meanwhile his extraordinarily gifted sister, let us suppose, remained at home. She was as 
adventurous, as imaginative, as agog to see the world as he was. But she was not sent to 
school. She had no chance of learning grammar and logic, let alone of reading Horace and 
Virgil. She picked up a book now and then, one of her brother’s perhaps, and read a few 
pages. But then her parents came in and told her to mend the stockings or mind the stew 
and not moon about with books and papers. They would have spoken sharply but kindly, for 
they were substantial people who knew the conditions of life for a woman and loved their 
daughter – indeed, more likely than not she was the apple of her father’s eye. Perhaps she 
scribbled some pages up in an apple loft on the sly, but was careful to hide them or set fire 
to them. Soon, however, before she was out of her teens, she was to be betrothed to the son 
of a neighboring wool-stapler. She cried out that marriage was hateful to her, and for that 
she was severely beaten by her father. Then he ceased to scold her. He begged her instead 
not to hurt him, not to shame him in this matter of her marriage. He would give her a chain 
of beads or a fine petticoat, he said; and there were tears in his eyes. How could she disobey 
him? How could she break his heart? The force of her own gift alone drove her to it. She 
made up a small parcel of her belongings, let herself down by a rope one summer’s night and 
took the road to London. She was not seventeen. The birds that sang in the hedge were not 
more musical than she was. She had the quickest fancy, a gift like her brother’s, for the tune 
of words. Like him, she had a taste for the theatre. She stood at the stage door; she wanted 
to act, she said. Men laughed in her face. The manager – a fat, loose-lipped man – guffawed. 
He bellowed something about poodles dancing and women acting – no woman, he said, 
could possibly be an actress. He hinted – you can imagine what. She could get no training in 
her craft. Could she even seek her dinner in a tavern or roam the streets at midnight? Yet her 
genius was for fiction and lusted to feed abundantly upon the lives of men and women and 
the study of their ways. At last – for she was very young, oddly like Shakespeare the poet in 
her face, with the same grey eyes and rounded brows – at last Nick Greene the actor-
manager took pity on her; she found herself with child by that gentleman and so – who shall 
measure the heat and violence of the poet’s heart when caught and tangled in a woman’s 
body? – killed herself one winter’s night and lies buried at some crossroads where the 
omnibuses now stop outside the Elephant and Castle. 

That, more or less, is how the story would run, I think, if a woman in Shakespeare’s day had 
had Shakespeare’s genius. 
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But for my part, I agree with the deceased bishop, if such he was – it is unthinkable that any 
woman in Shakespeare’s day should have had Shakespeare’s genius. For genius like 
Shakespeare’s is not born among labouring, uneducated, servile people. It was not born in 
England among the Saxons and the Britons. It is not born today among the working classes. 
How, then, could it have been born among women whose work began, according to 
Professor Trevelyan, almost before they were out of the nursery, who were forced to it by 
their parents and held to it by all the power of law and custom? Yet genius of a sort must 
have existed among women as it must have existed among the working classes. Now and 
again an Emily Bronte or a Robert Burns blazes out and proves its presence. But certainly it 
never got itself on to paper. When, however, one reads of a witch being ducked, of a woman 
possessed by devils, of a wise woman selling herbs, or even of a very remarkable man who 
had a mother, then I think we are on the track of a lost novelist, a suppressed poet, of some 
mute and inglorious Jane Austen, some Emily Bronte who dashed her brains out on the 
moor or mopped and mowed about the highways crazed with the torture that her gift had 
put her to. Indeed, I would venture to guess that Anon, who wrote so many poems without 
signing them, was often a woman. It was a woman Edward Fitzgerald, I think, suggested 
who made the ballads and the folk-songs, crooning them to her children, beguiling her 
spinning with them, on the length of the winter’s night. 

This may be true or it may be false – who can say? – but what is true in it, so it seemed to 
me, reviewing the story of Shakespeare’s sister as I had made it, is that any woman born with 
a great gift in the sixteenth century would certainly have gone crazed, shot herself, or ended 
her days in some lonely cottage outside the village, half witch, half wizard, feared and 
mocked at. For it needs little skill in psychology to be sure that a highly gifted girl who had 
tried to use her gift for poetry would have been so thwarted and hindered by other people, 
so tortured and pulled asunder by her own contrary instincts, that she must have lost her 
health and sanity to a certainty. No girl could have walked to London and stood at a stage 
door and forced her way into the presence of actor-managers without doing herself a 
violence and suffering an anguish which may have been irrational – for chastity may be a 
fetish invented by certain societies for unknown reasons – but were none the less inevitable. 
Chastity has then, it has even now, a religious importance in a woman’s life, and has so 
wrapped itself round with nerves and instincts that to cut it free and bring it to the light of 
day demands courage of the rarest. To have lived a free life in London in the sixteenth 
century would have meant for a woman who was a poet and playwright a nervous stress and 
dilemma which might well have killed her. Had she survived, whatever she had written 
would have been twisted and deformed, issuing from a strained and morbid imagination. 
And undoubtedly, I thought, looking at the shelf where there are no plays by women, her 
work would have gone unsigned. That refuge she would have sought certainly. It was the 
relic of the sense of chastity that dictated anonymity to women even so late as the nineteenth 
century. Currer Bell, George Eliot, George Sand, all the victims of inner strife as their 
writings prove, sought ineffectively to veil themselves by using the name of a man. Thus 
they did homage to the convention, which if not implanted by the other sex was liberally 
encouraged by them, that publicity in women is detestable. Anonymity runs in their blood…. 

…. 
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Here, then, Mary Beton ceases to speak. She has told you how she reached the conclusion 
— the prosaic conclusion — that it is necessary to have five hundred a year and a room with 
a lock on the door if you are to write fiction or poetry. She has tried to lay bare the thoughts 
and impressions that led her to think this. She has asked you to follow her flying into the 
arms of a Beadle, lunching here, dining there, drawing pictures in the British Museum, taking 
books from the shelf, looking out of the window. While she has been doing all these things, 
you no doubt have been observing her failings and foibles and deciding what effect they 
have had on her opinions. You have been contradicting her and making whatever additions 
and deductions seem good to you. That is all as it should be, for in a question like this truth 
is only to be had by laying together many varieties of error. And I will end now in my own 
person by anticipating two criticisms, so obvious that you can hardly fail to make them. 

No opinion has been expressed, you may say, upon the comparative merits of the sexes even 
as writers. That was done purposely, because, even if the time had come for such a valuation 
— and it is far more important at the moment to know how much money women had and 
how many rooms than to theorize about their capacities — even if the time had come I do 
not believe that gifts, whether of mind or character, can be weighed like sugar and butter, 
not even in Cambridge, where they are so adept at putting people into classes and fixing caps 
on their heads and letters after their names. I do not believe that even the Table of 
Precedency which you will find in Whitaker’s Almanac represents a final order of values, or 
that there is any sound reason to suppose that a Commander of the Bath will ultimately walk 
in to dinner behind a Master in Lunacy. All this pitting of sex against sex, of quality against 
quality; all this claiming of superiority and imputing of inferiority. belong to the private-
school stage of human existence where there are ‘sides’, and it is necessary for one side to 
beat another side, and of the utmost importance to walk up to a platform and receive from 
the hands of the Headmaster himself a highly ornamental pot. As people mature they cease 
to believe in sides or in Headmasters or in highly ornamental pots. At any rate, where books 
are concerned, it is notoriously difficult to fix labels of merit in such a way that they do not 
come off. Are not reviews of current literature a perpetual illustration of the difficulty of 
judgement? ‘This great book’, ‘this worthless book’, the same book is called by both names. 
Praise and blame alike mean nothing. No, delightful as the pastime of measuring may be, it is 
the most futile of all occupations, and to submit to the decrees of the measurers the most 
servile of attitudes. So long as you write what you wish to write, that is all that matters; and 
whether it matters for ages or only for hours, nobody can say. But to sacrifice a hair of the 
head of your vision, a shade of its colour, in deference to some Headmaster with a silver pot 
in his hand or to some professor with a measuring-rod up his sleeve, is the most abject 
treachery, and the sacrifice of wealth and chastity which used to be said to be the greatest of 
human disasters, a mere flea-bite in comparison. 

Next I think that you may object that in all this I have made too much of the importance of 
material things. Even allowing a generous margin for symbolism, that five hundred a year 
stands for the power to contemplate, that a lock on the door means the power to think for 
oneself, still you may say that the mind should rise above such things; and that great poets 
have often been poor men. Let me then quote to you the words of your own Professor of 
Literature, who knows better than I do what goes to the making of a poet. Sir Arthur 
Quiller-Couch writes:  ‘What are the great poetical names of the last hundred years or so? 
Coleridge, Wordsworth, Byron, Shelley, Landor, Keats, Tennyson, Browning, Arnold, 
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Morris, Rossetti, Swinburne — we may stop there. Of these, all but Keats, Browning, 
Rossetti were University men, and of these three, Keats, who died young, cut off in his 
prime, was the only one not fairly well to do. It may seem a brutal thing to say, and it is a sad 
thing to say: but, as a matter of hard fact, the theory that poetical genius bloweth where it 
listeth, and equally in poor and rich, holds little truth. As a matter of hard fact, nine out of 
those twelve were University men: which means that somehow or other they procured the 
means to get the best education England can give. As a matter of hard fact, of the remaining 
three you know that Browning was well to do, and I challenge you that, if he had not been 
well to do, he would no more have attained to write Saul or The Ring and the Book than Ruskin 
would have attained to writing Modern Painters if his father had not dealt prosperously in 
business. Rossetti had a small private income; and, moreover, he painted. There remains but 
Keats; whom Atropos slew young, as she slew John Clare in a mad-house, and James 
Thomson by the laudanum he took to drug disappointment. These are dreadful facts, but let 
us face them. It is — however dishonouring to us as a nation — certain that, by some fault 
in our commonwealth, the poor poet has not in these days, nor has had for two hundred 
years, a dog’s chance. Believe me — and I have spent a great part of ten years in watching 
some three hundred and twenty elementary schools, we may prate of democracy, but 
actually, a poor child in England has little more hope than had the son of an Athenian slave 
to be emancipated into that intellectual freedom of which great writings are born.’1 

Nobody could put the point more plainly. ‘The poor poet has not in these days, nor has had 
for two hundred years, a dog’s chance . . . a poor child in England has little more hope than 
had the son of an Athenian slave to be emancipated into that intellectual freedom of which 
great writings are born.’ That is it. Intellectual freedom depends upon material things. Poetry 
depends upon intellectual freedom. And women have always been poor, not for two 
hundred years merely, but from the beginning of time. Women have had less intellectual 
freedom than the sons of Athenian slaves. Women, then, have not had a dog’s chance of 
writing poetry. That is why I have laid so much stress on money and a room of one’s own. 
However, thanks to the toils of those obscure women in the past, of whom I wish we knew 
more, thanks, curiously enough to two wars, the Crimean which let Florence Nightingale out 
of her drawing-room, and the European War which opened the doors to the average woman 
some sixty years later, these evils are in the way to be bettered. Otherwise you would not be 
here tonight, and your chance of earning five hundred pounds a year, precarious as I am 
afraid that it still is, would be minute in the extreme. 

Still, you may object, why do you attach so much importance to this writing of books by 
women when, according to you, it requires so much effort, leads perhaps to the murder of 
one’s aunts, will make one almost certainly late for luncheon, and may bring one into very 
grave disputes with certain very good fellows? My motives, let me admit, are partly selfish. 
Like most uneducated Englishwomen, I like reading — I like reading books in the bulk. 
Lately my diet has become a trifle monotonous; history is too much about wars; biography 
too much about great men; poetry has shown, I think, a tendency to sterility, and fiction but 
I have sufficiently exposed my disabilities as a critic of modern fiction and will say no more 
about it. Therefore I would ask you to write all kinds of books, hesitating at no subject 
however trivial or however vast. By hook or by crook, I hope that you will possess 
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yourselves of money enough to travel and to idle, to contemplate the future or the past of 
the world, to dream over books and loiter at street corners and let the line of thought dip 
deep into the stream. For I am by no means confining you to fiction. If you would please me 
— and there are thousands like me — you would write books of travel and adventure, and 
research and scholarship, and history and biography, and criticism and philosophy and 
science. By so doing you will certainly profit the art of fiction. For books have a way of 
influencing each other. Fiction will be much the better for standing cheek by jowl with 
poetry and philosophy. Moreover, if you consider any great figure of the past, like Sappho, 
like the Lady Murasaki, like Emily Brontë, you will find that she is an inheritor as well as an 
originator, and has come into existence because women have come to have the habit of 
writing naturally; so that even as a prelude to poetry such activity on your part would be 
invaluable. 

But when I look back through these notes and criticize my own train of thought as I made 
them, I find that my motives were not altogether selfish. There runs through these 
comments and discursions the conviction — or is it the instinct? — that good books are 
desirable and that good writers, even if they show every variety of human depravity, are still 
good human beings. Thus when I ask you to write more books I am urging you to do what 
will be for your good and for the good of the world at large. How to justify this instinct or 
belief I do not know, for philosophic words, if one has not been educated at a university, are 
apt to play one false. What is meant by ‘reality’? It would seem to be something very erratic, 
very undependable — now to be found in a dusty road, now in a scrap of newspaper in the 
street, now a daffodil in the sun. It lights up a group in a room and stamps some casual 
saying. It overwhelms one walking home beneath the stars and makes the silent world more 
real than the world of speech — and then there it is again in an omnibus in the uproar of 
Piccadilly. Sometimes, too, it seems to dwell in shapes too far away for us to discern what 
their nature is. But whatever it touches, it fixes and makes permanent. That is what remains 
over when the skin of the day has been cast into the hedge; that is what is left of past time 
and of our loves and hates. Now the writer, as I think, has the chance to live more than 
other people in the presence of this reality. It is his business to find it and collect it and 
communicate it to the rest of us. So at least I infer from reading Lear or Emma or La 
Recherche du Temps Perdu. For the reading of these books seems to perform a curious couching 
operation on the senses; one sees more intensely afterwards; the world seems bared of its 
covering and given an intenser life. Those are the enviable people who live at enmity with 
unreality; and those are the pitiable who are knocked on the head by the thing done without 
knowing or caring. So that when I ask you to earn money and have a room of your own, I 
am asking you to live in the presence of reality, an invigorating life, it would appear, whether 
one can impart it or not. 

Here I would stop, but the pressure of convention decrees that every speech must end with 
a peroration. And a peroration addressed to women should have something, you will agree, 
particularly exalting and ennobling about it. I should implore you to remember your 
responsibilities, to be higher, more spiritual; I should remind, you how much depends upon 
you, and what an influence you can exert upon the future. But those exhortations can safely, 
I think, be left to the other sex, who will put them, and indeed have put them, with far 
greater eloquence than I can compass. When I rummage in my own mind I find no noble 
sentiments about being companions and equals and influencing the world to higher ends. I 
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find myself saying briefly and prosaically that it is much more important to be oneself than 
anything else. Do not dream of influencing other people, I would say, if I knew how to make 
it sound exalted. Think of things in themselves. 

And again I am reminded by dipping into newspapers and novels and biographies that when 
a woman speaks to women she should have something very unpleasant up her sleeve. 
Women are hard on women. Women dislike women. Women — but are you not sick to 
death of the word? I can assure you that I am. Let us agree, then, that a paper read by a 
woman to women should end with something particularly disagreeable. 

But how does it go? What can I think of? The truth is, I often like women. I like their 
unconventionality. I like their completeness. I like their anonymity. I like — but I must not 
run on in this way. That cupboard there — you say.it holds clean table-napkins only; but 
what if Sir Archibald Bodkin were concealed among them? Let me then adopt a sterner tone. 
Have I, in the preceding words, conveyed to you sufficiently the warnings and reprobation 
of mankind? I have told you the very low opinion in which you were held by Mr Oscar 
Browning. I have indicated what Napoleon once thought of you and what Mussolini thinks 
now. Then, in case any of you aspire to fiction, I have copied out for your benefit the advice 
of the critic about courageously acknowledging the limitations of your sex. I have referred to 
Professor X and given prominence to his statement that women are intellectually, morally 
and physically inferior to men. I have handed on all that has come my way without going in 
search of it, and here is a final warning — from Mr John Langdon Davies. Mr John Langdon 
Davies warns women ‘that when children cease to be altogether desirable, women cease to 
be altogether necessary’.2 I hope you will make a note of it.  

How can I further encourage you to go about the business of life? Young women, I would 
say, and please attend, for the peroration is beginning, you are, in my opinion, disgracefully 
ignorant. You have never made a discovery of any sort of importance. You have never 
shaken an empire or led an army into battle. The plays of Shakespeare are not by you, and 
you have never introduced a barbarous race to the blessings of civilization. What is your 
excuse? It is all very well for you to say, pointing to the streets and squares and forests of the 
globe swarming with black and white and coffee-coloured inhabitants, all busily engaged in 
traffic and enterprise and love-making, we have had other work on our hands. Without our 
doing, those seas would be unsailed and those fertile lands a desert. We have borne and bred 
and washed and taught, perhaps to the age of six or seven years, the one thousand six 
hundred and twenty-three million human beings who are, according to statistics, at present 
in existence, and that, allowing that some had help, takes time. 

There is truth in what you say — I will not deny it. But at the same time may I remind you 
that there have been at least two colleges for women in existence in England since the year 
1866; that after the year 1880 a married woman was allowed by law to possess her own 
property; and that in 1919 — which is a whole nine years ago she was given a vote? May I 
also remind you that most of the professions have been open to you for close on ten years 
now? When you reflect upon these immense privileges and the length of time during which 
they have been enjoyed, and the fact that there must be at this moment some two thousand 
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women capable of earning over five hundred a year in one way or another, you will agree 
that the excuse of lack of opportunity, training, encouragement, leisure and money no longer 
holds good. Moreover, the economists are telling us that Mrs Seton has had too many 
children. You must, of course, go on bearing children, but, so they say, in twos and threes, 
not in tens and twelves. 

Thus, with some time on your hands and with some book learning in your brains — you 
have had enough of the other kind, and are sent to college partly, I suspect, to be 
uneducated — surely you should embark upon another stage of your very long, very 
laborious and highly obscure career. A thousand pens are ready to suggest what you should 
do and what effect you will have. My own suggestion is a little fantastic, I admit; I prefer, 
therefore, to put it in the form of fiction. 

I told you in the course of this paper that Shakespeare had a sister; but do not look for her in 
Sir Sidney Lee’s life of the poet. She died young — alas, she never wrote a word. She lies 
buried where the omnibuses now stop, opposite the Elephant and Castle. Now my belief is 
that this poet who never wrote a word and was buried at the cross-roads still lives. She lives 
in you and in me, and in many other women who are not here to-night, for they are washing 
up the dishes and putting the children to bed. But she lives; for great poets do not die; they 
are continuing presences; they need only the opportunity to walk among us in the flesh. This 
opportunity, as I think, it is now coming within your power to give her. For my belief is that 
if we live another century or so — I am talking of the common life which is the real life and 
not of the little separate lives which we live as individuals — and have five hundred a year 
each of us and rooms of our own; if we have the habit of freedom and the courage to write 
exactly what we think; if we escape a little from the common sitting-room and see human 
beings not always in their relation to each other but in relation to reality; and the sky. too, 
and the trees or whatever it may be in themselves; if we look past Milton’s bogey, for no 
human being should shut out the view; if we face the fact, for it is a fact, that there is no arm 
to cling to, but that we go alone and that our relation is to the world of reality and not only 
to the world of men and women, then the opportunity will come and the dead poet who was 
Shakespeare’s sister will put on the body which she has so often laid down. Drawing her life 
from the lives of the unknown who were her forerunners, as her brother did before her, she 
will be born. As for her coming without that preparation, without that effort on our part, 
without that determination that when she is born again she shall find it possible to live and 
write her poetry, that we cannot expect, for that would he impossible. But I maintain that 
she would come if we worked for her, and that so to work, even in poverty and obscurity, is 
worth while. 

  



 

 

 
 

And after all the weather was ideal. They could not have had a more perfect day for a 
garden-party if they had ordered it. Windless, warm, the sky without a cloud. Only the 
blue was veiled with a haze of light gold, as it is sometim
gardener had been up since dawn, mowing the lawns and sweeping them, until the grass 
and the dark flat rosettes where the daisy plants had been seemed to shine. As for the 
roses, you could not help feeling they understood that roses
impress people at garden-
Hundreds, yes, literally hundreds, had come out in a single night; the green bushes bowed 
down as though they had been visited by archangels

Breakfast was not yet over before the men came to put up the marquee. 

"Where do you want the marquee put, mother?" 

"My dear child, it's no use asking me. I'm determined to leave everything to you children 
this year. Forget I am your mother. Treat me a

But Meg could not possibly go and supervise the men. She had washed her hair before 
breakfast, and she sat drinking her coffee in a green turban, with a dark wet curl stamped 
on each cheek. Jose, the butterfly, always came down in a 
jacket.  

"You'll have to go, Laura; you're the artistic one." 

Away Laura flew, still holding her piece of bread
excuse for eating out of doors, and besides, she loved having to arrange t
always felt she could do it so much better than anybody else. 

Four men in their shirt-sleeves stood grouped together on the garden path. They carried 
staves covered with rolls of canvas, and they had big tool
looked impressive. Laura wished now that she had not got the bread
was nowhere to put it, and she couldn't possibly throw it away. She blushed and tried to 
look severe and even a little bit short

"Good morning," she said, copying her mother's voice. But that sounded so fearfully 
affected that she was ashamed, and stammered like a little girl, "Oh
come—is it about the marquee?" 

"That's right, miss," said the tallest of the men, a lanky, freckle
tool-bag, knocked back his straw hat and smiled down at her. "That's about it." 

His smile was so easy, so friendly that Laura recovered. What nice eyes he had, small, 
but such a dark blue! And now she looked at the others, the
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THE GARDEN PARTY (1921) 

By Katherine Mansfield 

And after all the weather was ideal. They could not have had a more perfect day for a 
party if they had ordered it. Windless, warm, the sky without a cloud. Only the 

blue was veiled with a haze of light gold, as it is sometimes in early summer. The 
gardener had been up since dawn, mowing the lawns and sweeping them, until the grass 
and the dark flat rosettes where the daisy plants had been seemed to shine. As for the 
roses, you could not help feeling they understood that roses are the only flowers that 

-parties; the only flowers that everybody is certain of knowing. 
Hundreds, yes, literally hundreds, had come out in a single night; the green bushes bowed 
down as though they had been visited by archangels.  

Breakfast was not yet over before the men came to put up the marquee. 

"Where do you want the marquee put, mother?"  

"My dear child, it's no use asking me. I'm determined to leave everything to you children 
this year. Forget I am your mother. Treat me as an honoured guest."  

But Meg could not possibly go and supervise the men. She had washed her hair before 
breakfast, and she sat drinking her coffee in a green turban, with a dark wet curl stamped 
on each cheek. Jose, the butterfly, always came down in a silk petticoat and a kimono 

"You'll have to go, Laura; you're the artistic one."  

Away Laura flew, still holding her piece of bread-and-butter. It's so delicious to have an 
excuse for eating out of doors, and besides, she loved having to arrange t
always felt she could do it so much better than anybody else.  

sleeves stood grouped together on the garden path. They carried 
staves covered with rolls of canvas, and they had big tool-bags slung on their backs. They 

ked impressive. Laura wished now that she had not got the bread-and
was nowhere to put it, and she couldn't possibly throw it away. She blushed and tried to 
look severe and even a little bit short-sighted as she came up to them.  

rning," she said, copying her mother's voice. But that sounded so fearfully 
affected that she was ashamed, and stammered like a little girl, "Oh

is it about the marquee?"  

"That's right, miss," said the tallest of the men, a lanky, freckled fellow, and he shifted his 
bag, knocked back his straw hat and smiled down at her. "That's about it." 

His smile was so easy, so friendly that Laura recovered. What nice eyes he had, small, 
but such a dark blue! And now she looked at the others, they were smiling too. "Cheer up, 
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we won't bite," their smile seemed to say. How very nice workmen were! And what a 
beautiful morning! She mustn't mention the morning; she must be business
marquee.  

"Well, what about the lily-

And she pointed to the lily
turned, they stared in the direction. A little fat chap thrust out his under
fellow frowned.  

"I don't fancy it," said he. "Not conspicuous enough.
marquee," and he turned to Laura in his easy way, "you want to put it somewhere where 
it'll give you a bang slap in the eye, if you follow me." 

Laura's upbringing made her wonder for a moment whether it was quite respectful o
workman to talk to her of bangs slap in the eye. But she did quite follow him. 

"A corner of the tennis-court," she suggested. "But the band's going to be in one corner." 

"H'm, going to have a band, are you?" said another of the workmen. He was pale. 
a haggard look as his dark eyes scanned the tennis

"Only a very small band," said Laura gently. Perhaps he wouldn't mind so much if the 
band was quite small. But the tall fellow interrupted. 

"Look here, miss, that's the place. Against those trees. Over there. That'll do fine." 

Against the karakas. Then the karaka
with their broad, gleaming leaves, and their clusters of yellow fruit. They were like trees 
you imagined growing on a desert island, proud, solitary, lifting their leaves and fruits to 
the sun in a kind of silent splendour. Must they be hidden by a marquee? 

They must. Already the men had shouldered their staves and were making for the place. 
Only the tall fellow was left. He bent down, pinched a sprig of lavender, put his thumb 
and forefinger to his nose and snuffed up the smell. When Laura saw that gesture she 
forgot all about the karakas in her wonder at him caring for things like that
the smell of lavender. How many men that she knew would have done such a thing? Oh, 
how extraordinarily nice workmen were, she thought. Why couldn't she have workmen 
for her friends rather than the silly boys she danced with and who came to Sunday night 
supper? She would get on much better with men like these. 

It's all the fault, she decided, as the tall fellow drew something on the back of an 
envelope, something that was to be looped up or left to hang, of these absurd class 
distinctions. Well, for her part, she didn't 
there came the chock-chock of wooden hammers. Some one whistled, some one sang out, 
"Are you right there, matey?" "Matey!" The friendliness of it, the
how happy she was, just to show the tall f
despised stupid conventions, Laura took a big bite of her bread
the little drawing. She felt just like a work

"Laura, Laura, where are you? Telephone, Laura!" a voice cried from the
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we won't bite," their smile seemed to say. How very nice workmen were! And what a 
beautiful morning! She mustn't mention the morning; she must be business

-lawn? Would that do?"  

And she pointed to the lily-lawn with the hand that didn't hold the bread
turned, they stared in the direction. A little fat chap thrust out his under

"I don't fancy it," said he. "Not conspicuous enough. You see, with a thing like a 
marquee," and he turned to Laura in his easy way, "you want to put it somewhere where 
it'll give you a bang slap in the eye, if you follow me."  

Laura's upbringing made her wonder for a moment whether it was quite respectful o
workman to talk to her of bangs slap in the eye. But she did quite follow him. 

court," she suggested. "But the band's going to be in one corner." 

"H'm, going to have a band, are you?" said another of the workmen. He was pale. 
a haggard look as his dark eyes scanned the tennis-court. What was he thinking? 

"Only a very small band," said Laura gently. Perhaps he wouldn't mind so much if the 
band was quite small. But the tall fellow interrupted.  

e place. Against those trees. Over there. That'll do fine." 

Against the karakas. Then the karaka-trees would be hidden. And they were so lovely, 
with their broad, gleaming leaves, and their clusters of yellow fruit. They were like trees 

ng on a desert island, proud, solitary, lifting their leaves and fruits to 
the sun in a kind of silent splendour. Must they be hidden by a marquee? 

They must. Already the men had shouldered their staves and were making for the place. 
was left. He bent down, pinched a sprig of lavender, put his thumb 

and forefinger to his nose and snuffed up the smell. When Laura saw that gesture she 
forgot all about the karakas in her wonder at him caring for things like that

vender. How many men that she knew would have done such a thing? Oh, 
how extraordinarily nice workmen were, she thought. Why couldn't she have workmen 
for her friends rather than the silly boys she danced with and who came to Sunday night 

get on much better with men like these.  

It's all the fault, she decided, as the tall fellow drew something on the back of an 
envelope, something that was to be looped up or left to hang, of these absurd class 
distinctions. Well, for her part, she didn't feel them. Not a bit, not an atom... And now 

chock of wooden hammers. Some one whistled, some one sang out, 
"Are you right there, matey?" "Matey!" The friendliness of it, the—
how happy she was, just to show the tall fellow how at home she felt, and how she 
despised stupid conventions, Laura took a big bite of her bread-and-butter as she stared at 
the little drawing. She felt just like a work-girl.  

"Laura, Laura, where are you? Telephone, Laura!" a voice cried from the

 2 

we won't bite," their smile seemed to say. How very nice workmen were! And what a 
beautiful morning! She mustn't mention the morning; she must be business-like. The 

lawn with the hand that didn't hold the bread-and-butter. They 
turned, they stared in the direction. A little fat chap thrust out his under-lip, and the tall 

You see, with a thing like a 
marquee," and he turned to Laura in his easy way, "you want to put it somewhere where 

Laura's upbringing made her wonder for a moment whether it was quite respectful of a 
workman to talk to her of bangs slap in the eye. But she did quite follow him.  

court," she suggested. "But the band's going to be in one corner."  

"H'm, going to have a band, are you?" said another of the workmen. He was pale. He had 
court. What was he thinking?  

"Only a very small band," said Laura gently. Perhaps he wouldn't mind so much if the 

e place. Against those trees. Over there. That'll do fine."  

trees would be hidden. And they were so lovely, 
with their broad, gleaming leaves, and their clusters of yellow fruit. They were like trees 

ng on a desert island, proud, solitary, lifting their leaves and fruits to 
the sun in a kind of silent splendour. Must they be hidden by a marquee?  

They must. Already the men had shouldered their staves and were making for the place. 
was left. He bent down, pinched a sprig of lavender, put his thumb 

and forefinger to his nose and snuffed up the smell. When Laura saw that gesture she 
forgot all about the karakas in her wonder at him caring for things like that—caring for 

vender. How many men that she knew would have done such a thing? Oh, 
how extraordinarily nice workmen were, she thought. Why couldn't she have workmen 
for her friends rather than the silly boys she danced with and who came to Sunday night 

It's all the fault, she decided, as the tall fellow drew something on the back of an 
envelope, something that was to be looped up or left to hang, of these absurd class 

feel them. Not a bit, not an atom... And now 
chock of wooden hammers. Some one whistled, some one sang out, 

—the—Just to prove 
ellow how at home she felt, and how she 

butter as she stared at 

"Laura, Laura, where are you? Telephone, Laura!" a voice cried from the house.  



 

"Coming!" Away she skimmed, over the lawn, up the path, up the steps, across the 
veranda, and into the porch. In the hall her father and Laurie were brushing their hats 
ready to go to the office.  

"I say, Laura," said Laurie very fast, "you might 
afternoon. See if it wants pressing." 

"I will," said she. Suddenly she couldn't stop herself. She ran at Laurie and gave him a 
small, quick squeeze. "Oh, I do love parties, don't you?" gasped Laura. 

"Ra-ther," said Laurie's warm, boyish voice, and he squeezed his sister too, and gave her 
a gentle push. "Dash off to the telephone, old girl." 

The telephone. "Yes, yes; oh yes. Kitty? Good morning, dear. Come to lunch? Do, dear. 
Delighted of course. It will only be a 
broken meringue-shells and what's left over. Yes, isn't it a perfect morning? Your white? 
Oh, I certainly should. One moment
back. "What, mother? Can't hear." 

Mrs. Sheridan's voice floated down the stairs. "Tell her to wear that sweet hat she had on 
last Sunday."  

"Mother says you're to wear that sweet hat you had on last Sunday. Good. One o'clock. 
Bye-bye."  

Laura put back the receiver, flung her arms over her h
and let them fall. "Huh," she sighed, and the moment after the sigh she sat up quickly. 
She was still, listening. All the doors in the house seemed to be open. The house was 
alive with soft, quick steps and running voices
kitchen regions swung open and shut with a muffled thud. And now there came a long, 
chuckling absurd sound. It was the heavy piano being moved on its stiff castors. But the 
air! If you stopped to notice, was the air a
chase, in at the tops of the windows, out at the doors. And there were two tiny spots of 
sun, one on the inkpot, one on a silver photograph frame, playing too. Darling little spots. 
Especially the one on the
could have kissed it.  

The front door bell pealed, and there sounded the rustle of Sadie's print skirt on the stairs. 
A man's voice murmured; Sadie answered, careless, "I'm sure I don't know. W
Mrs Sheridan."  

"What is it, Sadie?" Laura came into the hall. 

"It's the florist, Miss Laura." 

It was, indeed. There, just inside the door, stood a wide, shallow tray full of pots of pink 
lilies. No other kind. Nothing but lilies
radiant, almost frighteningly alive on bright crimson stems. 

"O-oh, Sadie!" said Laura, and the sound was like a little moan. She crouched down as if 
to warm herself at that blaze of lilies; she felt they were in her finge
growing in her breast.  
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"Coming!" Away she skimmed, over the lawn, up the path, up the steps, across the 
veranda, and into the porch. In the hall her father and Laurie were brushing their hats 

 

"I say, Laura," said Laurie very fast, "you might just give a squiz at my coat before this 
afternoon. See if it wants pressing."  

"I will," said she. Suddenly she couldn't stop herself. She ran at Laurie and gave him a 
small, quick squeeze. "Oh, I do love parties, don't you?" gasped Laura. 

d Laurie's warm, boyish voice, and he squeezed his sister too, and gave her 
a gentle push. "Dash off to the telephone, old girl."  

The telephone. "Yes, yes; oh yes. Kitty? Good morning, dear. Come to lunch? Do, dear. 
Delighted of course. It will only be a very scratch meal—just the sandwich crusts and 

shells and what's left over. Yes, isn't it a perfect morning? Your white? 
Oh, I certainly should. One moment—hold the line. Mother's calling." And Laura sat 
back. "What, mother? Can't hear."  

rs. Sheridan's voice floated down the stairs. "Tell her to wear that sweet hat she had on 

"Mother says you're to wear that sweet hat you had on last Sunday. Good. One o'clock. 

Laura put back the receiver, flung her arms over her head, took a deep breath, stretched 
and let them fall. "Huh," she sighed, and the moment after the sigh she sat up quickly. 
She was still, listening. All the doors in the house seemed to be open. The house was 
alive with soft, quick steps and running voices. The green baize door that led to the 
kitchen regions swung open and shut with a muffled thud. And now there came a long, 
chuckling absurd sound. It was the heavy piano being moved on its stiff castors. But the 
air! If you stopped to notice, was the air always like this? Little faint winds were playing 
chase, in at the tops of the windows, out at the doors. And there were two tiny spots of 
sun, one on the inkpot, one on a silver photograph frame, playing too. Darling little spots. 
Especially the one on the inkpot lid. It was quite warm. A warm little silver star. She 

The front door bell pealed, and there sounded the rustle of Sadie's print skirt on the stairs. 
A man's voice murmured; Sadie answered, careless, "I'm sure I don't know. W

"What is it, Sadie?" Laura came into the hall.  

"It's the florist, Miss Laura."  

It was, indeed. There, just inside the door, stood a wide, shallow tray full of pots of pink 
lilies. No other kind. Nothing but lilies—canna lilies, big pink flowers, wide open, 
radiant, almost frighteningly alive on bright crimson stems.  

oh, Sadie!" said Laura, and the sound was like a little moan. She crouched down as if 
to warm herself at that blaze of lilies; she felt they were in her finge
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"Coming!" Away she skimmed, over the lawn, up the path, up the steps, across the 
veranda, and into the porch. In the hall her father and Laurie were brushing their hats 

just give a squiz at my coat before this 

"I will," said she. Suddenly she couldn't stop herself. She ran at Laurie and gave him a 
small, quick squeeze. "Oh, I do love parties, don't you?" gasped Laura.  

d Laurie's warm, boyish voice, and he squeezed his sister too, and gave her 

The telephone. "Yes, yes; oh yes. Kitty? Good morning, dear. Come to lunch? Do, dear. 
just the sandwich crusts and 

shells and what's left over. Yes, isn't it a perfect morning? Your white? 
hold the line. Mother's calling." And Laura sat 

rs. Sheridan's voice floated down the stairs. "Tell her to wear that sweet hat she had on 

"Mother says you're to wear that sweet hat you had on last Sunday. Good. One o'clock. 

ead, took a deep breath, stretched 
and let them fall. "Huh," she sighed, and the moment after the sigh she sat up quickly. 
She was still, listening. All the doors in the house seemed to be open. The house was 

. The green baize door that led to the 
kitchen regions swung open and shut with a muffled thud. And now there came a long, 
chuckling absurd sound. It was the heavy piano being moved on its stiff castors. But the 

lways like this? Little faint winds were playing 
chase, in at the tops of the windows, out at the doors. And there were two tiny spots of 
sun, one on the inkpot, one on a silver photograph frame, playing too. Darling little spots. 

inkpot lid. It was quite warm. A warm little silver star. She 

The front door bell pealed, and there sounded the rustle of Sadie's print skirt on the stairs. 
A man's voice murmured; Sadie answered, careless, "I'm sure I don't know. Wait. I'll ask 

It was, indeed. There, just inside the door, stood a wide, shallow tray full of pots of pink 
es, big pink flowers, wide open, 

oh, Sadie!" said Laura, and the sound was like a little moan. She crouched down as if 
to warm herself at that blaze of lilies; she felt they were in her fingers, on her lips, 



 

"It's some mistake," she said faintly. "Nobody ever ordered so many. Sadie, go and find 
mother."  

But at that moment Mrs. Sheridan joined them. 

"It's quite right," she said calmly. "Yes, I ordered them. Aren't they
Laura's arm. "I was passing the shop yesterday, and I saw them in the window. And I 
suddenly thought for once in my life I shall have enough canna lilies. The garden
will be a good excuse."  

"But I thought you said you didn't me
florist's man was still outside at his van. She put her arm round her mother's neck and 
gently, very gently, she bit her mother's ear. 

"My darling child, you wouldn't like a logical mother, would you? Don'
the man."  

He carried more lilies still, another whole tray. 

"Bank them up, just inside the door, on both sides of the porch, please," said Mrs. 
Sheridan. "Don't you agree, Laura?" 

"Oh, I do, mother."  

In the drawing-room Meg, Jose and 
piano.  

"Now, if we put this chesterfield against the wall and move everything out of the room 
except the chairs, don't you think?" 

"Quite."  

"Hans, move these tables into the smoking
off the carpet and—one moment, Hans
they loved obeying her. She always made them feel they were taking part in some drama. 
"Tell mother and Miss Laura to come here at once. 

"Very good, Miss Jose."  

She turned to Meg. "I want to hear what the piano sounds like, just in case I'm asked to 
sing this afternoon. Let's try over 'This life is Weary.'" 

Pom! Ta-ta-ta Tee-ta! The piano burst out so passionately that Jose's face changed. She 
clasped her hands. She looked mournfully and enigmatically at her mother and Laura as 
they came in.  

  "This Life is Wee-ary, 
      A Tear—a Sigh. 
      A Love that Chan-ges, 
        This Life is Wee-ary, 
      A Tear—a Sigh. 
      A Love that Chan-ges, 
      And then... Good-bye!" 
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"It's some mistake," she said faintly. "Nobody ever ordered so many. Sadie, go and find 

But at that moment Mrs. Sheridan joined them.  

"It's quite right," she said calmly. "Yes, I ordered them. Aren't they lovely?" She pressed 
Laura's arm. "I was passing the shop yesterday, and I saw them in the window. And I 
suddenly thought for once in my life I shall have enough canna lilies. The garden

"But I thought you said you didn't mean to interfere," said Laura. Sadie had gone. The 
florist's man was still outside at his van. She put her arm round her mother's neck and 
gently, very gently, she bit her mother's ear.  

"My darling child, you wouldn't like a logical mother, would you? Don'

He carried more lilies still, another whole tray.  

"Bank them up, just inside the door, on both sides of the porch, please," said Mrs. 
Sheridan. "Don't you agree, Laura?"  

room Meg, Jose and good little Hans had at last succeeded in moving the 

"Now, if we put this chesterfield against the wall and move everything out of the room 
except the chairs, don't you think?"  

"Hans, move these tables into the smoking-room, and bring a sweeper to take these marks 
one moment, Hans—" Jose loved giving orders to the servants, and 

they loved obeying her. She always made them feel they were taking part in some drama. 
"Tell mother and Miss Laura to come here at once.  

She turned to Meg. "I want to hear what the piano sounds like, just in case I'm asked to 
sing this afternoon. Let's try over 'This life is Weary.'"  

ta! The piano burst out so passionately that Jose's face changed. She 
clasped her hands. She looked mournfully and enigmatically at her mother and Laura as 
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"It's some mistake," she said faintly. "Nobody ever ordered so many. Sadie, go and find 

lovely?" She pressed 
Laura's arm. "I was passing the shop yesterday, and I saw them in the window. And I 
suddenly thought for once in my life I shall have enough canna lilies. The garden-party 

an to interfere," said Laura. Sadie had gone. The 
florist's man was still outside at his van. She put her arm round her mother's neck and 

"My darling child, you wouldn't like a logical mother, would you? Don't do that. Here's 

"Bank them up, just inside the door, on both sides of the porch, please," said Mrs. 

good little Hans had at last succeeded in moving the 

"Now, if we put this chesterfield against the wall and move everything out of the room 

sweeper to take these marks 
" Jose loved giving orders to the servants, and 

they loved obeying her. She always made them feel they were taking part in some drama. 

She turned to Meg. "I want to hear what the piano sounds like, just in case I'm asked to 

ta! The piano burst out so passionately that Jose's face changed. She 
clasped her hands. She looked mournfully and enigmatically at her mother and Laura as 



 

But at the word "Good-bye," and although the piano sounded more desperate than ever, 
her face broke into a brilliant, dreadfully unsympathetic smile. 

"Aren't I in good voice, mummy?" she beamed. 

  "This Life is Wee-ary, 
      Hope comes to Die. 
      A Dream—a Wa-kening."

But now Sadie interrupted them. "What is it, Sadie?" 

"If you please, m'm, cook says have you got the flags for the sandwiches?" 

"The flags for the sandwiches, Sadie?" echoed Mrs. Sheridan dreamily. And the ch
knew by her face that she hadn't got them. "Let me see." And she said to Sadie firmly, 
"Tell cook I'll let her have them in ten minutes." 

Sadie went.  

"Now, Laura," said her mother quickly, "come with me into the smoking
the names somewhere on the back of an envelope. You'll have to write them out for me. 
Meg, go upstairs this minute and take that wet thing off your head. Jose, run and finish 
dressing this instant. Do you hear me, children, or shall I have to tell your father when he 
comes home to-night? And
you? I'm terrified of her this morning." 

The envelope was found at last behind the dining
there Mrs. Sheridan could not imagine. 

"One of you children must have stolen it out of my bag, because I remember vividly
cream cheese and lemon-curd. Have you done that?" 

"Yes."  

"Egg and—" Mrs. Sheridan held the envelope away from her. "It looks like mice. It can't 
be mice, can it?"  

"Olive, pet," said Laura, looking over her shoulder. 

"Yes, of course, olive. What a horrible combination it sounds. Egg and olive." 

They were finished at last, and Laura took them off to the kitchen. She found Jose there 
pacifying the cook, who did not look at all ter

"I have never seen such exquisite sandwiches," said Jose's rapturous voice. "How many 
kinds did you say there were, cook? Fifteen?" 

"Fifteen, Miss Jose."  

"Well, cook, I congratulate you." 

Cook swept up crusts with the long sandwich knife, and 

"Godber's has come," announced Sadie, issuing out of the pantry. She had seen the man 
pass the window.  
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bye," and although the piano sounded more desperate than ever, 
her face broke into a brilliant, dreadfully unsympathetic smile.  

"Aren't I in good voice, mummy?" she beamed.  

kening." 

But now Sadie interrupted them. "What is it, Sadie?"  

"If you please, m'm, cook says have you got the flags for the sandwiches?" 

"The flags for the sandwiches, Sadie?" echoed Mrs. Sheridan dreamily. And the ch
knew by her face that she hadn't got them. "Let me see." And she said to Sadie firmly, 
"Tell cook I'll let her have them in ten minutes."  

"Now, Laura," said her mother quickly, "come with me into the smoking
mewhere on the back of an envelope. You'll have to write them out for me. 

Meg, go upstairs this minute and take that wet thing off your head. Jose, run and finish 
dressing this instant. Do you hear me, children, or shall I have to tell your father when he 

night? And—and, Jose, pacify cook if you do go into the kitchen, will 
you? I'm terrified of her this morning."  

The envelope was found at last behind the dining-room clock, though how it had got 
there Mrs. Sheridan could not imagine.  

you children must have stolen it out of my bag, because I remember vividly
curd. Have you done that?"  

" Mrs. Sheridan held the envelope away from her. "It looks like mice. It can't 

said Laura, looking over her shoulder.  

"Yes, of course, olive. What a horrible combination it sounds. Egg and olive." 

They were finished at last, and Laura took them off to the kitchen. She found Jose there 
pacifying the cook, who did not look at all terrifying.  

"I have never seen such exquisite sandwiches," said Jose's rapturous voice. "How many 
kinds did you say there were, cook? Fifteen?"  

"Well, cook, I congratulate you."  

Cook swept up crusts with the long sandwich knife, and smiled broadly. 

"Godber's has come," announced Sadie, issuing out of the pantry. She had seen the man 
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bye," and although the piano sounded more desperate than ever, 

"If you please, m'm, cook says have you got the flags for the sandwiches?"  

"The flags for the sandwiches, Sadie?" echoed Mrs. Sheridan dreamily. And the children 
knew by her face that she hadn't got them. "Let me see." And she said to Sadie firmly, 

"Now, Laura," said her mother quickly, "come with me into the smoking-room. I've got 
mewhere on the back of an envelope. You'll have to write them out for me. 

Meg, go upstairs this minute and take that wet thing off your head. Jose, run and finish 
dressing this instant. Do you hear me, children, or shall I have to tell your father when he 

and, Jose, pacify cook if you do go into the kitchen, will 

room clock, though how it had got 

you children must have stolen it out of my bag, because I remember vividly—

" Mrs. Sheridan held the envelope away from her. "It looks like mice. It can't 

"Yes, of course, olive. What a horrible combination it sounds. Egg and olive."  

They were finished at last, and Laura took them off to the kitchen. She found Jose there 

"I have never seen such exquisite sandwiches," said Jose's rapturous voice. "How many 

smiled broadly.  

"Godber's has come," announced Sadie, issuing out of the pantry. She had seen the man 



 

That meant the cream puffs had come. Godber's were famous for their cream puffs. 
Nobody ever thought of making them at home. 

"Bring them in and put them on the table, my girl," ordered cook. 

Sadie brought them in and went back to the door. Of course Laura and Jose were far too 
grown-up to really care about such things. All the same, they couldn't help agreeing that 
the puffs looked very attractive. Very. Cook began arranging them, shaking off the extra 
icing sugar.  

"Don't they carry one back to all one's parties?" said Laura. 

"I suppose they do," said practical Jose, who never liked to be carried back. "They look 
beautifully light and feathery, I must say." 

"Have one each, my dears," said cook in her comfortable voice. "Yer ma won't know." 

Oh, impossible. Fancy cream puffs so soon after breakfast. The very idea made one 
shudder. All the same, two minutes later Jose and Laura were lick
that absorbed inward look that only comes from whipped cream. 

"Let's go into the garden, out by the back way," suggested Laura. "I want to see how the 
men are getting on with the marquee. They're such awfully nice men." 

But the back door was blocked by cook, Sadie, Godber's man and Hans. 

Something had happened. 

"Tuk-tuk-tuk," clucked cook like an agitated hen. Sadie had her hand clapped to her 
cheek as though she had toothache. Hans's face was screwed up in the effort to 
understand. Only Godber's man seemed to be enjoying himself; it was his story. 

"What's the matter? What's happened?" 

"There's been a horrible accident," said Cook. "A man killed." 

"A man killed! Where? How? When?" 

But Godber's man wasn't going to have his story

"Know those little cottages just below here, miss?" Know them? Of course, she knew 
them. "Well, there's a young chap living there, name of Scott, a carter. His horse shied at 
a traction-engine, corner of Hawke Street th
back of his head. Killed." 

"Dead!" Laura stared at Godber's man. 

"Dead when they picked him up," said Godber's man with relish. "They were taking the 
body home as I come up here." And he said to the cook, "He's le
ones."  

"Jose, come here." Laura caught hold of her sister's sleeve and dragged her through the 
kitchen to the other side of the green baize door. There she paused and leaned against it. 
"Jose!" she said, horrified, "however are w
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That meant the cream puffs had come. Godber's were famous for their cream puffs. 
Nobody ever thought of making them at home.  

em in and put them on the table, my girl," ordered cook.  

Sadie brought them in and went back to the door. Of course Laura and Jose were far too 
up to really care about such things. All the same, they couldn't help agreeing that 

attractive. Very. Cook began arranging them, shaking off the extra 

"Don't they carry one back to all one's parties?" said Laura.  

"I suppose they do," said practical Jose, who never liked to be carried back. "They look 
feathery, I must say."  

"Have one each, my dears," said cook in her comfortable voice. "Yer ma won't know." 

Oh, impossible. Fancy cream puffs so soon after breakfast. The very idea made one 
shudder. All the same, two minutes later Jose and Laura were licking their fingers with 
that absorbed inward look that only comes from whipped cream.  

"Let's go into the garden, out by the back way," suggested Laura. "I want to see how the 
men are getting on with the marquee. They're such awfully nice men." 

k door was blocked by cook, Sadie, Godber's man and Hans. 

Something had happened.  

tuk," clucked cook like an agitated hen. Sadie had her hand clapped to her 
cheek as though she had toothache. Hans's face was screwed up in the effort to 

d. Only Godber's man seemed to be enjoying himself; it was his story. 

"What's the matter? What's happened?"  

"There's been a horrible accident," said Cook. "A man killed."  

"A man killed! Where? How? When?"  

But Godber's man wasn't going to have his story snatched from under his very nose. 

"Know those little cottages just below here, miss?" Know them? Of course, she knew 
them. "Well, there's a young chap living there, name of Scott, a carter. His horse shied at 

engine, corner of Hawke Street this morning, and he was thrown out on the 
back of his head. Killed."  

"Dead!" Laura stared at Godber's man.  

"Dead when they picked him up," said Godber's man with relish. "They were taking the 
body home as I come up here." And he said to the cook, "He's left a wife and five little 

"Jose, come here." Laura caught hold of her sister's sleeve and dragged her through the 
kitchen to the other side of the green baize door. There she paused and leaned against it. 
"Jose!" she said, horrified, "however are we going to stop everything?" 
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That meant the cream puffs had come. Godber's were famous for their cream puffs. 

Sadie brought them in and went back to the door. Of course Laura and Jose were far too 
up to really care about such things. All the same, they couldn't help agreeing that 

attractive. Very. Cook began arranging them, shaking off the extra 

"I suppose they do," said practical Jose, who never liked to be carried back. "They look 

"Have one each, my dears," said cook in her comfortable voice. "Yer ma won't know."  

Oh, impossible. Fancy cream puffs so soon after breakfast. The very idea made one 
ing their fingers with 

"Let's go into the garden, out by the back way," suggested Laura. "I want to see how the 
 

k door was blocked by cook, Sadie, Godber's man and Hans.  

tuk," clucked cook like an agitated hen. Sadie had her hand clapped to her 
cheek as though she had toothache. Hans's face was screwed up in the effort to 

d. Only Godber's man seemed to be enjoying himself; it was his story.  

snatched from under his very nose.  

"Know those little cottages just below here, miss?" Know them? Of course, she knew 
them. "Well, there's a young chap living there, name of Scott, a carter. His horse shied at 

is morning, and he was thrown out on the 

"Dead when they picked him up," said Godber's man with relish. "They were taking the 
ft a wife and five little 

"Jose, come here." Laura caught hold of her sister's sleeve and dragged her through the 
kitchen to the other side of the green baize door. There she paused and leaned against it. 

e going to stop everything?"  



 

"Stop everything, Laura!" cried Jose in astonishment. "What do you mean?" 

"Stop the garden-party, of course." Why did Jose pretend? 

But Jose was still more amazed. "Stop the garden
absurd. Of course we can't do anything of the kind. Nobody expects us to. Don't be so 
extravagant."  

"But we can't possibly have a garden

That really was extravagant, for the little cottages were in a lane to the
bottom of a steep rise that led up to the house. A broad road ran between. True, they were 
far too near. They were the greatest possible eyesore, and they had no right to be in that 
neighbourhood at all. They were little mean dwellings 
garden patches there was nothing but cabbage stalks, sick hens and tomato cans. The very 
smoke coming out of their chimneys was poverty
smoke, so unlike the great silvery plumes that unc
Washerwomen lived in the lane and sweeps and a cobbler, and a man whose house
was studded all over with minute bird
were little they were forbidden to set foot there beca
what they might catch. But since they were grown up, Laura and Laurie on their prowls 
sometimes walked through. It was disgusting and sordid. They came out with a shudder. 
But still one must go everywhere; one must see 

"And just think of what the band would sound like to that poor woman," said Laura. 

"Oh, Laura!" Jose began to be seriously annoyed. "If you're going to stop a band playing 
every time some one has an accident, you'll lead
sorry about it as you. I feel just as sympathetic." Her eyes hardened. She looked at her 
sister just as she used to when they were little and fighting together. "You won't bring a 
drunken workman back to life by bei

"Drunk! Who said he was drunk?" Laura turned furiously on Jose. She said, just as they 
had used to say on those occasions, "I'm going straight up to tell mother." 

"Do, dear," cooed Jose.  

"Mother, can I come into your ro

"Of course, child. Why, what's the matter? What's given you such a colour?" And Mrs. 
Sheridan turned round from her dressing

"Mother, a man's been killed," began Laura. 

"Not in the garden?" interrupted her mother. 

"No, no!"  

"Oh, what a fright you gave me!" Mrs. Sheridan sighed with relief, and took off the big 
hat and held it on her knees. 
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"Stop everything, Laura!" cried Jose in astonishment. "What do you mean?" 

party, of course." Why did Jose pretend?  

But Jose was still more amazed. "Stop the garden-party? My dear Laura, don't be so 
f course we can't do anything of the kind. Nobody expects us to. Don't be so 

"But we can't possibly have a garden-party with a man dead just outside the front gate." 

That really was extravagant, for the little cottages were in a lane to themselves at the very 
bottom of a steep rise that led up to the house. A broad road ran between. True, they were 
far too near. They were the greatest possible eyesore, and they had no right to be in that 
neighbourhood at all. They were little mean dwellings painted a chocolate brown. In the 
garden patches there was nothing but cabbage stalks, sick hens and tomato cans. The very 
smoke coming out of their chimneys was poverty-stricken. Little rags and shreds of 
smoke, so unlike the great silvery plumes that uncurled from the Sheridans' chimneys. 
Washerwomen lived in the lane and sweeps and a cobbler, and a man whose house
was studded all over with minute bird-cages. Children swarmed. When the Sheridans 
were little they were forbidden to set foot there because of the revolting language and of 
what they might catch. But since they were grown up, Laura and Laurie on their prowls 
sometimes walked through. It was disgusting and sordid. They came out with a shudder. 
But still one must go everywhere; one must see everything. So through they went. 

"And just think of what the band would sound like to that poor woman," said Laura. 

"Oh, Laura!" Jose began to be seriously annoyed. "If you're going to stop a band playing 
every time some one has an accident, you'll lead a very strenuous life. I'm every bit as 
sorry about it as you. I feel just as sympathetic." Her eyes hardened. She looked at her 
sister just as she used to when they were little and fighting together. "You won't bring a 
drunken workman back to life by being sentimental," she said softly.  

"Drunk! Who said he was drunk?" Laura turned furiously on Jose. She said, just as they 
had used to say on those occasions, "I'm going straight up to tell mother." 

"Mother, can I come into your room?" Laura turned the big glass door-

"Of course, child. Why, what's the matter? What's given you such a colour?" And Mrs. 
Sheridan turned round from her dressing-table. She was trying on a new hat. 

"Mother, a man's been killed," began Laura.  

in the garden?" interrupted her mother.  

"Oh, what a fright you gave me!" Mrs. Sheridan sighed with relief, and took off the big 
hat and held it on her knees.  
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"Stop everything, Laura!" cried Jose in astonishment. "What do you mean?"  

party? My dear Laura, don't be so 
f course we can't do anything of the kind. Nobody expects us to. Don't be so 

party with a man dead just outside the front gate."  

mselves at the very 
bottom of a steep rise that led up to the house. A broad road ran between. True, they were 
far too near. They were the greatest possible eyesore, and they had no right to be in that 

painted a chocolate brown. In the 
garden patches there was nothing but cabbage stalks, sick hens and tomato cans. The very 

stricken. Little rags and shreds of 
urled from the Sheridans' chimneys. 

Washerwomen lived in the lane and sweeps and a cobbler, and a man whose house-front 
cages. Children swarmed. When the Sheridans 

use of the revolting language and of 
what they might catch. But since they were grown up, Laura and Laurie on their prowls 
sometimes walked through. It was disgusting and sordid. They came out with a shudder. 

everything. So through they went.  

"And just think of what the band would sound like to that poor woman," said Laura.  

"Oh, Laura!" Jose began to be seriously annoyed. "If you're going to stop a band playing 
a very strenuous life. I'm every bit as 

sorry about it as you. I feel just as sympathetic." Her eyes hardened. She looked at her 
sister just as she used to when they were little and fighting together. "You won't bring a 

"Drunk! Who said he was drunk?" Laura turned furiously on Jose. She said, just as they 
had used to say on those occasions, "I'm going straight up to tell mother."  

-knob.  

"Of course, child. Why, what's the matter? What's given you such a colour?" And Mrs. 
table. She was trying on a new hat.  

"Oh, what a fright you gave me!" Mrs. Sheridan sighed with relief, and took off the big 



 

"But listen, mother," said Laura. Breathless, half
course, we can't have our party, can we?" she pleaded. "The band and everybody arriving. 
They'd hear us, mother; they're nearly neighbours!" 

To Laura's astonishment her mother behaved just like Jose; it was harder to bear because 
she seemed amused. She refused to take Laura seriously. 

"But, my dear child, use your common sense. It's only by accident we've heard of it. If 
some one had died there normally
poky little holes—we should still be having

Laura had to say "yes" to that, but she felt it was all wrong. She sat down on her mother's 
sofa and pinched the cushion frill. 

"Mother, isn't it terribly heartless of us?" she asked. 

"Darling!" Mrs. Sheridan got up and came o
could stop her she had popped it on. "My child!" said her mother, "the hat is yours. It's 
made for you. It's much too young for me. I have never seen you look such a picture. 
Look at yourself!" And she held up her

"But, mother," Laura began again. She couldn't look at herself; she turned aside. 

This time Mrs. Sheridan lost patience just as Jose had done. 

"You are being very absurd, Laura," she said coldly. "People like that don't expect 
sacrifices from us. And it's not very sympathetic to spoil everybody's enjoyment as you're 
doing now."  

"I don't understand," said Laura, and she walked quickly out of the room into her own 
bedroom. There, quite by chance, the first thing she saw was this charming gir
mirror, in her black hat trimmed with gold daisies, and a long black velvet ribbon. Never 
had she imagined she could look like that. Is mother right? she thought. And now she 
hoped her mother was right. Am I being extravagant? Perhaps it was extra
a moment she had another glimpse of that poor woman and those little children, and the 
body being carried into the house. But it all seemed blurred, unreal, like a picture in the 
newspaper. I'll remember it again after the party's over, sh
seemed quite the best plan... 

Lunch was over by half-past one. By half
green-coated band had arrived and was established in a corner of the tennis

"My dear!" trilled Kitty Maitland, "aren't they too like frogs for words? You ought to 
have arranged them round the pond with the conductor in the middle on a leaf." 

Laurie arrived and hailed them on his way to dress. At the sight of him Laura 
remembered the accident again. She w
then it was bound to be all right. And she followed him into the hall. 

"Laurie!"  
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"But listen, mother," said Laura. Breathless, half-choking, she told the dreadful sto
course, we can't have our party, can we?" she pleaded. "The band and everybody arriving. 
They'd hear us, mother; they're nearly neighbours!"  

To Laura's astonishment her mother behaved just like Jose; it was harder to bear because 
. She refused to take Laura seriously.  

"But, my dear child, use your common sense. It's only by accident we've heard of it. If 
some one had died there normally—and I can't understand how they keep alive in those 

we should still be having our party, shouldn't we?"  

Laura had to say "yes" to that, but she felt it was all wrong. She sat down on her mother's 
sofa and pinched the cushion frill.  

"Mother, isn't it terribly heartless of us?" she asked.  

"Darling!" Mrs. Sheridan got up and came over to her, carrying the hat. Before Laura 
could stop her she had popped it on. "My child!" said her mother, "the hat is yours. It's 
made for you. It's much too young for me. I have never seen you look such a picture. 
Look at yourself!" And she held up her hand-mirror.  

"But, mother," Laura began again. She couldn't look at herself; she turned aside. 

This time Mrs. Sheridan lost patience just as Jose had done.  

"You are being very absurd, Laura," she said coldly. "People like that don't expect 
rom us. And it's not very sympathetic to spoil everybody's enjoyment as you're 

"I don't understand," said Laura, and she walked quickly out of the room into her own 
bedroom. There, quite by chance, the first thing she saw was this charming gir
mirror, in her black hat trimmed with gold daisies, and a long black velvet ribbon. Never 
had she imagined she could look like that. Is mother right? she thought. And now she 
hoped her mother was right. Am I being extravagant? Perhaps it was extra
a moment she had another glimpse of that poor woman and those little children, and the 
body being carried into the house. But it all seemed blurred, unreal, like a picture in the 
newspaper. I'll remember it again after the party's over, she decided. And somehow that 
seemed quite the best plan...  

past one. By half-past two they were all ready for the fray. The 
coated band had arrived and was established in a corner of the tennis

Maitland, "aren't they too like frogs for words? You ought to 
have arranged them round the pond with the conductor in the middle on a leaf." 

Laurie arrived and hailed them on his way to dress. At the sight of him Laura 
remembered the accident again. She wanted to tell him. If Laurie agreed with the others, 
then it was bound to be all right. And she followed him into the hall.  
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choking, she told the dreadful story. "Of 
course, we can't have our party, can we?" she pleaded. "The band and everybody arriving. 

To Laura's astonishment her mother behaved just like Jose; it was harder to bear because 

"But, my dear child, use your common sense. It's only by accident we've heard of it. If 
and I can't understand how they keep alive in those 

 

Laura had to say "yes" to that, but she felt it was all wrong. She sat down on her mother's 

ver to her, carrying the hat. Before Laura 
could stop her she had popped it on. "My child!" said her mother, "the hat is yours. It's 
made for you. It's much too young for me. I have never seen you look such a picture. 

"But, mother," Laura began again. She couldn't look at herself; she turned aside.  

"You are being very absurd, Laura," she said coldly. "People like that don't expect 
rom us. And it's not very sympathetic to spoil everybody's enjoyment as you're 

"I don't understand," said Laura, and she walked quickly out of the room into her own 
bedroom. There, quite by chance, the first thing she saw was this charming girl in the 
mirror, in her black hat trimmed with gold daisies, and a long black velvet ribbon. Never 
had she imagined she could look like that. Is mother right? she thought. And now she 
hoped her mother was right. Am I being extravagant? Perhaps it was extravagant. Just for 
a moment she had another glimpse of that poor woman and those little children, and the 
body being carried into the house. But it all seemed blurred, unreal, like a picture in the 

e decided. And somehow that 

past two they were all ready for the fray. The 
coated band had arrived and was established in a corner of the tennis-court.  

Maitland, "aren't they too like frogs for words? You ought to 
have arranged them round the pond with the conductor in the middle on a leaf."  

Laurie arrived and hailed them on his way to dress. At the sight of him Laura 
anted to tell him. If Laurie agreed with the others, 



 

"Hallo!" He was half-way upstairs, but when he turned round and saw Laura he suddenly 
puffed out his cheeks and goggled 
stunning," said Laurie. "What an absolutely topping hat!" 

Laura said faintly "Is it?" and smiled up at Laurie, and didn't tell him after all. 

Soon after that people began coming in streams. The band struck up
from the house to the marquee. Wherever you looked there were couples strolling, 
bending to the flowers, greeting, moving on over the lawn. They were like bright birds 
that had alighted in the Sheridans' garden for this one afternoo
Ah, what happiness it is to be with people who all are happy, to press hands, press 
cheeks, smile into eyes.  

"Darling Laura, how well you look!" 

"What a becoming hat, child!" 

"Laura, you look quite Spanish. I've never seen you 

And Laura, glowing, answered softly, "Have you had tea? Won't you have an ice? The 
passion-fruit ices really are rather special." She ran to her father and begged him. "Daddy 
darling, can't the band have something to drink?" 

And the perfect afternoon slowly ripened, slowly faded, slowly its petals closed. 

"Never a more delightful garden

Laura helped her mother with the good
was all over.  

"All over, all over, thank heaven," said Mrs. Sheridan. "Round up the others, Laura. Let's 
go and have some fresh coffee. I'm exhausted. Yes, it's been very successful. But oh, 
these parties, these parties! Why will you children insist on givi
of them sat down in the deserted marquee. 

"Have a sandwich, daddy dear. I wrote the flag." 

"Thanks." Mr. Sheridan took a bite and the sandwich was gone. He took another. "I 
suppose you didn't hear of a beastly accident that happ

"My dear," said Mrs. Sheridan, holding up her hand, "we did. It nearly ruined the party. 
Laura insisted we should put it off." 

"Oh, mother!" Laura didn't want to be teased about it. 

"It was a horrible affair all the same," said Mr
Lived just below in the lane, and leaves a wife and half a dozen kiddies, so they say." 

An awkward little silence fell. Mrs. Sheridan fidgeted with her cup. Really, it was very 
tactless of father...  

Suddenly she looked up. There on the table were all those sandwiches, cakes, puffs, all 
uneaten, all going to be wasted. She had one of her brilliant ideas. 
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way upstairs, but when he turned round and saw Laura he suddenly 
puffed out his cheeks and goggled his eyes at her. "My word, Laura! You do look 
stunning," said Laurie. "What an absolutely topping hat!"  

Laura said faintly "Is it?" and smiled up at Laurie, and didn't tell him after all. 

Soon after that people began coming in streams. The band struck up; the hired waiters ran 
from the house to the marquee. Wherever you looked there were couples strolling, 
bending to the flowers, greeting, moving on over the lawn. They were like bright birds 
that had alighted in the Sheridans' garden for this one afternoon, on their way to
Ah, what happiness it is to be with people who all are happy, to press hands, press 

"Darling Laura, how well you look!"  

"What a becoming hat, child!"  

"Laura, you look quite Spanish. I've never seen you look so striking."  

And Laura, glowing, answered softly, "Have you had tea? Won't you have an ice? The 
fruit ices really are rather special." She ran to her father and begged him. "Daddy 

darling, can't the band have something to drink?"  

rfect afternoon slowly ripened, slowly faded, slowly its petals closed. 

"Never a more delightful garden-party... " "The greatest success... " "Quite the most... " 

Laura helped her mother with the good-byes. They stood side by side in the porch till it 

"All over, all over, thank heaven," said Mrs. Sheridan. "Round up the others, Laura. Let's 
go and have some fresh coffee. I'm exhausted. Yes, it's been very successful. But oh, 
these parties, these parties! Why will you children insist on giving parties!" And they all 
of them sat down in the deserted marquee.  

"Have a sandwich, daddy dear. I wrote the flag."  

"Thanks." Mr. Sheridan took a bite and the sandwich was gone. He took another. "I 
suppose you didn't hear of a beastly accident that happened to-day?" he said. 

"My dear," said Mrs. Sheridan, holding up her hand, "we did. It nearly ruined the party. 
Laura insisted we should put it off."  

"Oh, mother!" Laura didn't want to be teased about it.  

"It was a horrible affair all the same," said Mr. Sheridan. "The chap was married too. 
Lived just below in the lane, and leaves a wife and half a dozen kiddies, so they say." 

An awkward little silence fell. Mrs. Sheridan fidgeted with her cup. Really, it was very 

ked up. There on the table were all those sandwiches, cakes, puffs, all 
uneaten, all going to be wasted. She had one of her brilliant ideas.  
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way upstairs, but when he turned round and saw Laura he suddenly 
his eyes at her. "My word, Laura! You do look 

Laura said faintly "Is it?" and smiled up at Laurie, and didn't tell him after all.  

; the hired waiters ran 
from the house to the marquee. Wherever you looked there were couples strolling, 
bending to the flowers, greeting, moving on over the lawn. They were like bright birds 

n, on their way to—where? 
Ah, what happiness it is to be with people who all are happy, to press hands, press 

 

And Laura, glowing, answered softly, "Have you had tea? Won't you have an ice? The 
fruit ices really are rather special." She ran to her father and begged him. "Daddy 

rfect afternoon slowly ripened, slowly faded, slowly its petals closed.  

party... " "The greatest success... " "Quite the most... "  

byes. They stood side by side in the porch till it 

"All over, all over, thank heaven," said Mrs. Sheridan. "Round up the others, Laura. Let's 
go and have some fresh coffee. I'm exhausted. Yes, it's been very successful. But oh, 

ng parties!" And they all 

"Thanks." Mr. Sheridan took a bite and the sandwich was gone. He took another. "I 
day?" he said.  

"My dear," said Mrs. Sheridan, holding up her hand, "we did. It nearly ruined the party. 

. Sheridan. "The chap was married too. 
Lived just below in the lane, and leaves a wife and half a dozen kiddies, so they say."  

An awkward little silence fell. Mrs. Sheridan fidgeted with her cup. Really, it was very 

ked up. There on the table were all those sandwiches, cakes, puffs, all 



 

"I know," she said. "Let's make up a basket. Let's send that poor creature some of this 
perfectly good food. At an
agree? And she's sure to have neighbours calling in and so on. What a point to have it all 
ready prepared. Laura!" She jumped up. "Get me the big basket out of the stairs 
cupboard."  

"But, mother, do you really think it's a good idea?" said Laura. 

Again, how curious, she seemed to be different from them all. To take scraps from their 
party. Would the poor woman really like that? 

"Of course! What's the matter with you to
us being sympathetic, and now

Oh well! Laura ran for the basket. It was filled, it was heaped by her mother. 

"Take it yourself, darling," said she. "Run down just as you are. No, wait, take the arum 
lilies too. People of that class are so impressed by arum lilies." 

"The stems will ruin her lace frock," said practical Jose. 

So they would. Just in time. "Only the basket, then. And, Laura!"
her out of the marquee—"don't on any account

"What mother?"  

No, better not put such ideas into the child's head! "Nothing! Run along." 

It was just growing dusky as Laura shut their garden gates. A big dog ran by like a 
shadow. The road gleamed white, and down below in the hollow the little cottages were 
in deep shade. How quiet it seemed after the afternoon. Here she was going down the hill 
to somewhere where a man lay dead, and she couldn't realize it. Why couldn't she? She 
stopped a minute. And it seemed to her that kisses, voices, tinkling spoons, laughter, the 
smell of crushed grass were somehow inside her. She had no room for anything else. 
How strange! She looked up at the pale sky, and all she thought was, "Yes, it was the 
most successful party."  

Now the broad road was crossed. The lane began, smoky and dark. Wom
men's tweed caps hurried by. Men hung over the palings; the children played in the 
doorways. A low hum came from the mean little cottages. In some of them there was a 
flicker of light, and a shadow, crab
and hurried on. She wished now she had put on a coat. How her frock shone! And the big 
hat with the velvet streamer
They must be. It was a mistake to have come; she knew all along 
she go back even now?  

No, too late. This was the house. It must be. A dark knot of people stood outside. Beside 
the gate an old, old woman with a crutch sat in a chair, watching. She had her feet on a 
newspaper. The voices stopped
she was expected, as though they had known she was coming here. 
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"I know," she said. "Let's make up a basket. Let's send that poor creature some of this 
perfectly good food. At any rate, it will be the greatest treat for the children. Don't you 
agree? And she's sure to have neighbours calling in and so on. What a point to have it all 
ready prepared. Laura!" She jumped up. "Get me the big basket out of the stairs 

other, do you really think it's a good idea?" said Laura.  

Again, how curious, she seemed to be different from them all. To take scraps from their 
party. Would the poor woman really like that?  

"Of course! What's the matter with you to-day? An hour or two ago you were insisting on 
us being sympathetic, and now—"  

Oh well! Laura ran for the basket. It was filled, it was heaped by her mother. 

"Take it yourself, darling," said she. "Run down just as you are. No, wait, take the arum 
class are so impressed by arum lilies."  

"The stems will ruin her lace frock," said practical Jose.  

So they would. Just in time. "Only the basket, then. And, Laura!"—her mother followed 
"don't on any account—"  

etter not put such ideas into the child's head! "Nothing! Run along." 

It was just growing dusky as Laura shut their garden gates. A big dog ran by like a 
shadow. The road gleamed white, and down below in the hollow the little cottages were 

How quiet it seemed after the afternoon. Here she was going down the hill 
to somewhere where a man lay dead, and she couldn't realize it. Why couldn't she? She 
stopped a minute. And it seemed to her that kisses, voices, tinkling spoons, laughter, the 

of crushed grass were somehow inside her. She had no room for anything else. 
How strange! She looked up at the pale sky, and all she thought was, "Yes, it was the 

Now the broad road was crossed. The lane began, smoky and dark. Wom
men's tweed caps hurried by. Men hung over the palings; the children played in the 
doorways. A low hum came from the mean little cottages. In some of them there was a 
flicker of light, and a shadow, crab-like, moved across the window. Laur
and hurried on. She wished now she had put on a coat. How her frock shone! And the big 
hat with the velvet streamer—if only it was another hat! Were the people looking at her? 
They must be. It was a mistake to have come; she knew all along it was a mistake. Should 

No, too late. This was the house. It must be. A dark knot of people stood outside. Beside 
the gate an old, old woman with a crutch sat in a chair, watching. She had her feet on a 
newspaper. The voices stopped as Laura drew near. The group parted. It was as though 
she was expected, as though they had known she was coming here.  
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"I know," she said. "Let's make up a basket. Let's send that poor creature some of this 
y rate, it will be the greatest treat for the children. Don't you 

agree? And she's sure to have neighbours calling in and so on. What a point to have it all 
ready prepared. Laura!" She jumped up. "Get me the big basket out of the stairs 

Again, how curious, she seemed to be different from them all. To take scraps from their 

ago you were insisting on 

Oh well! Laura ran for the basket. It was filled, it was heaped by her mother.  

"Take it yourself, darling," said she. "Run down just as you are. No, wait, take the arum 

her mother followed 

etter not put such ideas into the child's head! "Nothing! Run along."  

It was just growing dusky as Laura shut their garden gates. A big dog ran by like a 
shadow. The road gleamed white, and down below in the hollow the little cottages were 

How quiet it seemed after the afternoon. Here she was going down the hill 
to somewhere where a man lay dead, and she couldn't realize it. Why couldn't she? She 
stopped a minute. And it seemed to her that kisses, voices, tinkling spoons, laughter, the 

of crushed grass were somehow inside her. She had no room for anything else. 
How strange! She looked up at the pale sky, and all she thought was, "Yes, it was the 

Now the broad road was crossed. The lane began, smoky and dark. Women in shawls and 
men's tweed caps hurried by. Men hung over the palings; the children played in the 
doorways. A low hum came from the mean little cottages. In some of them there was a 

like, moved across the window. Laura bent her head 
and hurried on. She wished now she had put on a coat. How her frock shone! And the big 

if only it was another hat! Were the people looking at her? 
it was a mistake. Should 

No, too late. This was the house. It must be. A dark knot of people stood outside. Beside 
the gate an old, old woman with a crutch sat in a chair, watching. She had her feet on a 

as Laura drew near. The group parted. It was as though 



 

Laura was terribly nervous. Tossing the velvet ribbon over her shoulder, she said to a 
woman standing by, "Is this Mrs. Scott's house?"
"It is, my lass."  

Oh, to be away from this! She actually said, "Help me, God," as she walked up the tiny 
path and knocked. To be away from those staring eyes, or to be covered up in anything, 
one of those women's sha
even wait for it to be emptied. 

Then the door opened. A little woman in black showed in the gloom. 

Laura said, "Are you Mrs. Scott?" But to her horror the woman answered, "Walk in 
please, miss," and she was shut in the passage. 

"No," said Laura, "I don't want to come in. I only want to leave this basket. Mother 
sent—"  

The little woman in the gloomy passage seemed not to have heard her. "Step this way, 
please, miss," she said in an oily v

She found herself in a wretched little low kitchen, lighted by a smoky lamp. There was a 
woman sitting before the fire. 

"Em," said the little creature who had let her in. "Em! It's a young lady." She turned to 
Laura. She said meaningly, "I'm 'er sister, miss. You'll excuse 'er, won't you?" 

"Oh, but of course!" said Laura. "Please, please don't disturb her. I
leave—"  

But at that moment the woman at the fire turned round. Her face, puffed up, red, with 
swollen eyes and swollen lips, looked terrible. She seemed as though she couldn't 
understand why Laura was there. What did it mean? Why was this stranger standing in 
the kitchen with a basket? What was it all about? And the poor face puckered up again. 

"All right, my dear," said the other. "I'll thenk the young lady." 

And again she began, "You'll excuse her, miss, I'm sure," and her face, swollen too, tried 
an oily smile.  

Laura only wanted to get out, to get away. She was back in the passage. The door opened. 
She walked straight through into the bedroom, where the dead man was lying. 

"You'd like a look at 'im, wouldn't you?" said Em's sister, and she brushed past Laura 
over to the bed. "Don't be afraid, my lass,"
and fondly she drew down the sheet
along, my dear."  

Laura came.  

There lay a young man, fast asleep
away from them both. Oh, so remote, so peaceful. He was drea
again. His head was sunk in the pillow, his eyes were closed; they were blind under the 
closed eyelids. He was given up to his dream. What did garden
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Laura was terribly nervous. Tossing the velvet ribbon over her shoulder, she said to a 
woman standing by, "Is this Mrs. Scott's house?" and the woman, smiling queerly, said, 

Oh, to be away from this! She actually said, "Help me, God," as she walked up the tiny 
path and knocked. To be away from those staring eyes, or to be covered up in anything, 
one of those women's shawls even. I'll just leave the basket and go, she decided. I shan't 
even wait for it to be emptied.  

Then the door opened. A little woman in black showed in the gloom.  

Laura said, "Are you Mrs. Scott?" But to her horror the woman answered, "Walk in 
miss," and she was shut in the passage.  

"No," said Laura, "I don't want to come in. I only want to leave this basket. Mother 

The little woman in the gloomy passage seemed not to have heard her. "Step this way, 
please, miss," she said in an oily voice, and Laura followed her.  

She found herself in a wretched little low kitchen, lighted by a smoky lamp. There was a 
woman sitting before the fire.  

"Em," said the little creature who had let her in. "Em! It's a young lady." She turned to 
d meaningly, "I'm 'er sister, miss. You'll excuse 'er, won't you?" 

"Oh, but of course!" said Laura. "Please, please don't disturb her. I

But at that moment the woman at the fire turned round. Her face, puffed up, red, with 
eyes and swollen lips, looked terrible. She seemed as though she couldn't 

understand why Laura was there. What did it mean? Why was this stranger standing in 
the kitchen with a basket? What was it all about? And the poor face puckered up again. 

, my dear," said the other. "I'll thenk the young lady."  

And again she began, "You'll excuse her, miss, I'm sure," and her face, swollen too, tried 

Laura only wanted to get out, to get away. She was back in the passage. The door opened. 
e walked straight through into the bedroom, where the dead man was lying. 

"You'd like a look at 'im, wouldn't you?" said Em's sister, and she brushed past Laura 
over to the bed. "Don't be afraid, my lass,"—and now her voice sounded fond and sly, 

y she drew down the sheet—"'e looks a picture. There's nothing to show. Come 

There lay a young man, fast asleep—sleeping so soundly, so deeply, that he was far, far 
away from them both. Oh, so remote, so peaceful. He was dreaming. Never wake him up 
again. His head was sunk in the pillow, his eyes were closed; they were blind under the 
closed eyelids. He was given up to his dream. What did garden-parties and baskets and 
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lace frocks matter to him? He was far from all those thing
While they were laughing and while the band was playing, this marvel had come to the 
lane. Happy... happy... All is well, said that sleeping face. This is just as it should be. I am 
content.  

But all the same you had to cry,
something to him. Laura gave a loud childish sob. 

"Forgive my hat," she said. 

And this time she didn't wait for Em's sister. She found her way out of the door, down the 
path, past all those dark people.

He stepped out of the shadow. "Is that you, Laura?" 

"Yes."  

"Mother was getting anxious. Was it all right?" 

"Yes, quite. Oh, Laurie!" She took his arm, she pressed up against him. 

"I say, you're not crying, ar

Laura shook her head. She was. 

Laurie put his arm round her shoulder. "Don't cry," he said in his warm, loving voice. 
"Was it awful?"  

"No," sobbed Laura. "It was simply marvellous. But Laurie
at her brother. "Isn't life," she stammered, "isn't life
explain. No matter. He quite understood. 

"Isn't it, darling?" said Laurie. 
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lace frocks matter to him? He was far from all those things. He was wonderful, beautiful. 
While they were laughing and while the band was playing, this marvel had come to the 
lane. Happy... happy... All is well, said that sleeping face. This is just as it should be. I am 

But all the same you had to cry, and she couldn't go out of the room without saying 
something to him. Laura gave a loud childish sob.  

"Forgive my hat," she said.  

And this time she didn't wait for Em's sister. She found her way out of the door, down the 
path, past all those dark people. At the corner of the lane she met Laurie. 

He stepped out of the shadow. "Is that you, Laura?"  

"Mother was getting anxious. Was it all right?"  

"Yes, quite. Oh, Laurie!" She took his arm, she pressed up against him. 

"I say, you're not crying, are you?" asked her brother.  

Laura shook her head. She was.  

Laurie put his arm round her shoulder. "Don't cry," he said in his warm, loving voice. 

"No," sobbed Laura. "It was simply marvellous. But Laurie—" She stopped, she looked 
rother. "Isn't life," she stammered, "isn't life—" But what life was she couldn't 

explain. No matter. He quite understood.  

it, darling?" said Laurie.  
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Vitai Lampada (1892) 
(“They Pass On The Torch of Life”)  
by Sir Henry Newbolt 

There’s a breathless hush in the Close to-night -- 
Ten to make and the match to win -- 
A bumping pitch and a blinding light, 
An hour to play and the last man in. 
And it’s not for the sake of a ribboned coat, 
Or the selfish hope of a season’s fame, 
But his Captain’s hand on his shoulder smote -- 
‘Play up! play up! and play the game!’ 

The sand of the desert is sodden red, -- 
Red with the wreck of a square that broke; -- 
The Gatling’s jammed and the Colonel dead, 
And the regiment blind with dust and smoke. 
The river of death has brimmed his banks, 
And England’s far, and Honour a name, 
But the voice of a schoolboy rallies the ranks: 
‘Play up! play up! and play the game!’ 

This is the word that year by year, 
While in her place the School is set, 
Every one of her sons must hear, 
And none that hears it dare forget. 
This they all with a joyful mind 
Bear through life like a torch in flame, 
And falling fling to the host behind -- 
‘Play up! play up! and play the game!’ 

 

from Paul Fussell,  The Great War and Modern Memory  

One way of showing the sporting spirit was to kick a football toward the enemy lines 
while attacking. This feat was first performed by the 1st Battalion of the 18th London 
Regiment at Loos in 1915 It soon achieved the status of a conventional act of bravado 
and was ultimately exported far beyond the Western Front. Arthur (“Bosky”) Burton, 
who took part in an attack on the Turkish lines near Beersheba in November, 1917, 
proudly reported home: “One of the men had a football. How it came there goodness 
knows. Anyway we kicked off and rushed the first [Turkish] guns, dribbling the ball With 
us.” But the most famous football episode was Captain W. P. Nevill’s achievement at the 
Somme attack. Captain Nevill, a company commander in the 8th East Surreys, bought 
four footballs, one for each platoon, during his last London leave before the attack. He 
offered a prize to the platoon which, at the jump-off, first kicked its football up to the 
German front line. Although J. R. Ackerley remembered Nevill as “the battalion 
buffoon,” he may have been shrewder than he looked: his little sporting contest did have 
the effect of persuading his men that the attack was going to be, as the staff had been 
insisting, a walkover. A survivor observing from a short distance away recalls zero hour: 



As the gun-fire died away I saw an infantry man climb onto the parapet into No 
Man’s Land, beckoning others to follow [Doubtless Captain Nevill or one of his 
platoon commanders.] As he did So he kicked off a football. A good kick. ‘The 
ball rose and travelled well towards the German line. That seemed to be the 
signal to advance.  

Captain Nevill was killed instantly. Two of the footballs are preserved today in English 
museums. 

That Captain Nevill’s sporting feat was felt to derive from the literary inspiration of 
[Henry Newbolt‘s] poem [“Vitai Lampada“] about the cricket-boy hero seems apparent 
from the poem by one “Touchstone” written to celebrate it. This appears on the border 
of an undated field concert program preserved in the Imperial War Museum: 

THE GAME 

A Company of the East Surrey Regiment is reported to have dribbled four footballs-the gift of their 
Captain, who fell in the fight&mdash;for a mile and a quarter intothe enemy trenches. 

On through the hail of slaughter, 
Where gallant comrades Fall, 

Where blood is poured like water, 
They drive the trickling ball. 

The fear of death before them 
Is but an empty name. 

True to the land that bore them- 
The SURREYS play the game. 

And so on for two more stanzas. If anyone at the time thought Captain Nevill’s act 
preposterous, no one said so. The nearest thing to such an attitude is a reference in the 
humorous trench newspaper The Wipers Times (Sept. 8, 1917), but even here the target of 
satire is not so much the act of Captain Nevill as the rhetoric of William Beach Thomas, 
who served as the Daily Mail’s notoriously fatuous war correspondent. As the famous 
correspondent “‘Teech Bomas,” he is made to say of Nevill’s attack: “On they came 
kicking footballs, and so completely puzzled the Potsdammers. With one last kick they 
were amoungst them with the bayonet, and although the Berliners battled bravely for a 
while, they kameraded with the best.” (The Great War and Modern Memory, 27-28.) 
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12. A Subaltern  

 

HE turned to me with his kind, sleepy gaze   
And fresh face slowly brightening to the grin   
That sets my memory back to summer days,   



With twenty runs to make, and last man in.   
He told me he’d been having a bloody time          5 
In trenches, crouching for the crumps to burst,   
While squeaking rats scampered across the slime   
And the grey palsied weather did its worst.   
    But as he stamped and shivered in the rain,   
My stale philosophies had served him well;   10 
Dreaming about his girl had sent his brain   
Blanker than ever—she’d no place in Hell....   
‘Good God!’ he laughed, and slowly filled his pipe,   
Wondering ‘why he always talked such tripe’.   

 
 
Dulce Et Decorum Est (1917) 
by Wilfred Owen 

Bent double, like old beggars under sacks, 
Knock-kneed, coughing like hags, we cursed through sludge, 
Till on the haunting flares we turned our backs 
And towards our distant rest began to trudge. 
Men marched asleep. Many had lost their boots 
But limped on, blood-shod. All went lame; all blind; 
Drunk with fatigue; deaf even to the hoots 
Of disappointed shells that dropped behind. 
 
GAS! Gas! Quick, boys!-- An ecstasy of fumbling, 
Fitting the clumsy helmets just in time; 
But someone still was yelling out and stumbling 
And floundering like a man in fire or lime.-- 
Dim, through the misty panes and thick green light 
As under a green sea, I saw him drowning. 
 
In all my dreams, before my helpless sight, 
He plunges at me, guttering, choking, drowning. 
 
If in some smothering dreams you too could pace 
Behind the wagon that we flung him in, 
And watch the white eyes writhing in his face, 
His hanging face, like a devil’s sick of sin; 
If you could hear, at every jolt, the blood 
Come gargling from the froth-corrupted lungs, 
Obscene as cancer, bitter as the cud 
Of vile, incurable sores on innocent tongues,-- 
My friend, you would not tell with such high zest 
To children ardent for some desperate glory, 
The old Lie: Dulce et decorum est 
Pro patria mori. 



 

With the guns 
D. H. Lawrence 
Tuesday 18 August 1914 
 

The Reservists were leaving for London by the nine o’clock train. They were young men, 
some of them drunk. There was one bawling and brawling before the ticket window; 
there were two swaying on the steps of the subway shouting, and ending, “Let’s go an’ 
have another afore we go.” There were a few women seeing off their sweethearts and 
brothers, but, on the whole, the reservist had been a lodger in the town and had only his 
own pals. One woman stood before the carriage window. She and her sweetheart were 
being very matter-of-fact, cheerful, and bumptious over the parting. 

“Well, so-long!” she cried as the train began to move. “When you see ‘em let ‘em have 
it.” 

“Ay, no fear,” shouted the man, and the train was gone, the man grinning. I thought 
what it would really be like, “when he saw ‘em.” 

Last autumn I followed the Bavarian army down the Isar valley and near the foot of the 
Alps. Then I could see what war would be like - an affair entirely of machines, with men 
attached to the machines as the subordinate part thereof, as the butt is the part of a rifle. 

I remember standing on a little round hill one August afternoon. There was a beautiful 
blue sky, and white clouds from the mountains. Away on the right, amid woods and 
corn-clad hills, lay the big Starnberg lake. This is just a year ago, but it seems to belong to 
some period outside of time. 

On the crown of the little hill were three quick-firing guns, with the gunners behind. At 
the side, perched up on a tiny platform at the top of a high pair of steps, was an officer 
looking through a fixed spy-glass. A little further behind, lower down the hill, was a 
group of horses and soldiers. 

Every moment came the hard, tearing hideous voice of the German command from the 
officer perched aloft, giving the range to the guns; and then the sharp cry, “Fire!” There 
was a burst, something in the guns started back, the faintest breath of vapour 
disappeared. The shots had gone. 

I watched, but I could not see where they had gone, nor what had been aimed at. 
Evidently they were directed against an enemy a mile and a half away, men unseen by any 
of the soldiers at the guns. Whether the shot they fired hit or missed, killed or did not 
touch, I and the gun-party did not know. 

Only the officer was shouting the range again, the guns were again starting back, we were 
again staring over the face of the green and dappled, inscrutable country into which the 
missiles sped unseen. 



What work was there to do? - only mechanically to adjust the guns and fire the shot. 
What was there to feel? - only the unnatural suspense and suppression of serving a 
machine which, for ought we knew, was killing our fellow-men, whilst we stood there, 
blind, without knowledge or participation, subordinate to the cold machine. This was the 
glamour and the glory of the war: blue sky overhead and living green country all around, 
but we, amid it all, a part in some iron insensate will, our flesh and blood, our soul and 
intelligence shed away, and all that remained of us a cold, metallic adherence to an iron 
machine. There was neither ferocity nor joy nor exultation nor exhilaration nor even 
quick fear: only a mechanical, expressionless movement. 

And this is how the gunner would “let ‘em have it.” He would mechanically move a 
certain apparatus when he heard a certain shout. Of the result he would see and know 
nothing. He had nothing to do with it. 

Then I remember going at night down a road, whilst the sound of guns thudded 
continuously. And suddenly I started, seeing the bank of the road stir. It was a mass of 
scarcely visible forms, lying waiting for a rush. They were lying under fire, silent, scarcely 
stirring, a mass. If one of the shells that were supposed to be coming had dropped 
among them it would have burst a hole in the mass. Who would have been torn, killed, 
no one would have known. There would just have been a hole in the living shadowy 
mass; that was all. Who it was did not matter. There were no individuals, and every 
individual soldier knew it. He was a fragment of a mass, and as a fragment of a mass he 
must live and die or be torn. He had no rights, no self, no being. There was only the 
mass lying there, solid and obscure along the bank of the road in the night. 

This was how the gunner “would let ‘em have it.” A shell would fall into this mass of 
vulnerable bodies, there would be a torn hole in the mass. This would be his “letting ‘em 
have it.” 

And I remember a captain of the bersaglieri who talked to me in the train in Italy when 
he had come back from Tripoli. The Italian soldier, he said, was the finest soldier in the 
world at a rush. But - and he spoke with a certain horror that cramped his voice - when it 
came to lying there under the Snyder fire you had to stand behind them with a revolver. 
And I saw he could not get beyond the agony of this. 

“Well,” I said, “that is because they cannot feel themselves parts of a machine. They have 
all the old natural courage, when one rushes at one’s enemy. But it is unnatural to them 
to lie still under machine-fire. It is unnatural to anybody. War with machines, and the 
machine predominant, is too unnatural for an Italian. It is a wicked thing a machine, and 
your Italians are too naturally good. They will do anything to get away from it. Let us see 
our enemy and go for him. But we cannot endure this taking death out of machines, and 
giving death out of machines, our blood cold, without any enemy to rise against.” 

I remember also standing on a little hill crowned by a white church. This hill was 
defended, surrounded by a trench half-way down. In this trench stood the soldiers side 
by side, down there in the earth, a great line of them. 

The night came on. Suddenly, on the other side, high up in the darkness, burst a 
beautiful greenish globe of light, and then came into being a magic circle of countryside 
set in darkness, a greenish jewel of landscape, splendid bulk of trees, a green meadow, 
vivid. The ball fell and it was dark, and in one’s eye remained treasured the little vision 



that had appeared far off in the darkness. Then again a light ball burst and sloped down. 
There was the white farmhouse with the wooden, slanting roof, the green apple trees, the 
orchard paling, a jewel, a landscape set deep in the darkness. It was beautiful beyond 
belief. Then it was dark. Then the searchlights suddenly sprang upon the countryside, 
revealing the magic, fingering everything with magic, pushing the darkness aside, 
showing the lovely hillsides, the sable bulks of trees, the pallor of corn. A searchlight was 
creeping at us. It slid up our hill. It was upon us; we turned out backs to it, it was 
unendurable. Then it was gone. 

Then out of a little wood at the foot of the hill came the intolerable crackling and 
bursting of rifles. The men in the trenches returned fire. Nothing could be seen. I 
thought of the bullets that would find their marks. But whose bullets? And what mark. 
Why must I fire off my gun in the darkness towards a noise? Why must a bullet come out 
of the darkness, breaking a hole in me? But better a bullet than the laceration of a shell, if 
it came to dying. But what is it all about? I cannot understand; I am not to understand. 
My God, why am I a man at all, when this is all, this machinery piercing and tearing? 

It is a war of artillery, a war of machines, and men no more than the subjective material 
of the machine. It is so unnatural as to be unthinkable. 

Yet we must think of it. 

 

To My Brother (In Memory of July 1st, 1916)  
by Vera Brittain 
 
Your battle-wounds are scars upon my heart,  
Received when in that grand and tragic ‘show’  
You played your part,  
Two years ago,  
 
And silver in the summer morning sun  
I see the symbol of your courage glow --  
That Cross you won  
Two years ago.  
 
Though now again you watch the shrapnel fly,  
And hear the guns that daily louder grow,  
As in July  
Two years ago.  
 
May you endure to lead the Last Advance  
And with your men pursue the flying foe  
As once in France  
Two years ago. 
 
 

From No More Parades (Parade’s End part II) 
by Ford Madox Ford (1925) 



A man, brown, stiff, with a haughty parade step, burst into the light. He said with a high 
wooden voice: 

‘Ere’s another bloomin’ casualty.’ In the shadow he appeared to have draped half his face 
and the right side of his breast with crape. He gave a high, rattling laugh. He bent, as if in 
a stiff bow, woodenly at his thighs. He pitched, still bent, on to the iron sheet that 
covered the brazier, rolled off that and lay on his back across the legs of the other 
runner, who had been crouched beside the brazier. In the bright light it was as if a whole 
pail of scarlet paint had been dashed across the man’s face on the left and his chest. It 
glistened in the firelight--just like fresh paint, moving! The runner from the Rhondda, 
pinned down by the body across his knees, sat with his jaw fallen, resembling one girl 
that should be combing the hair of another recumbent before her. The red viscousness 
welled across the floor; you sometimes so see fresh water bubbling up in sand. It 
astonished Tietjens to see that a human body could be so lavish of blood. He was 
thinking it was a queer mania that that fellow should have, that his uncle was a friend of 
his, Tietjens. He had no friend in trade, uncle of a fellow who in ordinary times would 
probably bring you pairs of boots on approval...He felt as he did when you patch up a 
horse that has been badly hurt. He remembered a horse from a cut on whose chest the 
blood had streamed down over the off foreleg like a stocking. A girl had lent him her 
petticoat to bandage it. Nevertheless his legs moved slowly and heavily across the floor. 

The heat from the brazier was overpowering on his bent face. He hoped he would not 
get his hands all over blood, because blood is very sticky. It makes your fingers stick 
together impotently. But there might not be any blood in the darkness under the fellow’s 
back where he was putting his hand. There was, however: it was very wet. 

The voice of Sergeant-Major Cowley said from outside: 

‘Bugler, call two sanitary lance-corporals and four men. Two sanitary corporals and four 
men.’ A prolonged wailing with interruptions transfused the night, mournful, resigned, 
and prolonged. 

Tietjens thought that, thank God, someone would come and relieve him of that job. It 
was a breathless affair holding up the corpse with the fire burning his face. He said to the 
other runner: 

‘Get out from under him, damn you! Are you hurt?’ Mackenzie could not get at the body 
from the other side because of the brazier. The runner from under the corpse moved 
with short sitting shuffles as if he were getting his legs out from under a sofa. He was 
saying: 

‘Poor ---- 0 Nine Morgan! Surely to goodness I did not recognice the pore ----. Surely to 
goodness I did not recognice the pore ----’ 

Tietjens let the trunk of the body sink slowly to the floor. He was more gentle than if the 
man had been alive. All hell in the way of noise burst about the world. Tietjens’ thoughts 
seemed to have to shout to him between earthquake shocks. He was thinking it was 
absurd of that fellow Mackenzie to imagine that he could know any uncle of his. He saw 
very vividly also the face of his girl who was a pacifist. It worried him not to know what 
expression her face would have if she heard of his occupation, now. Disgust?...He was 
standing with his greasy, sticky hands held out from the flaps of his tunic...Perhaps 



disgust!...It was impossible to think in this row...His very thick soles moved gluily and 
came up after suction...He remembered he had not sent a runner along to I.B.D. Orderly 
Room to see how many of his crowd would be wanted for garrison fatigue next day, and 
this annoyed him acutely. He would have no end of a job warning the officers he 
detailed. They would all be in brothels down in the town by now...He could not work out 
what the girl’s expression would be. He was never to see her again, so what the hell did it 
matter?...Disgust, probably!...He remembered that he had not looked to see how 
Mackenzie was getting on in the noise. He did not want to see Mackenzie. He was a 
bore...How would her face express disgust? He had never seen her express disgust. She 
had a perfectly undistinguished face. Fair...0 God, how suddenly his bowels turned 
over!...Thinking of the girl...The face below him grinned at the roof--the half face! The 
nose was there, half the mouth with the teeth showing in the firelight...It was 
extraordinary how defined the peaked nose and the serrated teeth were in that mess...The 
eye looked jauntily at the peak of the canvas hut-roof...Gone with a grin. Singular the 
fellow should have spoken! After he was dead. He must have been dead when he spoke. 
It had been done with the last air automatically going out of the lungs. A reflex action, 
probably, in the dead...If he, Tietjens, had given the fellow the leave he wanted he would 
be alive now! 

Well, he was quite right not to have given the poor devil his leave. He was, anyhow, 
better where he was. And so was he, Tietjens. He had not had a single letter from home 
since he had been out this time! Not a single letter. Not even gossip. Not a bill. Some 
circulars of old furniture dealers. They never neglected him! They had got beyond the 
sentimental stage at home. Obviously so...He wondered if his bowels would turn over 
again if he thought of the girl. He was gratified that they had. It showed that he had 
strong feelings...He thought about her deliberately. Hard. Nothing happened. He thought 
of her fair, undistinguished, fresh face that made your heart miss a beat when you 
thought about it. His heart missed a beat. Obedient heart! Like the first primrose. Not 
any primrose. The first primrose. Under a bank with the hounds breaking through the 
underwood...It was sentimental to say Du bist wie eine Blume Damn the German 
language! But that fellow was a Jew...One should not say that one’s young woman was 
like a flower, any flower. Not even to oneself. That was sentimental. But one might say 
one special flower. A man could say that. A man’s job. She smelt like a primrose when 
you kissed her. But, damn it, he had never kissed her. So how did he know how she 
smelt! She was a little tranquil, golden spot. He himself must be a--eunuch. By 
temperament. That dead fellow down there must be one, physically. It was probably 
indecent to think of a corpse as impotent. But he was, very likely. That would be why his 
wife had taken up with the prize-fighter Red Evans Williams of Castell Goch. If he had 
given the fellow leave the prize-fighter would have smashed him to bits. The police of 
Pontardulais had asked that he should not be let come home--because of the prize-
fighter. So he was better dead. Or perhaps not. Is death better than discovering that your 
wife is a whore and being done in by her cully? Gwell angau na gwillth, their own regimental 
badge bore the words. ‘Death is better than dishonour’...No, not death, angau means pain. 
Anguish! Anguish is better than dishonour. The devil it is! Well, that fellow would have 
got both. Anguish and dishonour. Dishonour from his wife and anguish when the prize-
fighter hit him That was no doubt why his half-face grinned at the roof. The gory side of 
it had turned brown. Already! Like a mummy of a Pharaoh, that half looked...He was 
born to be a blooming casualty. Either by shell-fire or by the fist of the prize-
fighter...Pontardulais I Somewhere in Mid-Wales. He had been through it once in a car, 
on duty. A long, dull village. Why should anyone want to go back to it?... 



A tender butler’s voice said beside him: ‘This isn’t your job, sir. Sorry you had to do 
it...Lucky it wasn’t you, sir...This was what done it, I should say.’ 

Sergeant-Major Cowley was standing beside him holding a bit of metal that was heavy in 
his hand and like a candlestick. He was aware that a moment before he had seen the 
fellow, Mackenzie, bending over the brazier, putting the sheet of iron back. Careful 
officer, Mackenzie. The Huns must not be allowed to see the light from the brazier. The 
edge of the sheet had gone down on the dead man’s tunic, nipping a bit by the shoulder. 
The face had disappeared in shadow. There were several men’s faces in the doorway. 

Tietjens said: ‘No: I don’t believe that did it. Something bigger...Say a prize-fighter’s 
fist...’ 

Sergeant-Major Cowley said: 

‘No, no prize-fighter’s fist would have done that, sir...And then he added, ‘Oh, I take 
your meaning, sir...0 Nine Morgan’s wife, sir...’ 

Tietjens moved, his feet sticking, towards the sergeant-major’s table. The other runner 
had placed a tin basin with water in it. There was a hooded candle there now, alight; the 
water shone innocently, a half-moon of translucence wavering over the white bottom of 
the basin. The runner from Pontardulais said: 

‘Wash your hands first, sir!’ 

He said: 

‘Move a little out of it, cahptn.’ He had a rag in his black hands. Tietjens moved out of 
the blood that had run in a thin stream under the table. The man was on his knees, his 
hands rubbing Tietjens’ boot welts heavily, with the rags. Tietjens placed his hands in the 
innocent water and watched light purple-scarlet mist diffuse itself over the pale half-
moon. The man below him breathed heavily, sniffing. Tietjens said: 

‘Thomas, 0 Nine Morgan was your mate?’ 

The man’s face, wrinkled, dark and ape-like, looked up. ‘He was a good pal, pore old ----
,’ he said. ‘You would not like, surely to goodness, to go to mess with your shoes all 
bloody.’ 

‘If I had given him leave,’ Tietjens said, ‘he would not be dead now.’ 

‘No, surely not,’ One Seven Thomas answered. ‘But it is all one. Evans of Castell Goch 
would surely to goodness have killed him.’ 

‘So you knew, too, about his wife!’ Tietjens said. 

‘We thocht it wass that,’ One Seven Thomas answered, ‘or you would have given him 
leave, cahptn. You are a good cahptn.’ 

A sudden sense of the publicity that that life was came over Tietjens. 



‘You knew that,’ he said. ‘I wonder what the hell you fellows don’t know and all!’ he 
thought. ‘If anything went wrong with one it would be all over the command in two 
days. Thank God, Sylvia can’t get here!’ 

The man had risen to his feet. He fetched a towel of the sergeant-major’s, very white 
with a red border. 

‘We know,’ he said, ‘that your honour is a very goot cahptn. And Captain McKechnie is a 
fery goot cahptn, and Captain Prentiss, and Le’tennat Jonce of Merthyr..’ 

Tietjens said: 

‘That’ll do. Tell the sergeant-major to give you a pass to go with your mate to the 
hospital. Get someone to wash this floor.’ 

Two men were carrying the remains of 0 Nine Morgan, the trunk wrapped in a ground 
sheet. They carried him in a bandy chair out of the hut. His arms over his shoulders 
waved a jocular farewell. There would be an ambulance stretcher on bicycle wheels 
outside. 

 
Hugh Selwyn Mauberley (Part I) 

By Ezra Pound 

“Vocat aestus in umbram”  
                                                          Nemesianus Ec. IV. 

E. P. ODE POUR L’ÉLECTION DE SON SÉPULCHRE 
 
For three years, out of key with his time, 
He strove to resuscitate the dead art 
Of poetry; to maintain “the sublime” 
In the old sense. Wrong from the start— 
  
No, hardly, but, seeing he had been born 
In a half savage country, out of date; 
Bent resolutely on wringing lilies from the 

acorn; 
Capaneus; trout for factitious bait: 
  
“Idmen gar toi panth, os eni Troie 
Caught in the unstopped ear; 
Giving the rocks small lee-way 
The chopped seas held him, therefore, that 

year. 
  
His true Penelope was Flaubert, 
He fished by obstinate isles; 
Observed the elegance of Circe’s hair 
Rather than the mottoes on sun-dials. 
  

Unaffected by “the march of events,” 
He passed from men’s memory in l’an 

trentiesme 
De son eage; the case presents 
No adjunct to the Muses’ diadem. 
  
II 
The age demanded an image 
Of its accelerated grimace, 
Something for the modern stage, 
Not, at any rate, an Attic grace; 
  
Not, not certainly, the obscure reveries 
Of the inward gaze; 
Better mendacities 
Than the classics in paraphrase! 
  
The “age demanded” chiefly a mould in 

plaster, 
Made with no loss of time, 
A prose kinema, not, not assuredly, 

alabaster 



Or the “sculpture” of rhyme. 
  
III 
The tea-rose, tea-gown, etc. 
Supplants the mousseline of Cos, 
The pianola “replaces” 
Sappho’s barbitos. 
  
Christ follows Dionysus, 
Phallic and ambrosial 
Made way for macerations; 
Caliban casts out Ariel. 
  
All things are a flowing, 
Sage Heracleitus says; 
But a tawdry cheapness 
Shall reign throughout our days. 
  
Even the Christian beauty 
Defects—after Samothrace; 
We see to kalon 
Decreed in the market place. 
  
Faun’s flesh is not to us, 
Nor the saint’s vision. 
We have the press for wafer; 
Franchise for circumcision. 
  
All men, in law, are equals. 
Free of Peisistratus, 
We choose a knave or an eunuch 
To rule over us. 
  
A bright Apollo, 
  
tin andra, tin eroa, tina theon, 
What god, man, or hero 
Shall I place a tin wreath upon? 
  
IV 
These fought, in any case, 
and some believing, pro domo, in any case 

... 
  

Some quick to arm, 
some for adventure, 
some from fear of weakness, 
some from fear of censure, 
some for love of slaughter, in imagination, 
learning later ... 
  
some in fear, learning love of slaughter; 
Died some pro patria, non dulce non et 

decor” ...  
  
walked eye-deep in hell 
believing in old men’s lies, then 

unbelieving 
came home, home to a lie, 
home to many deceits, 
home to old lies and new infamy; 
  
usury age-old and age-thick 
and liars in public places. 
  
Daring as never before, wastage as never 

before. 
Young blood and high blood, 
Fair cheeks, and fine bodies; 
  
fortitude as never before 
  
frankness as never before, 
disillusions as never told in the old days, 
hysterias, trench confessions, 
laughter out of dead bellies. 
  
V 
There died a myriad, 
And of the best, among them, 
For an old bitch gone in the teeth, 
For a botched civilization. 
  
Charm, smiling at the good mouth, 
Quick eyes gone under earth’s lid, 
  
For two gross of broken statues, 
For a few thousand battered books.

 

 
 

  



The Waste Land 

"NAM Sibyllam quidem Cumis ego ipse oculis meis vicli in ampulla 
pend ere, et cum illi pueri dicerent: I.q3VAA<x 'TL OO .. eL<;; respondebat 
illa: C.X,rofJUVELV SEAW."l 

For Ezra Pound 
il miglior fabbra. 2 

I. "For I once saw with my own eyes the Cumean Sibyl hanging in a jar, and when the boys 
asked her, 'Sihyl, what do you want?' she answered, '1 want to die' " (Greek). Quoted from 
the Satyricon of Petronius Arbiter, a noted libertine of the first century C.E. It is ooc of many 
empty boasts and tall stories delivered at the banquet of Trimalchio, a freedman. The Sibyl, 
one of a number of prophetic figures so named in ancient times, is confined to a jar because 
her body threatens to deliquesce. Granted a wish by Apollo, she had asked for as many years 
of life as there are grains in a handful of sand, but she forgot to ask for eternal youth as well. 

2. "The better craftsman" (Italian). Eliot's tribute to friend and fellow poet Ezra Pound (1885-
1972), whose poetic craftsmanship was invaluable in editing the Waste Land manuscript. Flnc 
phrase echoes the tribute offered by Dante Alighieri to twelfth-cenhlIY Proven9al poet Arnaut 
Daniel in Canto 26 of Dante's Purgatorio, a section from which Eliot also borrows I. 427. 

3 



1. The Burial of the Dead' 

April is the cruellest month, breeding 
Lilacs out of the dead land, mixing 
Memory and desire, stirring 
Dull roots with spring rain. 
Winter kept us warm, covering 
Earth in forgetful snow, feeding 
A little life with dried tubers. 
Summer surprised us, coming over the Starnbergersee4 

With a shower of rain; we stopped in the colonnade, 
And went on in sunlight, into the Hofgartcn, 
And drank coffee, and talked for an hour. 
Bin gar keine Russin, stamm' allS Litaucn, ceht deutsch. 5 

And when we were children, staying at the arch-duke's, 
My cousin's, he took me out on a sled, 
And I was frightened. He said, Marie, 
Marie, hold OIl tight. And down we went.6 

In the mountains, there you feel free. 
I read, much of the night, and go south in the winter. 

\7Vhat are the roots that clutch, what branches grow 
Out of this stony rubbish? Son of man,7 
You cannot say, or guess, for you know only 
A heap of broken images, where the sun beats, 
And the dead tree gives no shelter, the cricket no relief,S 
And the dly stone no sound of water. Only 
There is shadow under this red rock, 
(Come in under the shadow of this red rock), 
And I will show you something different from either 
Your shadow at morning striding behind you 

3. The title given to the burial service in the Anglican Book of Common Prayer. 
4. A lake ncar Munich, Germany; the Hofgarlcn (I. 10) is a park in the same city, 
5. ''I'm not Russian at all; I come from Lithuania, a true German" (German). 

10 

15 

20 

25 

6. According to Valerie Eliot's notes to the published manuscript of The Waste Land, Eliot based 
this sledding incident on a conversation he had with the Countess Marie Larisch, who pub-
lished her reminiscences ofthe Austrian nobility in My Pao·t (l913). 

7. In his own nok, Eliot cites Ezekiel 2,): "And he said unto me, Son of man, stand upon thy 
feet, and I will speak unto thee." Thereafter, God addresses the prophet by this phrase: "Son 
of man, I have made thee a watchman unlo Lhe house of Israel" (3.17). 

8. Eliot cites Ecclesiastes 12.5: "Also when they shan be afraid of that which is high, and fears 
shall be in the way, and the almond tree shall flonrish, and the grasshopper shall be a burden, 
and desire shall fail: because man goeth to his long home, and the mourners go about the 
streets." The chapLer is devoted to the sorrow of old age and decline, when it is discovered 
that "all is vanity'" (12.8). 

5 
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Or your shadow at evening rising to meet you;9 
I will show you fear in a handful of dust. 

Frisch weht def Wind 
Der Heimat zu 
Mein Iriseh Kind, 
Wo weilest dU?l 

"You gave me hyacinths first a year ago; 
"They called me the hyacinth girl." 
-Yet when we came back, late, from the Hyacinth2 garden, 
Your arms full, and your hair wet, I could not 
Speak, and my eyes failed, I was neither 
Living nor dead, and I knew nothing, 
Looking into the heart of light, the silence. 
Oed' und leer das Meer.3 

Madame Sosostris, famous clairvoyante,4 
Had a bad cold, nevertheless 
Is known to be the wisest woman in Europe, 
With a wicked pack of cards. 5 Here, said she, 
Is your card, the drowned Phoenician Sailor, 
(Those are pearls that were his eyes. Look!)6 
Here is Belladonna, the Lady of the Rocks,' 

30 

35 

40 

45 

9. Lines 26-29 were salvaged from "The Death of St. Narcissus," which was completed as of 
1915 but was never published. 'I'wo draft versions of the poem were included with the Waste 
Land manuscript materials. 

I. "Fresh blows the wind /To the homeland / My Irish child / Where do you wait?" (German). 
The first of two quotations from Richard Wagner's Tristan und Isolde (first performed in 1865). 
This one, which occurs at the beginning of the opera, is part of a song overheard by Isolde, 
who is being taken by Tristan to Ireland, where she is to marry King Mark. The original story, 
put into German verse in the middle ages by Gottfried von Strassburg (Wagner's source), 
gradually became part of Arthurian literature and thus came to be associated with the Grail 
legend Eliot refers to elsewhere in the poem. 

2. The flower now referred to by this name is not the one so named by the Greeks, who saw 
the letters "AI," spelling out a cry of woe, in its petals. The story told about this flower makes 
it a memorial to a young man loved and accidentally killed by Apollo. 

3. "Desolate and empty is the sea" (German). The second quotation from Wagner's Tristan und 
Isolde. This one, taken from the third act of the opera, occurs as the dying Tristan waits for 
news of Isolde, arriving by sea. 

4. The name is taken from Aldous Huxley's novel Crome Yellow (1921). See pp. 40-42. 
5. As Eliot's own note slyly admits, this passage has only a very loose connection with the Tarot 

pack used by fortune tellers to probe the past and predict the future. But there is a discussion 
of the Tarot in Weston's From Ritual to Romance, which connects the pack to the Grail 
legend aod fertility rihlals. Sec "[The Tarot Pack]," pp. 37-38. 

6. One of a number of borrowings from Shakespeare's The Tempest, 1.3. This line is from the 
song the spirit Ariel sings to Ferdinand of his father's supposed drowning. See also 1. 125. 

7. The literal meaning of the name is "beautiful lady." She is frequently associated by com-
mentators with Leonardo da Vinci's Madonna of the Rocks and with his Mona Lisa, who is 
famously described in Walter Pater's The Renaissance (1893) as "older than the rocks among 
whieh she sits." There is no such card in the Tarot pack. 



I. THE BURIAL OF THE DEAD 

The lady of situations. 
Here is the man with three staves, and here the 'Wheel,B 
And here is the one-eyed merchant, and this card, 
Which is blank, is something he carries on his back, 
Which I am forbidden to see. I do not find 
The Hanged Man. Fear death by water. 
I see crowds of people, walking round in a ring. 
Thank you. If you see dear Mrs. Equitone, 
Tell her I bring the horoscope myself: 
One must be so careful these days. 

Unreal City,' 
Under the brown fog of a winter dawn, 
A crowd flowed over London Bridge, so many, 
I had not thought death had undone so many.l 
Sighs, short and infrequent, were exhaled, 
And each man fixed his eyes before his feet. 
Flowed up the hill and down King William Street, 
To where Saint Mary Woolnoth2 kept the hours 
With a dead sound on the final stroke of nine. 
There I saw one I knew, and stopped him, crying, "Stetson! 
''You who were with me in the ships at Mylae!3 
"That corpse you planted last year in your garden, 
"Has it begun to sprout? Will it bloom this year? 
"Or has the sudden frost disturbed its bed? 
"Oh keep the Dog far hence, that's friend to men,4 
"Or with his nails he'll dig it up again! 
"You! hypocrite lecteur!-mon semblable,-mon frere!"5 
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8. The man with the three staves and the wheel arc authentic Tarot cards, but the one-eyed 
merchant is a mystery of Eliot's own devising. 

9. As Eliot notes, this is his adaptation of Charles Baudelaire's "Fourmillante cite" from 
his poem "Le sept vieillards" (in Les Flews du Mal, 1857). Sec "The Seven Old Men," 
pp. 43-45. 

l. In his notes, Eliot refers the reader to two passages from Dante's Inferno. The first is from 
Canto 3, which takes place just inside the Gates of Hell, in a vestibule to which are consigned 
those who are equally without blame and without praise. Looking at this great company, 
Dante delivers the exclamation Eliot translates in 1. 63. The next line is taken from Canto 4, 
in whieh Dante descends into the first cirelc of Hell, or Limbo, where those who died without 
baptism languish, sighing impotently, for there is nothing that can be done about their 
condition. 

2. A ehurch at the corner of Lombard and King William streets in the City (or financial district) 
of London. The last part of its name refers to Wulfnoth, who may have founded the medieval 
church that was demolished in the eighteenth ecnhny and cOiT!pletely rebuilt by Nicholas 
Hawksmoor. Bank Station nearby was a frequent stop on Eliot's commute to work 

3. A battle (206 B.C.E.) in the First Punic War between Rome and Carthage. 
4. Eliot's adaptation of some lines from a dirge in John Webster's The White Devil (1612), sung 

by Cornelia as she prepares her son's body for burial. Sec "[Cornelia's Dirge]," p. 45. 
5. "Hypocrite readerl-my likeness,-my brotherl" (French). Eliot's version of the final line of 

Baudelaire's "Au Lecteur," the introductory poem in Les FleliTs dll Mal. See "To the Reader," 
pp. 42-43. 
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II. A Game of Chess6 

'l'hc Chair she sat in, like a burnished throne,7 
Glowed on the marble, where the glass 
Held up by standards wrought with fruited vines 
From which a golden Cupidon peeped out 
(Another hid his eyes behind his wing) 
Doubled the flames of sevenbranched candelabra 
Reflecting light upon the table as 
The glitter of her jewels rose to meet it, 
From satin cases poured in rich profusion; 
In vials of ivory and coloured glass 
Unstoppercd, lurked her strange synthetic perfumes, 
Unguent, powdered, or liquid-troubled, confused 
And drowned the sense in odours; stirred by the air 
That freshened from the window, these ascended 
In fattening the prolonged candle-flames, 
Flung their smoke into the laquearia,8 
Stirring the pattern on the coffered ceiling, 
Huge sea-wood fed with copper 
Burned green and orange, framed by the coloured stone, 
In whieh sad light a carved dolphin swam, 
Above the antique mantel was displayed 
As though a window gave upon the sylvan scene9 

The change of Philomel, by the barbarous king 
So rudely forced; 1 yet there the nightingale 
Filled all the desert with inviolable voice 
And still she cried, and still the world pursues, 
"Jug Jug"2 to dirty cars, 
And other withered stumps of time 
Were told upon the walls; staring forms 
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6. Eliot takes the title of this section frum a satirical play of the same name by Thomils Middleton 
(1570?-1627). First produced in 1625, A Game was suppressed because of the biLing 
way in whieh it allegorized English conflict with Sp<lin <IS a chess match. The title also alludes 
to Middleton's Women Beware Women (published in 1657), in which a young wife is seduced 
while her unwitting mother-in-law plays chess. 

7. In his own note, Eliot cites Shakespeare's Antony and Cleopatra, 2.2.190. In this passage, 
Enobarbus describes to Agrippa how CleopatnJlookcd on her first meeting with Mark Antony: 
'''I 'he bflrgc shc sat in, like a burnished tluone, I Burnell on the water: the poop was beaten 
gold. " 

8. The panels of a coffered ceiling. In his note, Eliot cites a passage from Virgil's Aelleid: "Burn-
ing torches hang from the gold-panelled ceiling, / And vanquish the night with their flames" 
(Latin). 

9. Eliot cites a passage from l\llilton's Paradise Losl, Book 4, in which Satan, approaching Eden, 
sees it <IS a "deliciolls Paradise" and a "Sylvan Scene" overgrown with trees and bushes. 

1. Eliot refers in his nole to the story of Tcrcus and Philomela as tolel in Ovid's 
Sec "[The StOlY of Tereus and Philomela]," pp. 46-50. 

2. Conventionallikrary onomatopoeia [or the sound a nightingale supposedly makes. 



II. A GAME OF CHESS 

Leaned out, leaning, hushing the room enclosed. 
Footsteps shuffled on the stair. 
Under the firelight, under the brush, her hair 
Spread out in fiery points 
Glowed into words, then would be savagely still. 

"My nerves are bad to-night. Yes, bad. Stay with me. 
"Speak to me. Why do you never speak? Speak. 
"What are YOll thinking of? What thinking? What? 
"I never know what you are thinking. Think." 

I think we are in rats' alley 
Where the dead men lost their bones. 

"\Vhat is that noise?" 
The wind under the door. 

"What is that noise now? What is the wind doing?" 
Nothing again nothing. 

"Do 
"You know nothing? Do you see nothing? Do you remember 
"Nothing?" 

I remember 
Those are pearls that were his eyes. 3 

"Are you alive, or not? Is there nothing in your head?" 

o 0 0 0 that Shakespeherian Rag4-

It's so elegant 
So intelligent 

"What shall I do now? What shall I do? 

But 

"I shall rush out as I am, and walk the street 
"With my hair down, so. What shall we do tomorrow? 
"What shall we ever do?" 
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The hot water at ten. 135 
And if it rains, a closed car at four. 
And we shall playa game of chess, 
Pressing lidless eyes and waiting for a knock lIpon the door. 

When Lil's husband got dcmobbed,5 I said-
I didn't mince my words, T said to her myself, 140 

3. A reference to the line from Ariel's song in The Tempest quoted 8bove, 1. 48. 
4. Eliot's syneolmted version of a popular song, published in 1912, wiLh lyrics by Gene Buck 

and Herman Ruby and mnsic by Dave: Stamper. See "Thal Shakespearian Rag," pp. 51-54. 
5. Demobilized, or released from the armed services after World War I. According to Valerie 

Eliot's notes to the Waste Land manuscript, this final passage was based on gossip recounted 
La Lhe Eliots by Ellen Kelland, their maid. 
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HURRY UP PLEASE ITS TlME6 

Now Albert's coming back, make yourself a bit smart. 
He'll want to know what you done with that money he gave you 
To get yourself some teeth. He did, I was there. 
You have them all out, Lil, and get a nice set, 145 
He said, I swear, I can't bear to look at you. 
And no more can't I, I said, and think of poor Albert, 
He's been in the army four years, he wants a good time, 
And if YOll don't give it him, there's others will, I said. 
Oh is there, she said. Something 0' that, I said. 150 

Then I'll know who to thank, she said, and give me a straight 
look. 

HURRY UP PLEASE ITS TIME 
If you don't like it you can get on with it, I said. 
Others can pick and choose if you can't. 
But if Albert makes off, it won't be for lack of telling. 155 
You ought to be ashamed, I said, to look so antique. 
(And her only thirty-one.) 
I can't help it, she said, pulling a long face, 
It's them pills I took, to bring it off, she said. 
(She's had five already, and nearly died of young George.) 160 
The chemisF said it would be all right, but I've never been the 

same. 
You are a proper fool, I. said. 
Well, if Albert won't leave you alone, there it is, I said, 
What you get married for if you don't want children? 
HURRY UP PLEASE ITS TIME 165 
Well, that Sunday Albert was home, they had a hot gammon,8 
And they asked me in to dinner, to get the beauty of it hot-
HURRY UP PLEASE ITS TIME 
HURRY UP PLEASE ITS TIME 
Goonight Bill. Goonight LOll. Goonight May. Goonight. 170 
Ta tao Goonight. Goonight. 
Good night, ladies, good night, sweet ladies, good night, good 

night.9 

6. Closing time, as announced at fl pub. 
7. Pharmacist. 
8. Ham. 
9. In Ham/rd, 'f.S.71-72, the mad Ophelia's parting words to Queen Gertrude and King Clau-

dius, before her death. 



III. The Fire Sermon l 

The river's tent is broken: the last fingers of leaf 
Clutch and sink into the wet bank. The wind 

11 

Crosses the brown land, unheard. The nymphs are departed. 175 
Sweet Thames, run softly, till I end my song.' 
The river bears no empty bottles, sandwich papers, 
Silk handkerchiefs, cardboard boxes, cigarette ends 
Or other testimony of summer nights. The nymphs are departed. 
And their friends, the loitering heirs of city directors; 180 
Departed, have left no addresses. 
By the waters of Leman I sat down and wept3 ... 
Sweet Thames, run softly till I end my song, 
Sweet Thames, run softly, for I speak not loud or long. 
But at my back in a cold blast I hear' 185 

The rattle of the bones, and chuckle spread from ear to ear. 

A rat crept softly through the vegetation 
Dragging its slimy belly on the bank 
While I was fishing in the dull canal 
On a winter evening round behind the gashouse 190 
Musing upon the king my brother's wreck 
And on the king my father's death before him.' 
White bodies naked on the low damp ground 
And bones cast in a little low dry garret, 
Rattled by the rat's foot only, year to year. 195 
But at my back from time to time I hear 
The sound of horns and motors, which shall bring 

1. The title of this section is taken from a sermon preached by Buddha against the things of this 
world, all figured as consuming fires. See "The Fire-Sermon," pp. 54-55. 

2. The refrain from Edmund Spenser's "Prothalamion" (1596). See "From Prothalamion," pp. 
55-56. 

3. An adaptation of Psalm 137, which begins, "By the rivers of Babylon, there we sat down, yea, 
we wept, when we remembered Zion." In the original, the people of Israel, in Babylonian 
exile, remember the city of Jerusalem. Eliot substitutes "Leman," the French namc for Lake 
Geneva, where he spent several weeks in 1921 on a rest-cure, while working on The Waste 
Land. 

4. The first of two references to Andrew Marvell's poem "To His Coy Mistress," first published 
in 1681, three years after the poet's death. Eliot adapts the lines, "But at my back 1 always 
hear I Time's winged chariot hurrying near," with which the speaker tums from his leisurely 
catalog of his lady's physical charms to the urgent carpe diem theme that has made the poem 
famous. See also I. 196. 

5. Another reference to The Tempest, 1.2. Just before hearing Ariel's song (see I. 48), Ferdinand 
describes himself as "Sitting on a bank, I Weeping again the King my father's wrack" 
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Sweeney to Mrs. Porter in the spring. (, 
a the moon shone bright OIl Mrs. Porter 
And on her daughter 
They wash their feet in soda water 
Et 0 ces voix d'enfants, chantant dans la coupoleF 

Twit twit twit 
Jug jug jug jug jug jug 
So rudely fore'd. 
Tereu8 

Unreal City 
Under the brown fog of a winter noon 
Mr. Eugenidcs, the Smyrna9 merchant 
Unshaven, with a pocket fun of currants 
C.iJ. London: documents at sight, 
Asked me in demotic l French 
To IUllcheon at the Cannon Street HoteF 
Followed by a weekend at the Metropole. J 

At the violet hour, when the eyes and back 
Turn upward from the desk, when the human engine waits 
Like a taxi throbbing waiting, 

200 

205 

210 

215 

6. Eliot apparently had in mind for these lines an elaborate parallel to a story told ill, among 
other places, the allegorical masque The Parliament of (1607), by John Day (1574-
1640), which is cited in his notes. Sweeney, who seems from his actions in other of Eliot's 
poems ("Sweeney Erect" and "Sweeney Among the Nightingales") to have been his idea of 
an urban lout, approaches Mrs. Porter as Actaeon approaches Diana in the story referred to 
by Day. Actaeon surprises Diana (goddess of chastity as well as the hunt) while she is bathing, 
is turned iilto a stag by her, and is subse{lllently hunted to death by his own hounds. 

7. The last line of French poet Paul Verlaine's sonnet "Parsifal," which first appeared in 1886 
and was subsequently included in Amour (1888). In the original tlle line reads, "-Et, 0 ees 
voix d'enfants chantant dans la coupole!" It can be translated as "And oh those children's 
voices singing in the dome!" In Vedaine's poem, Parsifal resists the temptations of female 
flesh, vanquishes rIell, restores the ailiIlg king, and kneels to adore the Holy Crail, having 
become its priest. In general, the sonnet paraphrases its source, Richard Wagner's opera Par-
sifal (1877), in which Parsifal resists tlle wiles of KundlY, seizes the spear that had originally 
wounded King Amfortas, and heals him with it The line Eliot qnotes refers to the end of the 
opera, in which the dome of the Crail Castle fills with nnearthly voices as Parsifal unwraps 
and raises the Grail. Many commentators have noticed as well thal in the opera (though not 
in Verlaine's poem) Parsifal receives a ritual footbath before his final approach to the Grail 
Castle. 

8. Noises made by the protagonists in the sto1)' of Tereus and Philomela, all of whom were 
turnetl into birds. "Teren" is the vocative form of the name of Tereus, indicaling tllat he is 
being addressed. In at least one Elizabethan source, Alexander and Campaspe (attributed to 
John Lyly), the ravished Philomela, turned into a nightingale, accuses '1 'ereus in her song: 
"Jug, jug, jug, jug, tereu!" Sec "The Stmy of Tcreus and Philomela," pp. 46-50. 

9. A city in Anatolia, now the Turkish city of Izmir. After World War I, Smyrna was the focus 
of a calamitous war between Greece and Turkey, which was much in tlle news while Eliot 
composed his poem. Greece's loss of Smyrna resulted in a militllly coup in that country, 
while Britain's role became a factor in the fall of the Lloyd George government in 1922. 

1. Colloquial (of the people), as opposed to scholarly. 
2. A commercial hotel in the City of London. 
l A fashionable hotel in Brighton, a popular resort. 



III. THE FIRE SERMON 

I Tiresias, though blind, throbbing between two lives,4 
Old man with wrinkled female breasts, can see 
At the violet hour, the evening hour that strives 
Homeward, and brings the sailor home from sea,5 
Thc typist home at teatime, clears her breakfast, lights 
Her stove, and lays out food in tins. 
Out of the window perilously spread 
Her drying combinations6 touched by the sun's last rays, 
On the divan are piled (at night her bed) 
Stockings, slippers, camisoles, and stays. 
I Tiresias, old man with wrinkled dugs 
Perceived the scenc, and foretold the rest-
I too awaited the expected guest. 
He, the young man carbuncular,7 arrives, 
A small house agent's clerk, with one bold stare, 
One of the Iowan whom assurance sits 
As a silk hat on a Bradford millionaire. 8 

The time is now propitious, as he guesses, 
The meal is ended, she is bored and tired, 
Endeavours to engage her in caresses 
VVhich still are unreproved, if undesired. 
Flushed and decided, he assaults at once; 
Exploring hands encounter no defence; 
His vanity requires no response, 
And makes a welcome of indifferencc. 
(And I Tiresias have foresuffered a11 
Enacted on this same divan or bed; 
I who have sat by 'Thebes below the wall 
And walked among the lowest of the dead.)9 
Bestows one final patronising kiss, 
And gropes his way, finding the stairs unlit. 

She turns and looks a moment in the glass, 
Hardly aware of her departed lover; 
Her brain allows aIle half-formed thought to pass: 
"Well now that's done: and I'm glad it's over." 
vVhen lovely woman stoops to follyl and 
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4. Tiresias, who had once been turned into a WOI!laIl and thus had lived "lwo lives," was blinded 
in a dispute behveen J<mo and Jove. For the story, see "lThe Blinding of Tiresiasl," p. 46. 

5. In his noles, Eliot refers to a poem by Sappho (Fragment 149), a prayer to the Evening Star. 
6. One-piece undergarments. 
7. A carbuncle is an infected boil. 
8. Bradford is a manuf:Iehning town in the north of England. A millionaire from that town 

would have made his money in trade or manufacturing. Hence, nouveau riche. 
9. LI. 245-46 draw on other classical references to the story of Tiresias, particularly his role (as 

a Theban seer) in Antigone and Rex by Sophocles (496-406 B.C.E.), and in Homer's 
Odyssey, where he appears in the underworld to advise Odysseus. 

l. In his notes, Eliot refers to Oliver Goldsmith's novel The Vicar of Wakefield (I762). See 
"lOlivia's Song]," p. 57. 
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Paces about her room again, alone, 
She smoothes her hair with automatic hand, 
And puts a record on the gramophone. 

"This music crept by me upon the waters"2 
And along the Strand, up Queen Victoria StreeP 
o City, City, I can sometimes hear 
Beside a public bar in Lower Thames Street,4 
The pleasant whining of a mandoline 
And a clatter and a chatter from within 
Where fishmen lounge at noon: where the walls 
Of Magnus Martyr' hold 
Inexplicable splendour of Ionian white and gold. 

The river sweats 
Oil and tar 
The barges drift 
With the turning tide 
Red sails 
Wide 
To leeward, swing on the heavy spar. 
The barges wash 
Drifting logs 
Down Greenwich reach6 

Past the Isle of Dogs. 
Weialala leia 
Wallala leialala' 

Elizabeth and Leicester8 

Beating oars 
The stern was formed 
A gilded shell 
Red and gold 
The brisk swell 

260 
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2. As Eliot points out in his notes, another reference to Ariel's Song in The Tempest. See also 
11. 48 and 125. 

3. Streets in the City of London, running more or less parallel to the Thames. 
4. A street in the City of London, running parallel to the Thames near London Bridge. The 

Church of St. Magnus Martyr is on Lower Thames Street. 
5. A church on this site, dedicated to the Norse martyr St. Magnus, is mentioned as far back as 

William the Conqueror. Rebuilt after the Great Fire by the English architect Sir Christopher 
Wren (1671-1676), the present church is on Lower Thames Street at the foot of London 
Bridge, in a district traditionally associated with fishmongers. The columns dividing the nave 
from the side aisles are Ionic. 

6, The Thames River at Greenwich, downstream from London. The Isle of Dogs is the name 
given to the riverbank opposite Greenwich. 

7. The lament of the Rhine-maidens in Richard Wagner's Die Gotlerdiimmenmg, the last of the 
four operas that comprise Der Ring des Nibehmgen (first performed as a whole in 1876). In 
Das Rheingold, the first opera in the series, the maidens lose the gold deposited in their river. 
It is this gold, forged into a ring, that sets in motion the events of the four operas. 

8. Eliot's note quotes a passage from James Anthony Froude's History of England. For the con-
text, see "[Elizabeth and Leicester]," pp. 57-58. 



Rippled both shores 
Southwest wind 
Carried down stream 
The peal of bells 
White towers 

III. THE FIRE SERMON 

Weialala leia 
WallaJa leialala 

"Trams and dusty trees. 
Highbury bore me. Richmond and Kew9 

Undid me. By Richmond I raised my knees 
Supine on the floor of a narrow canoe." 

"My feet are at Moorgate,l and my heart 
Under my feet. Mter the event 
He wept. He promised 'a new start.' 
I made_no comment. VVhat should I resent?" 
"On Margate Sands.2 

I can connect 
Nothing with nothing. 
The broken fingernails of dirty hands. 
My people humble people who expect 
Nothing." 

la la 

To Carthage then I came3 

Burning burning burning burning4 

o Lord Thou pluckest me out 
o Lord Thou pluckest 

burning 
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9. Eliot's note suggests a parallel between this scene and a passage in Canto 5 of Dante's Pur-
gatorio, in which he is addressed in hun by three spirits, the last of whom identifies herself 
as La Pia, born in Sicna and murdered by her husband in Marcmma. The formula is common 
in epitaphs, as, for example, in Virgil's as given by S\letonius: "Mantua me genuit, Calabri 
rapuere" (Mantua gave me light; Calabria slew me [Latin]). But Eliot adapts it in this case 
to a seduction; Highbury is the London suburb in which the victim was born, Richmond and 
Kew two riverside districts west of London where her virtue was "undone." 

1. An area in east London. 
2. Eliot spent three weeks in October 1921 at the Albemarle Hotel, Cliftonville, Margate, a 

seaside resort in the Thames eshlary. This was the first part of a three-month rest-cure during 
which he composed the bulk of The Waste Land. His hotel bill has survived, attached to the 
manuscript of "The Fire Sermon." 

3. Eliot's notes refer to a passage ill Augustine's Confessions in which he describes the sensual 
temptations of his youth. For the context of the passage, see "From Confessions," p. 58. 

4. Eliot's drastic redaction from Buddha's Fire Sermon. For the text to which he refers in his 
notes, see "The Fire-Sermon," pp. 54-55. 
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IV. Death by Water' 

Phlebas the Phoenician, a fortnight dead, 
Forgot the cry of gulls, and the deep sea swell 
And the profit and loss. 

A current under sea ;15 
Picked his bones in whispers. As he rose and fell 
I-Ie passed the stages of his age and youth 
Entering the whirlpool. 

Gentile or Jew 
o you who turn the wheel and look to windward, 320 

Consider Phlehas, who was once handsome and ta11 as you. 

V. What the Thunder Said 

After the torchlight reel on sweaty faces 
After the frosty silence in the gardens 
After the agony in stony places 
The shouting and the crying 
Prison and palace and reverberation 
Of thunder of spring over distant mountains6 

He who was living is now dead 
We who were living are now dying 
With a little patience 

Here is no water but only rock 
Rock and no water and the sandy road 
The road winding above among the mountains 
vVhich are mountains of rock without water 
If there were water we should stop and drink 
Amongst the rock one cannot stop or think 
Sweat is dry and feet are in the sand 
If there were only water amongst the rock 
Dead mountain month of carious teeth that cannot spit 
Here one can neither stand nor lie nor sit 
There is not even silence in the mountains 

J25 

no 
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340 

5. The exact significance of this section, which Pound was "an integral part of the 
always been very diffielllt to determine, since it is, as Pound well knew, 

a close translation of tbe erlliing of "Dam Ie Restaurant," written by in 1918, before 
anything existed of the other four parts of The Waste Land. 

6. Eliot's headnote to this section helps us to see these as a description of the betrayal, 
arrest, and crucifixion of Christ, with the earthquake that follows in Mat-
thew 27. 



V. WHAT THE THUNDER SAID 

But dry sterile thunder without rain 
There is not even solitude in the mountains 
But red sullen faces sneer and snarl 
From doors of mudcraeked houses 

And no rock 
If there were roek 
And also water 
And water 
A spring 
A pool among the rock 

If there were water 

If there were the sound of water only 
Not the cicada 
And dry grass singing 
But sound of water over a roek 
vVhere the hermit-thrush sings in the pine trees 
Drip drop drip drop drop drop drop 
But there is no water 

\\lho is the third who walks always beside yoU?7 
When I count, there are only you and I togeU1er 
But when I look ahead up the white road 
There is always another one walking beside you 
Gliding wrapt in a brown mantle, hooded 
I do not know whether a man or a woman 
-But who is that on the other side of you? 

What is that sonnd high in the air8 

Murmur of maternal lamentation 
Who are those hooded hordes swarming 
Over endless plains, stumbling in cracked earth 
Ringed by the Bat horizon only 
vVhat is the city over the mountains 
Cracks and reforms and in the violet air 
Falling towers 
Jerusalem Athens Alexandria 
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7. According to Eliot's note, he has adapLed this passage from an episode in Sir Ernest Shack-
lelon's South in whieh three Antarctic explorers fancy that there is a fonrth man with them. 
The passage also bcars a strong resemblance to the slory LaId in Luke 24 of the hvo men on 
the road to Emmaus who do not recognize the risen Christ. See "[The Road Lo Emmans]," 
pp. 59-60, and "[The Extra Man]," p. GO. 

8. a source for the next ten lines, ElioL cites in his notes German author Herman Hesse's 
Blick Chaos (1922), translated, at Eliot's urging, as In Sight afChaas. ror a translation of 
the excerpt quoted in Eliot's note and the relevant context, see "[The Downfall of Enrope]," 
pp. 60-62. 
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Vienna London 
Unreal 

THE WASTE LAND 

A woman drew her long black hair out tight 
And fiddled whisper music on those strings 
And bats with baby faces in the violet light 
Whistled, and beat their wings 
And crawled head downward down a blackened wall 
And upside down in air were towers 
Tolling reminiscent bens, that kept the hours 
And voices singing out of empty cisterns and exhausted wells. 

In this decayed hole among the mountains 
In the faint moonlight, the grass is singing 
Over the tumbled graves, about the chapel 
There is the empty chapel, only the wind's home.' 
It has no windows, and the door swings, 
Dry bones can harm no one. 
Only a cock stood on the rooftree 
Co co rico co co rico 
In a flash of lightning. Then a damp gust 
Bringing rain 

Ganga I was sunken, and the limp leaves 
Waited for rain, while the black clouds 
Gathered far distant, over Himavant. 2 

The jungle crouched, humped in silence. 
Then spoke the thunder 
DA 
Datta: what have we given?3 
My friend, blood shaking my heart 
The awful daring of a moment's surrender 
Which an age of prudence can never retract4 

]80 
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9. According to the headnote to this section, Eliot has in mind the Chapel Perilous as described 
in Jessie Weston's From Ritual to Romance. See "[The Perilous Chapel]," pp. 38-39. 

1. The Ganges, sacred river of India. Ganga is a colloquial version of ils name. 
2. More commonly Himavat or Himavan. Sanskrit adjective meaning snowy, usually applied to 

the mountains known as the Himalayas, especially when personified as the father of Ule 
Ganges, among other deities. 

3. AB Eliot reveals in his notes, this pad of the poem is based on a section of the Brihadiiranyaka 
Upallishad in which God presents three sets of disciples with the enigmatic syllable J)A, 
challenging each group to understand it. Each group is to understand the syllable 
as the root of a different imperative: "damyata" (control) for the gods, who are natmally unruly; 
"datta" (give) to men, who arc avaricious; "dayadhvam" (compassion) to the demons, who 
are cruel. For the full passage, see "The Three Great Disciplines," pp. 62-63. 

4. Behind this line lies the lament of Francesca dOl Rimini, whom Dante encounters in the 
second circle of I-lell, where she is being punished cternally for having committed adultery 
with her brother-in-law Paolo Malatesta. As she tells the story in Canto 5 of the Inferno, the 
two fell in love while reading a romance abont Lance!ot: "mOl solo 11n punta fu que! che ci 
vinsc" (but one moment alone it was that overcame us [Italian]). 
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By this, and this only, we have existed 
Which is not to be found in om obituaries 
Or in memories draped by the beneficent spidcr5 

Or under seals broken by the lean solicitor 
In our empty rooms 
DA 
Dayadhvam: I have heard the key 
Turn in the door once and hIm once onlt' 
We think of the key, each in his prison 
Thinking of the key, each confirms a prison 
Only at nightfall, aethereal Il1moms 
Revive for a moment a broken Coriolanus7 

DA 
Damyata: The boat responded 
Gaily, to the hand expert with sail and oar 
The sea was calm, your heart would have responded 
Gaily, when invited, beating obedient 
To conh'olling hands 

I sat upon the shoreS 
Fishing, with the arid plain behind me 
Shall I at least set my lands in order?9 

London Bridge is falling down falling down falling down l 

Poi s' ascose nel foco che gli affina2 

Quando foam uti chelidon3-O swallow swallow 
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5, fu Eliot says in his notes, he found t-he model for ulis love-denying spider in John Wehster's 
The White Devil (1612), 

6. According to Eliot's note, these lines combine two references. The first is to the story of Count 
Ugolino, whom Danle encounters in Canto 33 of the Infemo. Accused of treason, Ule count 
was shut up in a tower, where he starved t-o death. The second reference is to Ule philosophy 
o[ F. H. Bradley, on whom miot had written his doctoral thesis, which insists on and then 
tries to overcome the radical privacy of all experience. 

7. Another image of isolation. Coriolanus was a Roman war hero who defied public opinion 
and ended his life leading a foreign army against Rome. He is the subject of a play by 
Shakespeare (1607-08) and of a poem by Eliot, "Coriolan" (1931). 

8. In his notes, Eliot refers the reader t-o Chapter 9 of Jessie Weston\ From Ritual to Romance. 
For an exccrpt, sec "The Fisher Killg," p. 38. 

9. The prophet haiah challenges King Hezekiah: 'Thus saith the Lord, Set thine house in order; 
for thou shalt die and not live" (Isaiah 38.1). 

1. A children's nursery rhyme, made somewhat more pertinent by the fact that most of the 
London place-names in The Waste Land are ill the vicinity of London Bridge. 

2. "Then he hid himself in the fire that refines them" (Italian). This is Ule last line of Canlo 
26 of Dante's Purgatorio, in which Dante meets the poet Amaut Daniel, who warns him in 
his own language, "Sovegna vos a temps de rna dolor" (In due time be heedful of my pain 
[ProveIl(;:alj). This was a passage of extraordinary importance to Eliot, as evidenced by the 
fact that he borrowed the term applied to Daniel, "miglior fabbro," for his dedicatory line to 

Pound, Ara Prec, a book of poems Eliot published in 1920, takes its title from an 
earlier line in the same passage, to which he returned again in his 1929 essay on Dante. 

3, "'iVhen shall I be like the swallow?" (Latin), A line from Ule anonymous poem Pervigilium 
Veneris, which ends with a reference to the Philomela story Eliot had already used elsewhere 
in The Waste Lalld. For the context, see pp. 63-64. 
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Le Prince d'Aquitaine a fa tour abolie4 

These fragments I have shored against my rums 
VVhy then He fit YOll. Hieronymo's mad againe. 5 

Datta. D3yadhvam. Damyata. 

Shantih shantih shantih 

430 

4. "The Prince of Aquitaine of the ruined tower" (French). The second line of"El Desdichado" 
(The Dispossessed) (1854), a sonnet by Gerard de Ncrval (l808-1855). 

5. Eliot\ note refers to Thomas Kyd's The Spanish Tragedie (J 592), the subtitle of which is 
Hieronymo Mad Againe. In Act 4 of the play, Hieroilylllo, driven mad by the murder of 
his son, stages a play in which he convinces the murderers [0 acl a part. In the course of the 
play, Heironymo actually kills the lllliTdcrcrs and then himself. For the scene in Ad 4 in 
which Hieronymo cOIlvinces his adversaries to rake part, see "From The Spanish Tragedie," 
pp.64-66. 
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Notes' 

Not only the title, but the plan and a good deal of the incidental sym-
bolism of the poem were suggested by Miss Jessie L. Weston's book on 
the Grail legend: From Ritual to Romance (Cambridge). Indeed, so 
deeply am I indebted, Miss Weston's book will elucidate the difficulties 
of the poem much better than my notes can do; and I recommend it 
(apart from the great interest of the book itself) to any who think such 
elucidation of the poem worth the trouble. 2 To another work of an-
thropology I am indebted in general, one which has influenced our 
generation profoundly; I mean The Golden Bough; I have used espe-
cially the two volumes Adonis, Attis, Osiris.3 Anyone who is acquainted 
with these works will immediately recognise in the poem certain ref-
erences to vegetation ceremonies. 

I. THE BURIAL OF THE DEAD 

Line 20. Cf. Ezekiel II, i. 
23. Cf. Ecclesiastes XII, v. 
3l. V. Tristan und Isolde, I, verses 5-8. 
42. Id. III, verse 24. 

L There arc a numher of different accounts of the genesis and purpose of these notes, which 
were first included in the Bani and Liveright edition. Late in his life, Eliot tended to disparage 
the notes, suggesting in On Poetry and Poets (1957) that they were little more than "bogus 
scholarship" designed to bulk out a poem that was too short to fill a volume by itself (see 
"[On the Waste Land Notes]," pp. Il2-B). However, it is clear from the correspondence of 
Gilbcrt Scldes and James Sibley Watson of The Dial that thc notes existed wcll before the 
poem was published there, so they cannot have been a mere afterthought. Clive Bell suggested 
in reminiscences put down in the 1950s that it was the Bloomsbury art critic Roger Fry who 
first suggested to Eliot that hc add notes to the poem, a possibility to which Eliot rather 
vaguely agrecd whcn asked by Daniel Woodward in the 1960s. The notes are notoriously 
evasive, and they are the source of some of the most intractable controversies attending the 
poem. No attempt will be made in the editorial footrlOte, to adjudicate those controversies, 
which are well represented in the critical selections. Quotations from original sources in 
languages other than English will be translated here only if they have not been translated 
earlier in thc notes to the poem or in the Sources section. 

2. From Ritual to Romance (1920), by Cambridge folklorist Jessie L. Weston, traces medieval 
stories about the Holy Grail, supposed to be the chalice used at the Last Supper, to much 
older fertility rituals. The exact cxtent to which The Waste Land depends On Weston's tcxt is 
one of the central issues addrcsscd by critics, especially those includcd in this volumc under 
"The New Criticism." At the very least, it can be said that Eliot came to Weston's book afl:er 
he had alrcady written at least some sections of thc poem. Grover Smith, among others who 
have examined Eliot's copy of From Ritual to Romance, notes that a few of the pages are 
uncut, so that those sections, at the least, must have remained unread, For selections, scc 
pp. 35-40. 

3. Sir James Gcorge Frazer (1854-1941) was perhaps the best known and most influential an-
thropologist of his era. He worked exclusively from documents, not from field study, and 
derived his conclusions from the exhaustivc comparison of classical texts and modern prac-
tices. His work The Golden Bough, first ptlblished in 1890, expandcd to the twelve-volume 
edition cited herc by Eliot in 19lJ-1S and then abridged in 1922, affected Eliot primarily 
by suggcsting paralleh between ancient and modem beliefs. In particular, Frazer's analysis of 
ancient rituals having to do with the sacrificial death of an old king and beliefs associatll1g 
the new king's potency with the fertility of the land left its impression on The Waste Land. 
For selections, see pp. 29-34. 
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46. I am not familiar with the exact constitution of the Tarot pack 
of cards, from which I have obviously departed to suit my own conve-
nience. The Hanged Man, a member of the traditional pack, fits my 
purpose in two ways: because he is associated in my mind with the 
Hanged God of Frazer, and because I associate him with the hooded 
figure in the passage of the disciples to Emmaus in Part V. 'The Phoe-
nician Sailor and the Merchant appear later; also the "crowds of peo-
ple," and Death hy Water is executed in Part IV. The Man with Three 
Staves (an authentic member of the Tarot pack) I associate, quite ar-
bitrarily, with the Fisher King himself. 

60. Cf. Baudelaire: 

"Founnillante cite, cite pleine de reves, 
"all Ie spectre en plein jour raccroche Ie passant."4 

63. Cf. Inferno III, 55-57: 

"si lunga traUa 
di gente, ch'io non avrei mai creduto 
che morte tanta n'avesse disfatta."5 

64. Cf. Inferno IV, 25-27: 

"Quivi, secondo che per aseoltare, 
"non avea pianto, ma' che di sospiri, 
"ehe l'aura eterI1a facevan tremarc."6 

68. A phcnomenon which I have often noticed. 
74. Cf. the Dirge in Webster's White Devil. 
76. V. Baudelaire, Prcface to Fleurs du Mal. 

II. A GAME OF CHESS 

77. Cf. Antony and Cleopatra, II, ii, 1. 190. 
92. Laquearia. V. Aeneid, I, 726: 

dependent lyehni laquearibus aureis incensi, et noctem flammis 
funalia vincunt. 

98. Sylvan scene. V. Milton, Paradise Lost, IV, 140. 
99. V. Ovid, Metamorphoses, VI, Philomela. 
100. Cf. Part III, 1. 204. 
115. Cf. Part III, 1. 195. 

4. For an English version of the poem from whieh these lines are taken, see "The Seven Old 
Men." pp. 43-45. 

5. "So long a train / of people, that I should not have believed / that death had undone so 
many" (Italian). 

6. "Here, there was to he heard / no complaint but the sighs, / which caused the eternal air to 
tremble" (Italian). 



NOTES 

lIS. Cf. Webster: "Is the wind in that door still?"7 
126. Cf. Part I, I. 37, 4S." 
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138. Cf. The game of chess in Middleton's Women beware Women. 

III. THE FIRE SERMON 

176. V. Spenser, Prothalamion. 
192. Cf. The Tempest, I, ii. 
196. Cf. Marvell, To His Coy Mistress. 
197. Cf. Day, Parliament of Bees: 

"When of the sudden, listening, you shall hear, 
"A noise of horns and hunting, which shall bring 
"Actaeon to Diana in the spring, 
"Where all shall see her naked skin. 

199. I do not know the origin of the ballad from whieh these lines 
are taken: it was reported to me from Sydney, Australia.9 

202. V. Verlaine, Parsifal. 
210. The currants were quoted at a price "carriage and insurance 

free to London"; and the Bill of Lading ete. were to be handed to the 
buyer upon payment of the sight draft.l 

218. Tiresias, although a mere spectator and not indeed a "charac-
ter," is yet the most important personage in the poem, uniting all the 
rest. Just as the one-eyed merchant, seller of currants, melts into the 
Phoenician Sailor, and the latter is not wholly distinct from Ferdinand 
Prince of Naples, so all the women are one woman, and the two sexes 
meet in Tiresias. What Tiresias sees, in fact, is the substance of the 
poem. The whole passage from Ovid is of great anthropological interest: 

' ... Cum Iunone iocos et maior vestra profecto est 
Quam, quae contingit maribus,' dixisse, 'voluptas.' 
IlIa negat; placuit quae sit sententia docti 
Quaerere Tiresiae: venus huic erat utraque nota. 

7. Eliot's reference is to John Webster's play The Devil', Law-Case (1623). In Act 3, Scene 2 of 
the play, t\vo surgeons, caring for Lord Contarino, whose case they assume to be hopeless, 
are surprised to hear him groan. To the first surgeon's que!>'tion, "Did he not gro!lne?" the 
second replies, "Is the wind in that doore still?" The note implies a metaphorical reading of 
the line, in which the wind would be the dying breath of the patient, and this would give an 
eery resonance to 1. 118 of The Waste Land. But according to F. L. Lucas, whose edition of 
Webster's plays Eliot read and reviewed in 1928, the line is merely idiomatic slang meaning 
something like "Is that the way the wind blows still?" and the second surgeon is not making 
any metaphorical reference but merely wondering that Contarino is still alive. Eliot later 
admitted as much and denied the relationship between this linc and The Devil's Law"Case. 

8. It nol at !Ill clear why Eliot refers the reader back to 1. 37, which has nothing to do with 
this quotation from The Tempest. 

9. According to Clive Bell, Eliot reported to a dinner party shortly after the poem appeared that 
Mrs. Porter and her daughter "arc known only from an Ayrian camp-fire song of which one 
other line has been preserved: And so they oughter." Ayr is a town in Queensland, Australia, 
named after the scaport town in Scotland, and so this may corroboratc Eliot's mtller vaguc 
claim about the origin of these lines. 

1. An alternate possibility for tlle initials "C.iJ." has been suggested: "cost, insurance, freight." 
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Nam duo magnorum viridi coeuntia silva 
Corpora serpentum baculi violaverat ictll 
Deque viro factus, mirabile, femina septem 
Egerat autumnos; octavo rurSllS eosdcm 
Vidit et 'est vestrae si tanta potentia plagae,' 
Dixit 'ut auctoris sortem in contraria mutet, 
Nunc quoque vas feriam!' percussis anguibus isdem 
Forma prior rediit genetivaque venit imago. 
Arbiter hie igitur sumptus de lite iocosa 
Dicta IDvis firmat; gravius Saturnia iusto 
Nee pro materia fertur doluisse sui que 
Iudicis aeterna damnavit lumina node, 
At pater omnipotens (neque enim licet inrita cui quam 
Facta dei fecisse deo) pro lumine adempto 
Scire futura dedit poenamque levavit honorc. 2 

221. This may not appear as exact as Sappho's lines, but I had in 
mind the "longshore" or "dory" fisherman, who returns at nightfall. 

253. V. Goldsmith, the song in The Vicar a{Wakefield. 
257. V. The Tempest, as above. 
264. The interior of St. Magnus Martyr is to my mind one of the 

finest among Wren's interiors. See The Proposed Demolition of Nineteen 
City Churches: (P.S. King & Son, Ltd.).3 

266. The Song of the (three) Thames-daughters begins here. From 
line 292 to 306 inclusive they speak in turn. V. Gotterdammerung, 
III, i: the Rhine-daughters. 

279. V. Froude, Elizabeth, Vol. I, eh. iv, letter of De Quadra to 
Philip of Spain: "In the afternoon we were in a barge, watching the 
games on the river. (The queen) was alone with Lord Robert and myself 
on the poop, when they began to talk nonsense, and went so far that 
Lord Robert at last said, as I was on the spot there was no reason why 
they should not be married if the queen pleased." 

293. Cf. Purgataria, V, 133: 

"Ricorditi di me, che son la Pia; 
"Siena mi fe', disfecemi Maremma." 

2. For an English prose version of this passage, see "[The Blinding of Tiresias]," p. 46. 
3. In 1920 a commission appointed by the Bishop of London recommended the consolidation 

of the parishes in the City of London and the "removal" of nineteen churches, some of them 
dating, in earlier forms, to before the Norman conquest. Both St. Magnus Martyr and St. 
Mary Woolnoth were slated for demolition, but the plan was voted down by the House of 
Lords in 1926. Eliot's interest in this question foreshadows the stand he was to take in "Cho-
ruses from 'The Rock,' " after his conversion: 

I journeyed to London, to the timekept City, 
'#here the River flows, with foreign flotations. 
There I was told: we have too many churches, 
And too few chop-houses. 
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307. V. St. Augustine's Confessions: "to Carthage then I came, where 
a cauldron of unholy loves sang all about mine ears." 

308. The complete text of the Buddha's Fire Sermon (which corre-
sponds in importance to the Sermon on the Mount) from which these 
words are taken, will be found translated in the late Henry Clarke 
Warren's Buddhism in Translation (Harvard Oriental Series). Mr. 
Warren was one of the great pioneers of Buddhist studies in the Oc-
cident. 

312. From St. Augustine's Confessions again. The collocation of these 
two representatives of eastern and western asceticism, as the culmina-
tion of this part of the poem, is not an accident. 

V. WHAT THE THUNDER SAID 

In the first part of Part V three themes are employed: the journey to 
Emmaus, the approach to the Chapel Perilous (see Miss Weston's 
book) and the present decay of eastern Europe. 

357. This is Turdus aonalaschkae pallasii, the hermit-thrush which 
I have heard in Quebec County. Chapman says (Handbook of Birds of 
Eastern North America) "it is most at home in secluded woodland and 
thickety retreats .... Its notes are not remarkable for variety or volume, 
but in purity and sweetness of tone and exquisite modulation they are 
unequalled." Its "water-dripping song" is justly celebrated. 

360. The following lines were stimulated by the account of one of 
the Antarctic expeditions (I forget which, but I think one of Shackle-
ton's): it was related that the party of explorers, at the extremity of their 
strength, had the constant delusion that there was one more member 
than could actually be counted. 

366-76. Cf. Hermann Hesse, Blick ins Chaos: 

"Schon ist halb Europa, schon ist zumindest der halbe Osten Eu-
ropas auf dem Wege zum Chaos, fahrt betrunken im heiligem 
Wahn am Abgrund entlang und singt dazu, singt betrunken und 
hymnisch wie Dmitri Karamasoff sang. Ueber diese Lieder lacht 
der Burger beleidigt, cler Heilige und Seher hort sie mit Tranen." 

401. "Datta, dayadhvam, damyata" (Give, sympathise, control). The 
fable of the meaning of the Thunder is found in the Brihadaranyaka 
-Upanishad, 5, 1. A translation is found in Deussen's Sechsig Upan-
ishads des Veda, p. 489. 

407. Cf. Webster, The White Devil, Y, vi: 

.. they'll remarry 
Ere the worm pierce your winding-sheet, ere the spider 
Make a thin curtain for your epitaphs." 
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411. Cf. Inferno, XXXIII, 46, 
"ed io sentii chiavar l'useio di sotta 
all' orribile torre."4 

Also F. H. Bradley, Appearance and Reality, p. 346. 
"My external sensations are no less private to myself than are my 
thoughts or my feelings. In either case my experience falls within 
my own circle, a circle closed on the outside; and, with all its 
clements alike, every sphere is opaque to the others which sur-
rollnd it. In brief, regarded as an existence which appears in 
a the whole world for each is peculiar and private to that 
soul. 

424. V. Weston: From Ritual to Romance; chapter on the Fisher 
King. 

427. V. Purgatorio, XXVI, 148. 

" 'Ara vas pIec, per aquella valor 
'que vas guida a1 som de l'escalina, 
'sovegna vos a temps de rna dolor.' 
Poi s'ascose nel foco che gli affina."5 

428. V. Pervigilium Veneris. Cf. Philomela in Parts II and III. 
429. V. Gerard de Nerval, Sonnet El Desdichado. 
431. V. Kyd's Spanish Tragedy. 
433. Shantih. Repeated as here, a formal ending to an Upanishad. 

"The Peace which passeth understanding" is our equivalent to this 
word. 

4. "And below I heard them nailing shut the door / Of the horrible tower" (Italian). 
5. "'Now I pray you, by that power! that guides you to the top of the stair, I be heedful in time 

of my pain!' / Then he hid himself in the refining fire" (Italian and Provenf¥al). 
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SIR JAMES C. FRAZER 

The King of the Woodt 

In antiquity this sylvan landscape was the scene of a strange and 
recurring tragedy. On the northern shore of the lake, right under the 
precipitous cliffs on which the modern city of Nemi l is perched, stood 
the sacred grove and sanctuary of Diana Nemorensis, or Diana of the 
Wood. * * * In this sacred grove there grew a certain tree round 
which at any time of the day, and probably far into the night, a grim 
figure might be seen to prowl. In his hand he carried a drawn sword, 
and he kept peering warily about him as if at every instant he expected 
to be set upon by an enemy. He was a priest and a murderer; and the 
man for whom he looked was sooner or later to murder him and hold 
the priesthood in his stead. Such was the rule of the sanctuary. A can-
didate for the priesthood could only succeed to office by slaying the 
priest, and having slain him, he retained office till he was himself slain 
by a stronger or a craftier. 

* * , 
The strange rule of this priesthood has no parallel in classical an-

tiquity, and cannot be explained from it. To find an explanation we 
must go farther afield. No one will probably deny that such a custom 
savours of a barbarous age, and, surviving into imperial times, stands 
out in striking isolation from the polished Italian society of the day, like 
a primaeval rock rising from a smooth-shaven lawn. It is the very rude-
ness and barbarity of the custom which allow us a hope of explaining 
it. For recent researches into the early history of man have revealed the 
essential similarity with which, under many superficial differences, the 

t Following are selections from Sir James George Frazer, The Golden Bough: A Study in Magic 
and Religion, abr. cd. (London: Macmillan, 1922), pp. 1-2, 135-36, 139-40,324-25,345-
46. 

1. In the Alban Hills of central Italy, Nemi was the site of the prineipB1 shrine of the woodland god-
dess, Diana. Possession of a bough from one of the trees in the sacred grove there was part of the 
office of the priest-king whose curious role Frazer hies to explain in I'he Go/dell Bough. 

29 
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human mind has elaborated its first crude philosophy of life,2 Accord-
ingly, if we can show that a barbarous custom, like that of the priest-
hood of Nemi, has existed elsewhere; if we can detect the motives 
which led to its institution; if we can prove that these motives have 
operated widely, perhaps universally, in human society, producing in 
varied circumstances a variety of institutions specifically different but 
generically alike; if we can show, lastly, that these very Illotives, with 
some of their derivative institutions, were actually at work in classical 
antiquity; then we may fairly infer that at a remoter age the same mo-
tives gave birth to the priesthood of Nemi. 

The Influence of the Sexes on Vegetation 

From the preceding examination of the spring and summer festivals 
of Europe3 we may infer that our rude forefathers personified the pow-
ers of vegetation as male and female, and attempted, on the principle 
of homeopathic or imitative magic,4 to quicken the growth of trees and 
plants by representing the marriage of the sylvan deities in the persons 
of a King and Queen of May, a Whitsun Bridegroom and Bride, and 
so forth. Such representations were accordingly no mere symbolic or 
allegorical dramas, pastoral plays designed to amuse or instruct a rustic 
audience. They were charms intended to make the woods to grow 
green, the fresh grass to sprout, the com to shoot, and the flowers to 
blow. And it was natural to suppose that the more closely the mock 
marriage of the leaf-clad or flower-decked mummers aped the real mar-
riage of the woodland sprites, the more effective would be the charm. 
Accordingly we may assume with a high degree of probability that the 
profligacy which notoriously attended these ceremonies was at one time 
not an accidental excess but an essential part of the rites, and that in 
the opinion of those who performed them the marriage of trees and 
plants could not be fertile without the real union of the human sexes. 
At the present day it might perhaps be vain to look in civilised Europe 
for customs of this sort observed for the explicit purpose of promoting 
the growth of vegetation. But ruder races in other parts of the world 
have consciously employed the intercourse of the sexes as a means to 
ensure the fruitfulness of the earth; and some rites which are still, or 
were till lately, kept up in Europe can be reasonably explained only as 
stunted relics of a similar practice. 

2. For Eliot's repetition ofthis idea, see "[The Rite of Spring and The Golden Bough]," pp. 131-
ll. 

3. May Day, St. George's Day, St. Brides' Day, and other festivals celebrating the coming of 
spring, which seem to l''razer to carry ancient nahne worship into medieval times. 

4. The principle that "like produces like, or that an effect rcsembles its cause," which was, 
according to Frazer, at the heart of many ancient rituals and magical practices. 
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, , , 
We have seen that according to a widespread belief, which is not 

without a foundation in fact, plants reproduce their kinds through the 
sexual union of male and female elements, and that on the principle 
of homeopathic magic this reproduction is supposed to be stimulated 
by the real or mock marriage of men and women, who masquerade for 
the time being as spirits of vegetation. Such magical dramas have played 
a great part in the popular festivals of Europe, and based as they are 
on a very crude conception of natural law, it is clear that they must 
have been handed down from a remote antiquity. We shall hardly, 
therefore, err in assuming that they date from a time when the forefa-
thers of the civilised nations of Europe were still barbarians, herding 
their cattle and cultivating patches of corn in the clearings of the vast 
forests, which then covered the greater part of the continent, from the 
Mediterranean to the Arctic Ocean. But if these old spells and enchant-
ments for the growth of leaves and blossoms, of grass and flowers and 
fruit, have lingered down to our own time in the shape of pastoral plays 
and popular merry-makings, is it not reasonable :to suppose that they 
survived in less attenuated forms some two thousand years ago among 
the civilised peoples of antiquity? Or, to put it otherwise, is it not likely 
that in certain festivals of the ancients we may be able to detect the 
equivalents of our May Day, Whitsuntide, and Midsummer celebra-
tions, with this difference, that in those days the ceremonies had not 
yet dwindled into mere shows and pageants, but were still religious or 
magical rites, in which the actors consciously supported the high parts 
of gods and goddesses? Now in the first chapter of this book we found 
reason to believe that the priest who bore the title of King ofthe Wood 
at Nemi had for his mate the goddess of the grove, Diana herself. May 
not he and she, as King and Queen of the Wood, have been serious 
counterparts of the meny mummers who play the King and Queen of 
May, the Whitsuntide Bridegroom and Bride in modern Europe? and 
may not their union have been yearly celebrated in a theogony or divine 
marriage? Such dramatic weddings of gods and goddesses, as we shall 
see presently, were carried out as solemn religious rites in many parts 
of the ancient world; hence there is no intrinsic improbability in the 
supposition that the sacred grove at Nemi may have been the scene of 
an annual ceremony of this sort. Direct evidence that it was so there is 
none, but analogy pleads in favour of the view. * * "' 

The Killing of the Divine King 

If the high gods, who dwell remote from the fret and fever of this 
earthly life, are yet believed to die at last, it is not to be expected that 
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a god who lodges in a frail tabernacle of flesh should escape the same 
fate, though we hear of African kings who have imagined themselves 
immortal by virtue cftheir sorceries. Now primitive peoples, as we have 
seen, sometimes believe that their safety and even that of the world is 
bound up with the life of one of these god-men or human incarnations 
of the divinity. Naturally, therefore, they take the utmost care of his 
life, out of a regard for their owo. But no amount of care and precaution 
will prevent the man-god from growing old and feeble and at last dying. 
His worshippers have to lay their account with this sad necessity and 
to meet it as best they cao. The danger is a formidable one; for if the 
course of nature is dependent on the man-gad's life, what catastrophes 
may not be expected from the gradual enfeeblement of his powers and 
their final extinction in death? There is only one way of averting these 
dangers. The man-god must be killed as soon as he shows symptoms 
that his powers are beginning to fail, and his soul must be transferred 
to a vigorous successor before it has been seriously impaired by the 
threatened decay. The advantages of thus putting the man-god to death 
instead of allowing him to die of old age and disease are, to the savage, 
obvious enough. For if the man-god dies what we call a natural death, 
it means, according to the savage, that his soul has either voluntarily 
departed from his body and refuses to return, or more commonly, that 
it has been extracted, or at least detained in its wanderings, by a demon 
or sorcerer. In any of these cases the soul of the man-god is lost to his 
worshippers, and with it their prosperity is gone and their very existence 
endangered. Even if they could arrange to catch the soul of the dying 
god as it left his lips or his nostrils and so transfer it to a successor, this 
would not effect their purpose; for dying of disease, his soul would 
necessarily leave his body in the last stage of weakness and exhaustion,_ 
and so enfeebled it would continue to drag out a languid, inert exis-
tence in any body to which it might be transferred. Whereas by slaying 
him his worshipers could, in the first place, make sure of catching his 
soul as it escaped and transferring it to a suitable successor; and, in the 
second place, by putting him to death before his natural force was 
abated, they would secure that the world should not fall into decay with 
the decay of the man-god. Every purpose, therefore, was answered, and 
all dangers averted by thus killing the man-god and transferring his soul, 
while yet at its prime, to a vigorous successor. 

[Adonis and Christl 

The spectacle of the great changes which annually pass over the face 
of the earth has powerfully impressed the minds of men in all ages, 
and stirred them to meditate on the causes of transformations so vast 
and wonderful. Their curiosity has not been purely disinterested; for 
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even the savage cannot fail to perceive how intimately his own life is 
bound up with the life of nature, and how the same processes which 
freeze the stream and strip the earth of vegetation menace him with 
extinction. At a certain stage of development men seem to have imag-
ined that the means of averting the threatened calamity were ir. their 
own hands, and that they could hasten or retard the flight of the seasons 
by magic art. Accordingly they performed ceremonies and recited spells 
to make the rain to fall, the sun to shine, animals to multiply, and the 
fruits of earth to grow. In course of time, the slow advance of knowl-
edge, which has dispelled so many cherished illusions, convinced at 
least the more thoughtful portion of mankind that the alternations of 
summer and winter, of spring and autumn, were not merely the result 
of their own magical rites, but that some deeper cause, some mightier 
power, was at work behind the shifting scenes of nature. They now 
pictured to themselves the growth and decay of vegetation, the birth 
and death of living creatures, as effects of the waxing and waning 
strength of divine beings, of gods and goddesses, who were born and 
died, who married and begot children, on the pattern of human life. 

Thus the old magical theory of the seasons was displaced, or rather 
supplemented, by a religious theory. For although men now attributed 
the annual cycle of change primarily to corresponding changes in their 
deities, they still thought that by performing certain magical rites they 
could aid the god, who was the principle of life, in his struggle with 
the opposing principle of death. They imagined that they could recruit 
his failing energies and even raise him from the dead. The ceremonies 
which they observed for this purpose were in substance a dramatic 
representation of the natural processes which they wished to facilitate; 
for it is a familiar tenet of magic that you can produce any desired 
effect by merely imitating it. And as they now explained the fluctuations 
of growth and decay, of reproduction and dissolution, by the marriage, 
the death, and the rebirth or revival of the gods, their religious or rather 
magical dramas turned in great measure on these themes. They set 
forth the fruitful union of the powers of fertility, the sad death of one 
at least of the divine partners, and this joyful resurrection. Thus a re-
ligious theory was blended with a magical practice. The combination 
is familiar in history. Indeed, few religions have ever succeeded in 
wholly extricating themselves from the old trammels of magic. 

, * , 
Nowhere, apparently, have these rites been more widely and sol-

emnly celebrated than in the lands which border the eastern Mediter-
ranean. Under the names of Osiris, Tammuz, Adonis, and Attis, the 
peoples of Egypt and Western Asia represented the yearly decay and 
revival of life, especially of vegetable life, which they personified as a 
god who annually died and rose again from the dead. In name and 
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2deb1ilnthe ritb,},IariedJfrcHFuplace to place: in substance they were the 
rsa@hfr. 51J! j;( '11 f: 
d-liv! miff ::nr;H'j[ff 

-i-3brni ')Viat 0"1 rif'YV ji :-rrr 
, , 

"ri'jrWhemw€ hbw often the Church has skilfully contrived to 
thoi new faith on the old stock of paganism, we may 

csbqnisG:JithatLthe-"ffiaster celebration of the dead and risen Christ was 
'.:gruatted similar celebration of the dead and risen Adonis,5 
-kvJUlEa:1\ i() -J')l?l: }was Icelebrated in Syria at the same season. The type, 
Lcrbated,;loiflG:reeki-artists, of the sorrowful goddess with her dying lover 

and may have been the model of the Pieta of 
illJhristiah,(,ht;lItne Virgin with the dead body of her divine Son in her 
lhiph:cilfriWhich the most celebrated example is the one by Michael An-
,!§eJo That noble group, in which the living sorrow ofthe 
rli,10th0rl!cm'ltrasts so wonderfully with the languor of death in the son, 

bfiithe finest compositions in marble. Ancient Greek art has 
Lb6qm:athed to us few works so beautiful, and none so pathetic . 

. :-.;1-ili ],this connexion a statement of Jerome6 may not be 
IWlthoillt, significance. He tells us that Bethlehem, the traditionary birth-
iplaoiicdl£ the Lord, was shaded by a grove of that still older Syrian Lord, 
'fAd'Gn.i's, and that where the infant Jesus had wept, the lover of Venus 
iW.aS ,bewailed. Though he does not expressly say so, Jerome seems to 

j have thought that the grove of Adonis had been planted by the heathen 
'after the birth of Christ for the purpose of defiling the sacred spot. In 
(,this he may have been mistaken. If Adonis was indeed, as I have argued, 
-the spirit of the corn, a more suitable name for his could 
hardly be found than Bethlehem, "the House of Bread," and he may 
well have been worshipped there at his House of Bread long ages before 
the birth of Him who said, "I am the bread of life." Even on the 
hypothesis that Adonis followed rather than preceded Christ at Beth-
lehem, the choice of his sad figure to divert the allegiance of Christians 
from their Lord cannot but strike us as eminently appropriate when we 
remember the similarity of the rites which commemorated the death 
and resurrection of the two. 

5. Adonis, lover of Aphrodite, is killed by a boar. But Frazer is more interested in an earlier part 
of his story, in which Aphrodite hides the infant Adonis in a chest and entrusts it to Persephone 
in the underworld, When Persephone refuses to rehun Adonis to Aphrodite, she must descend 
to the undenllorId to ransom him. The dispute is finally settled dnly when Zeus rules that 
Adonis will live half the year with Persephone and half with Aphrodite. Adonis is thus a 
version of the fallen and risen god, of whieh the Babylonian Tammuz may be the prototype. 

6, Pilgrim, scholar, and Christian saint, born in Dalmatia (Slovenia) in 347, died in 419/420 in 
the monastery he had established in Bethlehem, 
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JESSIE L. WESTON 

[The Grail Legend] t 
The main difficulty of our research lies in the fact that the Grail 

legend] consists of a congeries of widely differing elements-elements 
which at first sight appear hopelessly incongruous, if not completely 
contradictory, yet at the same time are present to an extent, and in a 
form, which no honest critic can afford to ignore. 

, , , 
A prototype, containing the main features of the Grail story-the 

Waste Land, the Fisher King, the Hidden Castle with its solemn Feast, 
and mysterious Feeding Vessel, the Bleeding Lance and Cup-does 
not, so far as we know, exist. None of the great collections of Folk-
tales * * * has preserved specimens of such a type; it is not such a 
story as, e.g., The Three Days Toumament, examples of which are found 
all over the world. 

, , , 
Some years ago, when fresh from the study of Sir J. C. Frazer's 

epoch-making work, The Golden Bough, I was struck by the resem-
blance between certain features of the Grail story, and characteristic 
details of the Nature Cults described. The more closely I analysed the 
tale, the more striking became the resemblance, and I finally asked 
myself whether it were not possible that in this mysterious legend-
mysterious alike in its character, its sudden appearance, the importance 
apparently assigned to it, followed by as sudden and complete a 
disappearance-we might not have the confused record of a ritual, once 
popular, later surviving under conditions of strict secrecy? This would 
fully account for the atmosphere of awe and reverence which even 
under distinctly non-Christian conditions never fails to surround the 
Grail " >:< * ; and also for the presence in the tale of distinctly popular, 
and folk-lore, elements. 

* " * 
It has taken me some nine or ten years longer to complete the evi-

dence, but the chain is at last linked up, and we can now prove by 

r The following selections arc from Jessie L. Weston, From Riuw/ to Romance (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1920), pp. 2-4, 19, 21, 74-76, 108, 117-19, 165, 176-77. 

1. The Holy Grail is the chalice supposed to have been used by JesllS at the Last Supper amI 
thcn by Joseph of Arimathea to catch the blood flowing from Jesus' wounds on the cross. The 
search for this precious relic is the focus of a number of medieval stories, poems, and legends, 
which are, as Weston says, guitc miscellaneous. 
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printed texts the parallels existing between each and every feature of 
the Grail story and the recorded symbolism of the Mystery cults. Fur-
ther, we can show that between these Mystery cults and Christianity 
there existed at one time a close and intimate union, such a union as 
of itself involved the practical assimilation of the central rite, in each 
case a 'Eucharistic' Feast, in which the worshippers partook ofthe Food 
of Life from the sacred vessels. 

[The Grail Quest] 

(a) There is a general consensus of evidence to the effect that the 
main object of the Quest is the restoration to health and vigour of a 
King suffering from infirmity caused by wounds, sickness, or old age; 

(b) and whose infirmity, for some mysterious and unexplained rea-
son, reacts disastrously upon his kingdom, either by depriving it of veg-
etation, or exposing it to the ravages of war. 

(c) In two cases it is definitely stated that the King will be restored 
to youthful vigour and beauty. 

(d) In both cases where we find Gawain2 as the hero of the story, and 
in one connected with Perceval, the misfortune which has fallen upon 
the country is that of a prolonged drought, which has destroyed vegeta-
tion, and left the land Waste; the effect of the hero's question is to restore 
the waters to their channel, and render the land once more fertile. 

, , * 
(e) But this much seems certain, the aim of the grail Quest is two-

fold; it is to benefit (a) the King, (b) the land. The first ofthese two is 
the more important, as it is the infirmity of the King which entails 
misfortune on his land, the condition of the one reacts, for good or ill, 
upon the other; how, or why, we are·' left to discover for ourselves. 

, * * 
(n To sum up the result of the analysis, I hold that we have solid 

grounds for the belief that the story postulates a close connection be-
tween the vitality of a certain King, and the prosperity of his kingdom; 
the forces of the ruler being weakened or destroyed, by wound, sickness, 
old age, or death, the land becomes Waste, and the task of the hero is 
that of restoration. 

2, A key figure in Arthurian legend and romance, Gawain is usually represented as the nephew 
of King Arthur. His character varies a great deal from story to story, so that in some instances 
he is a model of courtly virtuc and in others weak or even cruel. In some versions of the 
Grail story, particularly that set down by Chretien de Troyes in the twelfth cenhuy, Perceval 
sees the chalice itself in the castle of a wounded king, ancl he is challenged to ask the question 
that will restore the kingdom and heal the king. 
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[The Tarot Pack 1 
Students of the Grail texts, whose attention is mainly occupied with 

Medieval Literature, may not be familiar with the word Tarot, or aware 
of its meaning. It is the name given to a pack of cards, seventy-eight in 
number, of which twenty-two are designated as the 'Keys.' 

These cards are divided into four suits, which correspond with those 
of the ordinary cards; they are: 

Cup (Chalice, or Goblet)-Hearts. 
Lance (Wand, or Sceptre)-Diamonds. 
Sword-Spades. 
Dish (Cireles, or Pentangles, the form varies)-Clubs. 

To-day the Tarot has fallen somewhat into disrepute, being princi-
pally used for purposes of divination, but its origin, and precise relation 
to our present playing-cards, are questions of considerable antiquarian 
interest. Were these cards the direct parents of our modern pack, or 
are they entirely distinct therefrom? 

Some writers are disposed to assign a very high antiquity to the Tarot. 
Traditionally, it is said to have been brought from Egypt; there is no 
doubt that parallel designs and combinations are to be found in the 
surviving decorations of Egyptian temples, notably in the astronomic 
designs on the ceiling of one of the halls of the palace of Medinet 
Abou, which is supported on twenty-two columns (a number corre-
sponding to the 'keys' of the Tarot), and also repeated in a calendar 
sculptured on the southern fac;ade of the same building, under a 
sovereign of the XXIII dynasty. This calendar is supposed to have 
been connected with the periodic rise and fall of the waters of the 
Nile. 

The Tarot has also been connected with an ancient Chinese mon-
ument, traditionally erected in commemoration of the drying up of the 
waters of the Deluge by Yao. The face of this monument is divided up 
into small sections corresponding in size and number with the cards of 
the Tarot, and bearing characters which have, so far, not been de-
ciphered. 

What is certain is that these cards are used to-day by the Gipsies for 
purposes of divination, and the opinion of those who have studied the 
subject is that there is some real ground for the popular tradition that 
they were introduced into Europe by this mysterious people. 

* * "' 
But if the connection with the Egyptian and Chinese monuments, 

referred to above, is genuine, the original use of the 'Tarot' would seem 
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to have been, not to foretell the future in general, but to predict the 
rise and fall of the waters which brought fertility to the land. 

Such usc would bring the 'Suits' into line with the analogous symbols 
of the Grail castle * * * connected with the embodiment of the re-
productive forces of Nature. 

The Fisher King 

* * * [T]he personality of the King, the nature of the disability un-
der which he is suffering, and the reflex effect exercised upon his folk 
and his land, correspond, in a most striking manner, to the intimate 
relation at one time held to exist between the ruler and his land; a 
relation mainly dependent upon the identification of the King with the 
Divine principle of Life and Fertility. * ,< * But what about his title, 
why should he be called the Fisher King?3 * i,< * In my opinion the 
key to the puzzle is to be found in the rightful understanding of the 
Fish-Fisher symbolism. Students of the Grail literature have been too 
prone to treat the question on the Christian basis alone, oblivious of 
the fact that Christianity did no more than take over, and adapt to its 
own use, a symbolism already endowed with a deeply rooted prestige 
and importance. * * * So far as the present state of our knowledge 
goes we can affirm with certainty that the Fish is a Life symbol of 
immemorial antiquity, and that the title of Fisher has, from the earliest 
ages, been associated with Deities who were held to be specially con-
nected with the origin and preservation of life. " * * There is thus 
little reason to doubt that, if we regard the Fish as a Divine Life symbol, 
of immemorial antiquity, we shall not go very far astray. 

[The Perilous Chapel] 

Students of the Grail romances will remember that in many of the 
versions the it is a with a strange and 
terrifying adventure in a mysterious Chapel, an adventure which, we 
arc given to understand, is fraught with extreme peril to life. The details 
vary: sometimes there is a Dead Body laid on the altar; sometimes a 
Black Hand extinguishes the tapers; there are strange and threatening 

3. In versions of the Grail legend centered on Perceval, the wounded king, whom Perceval is 
supposed to restore, referred to as the Fisher King. In some versions, those of 
Chretien de Troyes and Wolfram von Eschenbach, for example, the king is in fact a fisher-
man. In one of the versions discnssed by Weston, however, a fish is caught as part of a 
eucharistic ceremony, a reenactment of the Last Supper, in which the fish provides the food 
and the Grail the wine. The Fisher King is then the hereditary of the Grail and, if 
not a fisherman himself, a descendant of those who performed the original fishing ritual. 
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voices, and the general impression is that this is an adventure in which 
supernatural, and evil, forces are engaged. 

Such an adventure befalls Gawain on his way to the Grail Castle. 
He is overtaken by a terrible storm, and coming to a Chapel, standing 
at a crossways in the middle of a forest, enters for shelter. The altar is 
bare, with no cloth, or covering, nothing is thereon but a great golden 
candlestick with a tall taper burning within it. Behind the altar is a 
window, and as Gawain looks a I-land, black and hideous, comes 
through the window, and extinguishes the taper, while a voice makes 
lamentations loud and dire, beneath which the very building rocks. 
Gawain's horse shies for terror, and the knight, making the sign of the 
Cross, rides out of the Chapel, to find the storm abated, and the great 
wind fallen. Thereafter the night was calm and clear. 

[Conclusion 1 
The Grail romances repose eventually, not upon a poet's imagina-

tion, but upon the ruins of an august and ancient ritual, a ritual which 
once claimed to be the accredited guardian of the deepest secrets of 
Life. Driven from its high estate by the relentless force of religious 
evolution-for after all Adonis, Attis,4 and their congeners, were but the 
'half gods' who must needs yield place when 'the Gods' themselves 
arrive-it yet lingered on; openly, in Folk practice, in Fast and Feast, 
whereby the weB-being of the land might be assured; secretly, in cave 
or mountain-fastness, or island isolation, where those who craved for a 
more sensible (not necessarily sensuous) contact with the unseen Spir-
itual forces of Life than the orthodox devel.opment of Christianity af-
forded, might, and did, find satisfaction. 

Were the Templars5 such? Had they, when in the East, come into 
touch with a survival of the Naassene, or some kindred sect? It seems 
exceedingly probable. If it were so we could understand at once the 
puzzling connection of the Order with the Knights of the Grail, and 
the doom which fell upon them. That they were held to be Heretics 
is very generally admitted, but in what their Heresy consisted no one 
really knows; little credence can be attached to the stories of idol wor-
ship often repeated. If their Heresy, however, were such as indicated 
above, a Creed which struck at the very root and vitals of Christianity, 
we can understand at once the reason for punishment, and the necessity 

4. According to Frazer, Altis was the Phrygian version of Adonis and both were vegetation gods 
whose death and resurrection were celebrated in the spring. They are thus, by Weston's 
argument, prototypes of the Fisher King. For the story of Adonis, see p. 34. 

5. A religious order of knight.;, established during Ule Crusades and quartered in Jerusalem in 
the area once occupied by the Temple of Solomon, from which they derived their name. 
After they were displaced from lhe lIoly Land by the Moslem victory of 1291, the 'J'empJars 
fell under suspicion as heretics and were widely persecuted in Europe. 
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for secrecy. In the same way we can now understand why the Church 
knows nothing of the Grail; why that Vessel, surrounded as it is with 
an ahnosphere of reverence and awe, equated with the central Sacra-
ment of the Christian Faith,6 yet appears in no Legendary, is figured 
in no picture, comes on the scene in no Passion Play. The Church of 
the eleventh and twelfth centuries knew well what the Grail was, and 
we, when we realize its genesis and true lineage, need no longer wonder 
why a theme, for some short space so famous and so fruitful a source 
of literary inspiration, vanished utterly and completely from the world 
of literature. 

Were Grail romances forbidden? Or were they merely discouraged? 
Probably we shall never know, but of this one thing we may be sure, 
the Grail is a living force, it will never die; it may indeed sink out of 
sight, and, for centuries even, disappear from the field of literature, but 
it will rise to the surface again, and become once more a theme of vital 
inspiration even as, after slumbering from the days of Malory, it woke 
to new life in the nineteenth century, making its fresh appeal through 
the genius of Tennyson and Wagner.7 

ALDOUS HUXLEY 

[Madame Sosostris 1 t 
Mr. Scogan1 had been accommodated in a little canvas hut. Dressed 

in a black skirt and a red bodice, with a yellow-and-red bandanna hand-
kerchief tied round his black wig, he looked-sharp-nosed, brown, and 
wrinkled-like the Bohemian Hag of Frith's Derby Day.' A placard 
pinned to the curtain of the doorway announced the presence within 
the tent of "Sesostris/ the Sorceress of Ecbatana." Seated at a table, 
Mr. Scagan received his clients in mysterious silence, indicating with 
a movement of the finger that they were to sit down opposite him and 

6. I.e., Holy Communion. 
7. Sir Thomas Malory's Le Marte Darthur (1485) is thc first English prose version of the Arthu-

rian romances. Tennyson (1809-1892) published his verse treatment of the same material as 
Idylls of the King in 1859, with a revised and extended version in 1885. Richard Wagner 
(1813-1883) used the stories centered on Perceval for his opera Parsifal (1882). 

t From Crome Yellow (London: Chatto & Windus, 1921), pp. 132-34. 
1. A middle-aged academic modeled in part on British philosopher Berlrand Russell (1872-

1970), a friend of both Huxley and Eliot's. He is telling forlunes at an annual charity fair. 
2. William Powell Frith's Derby Day (1858) depicts the crush when the general public is ad-

mitted to the racecourse at Epsom all Derby Day, traditionally the first Wednesday in June. 
H epitomizes a certain kind of busy rcprcsentational painting very popular in the Victorian 
period. The Hag referred to is one of a number of Gypsy beggars and fortune-tellers mixing 
with the crowd. 

3. The namc of several kings of ancient Egypt, the first of whom ruled almost two thousand 
years before the birth of Jesus. The name became well known in Europe through the history 
of Herodotus. Eebatana was the ancient capital of the Medes, now the city of Hamadan in 
Iran. 
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to extend their hands for his inspection. He then examined the palm 
that was presented him, using a magnifying glass and a pair of horned 
spectacles. He had a terrifying way of shaking his head, frowning and 
clicking with his tongue as he looked at the lines. Sometimes he would 
whisper, as though to himself, "Terrible, terrible!" or "God preserve 
us!" sketching out the sign of the cross as he uttered the words. The 
clients who came in laughing grew suddenly grave; they began to take 
the witch seriously. She was a formidable-looking woman; could it be, 
was it possible, that there was something in this sort of thing after all? 
After all, they thought, as the hag shook her head over their hands, 
after all ... And they waited, with an uncomfortably beating heart, for 
the oracle to speak. After a long and silent inspection, Mr. Scogan 
would suddenly look up and ask, in a hoarse whisper, some horrifying 
question, such as, "Have you ever been hit on the head with a hammer 
by a young man with red hair?" When the answer was in the negative, 
which it could hardly fail to be, Mr. Scogan would nod several times, 
saying, "I was afraid so. Everything is still to come, still to come, though 
it can't be very far off now." Sometimes, after a long examination, he 
would just whisper, "Where ignorance is bliss, 'tis fol1y to be wise," and 
refuse to divulge any details of a future too appalling to be envisaged 
without despair. Sesostris had a success of horror. People stood in a 
queue outside the witch's booth waiting for the privilege of hearing 
sentence pronounced upon them. 

, , , 
"Is there going to be another war?" asked the old lady to whom he 

had predicted this end. 
"Very soon," said Mr. Scogan, with an air of quiet confidence. 
The old lady was succeeded by a girl dressed in white muslin, gar-

nished with pink ribbons. She was wearing a broad hat, so that Denis4 

could not see her face; but from her figure and the roundness of her 
bare anns he judged her young and pleasing. Mr. Scogan looked at her 
hand, then whispered, "You are still virtuous." 

The young lady giggled and exclaimed, "Oh, lor'I" 
"But you will not remain so for long," added Mr. Scogan sepul-

chrally. The young lady giggled again. "Destiny, which interests itself 
in small things no less than in great, has announced the fact upon your 
hand." Mr. Scogan took up the magnifying glass and began once more 
to examine the white palm. "Very interesting," he said, as though to 
himself-"very interesting. It's as clear as day." He was silent. 

"What's clear?" asked the girl. 
"1 don't think 1 ought to tell you." Mr. Scogan shook his head; the 

pendulous brass earrings which he had screwed on to his ears tinkled. 

4. Denis Stone, a young poet and protagonist of the novel. 
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"Please, please!" she implored. 
The witch seemed to ignore her remark. "Afterwards, it's not at all 

clear. 'The fates don't say whether you will settle down to married life 
and have four children or whether you will try to go on the cinema 
and have none." 

* * * 
"Is it really true?" asked white muslin. 
The witch gave a shrug of the shoulders. "I merely tell YOll what I 

read in yom hand. Good afternoon. That will be six-pence. Yes, I have 
change. Thank YOll. Good afternoon." 

CHARLES BAUDELAIRE 

To the Readed 

Au Lecteur 

Ignorance, error, cupidity, and sin 
Possess our souls and exercise our flesh; 
Habitually we cultivate remorse 
As beggars entertain and nurse their lice. 

OUf sins are stubborn. Cowards when contrite 
We overpay confession with our pains, 
And when we're back again in human mire 
Vile tears, we think, will wash away our stains. 

Thrice-potent Satan in our cursed bed 
Lulls us to sleep, our spirit overkissed, 
Until the precious metal of our will 
Is vaporized-that cunning alchemist! 

Who but the Devil pulls our waking-strings! 
Abominations lure us to thcir side; 
Each day we take another step to hell, 
Descending through the stench, unhorrified. 

Like an exhausted rake who mouths and chews 
The martyrized breast of an old withered whore 
We steal, in passing, whatever joys we can, 
Squeezing the driest orange all the more. 
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t From The Poems of Stanley Kunitz 1928-1978 by Stanley Kunilz. Copyright 1934, 1944, © 
1958,1971,1973,1974,1976,1978,1979 by Stanley Kunitz. Used by permission ofW. W. 
Norlon & Company. 
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Packed in our brains incestuous as worms 
Our demons celebrate in drunken gangs, 
And when we breathe, that hollow rasp is Death 
Sliding invisibly down into our lungs. 

If the dull canvas of our wretched life 
Is unembellished with such pretty ware 
As knives or poison, pyromania, rape, 
It is because our soul's too wcak to dare! 

But in this den of jackals, monkeys, curs, 
Scorpions, buzzards, snakes. . this paradise 
Of filthy beasts that screech, howl, grovel, grunt-
In this menagerie of mankind's vice 

There's one supremely hideous and impure! 
Soft-spoken, not the type to cause a scene, 
He'd willingly make rubble of the earth 
And swallow up creation in a yawn. 

I mean Ennui! who in his hookah-dreams 
Produces hangmen and real tears together. 
How well you know this fastidious monster, reader, 

reader, you!-my double! my brother! 

TR. STANLEY KUNITZ 

The Seven Old Men t 
Les Sept vieillards 

TO VICTOR HUGO 

Teeming city, full of dreams, where in broad 
Daylight the specter grips the passer-by! 
Mystery flows everywhere like sap 
In the ducts of the mighty colossus. 

One morning when mist in the gloomy street 
Made the houses seem tal1er, like the two 
Quays of a swollen river; when-decor 
In harmony with the state of my soul-
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t From An Anthology of French Poetry from Nerval to Valery in English ed. Angel 
Flores (New York: Doubleday Anchor 1958). Reproduced by permission of The Estate of 
Angel Flores, c/o The PermissiollS Company. 
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A foul, yellow fog inundated space, 
I went, steeling my nerves like a hero, 
Disputing with my Soul, already weary, 
Along the faubourg jarred by heavy carts. 

Suddenly I saw an old man, in rags 
Of the same yellow as the rainy sky, 
Whose aspect would have made alms rain down 
Except for the wicked gleam in his eye. 

You might have thought the pupils of his eyes 
Were soaked in bile; his gaze sharpened the sleet, 
And his beard of long hairs, stiff as a sword, 
Jutted forward like the beard of Judas. 

He was not bowed, but broken, for his spine 
Made a perfect right angle with his leg, 
So that his staff, completing his presence, 
Gave him the bearing and the clumsy gait 

Of a crippled dog or three-legged Jew. 
He stumbled over the snow and mud as though 
He were grinding tile dead under his shoes, 
Hostile to life, more than indifferent. 

His like followed him; beard, eye, back, staff, rags, 
Nothing distinguished, come from the same hell, 
This centenarian twin, and these specters 
Walked with the same step towards an unknown goal. 

Of what infamous scheme was I the butt 
Or what ill chance humiliated me? 
Full seven times, from minute to minute, 
I saw this old man multiply himself! 

Let him who laughs at my disquietude 
And is not seized by a fraternal chill 
Ponder that, for all their decrepitude, 
These seven monsters appeared eternal! 

Would J, and lived, have beheld the eighth 
Counterpart, ironical and fatal, 
Vile Phoenix, father and son of himself? 
-I turned my back on the procession. 

Enraged as a drunk man who sees double, 
I went inside and closed my door, frightened, 
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[CORNELIA'S DIRGE FROM THE WHITE DEVIL] 

Sick and chilled, my mind feverish and turbid, 
Offended by the senseless mystery! 

In vain my reason tried to take the helm; 
The tempest rollicking led it astray, 
And my soul danced, danced, like an old lighter 
Without masts, on a monstrous, shoreless sea! 

JOHN WEBSTER 

TR. BARBARA GIBBS 

[Cornelia's Dirge from The White Devil] t 
Call for the Robin-Red-brest and the wren, 
Since are shadie groves they hover, 
And with leaves and flowres doe cover 
The friendlesse bodies of unburied men.' 
Call unto his funerall Dole 
The Ante, the field-mouse, and the mole 
To reare him hillockes, that shall keepe him warme, 
And (when gay tombes are rob'd) sustaine no harme, 
But keepe the wolfe for thence, that's foe to men, 
For with his nailes hee'l dig them up agen.' 
They would not bury him' cause hee died in a quarrell 
But I have an answere for them. 
Let holie church receive him duly 
Since hee payd the church tithes truly. 
His wealth is sum'd, and this is all his store: 
This poore men get; and great men get no more. 
Now the wares are gone, wee may shut up shop. 
Blesse you all good people. 
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t From The Complete Works of John Webster, 4 vok, ed, F, L. Lucas (London: Chatto & 
Windus, 1927), l:lBZ. 

I. Cornelia is preparing the body of her son, Marcello, for burial. 
Z. In his late-nineteenth-cenhuy edition of The White Devil, John Addington Symonds quotes 

this comment from Charles Lamb: "I never saw anything like this dirge, except the ditty 
which reminds Ferdinand of his drowned father in the Tempest. As that is of the water, 
watery; so this is of the earth, earthy. Both have that intenseness of feeling, whieh seems to 
resolve itself into the elements which it contemplates." Eliot, of course, quotes the "ditty" 
from The Tempest as he docs this line from Cornelia's dirge. 
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OVID 

[The Blinding of Tiresias] t 
Now while these things were happening on the earth by the decrees 

of fate, when the cradle of Bacchus, twice born, was safe, it chanced 
that Jove (as the story goes), while warmed with wine, put care aside 
and bandied good-humoured jests with Juno in an idle hour. "I main-
tain," said he, "that your pleasure in love is greater than that which we 
enjoy." She held the opposite view. And so they decided to ask the 
judgment of wise Tiresias. He knew both sides of love. For once, with 
a blow of his staff he had outraged two huge serpents mating in the 
green forest; and, wonderful to relate, from man he was changed into 
a woman, and in that form spent seven years. In the eighth year he saw 
the same serpents again and said: "Since in striking YOll there is such 
magic power as to change the nature of the giver of the blow, now will 
I strike you once again." So saying, he struck the serpents and his 
fanner state was restored and he became as he had been born. He 
therefore, being asked to arbitrate the playful dispute of the gods, took 
sides with Jove. Sahlrnia,l they say, grieved more deeply than she should 
and than the issue warranted, and condemned the arbitrator to perpet-
ual blindness. But the Almighty Father (for no god may undo what 
another god has done) in return for his loss of sight gave Tiresias the 
power to know the future, lightening the penally by the honour. 

[The Story of Tereus and Philomela] 

Now 'rereus of Thrace had put these2 to flight with his relieving 
troops, and by the victory had a great name. And since he was strong 
in wealth and in men * *" * Pandion, King of Athens, allied him to 
himself by wedding him to Procnc. But neither Juno, bridal goddess, 
nor Hymcn,3 nor the Graces were present at that wedding. The Furies 
lighted them with torches stolen from a funeral; the Furies spread the 
cOllch; and the uncanny screech-owl brooded and sat on the roof of 
their chamber. Under this omen were Procne and Tereus wedded; 

t The following selections are from Ovid, Metamorphoses, Volume III, tr. Frank JUShlS Miller, 
revised by G. P. Gould. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1916, revised 1977. The 
Loeb Classical Library ® is a registered trademark of the President ami Fellows of I-IarvarJ 
College. 

1. I.e., Juno. 
2. Enemies threatening Athens. 
3. Hymen is the god of marriage. The Graces were goddesses of fertility, and the Furies were 

goddesses of vengeance. 
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under this omen was their child conceived. Thrace, indeed, rejoiced 
with them, and they themselves gave thanks to the gods; both the day 
on which Pandion's daughter'f was married to their illustrious king, and 
that day on which Itys was born, they made a festival: even so is our 
true advantage hidden. 

Now Titan5 through five autumnal seasons had brought round the 
revolving years, when Procnc coaxingly to her husband said: "If I have 
found any favour in your sight, either send me to visit my sister or let 
my sister come to me. You will promise my father that after a brief stay 
she shall return. If you give me a chance to see my sister you will 
confer on me a precious boon." Tereus accordingly bade them launch 
his ship, and plying oar and sail, he entered the Cecrophian harbour 
and came to land on the shore of Piraeus. 6 AB soon as he came into 
the presence of his father-in-law they joined right hands, and the talk 
began with good wishes for their health. He had begun to tell of his 
wife's request, which was the cause of his coming, and to promise a 
speedy return should the sister be sent home with him, when 101 Phil-
omela entered, attired in rich apparel, but richer still in beauty; such 
as we are wont to hear the naiads described, and dryads when they 
move about in the deep woods, if only one should give to them refine-
ment and apparel like hers. The moment he saw the maiden Tereus 
was inflamed with love, quick as if one should set fire to ripe grain, or 
dry leaves, or hay stored away in the mow. Her beauty, indeed, was 
worth it; but in his case his passionate nature pricked him on, and, 
besides, the men of his clime are quick to love: his own fire and his 
nation's burnt in him. His impulse was to corrupt her attendants' care 
and her nurse's faithfulness, and even by rich gifts to tempt the girl 
herself, even at the cost of all his kingdom; or else to ravish her and to 
defend his act by bloody war. There was nothing which he would not 
do or dare, smitten by thL<; mad passion. His heart could scarce contain 
the fires that burnt in it. Now, impatient of delay, he eagerly repeated 
Procnc's request, pleading his own cause under her name. " " " Ay, 
more-Philomela herself has the same wish; winding her arms about 
her father's neck, she coaxes him to let her visit her sister; by her own 
welfare (yes, and against it, too) she urges her prayer. 'Tercus gazes at 
her, and as he looks feels her already in his arms; as he sees her kisses 
and her anns about her father's neck, all this goads him on, food and 
fuel for his passion " "'< The father yields to the prayers of both. 
The girl is filled with joy; she thanks her father and, poor unhappy 
wretch, she deems that success for both sisters which is to prove a 
woeful happening for them both. 

4. I.e., Procne. 
5. I.e., Cronos, most powerful of the Titans, children of Uranus (Heaven) and Gaia (Earth). He 

is associateJ with the harvest. 
6. A town that has served sinee about the fifth century as the seaport of Athens. 
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, * * 
And now they were at the end of their journey, now, leaving the 

travel-worn ship, they had landed on their own shores; when the king 
dragged off Pandion's daughter to a hut deep hidden in the ancient 
woods; and there, pale and trembling and all fear, begging with tears 
to know where her sister was, he shut her up. Then, openly confessing 
his horrid purpose, he violated her, just a weak girl and all alone, vainly 
calling, often on her father, often on her sister, but most of all upon 
the great gods. * * * Soon, when her senses came back, she dragged 
at her loosened hair, and like one in mourning, beating and tearing 
her arms, with outstretched hands she cried: "Oh, what a horrible thing 
you have done, barbarous, cruel wretch! Do you care nothing for my 
father's injunctions, his affectionate tears, my sister's love, my own vir-
ginity, the bonds of wedlock? ' , , If those who dwell on high see 
these things, nay, if there are any gods at all, if all things have not 
perished with me, sooner or later you shall pay dearly for this deed. I 
will myself cast all shame aside and proclaim what you have done. If 
I should have the chance, I would go where people throng and tell it; 
if I am kept shut up in these woods, I will fill the woods with my story 
and move the very rocks to pity." * * * 

The savage tyrant's wrath was aroused by these words, and his fear 
no less. Pricked on by both these spurs, he drew his sword which was 
hanging by his side in its sheath, caught her by the hair, and twisting 
her arms behind her back, he bound them fast. At sight of the sword, 
Philomela gladly offered her throat to the stroke, filled with the eager 
hope of death. But he seized her tongue with pincers, as it protested 
against the outrage, calling ever on the name of her father and strug-
gling to speak, and cut it off with his merciless blade. " * * 

With such crimes upon his soul he had the face to return to Procne's 
presence. She on seeing him at once asked where her sister was. He 
groaned in pretended grief and told a made-up story of death; his tears 
gave credence to the tale. Then Procne tore from her shoulders the 
robe gleaming with a broad golden border and put on black weeds; she 
built also a cenotaph in honour of her sister, brought pious offerings 
to her imagined spirit, and mourned her sister's fate, not meet to be so 
mourned. 

Now through the twelve signs, a whole year's journey, has the sun-
god passed. And what shall Philomela do? A guard prevents her flight; 
stout walls of solid stone fence in the hut; speechless lips can give no 
token of her wrongs. But grief has sharp wits, and in trouble cunning 
comes. She hangs a Thracian web on her loom, and skilfully weaving 
purple signs on a white background, she thus tells the story of her 
wrongs. This web, when completed, she gives to her one attendant and 
begs her with gestures to carry it to the queen. The old woman, as she 
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was bid, takes the web to Procne, not knowing what she bears in it. 
The savage tyrant's wife unrolls the cloth, reads the pitiable tale of her 
misfortune, and (a miracle that she could!) says not a word. Grief 
chokes the words that rise to her lips, and her questing tongue can find 
no words strong enough to express her outraged feelings. Here is no 
room for tears, but she hurries on to confound right and wrong, her 
whole soul bent on the thought of vengeance. 

It was the time when the Thracian matrons were wont to celebrate 
the biennial festival of Bacchus.7 * * * [SJo by night the queen goes 
forth from her house, equips herself for the rites of the god and dons 
the array of frenzy. * * * She comes to the secluded lodge at last, 
shrieks aloud and cries "Euhoe!" breaks down the doors, seizes her 
sister, arrays her in the trappings of a Bacchante, hides her face with 
ivy-leaves, and, dragging her along in amazement, leads her within her 
own walls. 

When Philomela perceived that she had entered Ulat accursed house 
the poor girl shook with horror and grew pale as death. Procne found 
a place, and took off the trappings of the Bacchic rites and, uncovering 
the shame-blanched face of her wretched sister, folded her in her arms. 
But Philomela could not lift her eyes to her sister, feeling herself to 
have wronged her. And, with her face turned to the ground, longing to 
swear and call all the gods to witness that that shame had been forced 
upon her, she made her hand serve for voice. But Frocne was all on 
fire, she could not contain her own wrath, and chiding her sister's 
weeping, she said: "This is no time for tears, but for the sword, for 
something stronger than the sword, if you have such a thing. I am 
prepared for any crime, my sister; * * * I am prepared for some great 
deed; but what it shall be I am still in doubt." 

'While Procne was thus speaking, Itys came into his mother's pres-
ence. His coming suggested what she could do, and regarding him with 
pitiless eyes, she said: "Ah, how like your father you are!" Saying no 
more, she began to plan a terrible deed and boiled with inward rage. 
But when the boy came up to her and greeted his mother, put his little 
arms around her neck and kissed her in his winsome, boyish way, her 
mother-heart was touched, her wrath fell away, and her eyes, though 
all unwilling, were wet with tears that flowed in spite of her. But when 
she perceived that her purpose was wavering through excess of mother-
love, she turned again from her son to her sister; and gazing at both in 
turn, she said: "Why is one able to make soft, pretty speeches, while 
her ravished tongue dooms the other to silence? * * * ." Without 
more words she dragged Itys away, as a tigress drags a suckling fawn 
through the dark woods on Ganges' banks. And when they reached a 

7. God of wine, Bacchantes are female participanb in his festival, the Bacchanalia, eharaderi7.cd 
by frenzied dancing. "Euhoe" is a hanseriplion of t-heir haditional cry. 
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remote part of the great house, while the boy shetched out pleading 
hands as he saw his fate, and screamed, "Mother! mother!" and sought 
to throw his anns around her neck, Procne smote him with a knife 
between breast and side-and with no change of face. This one stroke 
sufficed to slay tile lad; but Philomela cut the throat also, and they cut 
up the body still warm and quivering with life. * * " 

This is the feast to which the wife invites Tcreus, little knowing what 
it is. She pretends that it is a sacred feast after their ancestral fashion, 
of which only a husband may partake, and removes all attendants and 
slaves. So Tercus, sitting alone in his high ancestral banquet-chair, be-
gins the feast and gorges himself with flesh of his own flesh. And in 
the utter blindness of his understanding he cries: "Go, call me Itys 
hither!" Procne cannot hide her cruel joy, and eager to be the messen-
ger of her bloody ncws, she says: "You have, within, him whom you 
want." He looks about and asks where the boy is. And then, as he asks 
and calls again for his son, just as she was, with streaming hair, and all 
stained with her mad deed of blood, Philomela springs forward and 
hurls the gory head of Itys straight into his father's face; nor was there 
ever any time when she longed more to be able to speak, and to express 
her joy in fitting words. Then the Thracian king overturns the table 
with a great cry * * * then with drawn sword he pursues the two 
daughters of Pandion. As they fly from him you would think that the 
bodies of the two Athenians were poised on wings: they were poised on 
wings! One flies to the woods, the other rises to the roof. And even now 
their breasts have not lost the marks of their murderous deed, their 
feathers are stained with blood. Tereus, swift in pmsuit because of his 
grief and eager desire for vengeance, is himself changed into a bird. 
Upon his head a stiff crest appears, and a huge beak stands forth instead 
of his long sword. His is the hoopoe, with the look of one armed for 
war. 



[4] 

* Mr Leopold Bloom ate with relish the inner organs of beasts and 
fowls. He liked thick giblet soup, nutty gizzards, a stuffed roast heart, 
liverslices fried with crustcrumbs, fried hencods' roes. Most of all he liked 
grilled mutton kidneys which gave to his palate a fine tang of faintly scented 
ur1ne. 

Kidneys were in his mind as he moved about the kitchen softly, 
righting her breakfast things on the humpy tray. Gelid light and air were in 
the kitchen but out of doors gentle summer morning everywhere. Made him 
feel a bit peckish. 

The coals were reddening. 1 o 
Another slice of bread and butter: three, four: right. She didn't like 

her plate full. Right. He turned from the tray, lifted the kettle off the hob 
and set it sideways on the fire. It sat there, dull and squat, its spout stuck 
out. Cup of tea soon. Good. Mouth dry. 

The cat walked stiffly round a leg of the table with tail on high. 
-Mkgnao! 
-0, there you are, Mr Bloom said, turning from the fire. 

The cat mewed in answer and stalked again stiffly round a leg of the 
table, mewing. Just how she stalks over my writingtable. Prr. Scratch my 
head. Prr. 20 

Mr Bloom watched curiously, kindly the lithe black form. Clean to 
see: the gloss of her sleek hide, the white button under the butt of her tail, 
the green flashing eyes. He bent down to her, his hands on his knees. 
-Milk for the pussens, he said. 
-Mrkgnao! the cat cried. 

They call them stupid. They understand what we say better than we 
understand them. She understands all she wants to. Vindictive too. Cruel. 
Her nature. Curious mice never squeal. Seem to like it. Wonder what I look 
like to her. Height of a tower? No, she can jump me. 
-Afraid of the chickens she is, he said mockingly. Afraid of the 30 

chookchooks. I never saw such a stupid pussens as the pussens. 
-Mrkrgnaol the cat said loudly. 

She blinked up out of her avid shameclosing eyes, mewing plaintively 
and long, showing him her milkwhite teeth. He watched the dark eyeslits 
narrowing with greed till her eyes were green stones. Then he went to the 
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dresser, took the jug Hanlon's milkman had just filled for him, poured 
warmbubbled milk on a saucer and set it slowly on the floor. 
-Gurrhr! she cried, running to lap. 

He watched the bristles shining wirily in the weak light as she tipped 
40 three times and licked lightly. Wonder is it true if you clip them they can't 

mouse after. Why? They shine in the dark, perhaps, the tips. Or kind of 
feelers in the dark, perhaps. 

He listened to her licking lap. Ham and eggs, no. No good eggs with 
this drouth. Want pure fresh water. Thursday: not a good day either for a 
mutton kidney at Buckley's. Fried with butter, a shake of pepper. Better a 
pork kidney at Dlugacz's. While the kettle is boiling. She lapped slower, 
then licking the saucer clean. Why are their tongues so rough? To lap 
better, all porous holes. Nothing she can eat? He glanced round him. No. 

On quietly creaky boots he went up the staircase to the hall, paused 
so by the bedroom door. She might like something tasty. Thin bread and 

butter she likes in the morning. Still perhaps: once in a way. 
He said softly in the bare hall: 

-I'm going round the corner. Be back in a minute. 
And when he had heard his voice say it he added: 

-You don't want anything for breakfast? 
A sleepy soft grunt answered: 

-Mn. 
No. She didn't want anything. He heard then a warm heavy sigh, 

softer, as she turned over and the loose brass quoits of the bedstead jingled. 
60 Must get those settled really. Pity. All the way from Gibraltar. Forgotten 

any little Spanish she knew. Wonder what her father gave for it. Old style. 
Ah yes! of course. Bought it at the governor's auction. Got a short knock. 
Hard as nails at a bargain, old Tweedy. Yes, sir. At Plevna that was. I rose 
from the ranks, sir, and I'm proud of it. Still he had brains enough to make 
that corner in stamps. Now that was farseeing. 

His hand took his hat from the peg over his initialled heavy overcoat 
and his lost property office secondhand waterproof. Stamps: stickyback 
pictures. Daresay lots of officers are in the swim too. Course they do. The 
sweated legend in the crown of his hat told him mutely: Plasto's high grade 

10 ha. He peeped quickly inside the leather headband. White slip of paper. 
Quite safe. 

On the doorstep he felt in his hip pocket for the latchkey. Not there. 
In the trousers I left off. Must get it. Potato I have. Creaky wardrobe. No 
use disturbing her. She turned over sleepily that time. He pulled the 
halldoor to after him very quietly, more, till the footleaf dropped gently over 
the threshold, a limp lid. Looked shut. All right till I come back anyhow. 

He crossed to the bright side, avoiding the loose cellarflap of number 
seventyfive. The sun was nearing the steeple of George's church. Be a warm 
day I fancy. Specially in these black clothes feel it more. Black conducts, 

so reflects, (refracts is it?), the heat. But I couldn't go in that light suit. Make a 
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picnic of it. His eyelids sank quietly often as he walked in happy warmth. 
Boland's breadvan delivering with trays our daily but she prefers 
yesterday's loaves turnovers crisp crowns hot. Makes you feel young. 
Somewhere in the east: early morning: set off at dawn. Travel round in 
front of the sun, steal a day's march on him. Keep it up for ever never grow 
a day older technically. Walk along a strand, strange land, come to a city 
gate, sentry there, old ranker too, old Tweedy's big moustaches, leaning on 
a long kind of a spear. Wander through awned streets. Turbaned faces 
going by. Dark caves of carpet shops, big man, Turko the terrible, seated 
crosslegged, smoking a coiled pipe. Cries of sellers in the streets. Drink 90 

water scented with fennel, sherbet. Dander along all day. Might meet a 
robber or two. Well, meet him. Getting on to sundown. The shadows of the 
mosques among the pillars: priest with a scroll rolled up. A shiver of the 
trees, signal, the evening wind. I pass on. Fading gold sky. A mother 
watches me from her doorway. She calls her children home in their dark 
language. High wall: beyond strings twanged. Night sky, moon, violet, 
colour of Molly's new garters. Strings. Listen. A girl playing one of those 
instruments what do you call them: dulcimers. I pass. 

Probably not a bit like it really. Kind of stuff you read: in the track of 
the sun. Sunburst on the titlepage. He smiled, pleasing himself. What 1 oo 
Arthur Griffith said about the headpiece over the Freeman leader: a 
homerule sun rising up in the northwest from the laneway behind the bank 
of Ireland. He prolonged his pleased smile. Ikey touch that: homerule sun 
rising up in the northwest. 

He approached Larry O'Rourke's. From the cellar grating floated up 
the flabby gush of porter. Through the open doorway the bar squirted out 
whiffs of ginger, teadust, biscuitmush. Good house, however: just the end 
of the city traffic. For instance M'Auley's down there: n. g. as position. Of 
course if they ran a tramline along the North Circular from the 
cattlemarket to the quays value would go up like a shot. 1 1 o 

Baldhead over the blind. Cute old codger. No use canvassing him for 
an ad. Still he knows his own business best. There he is, sure enough, my 
bold Larry, leaning against the sugar bin in his shirtsleeves watching the 
aproned curate swab up with mop and bucket. Simon Dedalus takes him 
off to a tee with his eyes screwed up. Do you know what I'm going to tell 
you? What's that, Mr O'Rourke? Do you know what? The Russians, 
they'd only be an eight o'clock breakfast for the Japanese. 

Stop and say a word: about the funeral perhaps. Sad thing about 
poor Dignam, Mr O'Rourke. 

Turning into Dorset street he said freshly in greeting through the t 20 

doorway: 
-Good day, Mr O'Rourke. 
-Good day to you. 
-Lovely weather, sir. 
-'Tis all that. 
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Where do they get the money? Coming up redheaded curates from 
the county Leitrim, rinsing empties and old man in the cellar. Then, lo and 
behold, they blossom out as Adam Findlaters or Dan Tallons. Then think of 
the competition. General thirst. Good puzzle would be cross Dublin 

130 without passing a pub. Save it they can't. Off the drunks perhaps. Put down 
three and carry five. What is that, a bob here and there, dribs and drabs. 
On the wholesale orders perhaps. Doing a double shuffie with the town 
travellers. Square it you with the boss and we'll split the job, see? 

How much would that tot to off the porter in the month? Say ten 
barrels of stuff. Say he got ten per cent off. 0 more. Fifteen. He passed 
Saint Joseph's National school. Brats' clamour. Windows open. Fresh air 
helps memory. Or a lilt. Ahbeesee defeegee kelomen opeecue rustyouvee 
doubleyou. Boys are they? Yes. Inishturk. Inishark. Inishboffin. At their 
joggerfry. Mine. Slieve Bloom. 

140 He halted before Dlugacz's window, staring at the hanks of sausages, 
polonies, black and white. Fifteen multiplied by. The figures whitened in his 
mind, unsolved: displeased, he let them fade. The shiny links, packed with 
forcemeat, fed his gaze and he breathed in tranquilly the lukewarm breath 
of cooked spicy pigs' blood. 

A kidney oozed bloodgouts on the willowpatterned dish: the last. He 
stood by the nextdoor girl at the counter. Would she buy it too, calling the 
items from a slip in her hand? Chapped: washingsoda. And a pound and a 
half of Denny's sausages. His eyes rested on her vigorous hips. Woods his 
name is. Wonder what he does. Wife is oldish. New blood. No followers 

150 allowed. Strong pair of arms. Whacking a carpet on the clothesline. She 
does whack it, by George. The way her crooked skirt swings at each whack. 

The ferreteyed porkbutcher folded the sausages he had snipped off 
with blotchy fingers, sausagepink. Sound meat there: like a stallfed heifer. 

He took a page up from the pile of cut sheets: the model farm at 
Kinnereth on the lakeshore of Tiberias. Can become ideal winter 
sanatorium. Moses Montefiore. I thought he was. Farmhouse, wall round it, 
blurred cattle cropping. He held the page from him: interesting: read it 
nearer, the title, the blurred cropping cattle, the page rustling. A young 
white heifer. Those mornings in the cattlemarket, the beasts lowing in their 

160 pens, branded sheep, flop and fall of dung, the breeders in hobnailed boots 
trudging through the litter, slapping a palm on a ripemeated hindquarter, 
there's a prime one, unpeeled switches in their hands. He held the page 
aslant patiently, bending his senses and his will, his soft subject gaze at rest. 
The crooked skirt swinging, whack by whack by whack. 

The porkbutcher snapped two sheets from the pile, wrapped up her 
prime sausages and made a red grimace. 
-Now, my miss, he said. 

She tendered a coin, smiling boldly, holding her thick wrist out. 
-Thank you, my miss. And one shilling threepence change. For you, 

170 please? 
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Mr Bloom pointed quickly. To catch up and walk behind her if she 
went slowly, behind her moving hams. Pleasant to see first thing in the 
morning. Hurry up, damn it. Make hay while the sun shines. She stood 
outside the shop in sunlight and sauntered lazily to the right. He sighed 
down his nose: they never understand. Sodachapped hands. Crusted 
toenails too. Brown scapulars in tatters, defending her both ways. The sting 
of disregard glowed to weak pleasure within his breast. For another: a 
constable off duty cuddling her in Eccles lane. They like them sizeable. 
Prime sausage. 0 please, Mr Policeman, I'm lost in the wood. 
-Threepence, please. 1 so 

His hand accepted the moist tender gland and slid it into a sidepocket. 
Then it fetched up three coins from his trousers' pocket and laid them on 
the rubber prickles. They lay, were read quickly and quickly slid, disc by 
disc, into the till. 
-Thank you, sir. Another time. 

A speck of eager fire from foxeyes thanked him. He withdrew his 
gaze after an instant. No: better not: another time. 
-Good morning, he said, moving away. 
-Good morning, sir. 

No sign. Gone. What matter? 190 

He walked back along Dorset street, reading gravely. Agendath 
Netaim: planters' company. To purchase waste sandy tracts from Turkish 
government and plant with eucalyptus trees. Excellent for shade, fuel and 
construction. Orangegroves and immense melonfields north of Jaffa. You 
pay eighty marks and they plant a dunam of land for you with olives, 
oranges, almonds or citrons. Olives cheaper: oranges need artificial 
irrigation. Every year you get a sending of the crop. Your name entered for 
life as owner in the book of the union. Can pay ten down and the balance in 
yearly instalments. Bleibtreustrasse 34, Berlin, W. 15. 

Nothing doing. Still an idea behind it. 200 

He looked at the cattle, blurred in silver heat. Silverpowdered 
olivetrees. Quiet long days: pruning, ripening. Olives are packed in jars, 
eh? I have a few left from Andrews. Molly spitting them out. Knows the 
taste of them now. Oranges in tissue paper packed in crates. Citrons too. 
Wonder is poor Citron still in Saint Kevin's parade. And Mastiansky with 
the old either. Pleasant evenings we had then. Molly in Citron's 
basketchair. Nice to hold, cool waxen fruit, hold in the hand, lift it to the 
nostrils and smell the perfume. Like that, heavy, sweet, wild perfume. 
Always the same, year after year. They fetched high prices too, Maisel told 
me. Arbutus place: Pleasants street: pleasant old times. Must be without a 21 o 
flaw, he said. Coming all that way: Spain, Gibraltar, Mediterranean, the 
Levant. Crates lined up on the quayside at Jaffa, chap ticking them off in a 
book, navvies handling them barefoot in soiled dungarees. There's 
whatdoyoucallhim out of. How do you? Doesn't see. Chap you know just 
to salute bit of a bore. His back is like that Norwegian captain's. Wonder if 
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I'll meet him today. Watering cart. To provoke the rain. On earth as it is in 
heaven. 

A cloud began to cover the sun slowly, wholly. Grey. Far. 
No, not like that. A barren land, bare waste. Vulcanic lake, the dead 

220 sea: no fish, weedless, sunk deep in the earth. No wind could lift those 
waves, grey metal, poisonous foggy waters. Brimstone they called it raining 
down: the cities of the plain: Sodom, Gomorrah, Edom. All dead names. A 
dead sea in a dead land, grey and old. Old now. It bore the oldest, the first 
race. A bent hag crossed from Cassidy's, clutching a naggin bottle by the 
neck. The oldest people. Wandered far away over all the earth, captivity to 
captivity, multiplying, dying, being born everywhere. It lay there now. Now 
it could bear no more. Dead: an old woman's: the grey sunken cunt of the 
world. 

Desolation. 
230 Grey horror seared his flesh. Folding the page into his pocket he 

turned into Eccles street, hurrying homeward. Cold oils slid along his veins, 
chilling his blood: age crusting him with a salt cloak. Well, I am here now. 
Yes, I am here now. Morning mouth bad images. Got up wrong side of the 
bed. Must begin again those Sandow's exercises. On the hands down. 
Blotchy brown brick houses. Number eighty still unlet. Why is that? 
Valuation is only twentyeight. Towers, Battersby, North, MacArthur: 
parlour windows plastered with bills. Plasters on a sore eye. To smell the 
gentle smoke of tea, fume of the pan, sizzling butter. Be near her ample 
bedwarmed flesh. Yes, yes. 

240 Quick warm sunlight came running from Berkeley road, swiftly, in 
slim sandals, along the brightening footpath. Runs, she runs to meet me, a 
girl with gold hair on the wind. 

Two letters and a card lay on the hallfloor. He stooped and gathered 
them. Mrs Marion Bloom. His quickened heart slowed at once. Bold hand. 
Mrs Marion. 
-Poldy! 

Entering the bedroom he halfclosed his eyes and walked through 
warm yellow twilight towards her tousled head. 
-Who are the letters for? 

250 He looked at them. Mullingar. Milly. 
-A letter for me from Milly, he said carefully, and a card to you. And a 
letter for you. 

He laid her card and letter on the twill bedspread near the curve of 
her knees. 
-Do you want the blind up? 

Letting the blind up by gentle tugs halfway his backward eye saw her 
glance at the letter and tuck it under her pillow. 
-That do? he asked, turning. 

She was reading the card, propped on her elbow. 
260 -She got the things, she said. 
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He waited till she had laid the card aside and curled herself back 
slowly with a snug sigh. 
-Hurry up with that tea, she said. I'm parched. 
-The kettle is boiling, he said. 

But he delayed to clear the chair: her striped petticoat, tossed soiled 
linen: and lifted all in an armful on to the foot of the bed. 

As he went down the kitchen stairs she called: 
-Poldy! 
-What? 
-Scald the teapot. 210 

On the boil sure enough: a plume of steam from the spout. He 
scalded and rinsed out the teapot and put in four full spoons of tea, tilting 
the kettle then to let the water flow in. Having set it to draw he took off the 
kettle, crushed the pan flat on the live coals and watched the lump of butter 
slide and melt. While he unwrapped the kidney the cat mewed hungrily 
against him. Give her too much meat she won't mouse. Say they won't eat 
pork. Kosher. Here. He let the bloodsmeared paper fall to her and dropped 
the kidney amid the sizzling butter sauce. Pepper. He sprinkled it through 
his fingers ringwise from the chipped eggcup. 

Then he slit open his letter, glancing down the page and over. 280 

Thanks: new tam: Mr Coghlan: Iough Owel picnic: young student: Blazes 
Boylan's seaside girls. 

The tea was drawn. He filled his own moustachecup, sham crown 
Derby, smiling. Silly Milly's birthday gift. Only five she was then. No, wait: 
four. I gave her the amberoid necklace she broke. Putting pieces of folded 
brown paper in the letterbox for her. He smiled, pouring. 

0, Milly Bloom,you are my darling. 
You are my /ookingglass from night to morning. 
I'd rather have you without a farthing 
Than Katey Keogh with her ass and garden. 290 

Poor old professor Goodwin. Dreadful old case. Still he was a 
courteous old chap. Oldfashioned way he used to bow Molly off the 
platform. And the little mirror in his silk hat. The night Milly brought it 
into the parlour. 0, look what I found in professor Goodwin's hat! All we 
laughed. Sex breaking out even then. Pert little piece she was. 

He prodded a fork into the kidney and slapped it over: then fitted the 
teapot on the tray. Its hump bumped as he took it up. Everything on it? 
Bread and butter, four, sugar, spoon, her cream. Yes. He carried it upstairs, 
his thumb hooked in the teapot handle. 

Nudging the door open with his knee he carried the tray in and set it 300 

on the chair by the bedhead. 
-What a time you were! she said. 

She set the brasses jingling as she raised herself briskly, an elbow on 
the pillow. He looked calmly down on her bulk and between her large soft 



hubs, sloping within her nightdress like a shegoat's udder. The warmth of 
her couched body rose on the air, mingling with the fragrance of the tea she 
poured. 

A strip of torn envelope peeped from under the dimpled pillow. In the 
act of going he stayed to straighten the bedspread. 

3 to -Who was the letter from? he asked. 
Bold hand. Marion. 

-0, Boylan, she said. He's bringing the programme. 
-What are you singing? 
-La ci darem with J. C. Doyle, she said, and Love's Old Sweet Song. 

Her full lips, drinking, smiled. Rather stale smell that incense leaves 
next day. Like foul flowerwater. 
-Would you like the window open a little? 

She doubled a slice of bread into her mouth, asking: 
-What time is the funeral? 

320 -Eleven, I think, he answered. I didn't see the paper. 
Following the pointing of her finger he took up a leg of her soiled 

drawers from the bed. No? Then, a twisted grey garter looped round a 
stocking: rumpled, shiny sole. 
-No: that book. 

Other stocking. Her petticoat. 
-It must have fell down, she said. 

He felt here and there. Voglio e non vorrei. Wonder if she pronounces 
that right: vog/io. Not in the bed. Must have slid down. He stooped and 
lifted the valance. The book, fallen, sprawled against the bulge of the 

330 orangekeyed chamberpot. 
-Show here, she said. I put a mark in it. There's a word I wanted to ask 
you. 

She swallowed a draught of tea from her cup held by nothandle and, 
having wiped her fingertips smartly on the blanket, began to search the text 
with the hairpin till she reached the word. 
-Met him what? he asked. 
-Here, she said. What does that mean? 

He leaned downward and read near her polished thumbnail. 
-Metempsychosis? 

340 -Yes. Who's he when he's at home? 
-Metempsychosis, he said, frowning. It's Greek: from the Greek. That 
means the transmigration of souls. 
-0, rocks! she said. Tell us in plain words. 

He smiled, glancing askance at her mocking eyes. The same young 
eyes. The first night after the charades. Dolphin's Barn. He turned over the 
smudged pages. Ruby: the Pride of the Ring. Hello. Illustration. Fierce 
Italian with carriagewhip. Must be Ruby pride of the on the floor naked. 
Sheet kindly lent. The monster Maffei desisted and flung his victim from him 
with an oath. Cruelty behind it all. Doped animals. Trapeze at Hengler's. 
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Had to look the other way. Mob gaping. Break your neck and we'll break 350 

our sides. Families of them. Bone them young so they metamspychosis. 
That we live after death. Our souls. That a man's soul after he dies, 
Dignam's soul .... 
-Did you finish it? he asked. 
-Yes, she said. There's nothing smutty in it. Is she in love with the first 
fellow all the time? 
-Never read it. Do you want another? 
-Yes. Get another of Paul de Kock's. Nice name he has. 

She poured more tea into her cup, watching it Row sideways. 
Must get that Capel street library book renewed or they'll write to 360 

Kearney, my guarantor. Reincarnation: that's the word. 
-Some people believe, he said, that we go on living in another body after 
death, that we lived before. They call it reincarnation. That we all lived 
before on the earth thousands of years ago or some other planet. They say 
we have forgotten it. Some say they remember their past lives. 

The sluggish cream wound curdling spirals through her tea. Better 
remind her of the word: metempsychosis. An example would be better. An 
example? 

The Bath of the Nymph over the bed. Given away with the Easter 
number of Photo Bits: splendid masterpiece in art colours. Tea before you 370 

put milk in. Not unlike her with her hair down: slimmer. Three and six I 
gave for the frame. She said it would look nice over the bed. Naked 
nymphs: Greece: and for instance all the people that lived then. 

He turned the pages back. 
-Metempsychosis, he said, is what the ancient Greeks called it. They used 
to believe you could be changed into an animal or a tree, for instance. What 
they called nymphs, for example. 

Her spoon ceased to stir up the sugar. She gazed straight before her, 
inhaling through her arched nostrils. 
-There's a smell of burn, she said. Did you leave anything on the fire? 380 

-The kidney! he cried suddenly. 
He fitted the book roughly into his inner pocket and, stubbing his toes 

against the broken commode, hurried out towards the smell, stepping 
hastily down the stairs with a flurried stork's legs. Pungent smoke shot up 
in an angry jet from a side of the pan. By prodding a prong of the fork 
under the kidney he detached it and turned it turtle on its back. Only a little 
burnt. He tossed it off the pan on to a plate and let the scanty brown gravy 
trickle over it. 

Cup of tea now. He sat down, cut and buttered a slice of the loaf. He 
shore away the burnt flesh and flung it to the cat. Then he put a forkful into 390 

his mouth, chewing with discernment the toothsome pliant meat. Done to a 
turn. A mouthful of tea. Then he cut away dies of bread, sopped one in the 
gravy and put it in his mouth. What was that about some young student 
and a picnic? He creased out the letter at his side, reading it slowly as he 
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chewed, sopping anothet die of bread in the gravy and raising it to his 
mouth. 

Dearest Papli 
Thanks ever so much for the lovely birthday present. It suits me 

splendid. Everyone says I am quite the belle in my new tam. I got mummy's 
400 lovely box of creams and am writing. They are lovely. I am getting on 

swimming in the photo business now. Mr Coghlan took one of me and Mrs. 
Will send when developed. We did great biz yesterday. Fair day and all the 
beef to the heels were in. We are going to Iough Owel on Monday with a 
few friends to make a scrap picnic. Give my love to mummy and to yourself 
a big kiss and thanks. I hear them at the piano downstairs. There is to be a 
concert in the Greville Arms on Saturday. There is a young student comes 
here some evenings named Bannon his cousins or something are big swells 
and he sings Boylan's (I was on the pop of writing Blazes Boylan's) song 
about those seaside girls. Tell him silly Milly sends my best respects. I must 

4 to now close with fondest love 

Your fond daughter 
Milly 

P. S. Excuse bad writing am in hurry. Byby. 
M. 

Fifteen yesterday. Curious, fifteenth of the month too. Her first 
birthday away from home. Separation. Remember the summer morning she 
was born, running to knock up Mrs Thornton in Denzille street. J oily old 
woman. Lot of babies she must have helped into the world. She knew from 
the first poor little Rudy wouldn't live. Well, God is good, sir. She knew at 

420 once. He would be eleven now if he had lived. 
His vacant face stared pityingly at the postscript. Excuse bad writing. 

Hurry. Piano downstairs. Coming out of her shell. Row with her in the XL 
Cafe about the bracelet. Wouldn't eat her cakes or speak or look. Saucebox. 
He sopped other dies of bread in the gravy and ate piece after piece of 
kidney. Twelve and six a week. Not much. Still, she might do worse. 
Musichall stage. Young student. He drank a draught of cooler tea to wash 
down his meal. Then he read the letter again: twice. 

0, well: she knows how to mind herself. But if not? No, nothing has 
happened. Of course it might. Wait in any case till it does. A wild piece of 

430 goods. Her slim legs running up the staircase. Destiny. Ripening now. 
Vain: very. 

He smiled with troubled affection at the kitchen window. Day I 
caught her in the street pinching her cheeks to make them red. Anemic a 
little. Was given milk too long. On the Erin's King that day round the Kish. 
Damned old tub pitching about. Not a bit funky. Her pale blue scarf loose 
in the wind with her hair. 
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All dimpled cheeks and curls, 
Your head it simp!J swirls. 

Seaside girls. Torn envelope. Hands stuck in his trousers' pockets, jarvey 
off for the day, singing. Friend of the family. Swurls, he says. Pier with 440 

lamps, summer evening, band. 

Those girls, those girls, 
Those love!J seaside girls. 

Milly too. Young kisses: the first. Far away now past. Mrs Marion. 
Reading, lying back now, counting the strands of her hair, smiling, 
braiding. 

A soft qualm, regret, flowed down his backbone, increasing. Will 
happen, yes. Prevent. Useless: can't move. Girl's sweet light lips. Will 
happen too. He felt the flowing qualm spread over him. Useless to move 
now. Lips kissed, kissing, kissed. Full gluey woman's lips. 450 

Better where she is down there: away. Occupy her. Wanted a dog to 
pass the time. Might take a trip down there. August bank holiday, only two 
and six return. Six weeks off, however. Might work a press pass. Or 
through M'Coy. 

The cat, having cleaned all her fur, returned to the meatstained paper, 
nosed at it and stalked to the door. She looked back at him, mewing. Wants 
to go out. Wait before a door sometime it will open. Let her wait. Has the 
fidgets. Electric. Thunder in the air. Was washing at her ear with her back 
to the fire too. 

He felt heavy, full: then a gentle loosening of his bowels. He stood up, 460 

undoing the waistband of his trousers. The cat mewed to him. 
-Miaow! he said in answer. Wait till I'm ready. 

Heaviness: hot day coming. Too much trouble to fag up the stairs to 
the landing. 

A paper. He liked to read at stool. Hope no ape comes knocking just 
as I'm. 

In the tabledrawer he found an old number of Titbits. He folded it 
under his armpit, went to the door and opened it. The cat went up in soft 
bounds. Ah, wanted to go upstairs, curl up in a ball on the bed. 

Listening, he heard her voice: 4 70 

-Come, come, pussy. Come. 
He went out through the backdoor into the garden: stood to listen 

towards the next garden. No sound. Perhaps hanging clothes out to dry. 
The maid was in the garden. Fine morning. 

He bent down to regard a lean file of spearmint growing by the wall. 
Make a summerhouse here. Scarlet runners. Virginia creepers. Want to 
manure the whole place over, scabby soil. A coat of liver of sulphur. All soil 
like that without dung. Household slops. Loam, what is this that is? The 
hens in the next garden: their droppings are very good top dressing. Best of 
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480 all though are the cattle, especially when they are fed on those oilcakes. 
Mulch of dung. Best thing to clean ladies' kid gloves. Dirty cleans. Ashes 
too. Reclaim the whole place. Grow peas in that corner there. Lettuce. 
Always have fresh greens then. Still gardens have their drawbacks. That bee 
or bluebottle here Whitmonday. 

He walked on. Where is my hat, by the way? Must have put it back 
on the peg. Or hanging up on the floor. Funny I don't remember that. 
Hallstand too full. Four umbrellas, her raincloak. Picking up the letters. 
Drago's shopbell ringing. Queer I was just thinking that moment. Brown 
brillantined hair over his collar. Just had a wash and brushup. Wonder have 

490 I time for a bath this morning. Tara street. Chap in the paybox there got 
away James Stephens, they say. O'Brien. 

Deep voice that fellow Dlugacz has. Agendath what is it? Now, my 
miss. Enthusiast. 

He kicked open the crazy door of the jakes. Better be careful not to 
get these trousers dirty for the funeral. He went in, bowing his head under 
the low lintel. Leaving the door ajar, amid the stench of mouldy limewash 
and stale cobwebs he undid his braces. Before sitting down he peered 
through a chink up at the nextdoor windows. The king was in his 
countinghouse. Nobody. 

soo A squat on the cuckstool he folded out his paper, turning its pages 
over on his bared knees. Something new and easy. No great hurry. Keep it 
a bit. Our prize titbit: Matcham' s Masterstroke. Written by Mr Philip 
Beaufoy, Playgoers' Club, London. Payment at the rate of one guinea a 
column has been made to the writer. Three and a half. Three pounds three. 
Three pounds, thirteen and six. 

Quietly he read, restraining himself, the first column and, yielding but 
resisting, began the second. Midway, his last resistance yielding, he allowed 
his bowels to ease .themselves quietly as he read, reading still patiently that 
slight constipation of yesterday quite gone. Hope it's not too big bring on 

51 o piles again. No, just right. So. Ah! Costive. One tabloid of cascara sagrada. 
Life might be so. It did not move or touch him but it was something quick 
and neat. Print anything now. Silly season. He read on, seated calm above 
his own rising smell. Neat certainly. Matcham often thinks of the 
masterstroke by which he won the laughing witch who now. Begins and 
ends morally. Hand in hand. Smart. He glanced back through what he had 
read and, while feeling his water flow quietly, he envied kindly Mr Beaufoy 
who had written it and received payment of three pounds, thirteen and six. 

Might manage a sketch. By Mr and Mrs L. M. Bloom. Invent a story 
for some proverb. Which? Time I used to try jotting down on my cuff what 

s2o she said dressing. Dislike dressing together. Nicked myself shaving. Biting 
her nether lip, hooking the placket of her skirt. Timing her. 9·15. Did 
Roberts pay you yet? 9.20. What had Gretta Conroy on? 9.23. What 
possessed me to buy this comb? 9· 24. I'm swelled after that cabbage. A 
speck of dust on the patent leather of her boot: rubbing smartly in turn 
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each welt against her stockinged calf. Morning after the bazaar dance when 
May's band played Ponchielli's dance of the hours. Explain that: morning 
hours, noon, then evening coming on, then night hours. Washing her teeth. 
That was the first night. Her head dancing. Her fansticks clicking. Is that 
Boylan well off? He has money. Why? I noticed he had a good rich smell 
off his breath dancing. No use humming then. Allude to it. Strange kind of 530 

music that last night. The mirror was in shadow. She rubbed her hand glass 
briskly on her woollen vest against her full wagging bub. Peering into it. 
Lines in her eyes. It wouldn't pan out somehow. 

Evening hours, girls in grey gauze. Night hours then: black with 
daggers and eyemasks. Poetical idea: pink, then golden, then grey, then 
black. Still, true to life also. Day: then the night. 

He tore away half the prize story sharply and wiped himself with it. 
Then he girded up his trousers, braced and buttoned himself. He pulled 
back the jerky shaky door of the jakes and came forth from the gloom into 
the air. 540 

In the bright light, lightened and cooled in limb, he eyed carefully his 
black trousers: the ends, the knees, the boughs of the knees. What time is 
the funeral? Better find out in the paper. 

A creak and a dark whirr in the air high up. The bells of George's 
church. They tolled the hour: loud dark iron. 

Heigho! Heigho! 
Heigho! Heigho! 
Heigho! Heigho! 

Quarter to. There again: the overtone following through the air. A 
third. 550 

Poor Dignam! 



[5] 

* By lorries along sir John Rogerson's quay Mr Bloom walked soberly, 
past Windmill lane, Leask's the linseed crusher, the postal telegraph office. 
Could have given that address too. And past the sailors' home. He turned 
from the morning noises of the quayside and walked through Lime street. 
By Brady's cottages a boy for the skins lolled, his bucket of offal linked, 
smoking a chewed fagbutt. A smaller girl with scars of eczema on her 
forehead eyed him, listlessly holding her battered caskhoop. Tell him if he 
smokes he won't grow. 0 let him! His life isn't such a bed of roses. Waiting 
outside pubs to bring da home. Come home to rna, da. Slack hour: won't be 

to many there. He crossed Townsend street, passed the frowning face of 
Bethel. El, yes: house of: Aleph, Beth. And past Nichols' the undertaker. At 
eleven it is. Time enough. Daresay Corny Kelleher bagged the job for 
O'Neill's. Singing with his eyes shut. Corny. Met her once in the park. In 
the dark. What a lark. Police tout. Her name and address she then told with 
my tooraloom tooraloom tay. 0, surely he bagged it. Bury him cheap in a 
whatyoumaycall. With my tooraloom, tooraloom, tooraloom, tooraloom. 

In Westland row he halted before the window of the Belfast and 
Oriental Tea Company and read the legends of leadpapered packets: choice 
blend, finest quality, family tea. Rather warm. Tea. Must get some from 

20 Tom Kernan. Couldn't ask him at a funeral, though While his eyes still 
read blandly he took off his hat quietly inhaling his bairoil and sent his 
right hand with slow grace over his brow and hair. Very warm morning. 
Under their dropped lids his eyes found the tiny bow of the leather 
headband inside his high grade ha. Just there. His right hand came down 
into the bowl of his hat. His fingers found quickly a card behind the 
headband and transferred it to his waistcoat pocket. 

So warm. His right hand once more more slowly went over his brow 
and hair. Then he put on his hat again, relieved: and read again: choice 
blend, made of the finest Ceylon brands. The far east. Lovely spot it must 

30 be: the garden of the world, big lazy leaves to float about on, cactuses, 
flowery meads, snaky Hanas they call them. Wonder is it like that. Those 
Cinghalese lobbing about in the sun in dolce far niente, not doing a hand's 
turn all day. Sleep six months out of twelve. Too hot to quarrel. Influence of 
the climate. Lethargy. Flowers of idleness. The air feeds most. Azotes. 
Hothouse in Botanic gardens. Sensitive plants. Waterlilies. Petals too tired 
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to. Sleeping sickness in the air. Walk on roseleaves. Imagine trying to eat 
tripe and cowheel. Where was the chap I saw in that picture somewhere? 
Ah yes, in the dead sea floating on his back, reading a book with a parasol 
open. Couldn't sink if you tried: so thick with salt. Because the weight of 
the water, no, the weight of the body in the water is equal to the weight of 40 

the what? Or is it the volume is equal to the weight? It's a law something 
like that. Vance in High school cracking his fingerjoints, teaching. The 
college curriculum. Cracking curriculum. What is weight really when you 
say the weight? Thirtytwo feet per second per second. Law of falling 
bodies: per second per second. They all fall to the ground. The earth. It's 
the force of gravity of the earth is the weight. 

He turned away and sauntered across the road. How did she walk 
with her sausages? Like that something. As he walked he took the folded 
Freeman from his sidepocket, unfolded it, rolled it lengthwise in a baton 
and tapped it at each sauntering step against his trouserleg. Careless air: so 
just drop in to see. Per second per second. Per second for every second it 
means. From the curbstone he darted a keen glance through the door of the 
postoffice. Too late box. Post here. No-one. In. 

He handed the card through the brass grill. 
-Are there any letters for me? he asked. 

While the postmistress searched a pigeonhole he gazed at the 
recruiting poster with soldiers of all arms on parade: and held the tip of his 
baton against his nostrils, smelling freshprinted rag paper. No answer 
probably. Went too far last time. 

The postmistress handed him back through the grill his card with a 60 

letter. He thanked her and glanced rapidly at the typed envelope. 

Henry Flower Esq, 
c;o P. 0. Westland Row, 

City. 

Answered anyhow. He slipped card and letter into his sidepocket, 
reviewing again the soldiers on parade. Where's old Tweedy's regiment? 
Castoff soldier. There: bearskin cap and hackle plume. No, he's a 
grenadier. Pointed cuffs. There he is: royal Dublin fusiliers. Redcoats. Too 
showy. That must be why the women go after them. Uniform. Easier to 
enlist and drill. Maud Gonne's letter about taking them off O'Connell street 70 

at night: disgrace to our Irish capital. Griffith's paper is on the same tack 
now: an army rotten with venereal disease: overseas or halfseasover empire. 
Half baked they look: hypnotised like. Eyes front. Mark time. Table: able. 
Bed: ed. The King's own. Never see him dressed up as a fireman or a 
bobby. A mason, yes. 

He strolled out of the postoffice and turned to the right. Talk: as if 
that would mend matters. His hand went into his pocket and a forefinger 
felt its way under the flap of the envelope, ripping it open in jerks. Women 
will pay a lot of heed, I don't think. His fingers drew forth the letter the 
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so letter and crumpled the envelope in his pocket. Something pinned on: photo 
perhaps. Hair? No. 

M'Coy. Get rid of him quickly. Take me out of my way. Hate 
company when you. 
-Hello, Bloom. Where are you off to? 
-Hello, M'Coy. Nowhere in particular. 
-How's the body? 
-Fine. How are you? 
-Just keeping alive, M'Coy said. 

His eyes on the black tie and clothes he asked with low respect: 
90 -Is there any ... no trouble I hope? I see you're ... 

-0, no, Mr Bloom said. Poor Dignam, you know. The funeral is today. 
-To be sure, poor fellow. So it is. What time? 

A photo it isn't. A badge maybe. 
-Eeleven, Mr Bloom answered. 
-I must try to get out there, M'Coy said. Eleven, is it? I only heard it last 
night. Who was telling me? Holohan. You know Hoppy? 
-I know. 

Mr Bloom gazed across the road at the outsider drawn up before the 
door of the Grosvenor. The porter hoisted the valise up on the well. She 

1 oo stood still, waiting, while the man, husband, brother, like her, searched his 
pockets for change. Stylish kind of coat with that roll collar, warm for a 
day like this, looks like blanketcloth. Careless stand of her with her hands 
in those patch pockets. Like that haughty creature at the polo match. 
Women all for caste till you touch the spot. Handsome is and handsome 
does. Reserved about to yield. The honourable Mrs and Brutus is an 
honourable man. Possess her once take the starch out of her. 
-I was with Bob Doran, he's on one of his periodical bends, and what do 
you call him Bantam Lyons. Just down there in Conway's we were. 

Doran Lyons in Conway's. She raised a gloved hand to her hair. In 
11 o came Hoppy. Having a wet. Drawing back his head and gazing far from 

beneath his vailed eyelids he saw the bright fawn skin shine in the glare, the 
braided drums. Clearly I can see today. Moisture about gives long sight 
perhaps. Talking of one thing or another. Lady's hand. Which side will she 
get up? 
-And he said: Sad thing abo11t o11r poor friend Paddy! What Paddy? I said. 
Poor little Paddy Dignam, he said. 

Off to the country: Broadstone probably. High brown boots with 
laces dangling. Wellturned foot. What is he foostering over that change for? 
Sees me looking. Eye out for other fellow always. Good fallback. Two 

120 strings to her bow. 
I said. What's wrong with him? I said. 

Proud: rich: silk stockings. 
-Yes, Mr Bloom said. 
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He moved a little to the side of M'Coy's talking head. Getting up in a 
minute. 
-What's wrong with him? he said. He's dead, he said. And, faith, he filled 
up. Is it Paddy Dignam? I said. I couldn't believe it when I heard it. I was 
with him no later than Friday last or Thursday was it in the Arch. Yes, he 
said. He's gone. He died on Monday, poor fellow. 

Watch! Watch! Silk Bash rich stockings white. Watch! 130 

A heavy tramcar honking its gong slewed between. 
Lost it. Curse your noisy pugnose. Feels locked out of it. Paradise and 

the peri. Always happening like that. The very moment. Girl in Eustace 
street hallway Monday was it settling her garter. Her friend covering the 
display of. Esprit de corps. Well, what are you gaping at? 
-Yes, yes, Mr Bloom said after a dull sigh. Another gone. 
-One of the best, M'Coy said. 

The tram passed. They drove off towards the Loop Line bridge, her 
rich gloved hand on the steel grip. Flicker, Bicker: the laceflare of her hat in 
the sun: flicker, flick. 140 

-Wife well, I suppose? M'Coy's changed voice said. 
-0, yes, Mr Bloom said. Tiptop, thanks. 

He unrolled the newspaper baton idly and read idly: 

What is home without 
Plumtree's Potted Meat? 

Incomplete. 
With it an abode of bliss. 

-My missus has just got an engagement. At least it's not settled yet. 
Valise tack again. By the way no harm. I'm off that, thanks. 
Mr Bloom turned his largelidded eyes with unhasty friendliness. t so 

-My wife too, he said. She's going to sing at a swagger affair in the Ulster 
Hall, Belfast, on the twentyfifth. 
-That so? M'Coy said. Glad to hear that, old man. Who's getting it up? 

Mrs Marion Bloom. Not up yet. Queen was in her bedroom eating 
bread and. No book. Blackened court cards laid along her thigh by sevens. 
Dark lady and fair man. Letter. Cat furry black ball. Torn strip of envelope. 

Love's. 
Old. 
Sweet. 
Song. 
Comes lo-ove' s old ... 

-It's a kind of a tour, don't you see, Mr Bloom said thoughtfully. Sweeeet 
song. There's a committee formed. Part shares and part profits. 

M'Coy nodded, picking at his moustache stubble. 
-0, well, he said. That's good news. 
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He moved to go. 
-Well, glad to see you looking fit, he said. Meet you knocking around. 
-Yes, Mr Bloom said. 
-Tell you what, M'Coy said. You might put down my name at the funeral, 

170 will you? I'd like to go but I mightn't be able, you see. There's a drowning 
case at Sandycove may turn up and then the coroner and myself would 
have to go down if the body is found. You just shove in my name if I'm not 
there, will you? 
-I'll do that, Mr Bloom said, moving to get off. That'll be all right. 
-Right, M'Coy said brightly. Thanks, old man. I'd go if I possibly could. 
Well. Tolloll. Just C. P. M'Coy will do. 
-That will be done, Mr Bloom answered firmly. 

Didn't catch me napping that wheeze. The quick touch. Soft mark. 
I'd like my job. Valise I have a particular fancy for. Leather. Capped 

180 corners, rivetted edges, double action lever lock. Bob Cowley lent him his 
for the Wicklow regatta concert last year and never heard tidings of it from 
that good day to this. 

Mr Bloom, strolling towards Brunswick street, smiled. My miss us has 
just got an. Reedy freckled soprano. Cheeseparing nose. Nice enough in its 
way: for a little ballad. No guts in it. You and me, don't you know: in the 
same boat. Softsoaping. Give you the needle that would. Can't he hear the 
difference? Think he's that way inclined a bit. Against my grain somehow. 
Thought that Belfast would fetch him. I hope that smallpox up there 
doesn't get worse. Suppose she wouldn't let herself be vaccinated again. 

190 Your wife and my wife. 
Wonder is he pimping after me? 
Mr Bloom stood at the corner, his eyes wandering over the 

multicoloured hoardings. Cantrell and Cochrane's Ginger Ale (Aromatic). 
Clery's Summer Sale. No, he's going on straight. Hello. Leah tonight. Mrs 
Sandmann Palmer. Like to see her again in that. Hamlet she played last 
night. Male impersonator. Perhaps he was a woman. Why Ophelia 
committed suicide. Poor papa! How he used to talk of Kate Bateman in 
that. Outside the Adelphi in London waited all the afternoon to get in. Year 
before I was born that was: sixtyfive. And Ristori in Vienna. What is this 

200 the right name is? By Mosenthal it is. Rachel, is it? No. The scene he was 
always talking about where the old blind Abraham recognises the voice and 
puts his fingers on his face. 

Nathan's voice! His son's voice! I hear the voice of Nathan who left 
his father to die of grief and misery in my arms, who left the house of his 
father and left the God of his father. 

Every word is so deep, Leopold. 
Poor papa! Poor man! I'm glad I didn't go into the room to look at 

his face. That day! 0, dear! 0, dear! Ffoo! Well, perhaps it was best for 
him. 
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Mr Bloom went round the corner and passed the drooping nags of the 21 o 
hazard. No use thinking of it any more. Nosebag time. Wish I hadn't met 
that M'Coy fellow. 

He came nearer and heard a crunching of gilded oats, the gently 
champing teeth. Their full buck eyes regarded him as he went by, amid the 
sweet oaten reek of horsepiss. Their Eldorado. Poor jugginsesl Damn all 
they know or care about anything with their long noses stuck in nosebags. 
Too full for words. Still they get their feed all right and their doss. Gelded 
too: a stump of black guttapercha wagging limp between their haunches. 
Might be happy all the same that way. Good poor brutes they look. Still 
their neigh can be very irritating. 220 

He drew the letter from his pocket and folded it into the newspaper he 
carried. Might just walk into her here. The lane is safer. 

He passed the cabman's shelter. Curious the life of drifting cabbies. 
All weathers, all places, time or setdown, no will of their own. Voglio e non. 
Like to give them an odd cigarette. Sociable. Shout a few flying syllables as 
they pass. He hummed: 

La ci darem Ia mano 
La Ia /ala Ia Ia. 

He turned into Cumberland street and, going on some paces, halted 
in the lee of the station wall. No-one. Meade's timberyard. Piled balks. 230 

Ruins and tenements. With careful tread he passed over a hopscotch court 
with its forgotten pickeystone. Not a sinner. Near the timberyard a 
squatted child at marbles, alone, shooting the taw with a cunnythumb. A 
wise tabby, a blinking sphinx, watched from her warm sill. Pity to disturb 
them. Mohammed cut a piece out of his mantle not to wake her. Open it. 
And once I played marbles when I went to that old dame's school. She liked 
mignonette. Mrs Ellis's. And Mr? He opened the letter within the 
newspaper. 

A flower. I think it's a. A yellow flower with flattened petals. Not 
annoyed then? What does she say? 240 

Dear Henry 

I got your last letter to me and thank you very much for it. I am sorry 
you did not like my last letter. Why did you enclose the stamps? I am 
awfully angry with you. I do wish I could punish you for that. I called you 
naughty boy because I do not like that other world. Please tell me what is 
the real meaning of that word? Are you not happy in your home you poor 
little naughty boy? I do wish I could do something for you. Please tell me 
what you think of poor me. I often think of the beautiful name you have. 
Dear Henry, when will we meet? I think of you so often you have no idea. I 
have never felt myself so much drawn to a man as you. I feel so bad about. 250 

Please write me a long letter and tell me more. Remember if you do not I 
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will punish you. So now you know what I will do to you, you naughty boy, 
if you do not wrote. 0 how I long to meet you. Henry dear, do not deny my 
request before my patience are exhausted. Then I will tell you all. Goodbye 
now, naughty darling, I have such a bad headache. today. and write by 
return to your longing 

Martha 

P. S. Do tell me what kind of perfume does your wife use. I want to know. 

X X X X 

260 He tore the flower gravely from its pinhold smelt its almost no smell 
and placed it in his heart pocket. Language of flowers. They like it because 
no-one can hear. Or a poison bouquet to strike him down. Then walking 
slowly forward he read the letter again, murmuring here and there a word. 
Angry tulips with you darling manflower punish your cactus if you don't 
please poor forgetmenot how I long violets to dear roses when we soon 
anemone meet all naughty nightstalk wife Martha's perfume. Having read 
it all he took it from the newspaper and put it back in his sidepocket. 

Weak joy opened his lips. Changed since the first letter. Wonder did 
she wrote it herself. Doing the indignant: a girl of good family like me, 

270 respectable character. Could meet one Sunday after the rosary. Thank you: 
not having any. Usual love scrimmage. Then running round corners. Bad 
as a row with Molly. Cigar has a cooling effect. Narcotic. Go further next 
time. Naughty boy: punish: afraid of words, of course. Brutal, why not? 
Try it anyhow. A bit at a time. 

Fingering still the letter in his pocket he drew the pin out of it. 
Common pin, eh? He threw it on the road. Out of her clothes somewhere: 
pinned together. Queer the number of pins they always have. No roses 
without thorns. 

Flat Dublin voices bawled in his head. Those two sluts that night in 
2 so the Coombe, linked together in the rain. 

0, Mairy lost the pin of her drawers. 
She didn't know what to do 
To keep it up, 
To keep it up. 

It? Them. Such a bad headache. Has her roses probably. Or sitting all day 
typing. Eyefocus bad for stomach nerves. What perfume does your wife 
use. Now could you make out a thing like that? 

To keep it up. 

Martha, Mary. I saw that picture somewhere I forget now old master or 
290 faked for money. He is sitting in their house, talking. Mysterious. Also the 

two sluts in the Coombe would listen. 
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To keep it 11p. 

Nice kind of evening feeling. No more wandering about. Just loll there: 
quiet dusk: let everything rip. Forget. Tell about places you have been, 
strange customs. The other one, jar on her head, was getting the supper: 
fruit, olives, lovely cool water out of a well, stonecold like the hole in the 
wall at Ashtown. Must carry a paper goblet next time I go to the 
trottingmatches. She listens with big dark soft eyes. Tell her: more and 
more: all. Then a sigh: silence. Long long long rest. 

Going under the railway arch he took out the envelope, tore it swiftly 300 
in shreds and scattered them towards the road. The shreds fluttered away, 
sank in the dank air: a white flutter, then all sank. 

Henry Flower. You could tear up a cheque for a hundred pounds in 
the same way. Simple bit of paper. Lord Iveagh once cashed a sevenfigure 
cheque for a million in the bank of Ireland. Shows you the money to be 
made out of porter. Still the other brother lord Ardilaun has to change his 
shirt four times a day, they say. Skin breeds lice or vermin. A million 
pounds, wait a moment. Twopence a pint, fourpence a quart, eightpence a 
gallon of porter, no, one and fourpence a gallon of porter. One and four 
into twenty: fifteen about. Yes, exactly. Fifteen millions of barrels of porter. 3to 

What am I saying barrels? Gallons. About a million barrels all the 
same. 

An incoming train clanked heavily above his head, coach after coach. 
Barrels bumped in his head: dull porter slopped and churned inside. The 
bungholes sprang open and a huge dull flood leaked out, flowing together, 
winding through mudflats all over the level land, a lazy pooling swirl of 
liquor bearing along wideleaved flowers of its froth. 

He had reached the open backdoor of All Hallows. Stepping into the 
porch he doffed his hat, took the card from his pocket and tucked it again 
behind the leather headband. Damn it. I might have tried to work M'Coy 320 

for a pass to Mullingar. 
Same notice on the door. Sermon by the very reverend John Conmee 

S. J. on saint Peter Claver S. J. and the African Mission. Prayers for the 
conversion of Gladstone they had too when he was almost unconscious. 
The protestants are the same. Convert Dr William J. Walsh D. D. to the 
true religion. Save China's millions. Wonder how they explain it to the 
heathen Chinee. Prefer an ounce of opium. Celestials. Rank heresy for 
them. Buddha their god lying on his side in the museum. Taking it easy with 
hand under his cheek. Josssticks burning. Not like Ecce Homo. Crown of 
thorns and cross. Clever idea Saint Patrick the shamrock. Chopsticks? 330 

Conmee: Martin Cunningham knows him: distinguishedlooking. Sorry I 
didn't work him about getting Molly into the choir instead of that Father 
Farley who looked a fool but wasn't. They're taught that. He's not going 
out in bluey specs with the sweat rolling off him to baptise blacks, is he? The 
glasses would take their fancy, flashing. Like to see them sitting round in a 
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ring with blub lips, entranced, listening. Still life. Lap it up like milk, I 
suppose. 

The cold smell of sacred stone called him. He trod the worn steps, 
pushed the swingdoor and entered softly by the rere. 

340 Something going on: some sodality. Pity so empty. Nice discreet place 
to be next some girl. Who is my neighbour? Jammed by the hour to slow 
music. That woman at midnight mass. Seventh heaven. Women knelt in the 
benches with crimson halters round their necks, heads bowed. A batch knelt 
at the altarrails. The priest went along by them, murmuring, holding the 
thing in his hands. He stopped at each, took out a communion, shook a 
drop or two (are they in water?) off it and put it neatly into her mouth. Her 
hat and head sank. Then the next one. Her hat sank at once. Then the next 
one: a small old woman. The priest bent down to put it into her mouth, 
murmuring all the time. Latin. The next one. Shut your eyes and open your 

350 mouth. What? Corpus: body. Corpse. Good idea the Latin. Stupefies them 
first. Hospice for the dying. They don't seem to chew it: only swallow it 
down. Rum idea: eating bits of a corpse. Why the cannibals cotton to it. 

He stood aside watching their blind masks pass down the aisle, one by 
one, and seek their places. He approached a bench and seated himself in its 
corner, nursing his hat and newspaper. These pots we have to wear. We 
ought to have hats modelled on our heads. They were about him here and 
there, with heads still bowed in their crimson halters, waiting for it to melt 
in their stomachs. Something like those mazzoth: it's that sort of bread: 
unleavened shewbread. Look at them. Now I bet it makes them feel happy. 

360 Lollipop. It does. Yes, bread of angels it's called. There's a big idea behind 
it, kind of kingdom of God is within you feel. First communicants. 
Hokypoky penny a lump. Then feel all like one family party, same in the 
theatre, all in the same swim. They do. I'm sure of that. Not so lonely. In 
our confraternity. Then come out a bit spreeish. Let off steam. Thing is if 
you really believe in it. Lourdes cure, waters of oblivion, and the Knock 
apparition, statues bleeding. Old fellow asleep near that confessionbox. 
Hence those snores. Blind faith. Safe in the arms of kingdom come. Lulls all 
pain. Wake this time next year. 

He saw the priest stow the communion cup away, well in, and kneel 
370 an instant before it, showing a large grey bootsole from under the lace 

affair he had on. Suppose he lost the pin of his. He wouldn't know what to 
do to. Bald spot behind. Letters on his back: I. N. R. I? No: I. H. S. Molly 
told me one time I asked her. I have sinned: or no: I have suffered, it is. And 
the other one? Iron nails ran in. 

Meet one Sunday after the rosary. Do not deny my request. Turn up 
with a veil and black bag. Dusk and the light behind her. She might be here 
with a ribbon round her neck and do the other thing all the same on the sly. 
Their character. That fellow that turned queen's evidence on the invincibles 
he used to receive the, Carey was his name, the communion every morning. 

380 This very church. Peter Carey, yes. No, Peter Claver I am thinking of. 
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Denis Carey. And just imagine that. Wife and six children at home. And 
plotting that murder all the time. Those crawthumpers, now that's a good 
name for them, there's always something shiftylooking about them. They're 
not straight men of business either. 0, no, she's not here: the flower: no, 
no. By the way, did I tear up that envelope? Yes: under the bridge. 

The priest was rinsing out the chalice: then he tossed off the dregs 
smartly. Wine. Makes it more aristocratic than for example if he drank 
what they are used to Guinness's porter or some temperance beverage 
Wheatley's Dublin hop bitters or Cantrell and Cochrane's ginger ale 
(aromatic). Doesn't give them any of it: shew wine: only the other. Cold 390 

comfort. Pious fraud but quite right: otherwise they'd have one old booser 
worse than another coming along, cadging for a drink. Queer the whole 
atmosphere of the. Quite right. Perfectly right that is. 

Mr Bloom looked back towards the choir. Not going to be any music. 
Pity. Who has the organ here I wonder? Old Glynn he knew how to make 
that instrument talk, the vibrato: fifty pounds a year they say he had in 
Gardiner street. Molly was in fine voice that day, the Stabat Mater of 
Rossini. Father Bernard Vaughan's sermon first. Christ or Pilate? Christ, 
but don't keep us all night over it. Music they wanted. Footdrill stopped. 
Could hear a pin drop. I told her to pitch her voice against that corner. I 400 

could feel the thrill in the air, the full, the people looking up: 

Quis est homo. 

Some of that old sacred music splendid. Mercadante: seven last 
words. Mozart's twelfth mass: Gloria in that. Those old popes keen on 
music, on art and statues and pictures of all kinds. Palestrina for example 
too. They had a gay old time while it lasted. Healthy too, chanting, regular 
hours, then brew liqueurs. Benedictine. Green Chartreuse. Still, having 
eunuchs in their choir that was coming it a bit thick. What kind of voice is 
it? Must be curious to hear after their own strong basses. Connoisseurs. 
Suppose they wouldn't feel anything after. Kind of a placid. No worry. Fall 41 o 
into flesh, don't they? Gluttons, tall, long legs. Who knows? Eunuch. One 
way out of it. 

He saw the priest bend down and kiss the altar and then face about 
and bless all the people. All crossed themselves and stood up. Mr Bloom 
glanced about him and then stood up, looking over the risen hats. Stand up 
at the gospel of course. Then all settled down on their knees again and he 
sat back quietly in his bench. The priest came down from the altar, holding 
the thing out from him, and he and the massboy answered each other in 
Latin. Then the priest knelt down and began to read off a card: 
-0 God, our refuge and our strength . .. .. 420 

Mr Bloom put his face forward to catch the words. English. Throw 
them the bone. I remember slightly. How long since your last mass? 
Glorious and immaculate virgin. Joseph, her spouse. Peter and Paul. More 
interesting if you understood what it was all about. Wonderful organisation 
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certainly, goes like clockwork. Confession. Everyone wants to. Then I will 
tell you all. Penance. Punish me, please. Great weapon in their hands. More 
than doctor or solicitor. Woman dying to. And I schschschschschsch. And 
did you chachachachacha? And why did you? Look down at her ring to 
find an excuse. Whispering gallery walls have ears. Husband learn to his 

430 surprise. God's little joke. Then out she comes. Repentance skindeep. 
Lovely shame. Pray at an altar. Hail Mary and Holy Mary. Flowers, 
incense, candles melting. Hide her blushes. Salvation army blatant 
imitation. Reformed prostitute will address the meeting. How I found the 
Lord. Squareheaded chaps those must be in Rome: they work. the whole 
show. And don't they rake in the money too? Bequests also: to the P. P. for 
the time being in his absolute discretion. Masses for the repose of my soul to 
be said publicly with open doors. Monasteries and convents. The priest in 
that Fermanagh will case in the witnessbox. No browbeating him. He had 
his answer pat for everything. Liberty and exaltation of our holy mother the 

440 church. The doctors of the church: they mapped out the whole theology of 
lt. 

The priest prayed: 
-Blessed Michael, archangel, defend us in the hour of conflict. Be our 
safeguard against the wickedness and snares of the devil (may God restrain 
him, we humbly pray!): and do thou, 0 prince of the heavenly host, by the 
power of God thrust Satan down to hell and with him those other wicked 
spirits who wander through the world for the ruin of souls. 

The priest and the massboy stood up and walked off. All over. The 
women remained behind: thanksgiving. 

450 Better be shoving along. Brother Buzz. Come around with the plate 
perhaps. Pay your Easter duty. 

He stood up. Hello. Were those two buttons of my waistcoat open all 
the time? Women enjoy it. Never tell you. But we. Excuse, miss, there's a 
(whh!) just a (whh!) fluff. Or their skirt behind, placket unhooked. 
Glimpses of the moon. Annoyed if you don't. Why didn't you tell me 
before. Still like you better untidy. Good job it wasn't farther south. He 
passed, discreetly buttoning, down the aisle and out through the main door 
into the light. He stood a moment unseeing by the cold black marble bowl 
while before him and behind two worshippers dipped furtive hands in the 

460 low tide of holy water. Trams: a car of Prescott's dyeworks: a widow in her 
weeds. Notice because I'm in mourning myself. He covered himself. How 
goes the time? Quarter past. Time enough yet. Better get that lotion made 
up. Where is this? Ah yes, the last time. Sweny's in Lincoln place. Chemists 
rarely move. Their green and gold beaconjars too heavy to stir. Hamilton 
Long's, founded in the year of the flood. Huguenot churchyard near there. 
Visit some day. 

He walked southward along Westland row. But the recipe is in the 
other trousers. 0, and I forgot that latchkey too. Bore this funeral affair. 0 
well, poor fellow, it's not his fault. When was it I got it made up last? Wait. 
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I changed a sovereign I remember. First of the month it must have been or 470 

the second. 0, he can look it up in the prescriptions book. 
The chemist turned back page after page. Sandy shrivelled smell he 

seems to have. Shrunken skull. And old. Quest for the philosopher's stone. 
The alchemists. Drugs age you after mental excitement. Lethargy then. 
Why? Reaction. A lifetime in a night. Gradually changes your character. 
Living all the day among herbs, ointments, disinfectants. All his alabaster 
lilypots. Mortar and pestle. Aq. Dist. Pol. Laur. Te Virid. Smell almost cure 
you like the dentist's doorbell. Doctor Whack. He ought to physic himself a 
bit. Electuary or emulsion. The first fellow that picked an herb to cure 
himself had a bit of pluck. Simples. Want to be careful. Enough stuff here to 480 

chloroform you. Test: turns blue litmus paper red. Chloroform. Overdose 
of laudanum. Sleeping draughts. Lovephiltres. Paragoric poppysyrup bad 
for cough. Clogs the pores or the phlegm. Poisons the only cures. Remedy 
where you least expect it. Clever of nature. 
-About a fortnight ago, sir? 
-Yes, Mr Bloom said. 

He waited by the counter, inhaling slowly the keen reek of drugs, the 
dusty dry smell of sponges and loofahs. Lot of time taken up telling your 
aches and pains. 
-Sweet almond oil and tincture of benzoin, Mr Bloom said, and then 490 

orangeflower water .... 
It certainly did make her skin so delicate white like wax. 

-And white wax also, he said. 
Brings out the darkness of her eyes. Looking at me, the sheet up to 

her eyes, Spanish, smelling herself, when I was fixing the links in my cuffs. 
Those homely recipes are often the best: strawberries for the teeth: nettles 
and rainwater: oatmeal they say steeped in buttermilk. Skinfood. One of 
the old queen's sons, duke of Albany was it? had only one skin. Leopold, 
yes. Three we have. Warts, bunions and pimples to make it worse. But you 
want a perfume too. What perfume does your? Peau d' Espagne. That soo 
orangeflower water is so fresh. Nice smell these soaps have. Pure curd soap. 
Time to get a bath round the corner. Hammam. Turkish. Massage. Dirt 
gets rolled up in your navel. Nicer if a nice girl did it. Also I think I. Yes I. 
Do it in the bath. Curious longing I. Water to water. Combine business with 
pleasure. Pity no time for massage. Feel fresh then all the day. Funeral be 
rather glum. 
-Yes, sir, the chemist said. That was two and nine. Have you brought a 
bottle? 
-No, Mr Bloom said. Make it up, please. I'll call later in the day and I'll 
take one of these soaps. How much are they? s to 
-Fourpence, sir. 

Mr Bloom raised a cake to his nostrils. Sweet lemony wax. 
-I'll take this one, he said. That makes three and a penny. 
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-Yes, sir, the chemist said. You can pay all together, sir, when you come 
back. 
-Good, Mr Bloom said. 

He strolled out of the shop, the newspaper baton under his armpit, 
the coolwrappered soap in his left hand. 

At his armpit Bantam Lyons' voite and hand said: 
520 -Hello, Bloom. What's the best news? Is that today's? Show us a minute. 

Shaved off his moustache again, by Jove! Long cold upper lip. To 
look younger. He does look balmy. Younger than I am. 

Bantam Lyons's yellow blacknailed fingers unrolled the baton. Wants 
a wash too. Take off the rough dirt. Good morning, have you used Pears' 
soap? Dandruff on his shoulders. Scalp wants oiling. 
-I want to see about that French horse that's running today, Bantam 
Lyons said. Where the bugger is it? 

He rustled the pleated pages, jerking his chin on his high collar. 
Barber's itch. Tight collar he'll lose his hair. Better leave him the paper and 

530 get shut of him. 
-You can keep it, Mr Bloom said. 
-Ascot. Gold cup. Wait, Bantam Lyons muttered. Half a mo. Maximum 
the second. 
-1 was just going to throw it away, Mr Bloom said. 

Bantam Lyons raised his eyes suddenly and leered weakly. 
-What's that? his sharp voice said. 
-1 say you can keep it, Mr Bloom answered. I was going to throw it away 
that moment. 

Bantam Lyons doubted an instant, leering: then thrust the outspread 
540 sheets back on Mr Bloom's arms. 

-I'll risk it, he said. Here, thanks. 
He sped off towards Conway's corner. God speed scut. 
Mr Bloom folded the sheets again to a neat square and lodged the 

soap in it, smiling. Silly lips of that chap. Betting. Regular hotbed of it 
lately. Messenger boys stealing to put on sixpence. Raffle for large tender 
turkey. Your Christmas dinner for threepence. Jack Fleming embezzling to 
gamble then smuggled off to America. Keeps a hotel now. They never come 
back. Fleshpots of Egypt. 

He walked cheerfully towards the mosque of the baths. Remind you 
550 of a mosque, redbaked bricks, the minarets. College sports today I see. He 

eyed the horseshoe poster over the gate of college park: cyclist doubled up 
like a cod in a pot. Damn bad ad. Now if they had made it round like a 
wheel. Then the spokes: sports, sports, sports: and the hub big: college. 
Something to catch the eye. 

There's Hornblower standing at the porter's lodge. Keep him on 
hands: might take a turn in there on the nod. How do you do, Mr 
Hornblower? How do you do, sir? 
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Heavenly weather really. If life was always like that. Cricket weather. 
Sit around under sunshades. Over after over. Out. They can't play it here. 
Duck for six wickets. Still Captain Buller broke a window in the Kildare 560 
street club with a slog to square leg. Donnybrook fair more in their line. 
And the skulls we were acracking when M'Carthy took the floor. 
Heatwave. Won't last. Always passing, the stream of life, which in the 
stream of life we trace is dearer thaaan them all. 

Enjoy a bath now: clean trough of water, cool enamel, the gentle 
tepid stream. This is my body. 

He foresaw his pale body reclined in it at full, naked, in a womb of 
warmth, oiled by scented melting soap, softly laved. He saw his trunk and 
limbs riprippled over and sustained, buoyed lightly upward, lemonyellow: 
his navel, bud of flesh: and saw the dark tangled curls of his bush floating, 570 
floating hair of the stream around the limp father of thousands, a languid 
floating flower. 



1     A Good Café on the Place St-Michel

Then there was the bad weather. It would come in one day when the fall was over. We 

would have to shut the windows in the night against the rain and the cold wind would 

strip the leaves from the trees in the Place Contrescarpe. The leaves lay sodden in the rain 

and the wind drove the rain against the big green autobus at the terminal and the Cafe des 

Amateurs was crowded and the windows misted over from the heat and the smoke inside. 

It was a sad, evilly run cafe where the drunkards of the quarter crowded together and I 

kept away from it because of the smell of dirty bodies and the sour smell of drunkenness. 

The men and women who frequented the Amateurs stayed drunk all of the time, or all of 

the time they could afford it, mostly on wine which they bought by the half-litre or litre. 

Many strangely named aperitifs were advertised, but few people could afford them except 

as a foundation to build their wine drunks on. The women drunkards were called 

poivrottes, which meant female rummies.

The Cafe des Amateurs was the cesspool of the rue Mouffetard, that wonderful 

narrow crowded market street which led into the Place Contrescarpe. The squat toilets of 

the old apartment houses, one by the side of the stairs on each floor with the two cleated 

cement shoe-shaped elevations on each side of the aperture so a locataire would not slip, 

emptied into cesspools which were emptied by pumping into horse-drawn tank wagons at 

night. In the summer time, with all windows open, we would hear the pumping and the 

odour was very strong. The tank wagons were painted brown and saffron colour and in 

the moonlight when they worked the rue Cardinal Lemoine their wheeled, horse-drawn 

cylinders looked like Braque paintings. No one emptied the Cafe des Amateurs though, 

and its yellowed poster stating the terms and penalties of the law against public 

drunkenness was as flyblown and disregarded as its clients were constant and ill-

smelling.

All of the sadness of the city came suddenly with the first cold rains of winter, and 

there were no more tops to the high white houses as you walked but only the wet 

blackness of the street and the closed doors of the small shops, the herb sellers, the 

stationery and the newspaper shops, the midwife - second class - and the hotel where 

Verlaine had died, where I had a room on the top floor where I worked.

It was either six or eight flights up to the top floor and it was very cold and I knew 

how much it would cost for a bundle of small twigs, three wire-wrapped packets of short, 

half-pencil length pieces of split pine to catch fire from the twigs, and then the bundle of 

half-dried lengths of hard wood that I must buy to make a fire that would warm the room. 

So I went to the far side of the street to look up at the roof in the rain and see if any 

chimneys were going, and how the smoke blew. There was no smoke and I thought about 

how the chimney would be cold and might not draw and of the room possibly filling with 

smoke, and the fuel wasted, and the money gone with it, and I walked on in the rain. I 

walked down past the Lycee Henri Quatre and the ancient church of St-Etienne-du-Mont 

and the windswept Place du Pantheon and cut in for shelter to the right and finally came 

out on the lee side of the Boulevard St-Michel and worked on down it past the Cluny and 
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the Boulevard St-Germain until I came to a good cafe that I knew on the Place St-Michel.

It was a pleasant cafe, warm and clean and friendly, and I hung up my old 

waterproof on the coat rack to dry and put my worn and weathered felt hat on the rack 

above the bench and ordered a cafe au lait. The waiter brought it and I took out a 

notebook from the pocket of the coat and a pencil and started to write. I was writing 

about up in Michigan and since it was a wild, cold, blowing day it was that sort of day in 

the story. I had already seen the end of fall come through boyhood, youth and young 

manhood, and in one place you could write about it better than in another. That was 

called transplanting yourself, I thought, and it could be as necessary with people as with 

other sorts of growing things. But in the story the boys were drinking and this made me 

thirsty and I ordered a rum St James. This tasted wonderful on the cold day and I kept on 

writing, feeling very well and feeling the good Martinique rum warm me all through my 

body and my spirit.

A girl came in the cafe and sat by herself at a table near the window. She was very 

pretty with a face fresh as a newly minted coin if they minted coins in smooth flesh with 

rain-freshened skin, and her hair was black as a crow's wing and cut sharply and 

diagonally across her cheek.

I looked at her and she disturbed me and made me very excited. I wished I could put 

her in the story, or anywhere, but she had placed herself so she could watch the street and 

the entry and I knew she was waiting for someone. So I went on writing.

The story was writing itself and I was having a hard time keeping up with it. I 

ordered another rum St James and I watched the girl whenever I looked up, or when I 

sharpened the pencil with a pencil sharpener with the shavings curling into the saucer 

under my drink.

I've seen you, beauty, and you belong to me now, whoever you are waiting for and if 

I never see you again, I thought. You belong to me and all Paris belongs to me and I 

belong to this notebook and this pencil.

Then I went back to writing and I entered far into the story and was lost in it. I was 

writing it now and it was not writing itself and I did not look up nor know anything about 

the time nor think where I was nor order any more rum St James. I was tired of rum St 

James without thinking about it. Then the story was finished and I was very tired. I read 

the last paragraph and then I looked up and looked for the girl and she had gone. I hope 

she's gone with a good man, I thought. But I felt sad.

I closed up the story in the notebook and put it in my inside pocket and I asked the 

waiter for a dozen portugaises and a half-carafe of the dry white wine they had there. 

After writing a story I was always empty and both sad and happy, as though I had made 

love, and I was sure this was a very good story although I would not know truly how 

good until I read it over the next day.

As I ate the oysters with their strong taste of the sea and their faint metallic taste that 

the cold white wine washed away, leaving only the sea taste and the succulent texture, 



and as I drank their cold liquid from each shell and washed it down with the crisp taste of 

the wine, I lost the empty feeling and began to be happy and to make plans.

Now that the bad weather had come, we could leave Paris for a while for a place 

where this rain would be snow coming down through the pines and covering the road and 

the high hillsides and at an altitude where we would hear it creak as we walked home at 

night. Below Les Avants there was a chalet where the pension was wonderful and where 

we would be together and have our books and at night be warm in bed together with the 

windows open and the stars bright. That was where we could go. Travelling third class on 

the train was not expensive. The pension cost very little more than we spent in Paris.

I would give up the room in the hotel where I wrote and there was only the rent of 74 

rue Cardinal Lemoine which was nominal. I had written journalism for Toronto and the 

cheques for that were due. I could write that anywhere under any circumstances and we 

had money to make the trip.

Maybe away from Paris I could write about Paris as in Paris I could write about 

Michigan. I did not know it was too early for that because I did not know Paris well 

enough. But that was how it worked out eventually. Anyway we would go if my wife 

wanted to, and I finished the oysters and the wine and paid my score in the cafe and made 

it the shortest way back up the Montagne Ste-Genevieve through the rain, that was now 

only local weather and not something that changed your life, to the flat at the top of the 

hill.

'I think it would be wonderful, Tatie,' my wife said. She had a gently modelled face 

and her eyes and her smile lighted up at decisions as though they were rich presents. 

'When should we leave?'

'Whenever you want.'

'Oh, I want to right away. Didn't you know?'

'Maybe it will be fine and clear when we come back. It can be very fine when it is 

clear and cold.'

'I'm sure it will be,' she said. 'Weren't you good to think of going, too.'

2     Miss Stein Instructs



When we came back to Paris it was clear and cold and lovely. The city had 

accommodated itself to winter, there was good wood for sale at the wood and coal place 

across our street, and there were braziers outside of many of the good cafes so that you 

could keep warm on the terraces. Our own apartment was warm and cheerful. We burned 

boulets which were moulded, egg-shaped lumps of coal dust, on the wood fire, and on the 

streets the winter light was beautiful. Now you were accustomed to see the bare trees 

against the sky and you walked on the fresh-washed gravel paths through the 

Luxembourg Gardens in the clear sharp wind. The trees were sculpture without their 

leaves when you were reconciled to them, and the winter winds blew across the surfaces 

of the ponds and the fountains blew in the bright light. All the distances were short now 

since we had been in the mountains.

Because of the change in altitude I did not notice the grade of the hills except with 

pleasure, and the climb up to the top floor of the hotel where I worked, in a room that 

looked across all the roofs and the chimneys of the high hill of the quarter, was a 

pleasure. The fireplace drew well in the room and it was warm and pleasant to work. I 

brought mandarines and roasted chestnuts to the room in paper packets and peeled and 

ate the small tangerine-like oranges and threw their skins and spat their seeds in the fire 

when I ate them and the roasted chestnuts when I was hungry. I was always hungry with 

the walking and the cold and the working. Up in the room I had a bottle of kirsch that we 

had brought back from the mountains and I took a drink of kirsch when I would get 

towards the end of a story or towards the end of the day's work. When I was through 

working for the day I put away the notebook, or the paper, in the drawer of the table and 

put any mandarines that were left in my pocket. They would freeze if they were left in the 

room at night.

It was wonderful to walk down the long flights of stairs knowing that I'd had good 

luck working. I always worked until I had something done and I always stopped when I 

knew what was going to happen next. That way I could be sure of going on the next day. 

But sometimes when I was starting a new story and I could not get it going, I would sit in 

front of the fire and squeeze the peel of the little oranges into the edge of the flame and 

watch the sputter of blue that they made. I would stand and look out over the roofs of 

Paris and think, 'Do not worry. You have always written before and you will write now. 

All you have to do is write one true sentence. Write the truest sentence that you know.' So 

finally I would write one true sentence, and then go on from there. It was easy then 

because there was always one true sentence that I knew or had seen or had heard 

someone say. If I started to write elaborately, or like someone introducing or presenting 

something, I found that I could cut that scrollwork or ornament out and throw it away and 

start with the first true simple declarative sentence I had written. Up in that room I 

decided that I would write one story about each thing that I knew about. I was trying to 

do this all the time I was writing, and it was good and severe discipline.

It was in that room too that I learned not to think about anything that I was writing 

from the time I stopped writing until I started again the next day. That way my 

subconscious would be working on it and at the same time I would be listening to other 

people and noticing everything, I hoped; learning, I hoped; and I would read so that I 

would not think about my work and make myself impotent to do it. Going down the stairs 



when I had worked well, and that needed luck as well as discipline, was a wonderful 

feeling and I was free then to walk anywhere in Paris.

If I walked down by different streets to the Jardin du Luxembourg in the afternoon I 

could walk through the gardens and then go to the Musee du Luxembourg where the 

great paintings were that have now mostly been transferred to the Louvre and the Jeu de 

Paume. I went there nearly every day for the Cezannes and to see the Manets and the 

Monets and the other Impressionists that I had first come to know about in the Art 

Institute at Chicago. I was learning something from the painting of Cezanne that made 

writing simple true sentences far from enough to make the stories have the dimensions 

that I was trying to put in them. I was learning very much from him but I was not 

articulate enough to explain it to anyone. Besides, it was a secret. But if the light was 

gone in the Luxembourg I would walk up through the gardens and stop in at the studio 

apartment where Gertrude Stein lived at 27 rue de Fleurus.

My wife and I had called on Miss Stein, and she and the friend who lived with her 

had been very cordial and friendly and we had loved the big studio with the great 

paintings. It was like one of the best rooms in the finest museum except there was a big 

fireplace and it was warm and comfortable and they gave you good things to eat and tea 

and natural distilled liqueurs made from purple plums, yellow plums or wild raspberries. 

These were fragrant, colourless alcohols served from cut-glass carafes in small glasses 

and whether they were quetsche, mirabelle or framboise they all tasted like the fruits they 

came from, converted into a controlled fire on your tongue that warmed you and loosened 

it.

Miss Stein was very big but not tall and was heavily built like a peasant woman. She 

had beautiful eyes and a strong German-Jewish face that also could have been Friulano 

and she reminded me of a northern Italian peasant woman with her clothes, her mobile 

face and her lovely, thick, alive immigrant hair which she wore put up in the same way 

she had probably worn it in college. She talked all the time and at first it was about 

people and places.

Her companion had a very pleasant voice, was small, very dark, with her hair cut like 

Joan of Arc in the Boutet de Monvel illustrations and had a very hooked nose. She was 

working on a piece of needlepoint when we first met them and she worked on this and 

saw to the food and drink and talked to my wife. She made one conversation and listened 

to two and often interrupted the one she was not making. Afterwards she explained to me 

that she always talked to the wives. The wives, my wife and I felt, were tolerated. But we 

liked Miss Stein and her friend, although the friend was frightening. The paintings and 

the cakes and the eau-de-vie were truly wonderful. They seemed to like us too and treated 

us as though we were very good, well-mannered and promising children and I felt that 

they forgave us for being in love and being married - time would fix that - and when my 

wife invited them to tea, they accepted.

When they came to our flat they seemed to like us even more; but perhaps that was 

because the place was so small and we were much closer together. Miss Stein sat on the 

bed that was on the floor and asked to see the stories I had written and she said that she 



liked them except one called Up in Michigan.

'It's good,' she said. 'That's not the question at all. But it is inaccrochable. That means 

it is like a picture that a painter paints and then he cannot hang it when he has a show and 

nobody will buy it because they cannot hang it either.'

'But what if it is not dirty but it is only that you are trying to use words that people 

would actually use? That are the only words that can make the story come true and that 

you must use them? You have to use them.'

'But you don't get the point at all,' she said. 'You mustn't write anything that is 

inaccrochable. There is no point in it. It's wrong and it's silly.'

She herself wanted to be published in the Atlantic Monthly, she told me, and she 

would be. She told me that I was not a good enough writer to be published there or in the 

Saturday Evening Post but that I might be some new sort of writer in my own way, but 

the first thing to remember was not to write stories that were inaccrochable. I did not 

argue about this nor try to explain again what I was trying to do about conversation. That 

was my own business and it was much more interesting to listen. That afternoon she told 

us, too, how to buy pictures.

'You can either buy clothes or buy pictures,' she said. 'It's that simple. No one who is 

not very rich can do both. Pay no attention to your clothes and no attention at all to the 

mode, and buy your clothes for comfort and durability, and you will have the clothes 

money to buy pictures.'

'But even if I never bought any more clothing ever,' I said, 'I wouldn't have enough 

money to buy the Picassos that I want.'

'No. He's out of your range. You have to buy the people of your own age - of your 

own military service group. You'll know them. You'll meet them around the quarter. 

There are always good new serious painters. But it's not you buying clothes so much. It's 

your wife always. It's women's clothes that are expensive.'

I saw my wife trying not to look at the strange, steerage clothes that Miss Stein wore 

and she was successful. When they left we were still popular, I thought, and we were 

asked to come again to 27 rue de Fleurus.

It was later on that I was asked to come to the studio any time after five in the winter 

time. I had met Miss Stein in the Luxembourg. I cannot remember whether she was 

walking her dog or not, nor whether she had a dog then. I know that I was walking 

myself, since we could not afford a dog nor even a cat then, and the only cats I knew 

were in the cafes or small restaurants or the great cats that I admired in concierges' 

windows. Later I often met Miss Stein with her dog in the Luxembourg gardens; but I 

think this time was before she had one.

But I accepted her invitation, dog or no dog, and had taken to stopping in at the 

studio, and she always gave me the natural eau-de-vie, insisting on my refilling my glass, 



and I looked at the pictures and we talked. The pictures were exciting and the talk was 

very good. She talked, mostly, and she told me about modern pictures and about painters 

- more about them as people than as painters - and she talked about her work. She showed 

me the many volumes of manuscript (chat she had written and that her companion typed 

each day. Writing every day made her happy, but as I got to know her better I found that 

for her to keep happy it was necessary that this steady daily output, which varied with her 

energy, be published and that she receive recognition.

This had not become an acute situation when I first knew her, since she had 

published three stories that were intelligible to anyone. One of these stories, Melanctha,  

was very good, and good samples of her experimental writing had been published in book 

form and had been well praised by critics who had met her or known her. She had such a 

personality that when she wished to win anyone over to her side she would not be 

resisted, and critics who met her and saw her pictures took on trust writing of hers that 

they could not understand because of their enthusiasm for her as a person, and because of 

their confidence in her judgment. She had also discovered many truths about rhythms and 

the uses of words in repetition that were valid and valuable and she talked well about 

them.

But she disliked the drudgery of revision and the obligation to make her writing 

intelligible, although she needed to have publication and official acceptance, especially 

for the unbelievably long book called The Making of Americans.

This book began magnificently, went on very well for a long way with great 

stretches of great brilliance and then went on endlessly in repetitions that a more 

conscientious and less lazy writer would have put in the waste basket. I came to know it 

very well as I got - forced, perhaps, would be the word -Ford Madox Ford to publish it in 

The Transatlantic Review serially, knowing that it would outrun the life of the review. 

For publication in the review I had to read all of Miss Stein's proof for her as this was a 

work which gave her no happiness.

On this cold afternoon when I had come past the concierge's lodge and the cold 

courtyard to the warmth of the studio, all that was years ahead. On this day Miss Stein 

was instructing me about sex. By that time we liked each other very much and I had 

already learned that everything I did not understand probably had something to it. Miss 

Stein thought that I was too uneducated about sex and I must admit that I had certain 

prejudices against homosexuality since I knew its more primitive aspects. I knew it was 

why you carried a knife and would use it when you were in the company of tramps when 

you were a boy in the days when wolves was not a slang term for men obsessed by the 

pursuit of women. I knew many inaccrochable terms and phrases from Kansas City days 

and the mores of different parts of that city, Chicago and the lake boats. Under 

questioning I tried to tell Miss Stein that when you were a boy and moved in the 

company of men, you had to be prepared to kill a man, know how to do it and really 

know that you would do it in order not to be interfered with. That term was accrochable.  

If you knew you would kill, other people sensed it very quickly and you were let alone; 

but there were certain situations you could not allow yourself to be forced into or trapped 

into. I could have expressed myself more vividly by using an inaccrochable phrase that 



wolves used on the lake boats, 'Oh gash may be fine but one eye for mine.' But I was 

always careful of my language with Miss Stein even when true phrases might have 

clarified or better expressed a prejudice.

'Yes, yes, Hemingway,' she said. 'But you were living in a milieu of criminals and 

perverts.'

I did not want to argue that, although I thought that I had lived in a world as it was 

and there were all kinds of people in it and I tried to understand them, although some of 

them I could not like and some I still hated.

'But what about the old man with beautiful manners and a great name who came to 

the hospital in Italy and brought me a bottle of Marsala or Campari and behaved 

perfectly, and then one day I would have to tell the nurse never to let that man into the 

room again?' I asked.

'Those people are sick and cannot help themselves and you should pity them.'

'Should I pity so and so?' I asked. I gave his name but he delights so in giving it 

himself that I feel there is no need to give it for him.

'No. He's vicious. He's a corrupter and he's truly vicious.' 'But he's supposed to be a 

good writer.' 'He's not,' she said. 'He's just a showman and he corrupts for the pleasure of 

corruption and he leads people into other vicious practices as well. Drugs, for example.'

'And in Milan the man I'm to pity was not trying to corrupt me?'

'Don't be silly. How could he hope to corrupt you? Do you corrupt a boy like you, 

who drinks alcohol, with a bottle of Marsala? No, he was a pitiful old man who could not 

help what he was doing. He was sick and he could not help it and you should pity him.'

'I did at the time,' I said. 'But I was disappointed because he had such beautiful 

manners.'

I took another sip of the eau-de-vie and pitied the old man and looked at Picasso's 

nude of the girl with the basket of flowers. I had not started the conversation and thought 

it had become a little dangerous. There were almost never any pauses in a conversation 

with Miss Stein, but we had paused and there was something she wanted to tell me and I 

filled my glass.

'You know nothing about any of this really, Hemingway,' she said. 'You've met 

known criminals and sick people and vicious people. The main thing is that the act male 

homosexuals commit is ugly and repugnant and afterwards they are disgusted with 

themselves. They drink and take drugs, to palliate this, but they are disgusted with the act 

and they are always changing partners and cannot be really happy.'

'I see.'



'In women it is the opposite. They do nothing that they are disgusted by and nothing 

that is repulsive and afterwards they are happy and they can lead happy lives together.'

'I see,' I said. 'But what about so and so?'

'She's vicious,' Miss Stein said. 'She's truly vicious, so she can never be happy except 

with new people. She corrupts people.'

'I understand.'

'You're sure you understand?'

There were so many things to understand in those days and I was glad when we 

talked about something else. The park was closed so I had to walk down along it to the 

rue de Vaugirard and around the lower end of the park. It was sad when the park was 

closed and locked and I was sad walking around it instead of through it and in a hurry to 

get home to the rue Cardinal Lemoine. The day had started out so brightly too. I would 

have to work hard tomorrow. Work could cure almost anything, I believed then, and I 

believe now. Then all I had to be cured of, I decided Miss Stein felt, was youth and 

loving my wife. I was not at all sad when I got home to the rue Cardinal Lemoine and 

told my newly acquired knowledge to my wife. In the night we were happy with our own 

knowledge we already had and other new knowledge we had acquired in the mountains.

3     'Une Generation Perdue'  

It was easy to get into the habit of stopping in at 27 rue de Fleurus late in the afternoon 

for the warmth and the great pictures and the conversation. Often Miss Stein would have 

no guests and she was always very friendly and for a long time she was affectionate. 

When I had come back from trips that I had made to the different political conferences or 

to the Near East or Germany for the Canadian paper and the news services that I worked 

for she wanted me to tell her about all the amusing details. There were funny parts always 

and she liked them and also what the Germans call gallows-humour stories. She wanted 

to know the gay part of how the world was going; never the real, never the bad.

I was young and not gloomy and there were always strange and comic things that 

happened in the worst time and Miss Stein liked to hear these. The other things I did not 

talk of and wrote by myself.



When I had not come back from any trips and would stop in at the rue de Fleurus 

after working I would try sometimes to get Miss Stein to talk about books. When I was 

writing, it was necessary for me to read after I had written. If you kept thinking about it, 

you would lose the thing that you were writing before you could go on with it the next 

day. It was necessary to get exercise, to be tired in the body, and it was very good to 

make love with whom you loved. That was better than anything. But afterwards, when 

you were empty, it was necessary to read in order not to think or worry about your work 

until you could do it again. I had learned already never to empty the well of my writing, 

but always stop when there was still something there in the deep part of the well, and let 

it refill at night from the springs that fed it.

To keep my mind off writing sometimes after I had worked I would read writers who 

were writing then, such as Aldous Huxley, D. H. Lawrence or any who had books 

published that I could get from Sylvia Beach's library or find along the quais.

'Huxley is a dead man,' Miss Stein said. 'Why do you want to read a dead man? Can't 

you see he is dead?'

I could not see, then, that he was a dead man and I said that his books amused me 

and kept me from thinking.

'You should only read what is truly good or what is frankly bad.'

'I've been reading truly good books all winter and all last winter and I'll read them 

next winter, and I don't like frankly bad books.'

'Why do you read this trash? It is inflated trash, Hemingway. By a dead man.'

'I like to see what they are writing,' I said. 'And it keeps my mind off me doing it.'

'Who else do you read now?'

'D. H. Lawrence,' I said. 'He wrote some very good short stories, one called The 

Prussian Officer'.

'I tried to read his novels. He's impossible. He's pathetic and preposterous. He writes 

like a sick man.'

'I liked Sons and Lovers and The White Peacock' I said. 'Maybe that not so well. I 

couldn't read Women in Love'

'If you don't want to read what is bad, and want to read something that will hold your 

interest and is marvellous in its own way, you should read Marie Belloc Lowndes.'

I had never heard of her, and Miss Stein loaned me The Lodger, that marvellous 

story of Jack the Ripper and another book about murder at a place outside Paris that could 

only be Enghien-les-Bains. They were both splendid after-work books, the people 

credible and the action and the terror never false. They were perfect for reading after you 



had worked and I read all the Mrs Belloc Lowndes that there was. But there was only so 

much and none as good as the first two and I never found anything as good for that empty 

time of day or night until the first fine Simenon books came out.

I think Miss Stein would have liked the good Simenons - the first one I read was 

either L'Ecluse Nume'ro I, or La Maison du Canal - but I am not sure because when I 

knew Miss Stein she did not like to read French although she loved to speak it. Janet 

Planner gave me the first two Simenons I ever read. She loved to read French and she had 

read Simenon when he was a crime reporter.

In the three or four years that we were good friends I cannot remember Gertrude 

Stein ever speaking well of any writer who had not written favourably about her work or 

done something to advance her career except for Ronald Firbank and, later, Scott 

Fitzgerald. When I first met her she did not speak of Sherwood Anderson as a writer but 

spoke glowingly of him as a man and of his great, beautiful, warm Italian eyes and of his 

kindness and his charm. I did not care about his great beautiful warm Italian eyes but I 

liked some of his short stories very much. They were simply written and sometimes 

beautifully written and he knew the people he was writing about and cared deeply for 

them. Miss Stein did not want to talk about his stories but always about him as a person.

'What about his novels?' I asked her. She did not want to talk about Anderson's 

works any more than she would talk about Joyce. If you brought up Joyce twice, you 

would not be invited back. It was like mentioning one general favourably to another 

general. You learned not to do it the first time you made the mistake. You could always 

mention a general, though, that the general you were talking to had beaten. The general 

you were talking to would praise the beaten general greatly and go happily into detail on 

how he had beaten him.

Anderson's stories were too good to make happy conversation. I was prepared to tell 

Miss Stein how strangely poor his novels were, but this would have been bad too because 

it was criticizing one of her most loyal supporters. When he wrote a novel finally called 

Dark Laughter, so terribly bad, silly and affected that I could not keep from criticizing it 

in a parody,* Miss Stein was very angry. I had attacked someone that was a part of her 

apparatus. But for a long time before that she was not angry. She, herself, began to praise 

Sherwood lavishly after he had cracked up as a writer.  [* The Torrents of Spring.]

She was angry at Ezra Pound because he had sat down too quickly on a small, fragile 

and, doubtless, uncomfortable chair, that it is quite possible he had been given on 

purpose, and had either cracked or broken it. That he was a great poet and a gentle and 

generous man and could have accommodated himself in a normal-size chair was not 

considered. The reasons for her dislike of Ezra, skilfully and maliciously put, were 

invented years later.

It was when we had come back from Canada and were living in the rue Notre-Dame-

des-Champs and Miss Stein and I were still good friends that Miss Stein made the remark 

about the lost generation. She had some ignition trouble with the old Model T Ford she 

then drove and the young man who worked in the garage and had served in the last year 



of the war had not been adept, or perhaps had not broken the priority of other vehicles, in 

repairing Miss Stein's Ford. Anyway he had not been serieux and had been corrected 

severely by the patron of the garage after Miss Stein's protest. The patron had said to 

him, 'You are all a generation perdue.'

'That's what you are. That's what you all are,' Miss Stein said. 'All of you young 

people who served in the war. You are a lost generation.'

'Really?' I said.

'You are,' she insisted. 'You have no respect for anything. You drink yourselves to 

death . . .'

'Was the young mechanic drunk?' I asked.

'Of course not.'

'Have you ever seen me drunk?'

'No. But your friends are drunk.'

'I've been drunk,' I said. 'But I don't come here drunk.'

'Of course not. I didn't say that.'

'The boy's patron was probably drunk by eleven o'clock in the morning,' I said. 

'That's why he makes such lovely phrases.'

'Don't argue with me, Hemingway,' Miss Stein said. 'It does no good at all. You're all 

a lost generation, exactly as the garage keeper said.'

Later when I wrote my first novel I tried to balance Miss Stein's quotation from the 

garage keeper with one from Ecclesiastes. But that night walking home I thought about 

the boy in the garage and if he had ever been hauled in one of those vehicles when they 

were converted to ambulances. I remembered how they used to burn out their brakes 

going down the mountain roads with a full load of wounded and braking in low and 

finally using the reverse, and how the last ones were driven over the mountainside empty, 

so they could be replaced by big Fiats with a good H-shift and metal-to-metal brakes. I 

thought of Miss Stein and Sherwood Anderson and egotism and mental laziness versus 

discipline and I thought who is calling who a lost generation? Then as I was getting up to 

the Closerie des Lilas with the light on my old friend, the statue of Marshal Ney with his 

sword out and the shadows of the trees on the bronze, and he alone there and nobody 

behind him and what a fiasco he'd made of Waterloo, I thought that all generations were 

lost by something and always had been and always would be and I stopped at the Lilas to 

keep the statue company and drank a cold beer before going home to the flat over the 

sawmill. But sitting there with the beer, watching the statue and remembering how many 

days Ney had fought, personally, with the rearguard on the retreat from Moscow that 

Napoleon had ridden away from in the coach with Caulaincourt, I thought of what a 



warm and affectionate friend Miss Stein had been and how beautifully she had spoken of 

Apollinaire and of his death on the day of the Armistice in 1918 with the crowd shouting 

'a bas Guillaume' and Apollinaire, in his delirium, thinking they were crying against him, 

and I thought, I will do my best to serve her and see she gets justice for the good work 

she had done as long as I can, so help me God and Mike Ney. But the hell with her lost-

generation talk and all the dirty, easy labels. When I got home and into the courtyard and 

upstairs and saw my wife and my son and his cat, F. Puss, all of them happy and a fire in 

the fireplace, I said to my wife, 'You know, Gertrude is nice, anyway.'

'Of course, Tatie.'

'But she does talk a lot of rot sometimes.'

'I never hear her,' my wife said. 'I'm a wife. It's her friend that talks to me.'

4     Shakespeare and Company

In those days there was no money to buy books. I borrowed books from the rental library 

of Shakespeare and Company, which was the library and bookstore of Sylvia Beach at 12 

rue de l'Odeon. On a cold windswept street, this was a warm, cheerful place with a big 

stove in winter, tables and shelves of books, new books in the window, and photographs 

on the wall of famous writers both dead and living. The photographs all looked like 

snapshots and even the dead writers looked as though they had really been alive. Sylvia 

had a lively, sharply sculptured face, brown eyes that were as alive as a small animal's 

and as gay as a young girl's, and wavy brown hair that was brushed back from her fine 

forehead and cut thick below her ears and at the line of the collar of the brown velvet 

jacket she wore. She had pretty legs and she was kind, cheerful and interested, and loved 

to make jokes and gossip. No one that I ever knew was nicer to me.

I was very shy when I first went into the bookshop and I did not have enough money 

on me to join the rental library. She told me I could pay the deposit any time I had the 

money and made me out a card and said I could take as many books as I wished.

There was no reason for her to trust me. She did not know me and the address I had 

given her, 74 rue Cardinal Lemoine, could not have been a poorer one. But she was 

delightful and charming and welcoming and behind her, as high as the wall and stretching 

out into the back room which gave onto the inner court of the building, were shelves and 

shelves of the wealth of the library.



I started with Turgenev and took the two volumes of A Sportsman's Sketches and an 

early book of D. H. Lawrence, I think it was Sons and Lovers, and Sylvia told me to take 

more books if I wanted. I chose the Constance Garnett edition of War and Peace, and 

The Gambler and Other Stories by Dostoevsky.

'You won't be back very soon if you read all that,' Sylvia said.

'I'll be back to pay,' I said. 'I have some money in the flat.'

'I didn't mean that,' she said. 'You pay whenever it's convenient.'

'When does Joyce come in?' I asked.

'If he comes in, it's usually very late in the afternoon,' she said. 'Haven't you ever 

seen him?'

'We've seen him at Michaud's eating with his family,' I said. 'But it's not polite to 

look at people when they are eating, and Michaud's is expensive.'

'Do you eat at home?'

'Mostly now,' I said. 'We have a good cook.'

'There aren't any restaurants in your immediate quarter, are there?'

'No. How did you know?'

'Larbaud lived there,' she said. 'He liked it very much except for that.'

'The nearest good cheap place to eat is over by the Pantheon.'

'I don't know that quarter. We eat at home. You and your wife must come sometime.'

'Wait until you see if I pay you,' I said. 'But thank you very much.'

'Don't read too fast,' she said.

Home in the rue Cardinal Lemoine was a two-room flat that had no hot water and no 

inside toilet facilities except an antiseptic container, not uncomfortable to anyone who 

was used to a Michigan outhouse. With a fine view and a good mattress and springs for a 

comfortable bed on the floor, and pictures we liked on the walls, it was a cheerful, gay 

flat. When I got there with the books I told my wife about the wonderful place I had 

found.

'But Tatie, you must go by this afternoon and pay,' she said.

'Sure I will,' I said. 'We'll both go. And then we'll walk down by the river and along 

the quais.'



'Let's walk down the rue de Seine and look in all the galleries and in the windows of 

the shops.'

'Sure. We can walk anywhere and we can stop at some new cafe where we don't 

know anyone and nobody knows us and have a drink.'

'We can have two drinks.' 'Then we can eat somewhere.' 'No. Don't forget we have to 

pay the library.' 'We'll come home and eat here and we'll have a lovely meal and drink 

Beaune from the co-operative you can see right out of the window there with the price of 

the Beaune on the window. And afterwards we'll read and then go to bed and make love.'

'And we'll never love anyone else but each other.' 'No. Never.'

'What a lovely afternoon and evening. Now we'd better have lunch.'

'I'm very hungry,' I said. 'I worked at the cafe on a cafe creme.'

'How did it go, Tatie?'

'I think all right. I hope so. What do we have for lunch?' 'Little radishes, and good 

foie de veau with mashed potatoes and an endive salad. Apple tart.'

'And we're going to have all the books in the world to read and when we go on trips 

we can take them.' 'Would that be honest?' 'Sure.'

'Does she have Henry James too?' 'Sure.'

'My,' she said. 'We're lucky that you found the place.' 'We're always lucky,' I said and 

like a fool I did not knock on wood. There was wood everywhere in that apartment to 

knock on too.

5     People of the Seine

There were many ways of walking down to the river from the top of the rue Cardinal 

Lemoine. The shortest one was straight down the street but it was steep and it brought 

you out, after you hit the flat part and crossed the busy traffic of the beginning of the 

Boulevard St-Germain, onto a dull part where there was a bleak, windy stretch of river 

bank with the Halle aux Vins on your right. This was not like any other Paris market but 

was a sort of bonded warehouse where wine was stored against the payment of taxes and 
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Gertrude Stein, “If I Told Him: A Completed Portrait of Picasso” (first published 
in Vanity Fair in 1924) 

 
 
      If I told him would he like it. Would 
he like it if I told him. 
      Would he like it would Napoleon 
would Napoleon would would he like it. 
      If Napoleon if I told him if I told 
him if Napoleon. Would he like it if I  
    told him if I told him if Napoleon. 
Would he like it if Napoleon if 
Napoleon  
    if I told him. If I told him if 
Napoleon if Napoleon if I told him. If I 
told  
    him would he like it would he like it if 
I told him. 
      Now. 
      Not now. 
      And now. 
      Now. 
      Exactly as as kings. 
      Feeling full for it. 
      Exactitude as kings. 
      So to beseech you as full as for it. 
      Exactly or as kings. 
      Shutters shut and open so do 
queens. Shutters shut and shutters and 
so  
    shutters shut and shutters and so and 
so shutters and so shutters shut and  
    so shutters shut and shutters and so. 
And so shutters shut and so and also.  
    And also and so and so and also. 
      Exact resemblance. To exact 
resemblance the exact resemblance as 
exact  
    as a resemblance, exactly as 
resembling, exactly resembling, exactly 
in  
    resemblance exactly a resemblance, 
exactly and resemblance. For this is so.  
    Because. 
      Now actively repeat at all, now 
actively repeat at all, now actively repeat  
    at all. 
      Have hold and hear, actively repeat 
at all. 
      I judge judge. 
      As a resemblance to him. 

      Who comes first. Napoleon the first. 
      Who comes too coming coming too, 
who goes there, as they go they share, 
who  
    shares all, all is as all as as yet or as 
yet. 
      Now to date now to date. Now and 
now and date and the date. 
      Who came first. Napoleon at first. 
Who came first Napoleon the first.  
    Who came first, Napoleon first. 
      Presently. 
      Exactly do they do. 
      First exactly. 
      Exactly do they do too. 
      First exactly. 
      And first exactly. 
      Exactly do they do. 
      And first exactly and exactly. 
      And do they do. 
      At first exactly and first exactly and 
do they do. 
      The first exactly. 
      And do they do. 
      The first exactly. 
      At first exactly. 
      First as exactly. 
      As first as exactly. 
      Presently 
      As presently. 
      As as presently. 
      He he he he and he and he and and 
he and he and he and and as and as he  
    and as he and he. He is and as he is, 
and as he is and he is, he is and as he  
    and he and as he is and he and he and 
and he and he. 
      Can curls rob can curls quote, 
quotable. 
      As presently. 
      As exactitude. 
      As trains 
      Has trains. 
      Has trains. 
      As trains. 
      As trains. 
      Presently. 



      Proportions. 
      Presently. 
      As proportions as presently. 
      Father and farther. 
      Was the king or room. 
      Farther and whether. 
      Was there was there was there what 
was there was there what was there  
    was there there was there. 
      Whether and in there.  
      As even say so. 
      One. 
      I land. 
      Two. 
      I land. 
      Three. 
      The land. 
      Three 
      The land. 
      Three 
      The land. 
      Two 
      I land. 

      Two  
      I land. 
      One 
      I land. 
      Two  
      I land. 
      As a so. 
      They cannot. 
      A note. 
      They cannot. 
      A float. 
      They cannot. 
      They dote. 
      They cannot. 
      They as denote. 
      Miracles play. 
      Play fairly. 
      Play fairly well. 
      A well. 
      As well. 
      As or as presently. 
      Let me recite what history teaches. 
History teaches. 

 
 
 

“Matisse” by Gertrude Stein 

One was quite certain that for a long part of his being one being living he had been 
trying to be certain that he was wrong in doing what he was doing and then when he 
could not come to be certain that he had been wrong in doing what he had been doing, 
when he had completely convinced himself that he would not come to be certain that he 
had been wrong in doing what he had been doing he was really certain then that he was a 
great one and he certainly was a great one. Certainly every one could be certain of this 
thing that this one is a great one. 

   Some said of him, when anybody believed in him they did not then believe in any other 
one. Certainly some said this of him. 

   He certainly very clearly expressed something. Some said that he did not clearly express 
anything. Some were certain that he expressed something very clearly and some of such 
of them said that he would have been a greater one if he had not been one so clearly 
expressing what he was expressing. Some said he was not clearly expressing what he was 
expressing and some of such of them said that the greatness of struggling which was not 
clear expression made of him one being a completely great one. 

   Some said of him that he was greatly expressing something struggling. Some said of 
him that he was not greatly expressing something struggling. 

   He certainly was clearly expressing something, certainly sometime any one might come 
to know that of him. Very many did come to know it of him that he was clearly 



expressing what he was expressing. He was a great one. Any one might come to know 
that of him. Very many did some to know that of him. Some who came to know that of 
him, that he was a great one, that he was clearly expressing something, came then to be 
certain that he was not greatly expressing something being struggling. Certainly he was 
expressing something being struggling. Any one could be certain that he was expressing 
something being struggling. Some were certain that he was greatly expressing this thing. 
Some were certain that he was not greatly expressing this thing. Every one could come to 
be certain that he was a great man. Any one could come to be certain that he was clearly 
expressing something. 

   Some certainly were wanting to be needing to be doing what he was doing, that is 
clearly expressing something. Certainly they were willing to be wanting to be a great one. 
They were, that is some of them, were not wanting to be needing expressing anything 
being struggling. And certainly he was one not greatly expressing something being 
struggling, he was a great one, he was clearly expressing something. Some were wanting 
to be doing what he was doing that is clearly expressing something. Very many were 
doing what he was doing, not greatly expressing something being struggling. Very many 
were wanting to be doing what he was doing were not wanting to be expressing anything 
being struggling. 

   There were very many wanting to be doing what he was doing that is to be one clearly 
expressing something. He was certainly a great man, any one could be really certain of 
this thing, every one could be certain of this thing. There were very many who were 
wanting to be ones doing what he was doing that is to be ones clearly expressing 
something and then very many of them were not wanting to be being ones doing that 
thing, that is clearly expressing something, they wanted to be ones expressing something 
being struggling, something being going to be some other thing, something being going 
to be something some one sometime would be clearly expressing and that would be 
something that would be a thing then that would then be greatly expressing some other 
thing than that thing, certainly very many were then not wanting to be doing what this 
one was doing clearly expressing something and some of them had been ones wanting to 
be doing that thing wanting to be ones clearly expressing something. Some were wanting 
to be ones doing what this one was doing wanted to be ones clearly expressing 
something. Some of such of them were ones certainly clearly expressing something, that 
was in them a thing not really interesting then any other one. Some of such of them went 
on being all their living ones wanting to be clearly expressing something and some of 
them were clearly expressing something. 

   This one was one very many were knowing some and very many were glad to meet 
him, very many sometimes listened to him, some listened to him very often, there were 
some who listened to him, and he talked then and he told them then that certainly he had 
been one suffering and he was then being one trying to be certain that he was wrong in 
doing what he was doing and he had come then to be certain that he never would be 
certain that he was doing what it was wrong for him to be doing then and he was 
suffering then and he was certain that he would be one doing what he was doing and he 
was certain that he should be one doing what he was doing and he was certain that he 
would always be one suffering and this then made him certain this, that he would always 
be one being suffering, this made him certain that he was expressing something being 
struggling and certainly very many were quite certain that he was greatly expressing 
something being struggling. This one was one knowing some who were listening to him 
and he was telling very often about being one suffering and this was not a dreary thing to 



any one hearing that then, it was not a saddening thing to any one hearing it again and 
again, to some it was quite an interesting thing hearing it again and again, to some it was 
an exciting thing hearing it again and again, some knowing this one and being certain that 
this one was a great man and was one clearly expressing something were ones hearing 
this one telling about being one being living were hearing this one telling this thing again 
and again. Some who were ones knowing this one and were ones certain that this one 
was one who was clearly telling something, was a great man, were not listening very often 
to this one telling again and again about being one being living. Certainly some who were 
certain that this one was a great man and one clearly expressing something and greatly 
expressing something being struggling were listening to this one telling about being living 
telling about this again and again and again. Certainly very many knowing this one and 
being certain that this one was a great man and that this one was clearly telling something 
were not listening to this one telling about being living, were not listening to this one 
telling this again and again. 

   This one was certainly a great man, this one was certainly clearly expressing something. 
Some were certain that this one was clearly expressing something being struggling, some 
were certain that this one was not greatly expressing something being struggling. 

   Very many were not listening again and again to this one telling about being one being 
living.  Some were listening again and again to this one telling about this one being one 
being in living. 

   Some were certainly wanting to be doing what this one was doing that is were wanting 
to be ones clearly expressing something. Some of such of them did not go on in being 
ones wanting to be doing what this one was doing that is in being ones clearly expressing 
something. Some went on being ones wanting to be doing what this one was doing that 
is, being ones clearly expressing something. Certainly this one was one who was a great 
man. Any one could be certain of this thing. Every one would come to be certain of this 
thing. This one was one, some were quite certain, one greatly expressing something being 
struggling. This one was one, some were quite certain, one not greatly expressing 
something being struggling. 

 
 

The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas 
by Gertrude Stein 

Chapter 3 

Gertrude Ste in in Paris  1903–1907 

During Gertrude Stein’s last two years at the Medical Schools Johns Hopkins, Baltimore, 
1900–1903, her brother was living in Florence. There he heard of a painter named 
Cèzanne and saw paintings by him owned by Charles Loeser. When he and his sister 
made their home in Paris the following year they went to Vollard’s the only picture dealer 
who had Cézannes for sale, to look at them. 

Vollard was a huge dark man who lisped a little. His shop was on the rue Laffitte not far 
from the boulevard. Further along this short street was Durand–Ruel and still further on 
almost at the church of the Martyrs was Sagot the ex-clown. Higher up in Montmartre 



on the rue Victor–Masse was Mademoiselle Weill who sold a mixture of pictures, books 
and bric-a-brac and in entirely another part of Paris on the rue Faubourg–Saint-Honore 
was the ex-café keeper and photographer Druet. Also on the rue Laffitte was the 
confectioner Fouquet where one could console oneself with delicious honey cakes and 
nut candies and once in a while instead of a picture buy oneself strawberry jam in a glass 
bowl. 

The first visit to Vollard has left an indelible impression on Gertrude Stein. It was an 
incredible place. It did not look like a picture gallery. Inside there were a couple of 
canvases turned to the wall, in one corner was a small pile of big and little canvases 
thrown pell mell on top of one another, in the centre of the room stood a huge dark man 
glooming. This was Vollard cheerful. When he was really cheerless he put his huge frame 
against the glass door that led to the street, his arms above his head, his hands on each 
upper corner of the portal and gloomed darkly into the street. Nobody thought then of 
trying to come in. 

They asked to see Cézannes. He looked less gloomy and became quite polite. As they 
found out afterward Cézanne was the great romance of Vollard’s life. The name Cézanne 
was to him a magic word. He had first learned about Cézanne from Pissarro the painter. 
Pissarro indeed was the man from whom all the early Cézanne lovers heard about 
Cézanne. Cézanne at that time was living gloomy and embittered at Aix-en-Provence. 
Pissarro told Vollard about him, told Fabry, a Florentine, who told Loeser, told Picabia, 
in fact told everybody who knew about Cézanne at that time. 

There were Cézannes to be seen at Vollard’s. Later on Gertrude Stein wrote a poem 
called Vollard and Cézanne, and Henry McBride printed it in the New York Sun. This 
was the first fugitive piece of Gertrude Stein’s to be so printed and it gave both her and 
Vollard a great deal of pleasure. Later on when Vollard wrote his book about Cézanne, 
Vollard at Gertrude Stein’s suggestion sent a copy of the book to Henry McBride. She 
told Vollard that a whole page of one of New York’s big daily papers would be devoted 
to his book. He did not believe it possible, nothing like that had ever happened to 
anybody in Paris. It did happen and he was deeply moved and unspeakably content. But 
to return to that first visit. 

They told Monsieur Vollard they wanted to see some Cézanne landscapes, they had been 
sent to him by Mr. Loeser of Florence. Oh yes, said Vollard looking quite cheerful and 
he began moving about the room, finally he disappeared behind a partition in the back 
and was heard heavily mounting the steps. After a quite long wait he came down again 
and had in his hand a tiny picture of an apple with most of the canvas unpainted. They 
all looked at this thoroughly, then they said, yes but you see what we wanted to see was a 
landscape. Ah yes, sighed Vollard and he looked even more cheerful, after a moment he 
again disappeared and this time came back with a painting of a back, it was a beautiful 
painting there is no doubt about that but the brother and sister were not yet up to a full 
appreciation of Cézanne nudes and so they returned to the attack. They wanted to see a 
landscape. This time after even a longer wait he came back with a very large canvas and a 
very little fragment of a landscape painted on it. Yes that was it, they said, a landscape 
but what they wanted was a smaller canvas but one all covered. They said, they thought 
they would like to see one like that. By this time the early winter evening of Paris was 
closing in and just at this moment a very aged charwoman came down the same back 
stairs, mumbled, boa soir monsieur et madame, and quietly went out of the door, after a 
moment another old charwoman came down the same stairs, murmured, bon soir 



messieurs et mesdames and went quietly out of the door. Gertrude Stein began to laugh 
and said to her brother, it is all nonsense, there is no Cézanne. Vollard goes upstairs and 
tells these old women what to paint and he does not understand us and they do not 
understand him and they paint something and he brings it down and it is a Cézanne. 
They both began to laugh uncontrollably. Then they recovered and once more explained 
about the landscape. They said what they wanted was one of those marvellously yellow 
sunny Aix landscapes of which Loeser had several examples. Once more Vollard Went 
off and this time he came back with a wonderful small green landscape. It was lovely, it 
covered all the canvas, it did not cost much and they bought it. Later on Vollard 
explained to every one that he had been visited by two crazy americans and they laughed 
and he had been much annoyed but gradually he found out that when they laughed most 
they usually bought something so of course he waited for them to laugh. 

From that time on they went to Vollard’s all the time. They had soon the privilege of 
upsetting his piles of canvases and finding what they liked in the heap. They bought a 
tiny little Daumier, head of an old woman. They began to take an interest in Cézanne 
nudes and they finally bought two tiny canvases of nude groups. They found a very very 
small Manet painted in black and white with Forain in the foreground and bought it, they 
found two tiny little Renoirs. They frequently bought in twos because one of them 
usually liked one more than the other one did, and so the year wore on. In the spring 
Vollard announced a show of Gauguin and they for the first time saw some Gauguins. 
They were rather awful but they finally liked them, and bought two Gauguins. Gertrude 
Stein liked his sun-flowers but not his figures and her brother preferred the figures. It 
sounds like a great deal now but in those days these things did not cost much. And so 
the winter went on. 

There were not a great many people in and out of Vol-lard’s but once Gertrude Stein 
heard a conversation there that pleased her immensely. Duret was a well known figure in 
Paris. He was now a very old and a very handsome man. He had been a friend of 
Whistler, Whistler had painted him in evening clothes with a white opera cloak over his 
arm. He was at Vollard’s talking to a group of younger men and one of them Roussel, 
one of the Vuillard, Bonnard, the post impressionist group, said something 
complainingly about the lack of recognition of himself and his friends, that they were not 
even allowed to show in the salon. Duret looked at him kindly, my young friend, he said, 
there are two kinds of art, never forget this, there is art and there is official art. How can 
you, my poor young friend, hope to be official art. Just look at yourself. Supposing an 
important personage came to France, and wanted to meet the representative painters and 
have his portrait painted. My dear young friend, just look at yourself, the very sight of 
you would terrify him. You are a nice young man, gentle and intelligent, but to the 
important personage you would not seem so, you would be terrible. No they need as 
representative painter a medium sized, slightly stout man, not too well dressed but 
dressed in the fashion of his class, neither bald or well brushed hair and a respectful bow 
with it. You can see that you would not do. So never say another word about official 
recognition, or if you do look in the mirror and think of important personages. No, my 
dear young friend there is art and there is official art, there always has been and there 
always will be. 

Before the winter was over, having gone so far Gertrude Stein and her brother decided 
to go further, they decided to buy a big Cézanne and then they would stop. After that 
they would be reasonable. They convinced their elder brother that this last outlay was 
necessary, and it was necessary as will soon be evident. They told Vollard that they 



wanted to buy a Cézanne portrait. In those days practically no big Cézanne portraits had 
been sold. Vollard owned almost all of them. He was enormously pleased with this 
decision. They now were introduced into the room above the steps behind the partition 
where Gertrude Stein had been sure the old charwoman painted the Cézannes and there 
they spent days deciding which portrait they would have. There were about eight to 
choose from and the decision was difficult. They had often to go and refresh themselves 
with honey cakes at Fouquet’s. Finally they narrowed the choice down to two, a portrait 
of a man and a portrait of a woman, but this time they could not afford to buy twos and 
finally they chose the portrait of the woman. 

Vollard said of course ordinarily a portrait of a woman always is more expensive than a 
portrait of a man but, said he looking at the picture very carefully, I suppose with 
Cézanne it does not make any difference. They put it in a cab and they went home with 
it. It was this picture that Alfy Maurer used to explain was finished and that you could 
tell that it was finished because it had a frame. 

It was an important purchase because in looking and looking at this picture Gertrude 
Stein wrote Three Lives. 

She had begun not long before as an exercise in literature to translate Flaubert’s Trois 
Contes and then she had this Cézanne and she looked at it and under its stimulus she 
wrote Three Lives. 

The next thing that happened was in the autumn. It was the first year of the autumn 
salon, the first autumn salon that had ever existed in Paris and they, very eager and 
excited, went to see it. There they found Matisse’s picture afterwards known as La 
Femme au Chapeau. 

This first autumn salon was a step in official recognition of the outlaws of the 
independent salon. Their pictures were to be shown in the Petit Palais opposite the 
Grand Palais where the great spring salon was held. That is, those outlaws were to be 
shown there who had succeeded enough so that they began to be sold in important 
picture shops. These in collaboration with some rebels from the old salons had created 
the autumn salon. 

The show had a great deal of freshness and was not alarming. There were a number of 
attractive pictures but there was one that was not attractive. It infuriated the public, they 
tried to scratch off the paint. 

Gertrude Stein liked that picture, it was a portrait of a woman with a long face and a fan. 
It was very strange in its colour and in its anatomy. She said she wanted to buy it. Her 
brother had in the meantime found a white-clothed woman on a green lawn and he 
wanted to buy it. So as usual they decided to buy two and they went to the office of the 
secretary of the salon to find out about prices. They had never been in the little room of 
a secretary of a salon and it was very exciting. The secretary looked up the prices in his 
catalogue. Gertrude Stein has forgotten how much and even whose it was, the white 
dress and dog on the green grass, but the Matisse was five hundred francs. The secretary 
explained that of course one never paid what the artist asked, one suggested a price. They 
asked what price they should suggest. He asked them what they were willing to pay. They 
said they did not know. He suggested that they offer four hundred and he would let 
them know. They agreed and left. 



The next day they received word from the secretary that Monsieur Matisse had refused 
to accept the offer and what did they want to do. They decided to go over to the salon 
and look at the picture again. They did. People were roaring with laughter at the picture 
and scratching at it. Gertrude Stein could not understand why, the picture seemed to her 
perfectly natural. The Cézanne portrait had not seemed natural, it had taken her some 
time to feel that it was natural but this picture by Matisse seemed perfectly natural and 
she could not understand why it infuriated everybody. Her brother was less attracted but 
all the same he agreed and they bought it. She then went back to look at it and it upset 
her to see them all mocking at it. It bothered her and angered her because she did not 
understand why because to her it was so alright, just as later she did not understand why 
since the writing was all so clear and natural they mocked at and were enraged by her 
work. 

And so this was the story of the buying of La Femme au Chapeau by the buyers and now 
for the story from the seller’s point of view as told some months after by Monsieur and 
Madame Matisse. Shortly after the purchase of the picture they all asked to meet each 
other. Whether Matisse wrote and asked or whether they wrote and asked Gertrude Stein 
does not remember. Anyway in no time they were knowing each other and knowing each 
other very well. 

The Matisses lived on the quay just off the boulevard Saint–Michel. They were on the 
top floor in a small three-roomed apartment with a lovely view over Notre Dame and the 
river. Matisse painted it in winter. You went up and up the steps. In those days you were 
always going up stairs and down stairs. Mildred Aldrich had a distressing way of 
dropping her key down the middle of the stairs where an elevator might have been, in 
calling out goodbye to some one below, from her sixth story, and then you or she had to 
go all the way up or all the way down again. To be sure she would often call out, never 
mind, I am bursting open my door. Only americans did that. The keys were heavy and 
you either forgot them or dropped them. Sayen at the end of a Paris summer when he 
was congratulated on looking so well and sun-burned, said, yes it comes from going up 
and down stairs. 

Madame Matisse was an admirable housekeeper. Her place was small but immaculate. 
She kept the house in order, she was an excellent cook and provider, she posed for all of 
Matisse’s pictures. It was she who was La Femme au Chapeau, lady with a hat. She had 
kept a little millinery shop to keep them going in their poorest days. She was a very 
straight dark woman with a long face and a firm large loosely hung mouth like a horse. 
She had an abundance of dark hair. Gertrude Stein always liked the way she pinned her 
hat to her head and Matisse once made a drawing of his wife making this characteristic 
gesture and gave it to Miss Stein. She always wore black. She always placed a large black 
hat-pin well in the middle of the hat and the middle of the top of her head and then with 
a large firm gesture, down it came. They had with them a daughter of Matisse, a daughter 
he had had before his marriage and who had had diphtheria and had had to have an 
operation and for many years had to wear a black ribbon around her throat with a silver 
button. This Matisse put into many of his pictures. The girl was exactly like her father 
and Madame Matisse, as she once explained in her melodramatic simple way, did more 
than her duty by this child because having read in her youth a novel in which the heroine 
had done so and been consequently much loved all her life, had decided to do the same. 
She herself had had two boys but they were neither of them at that time living with them. 
The younger Pierre was in the south of France on the borders of Spain with Madame 



Matisse’s father and mother, and the elder Jean with Monsieur Matisse’s father and 
mother in the north of France on the borders of Belgium. 

Matisse had an astonishing virility that always gave one an extraordinary pleasure when 
one had not seen him for some time. Less the first time of seeing him than later. And 
one did not lose the pleasure of this virility all the time he was with one. But there was 
not much feeling of life in this virility. Madame Matisse was very different, there was a 
very profound feeling of life in her for any one who knew her. 

Matisse had at this time a small Cézanne and a small Gauguin and he said he needed 
them both. The Cézanne had been bought with his wife’s marriage portion, the Gauguin 
with the ring which was the only jewel she had ever owned. And they were happy 
because he needed these two pictures. The Cézanne was a picture of bathers and a tent, 
the Gauguin the head of a boy. Later on in life when Matisse became a very rich man, he 
kept on buying pictures. He said he knew about pictures and had confidence in them and 
he did not know about other things. And so for his own pleasure and as the best legacy 
to leave his children he bought Cézannes. Picasso also later when he became rich bought 
pictures but they were his own. He too believed in pictures and wants to leave the best 
legacy he can to his son and so keeps and buys his own. 

The Matisses had had a hard time. Matisse had come to Paris as a young man to study 
pharmacy. His people were small grain merchants in the north of France. He had 
become interested in painting, had begun copying the Poussins at the Louvre and 
become a painter fairly without the consent of his people who however continued to 
allow him the very small monthly sum he had had as a student. His daughter was born at 
this time and this further complicated his life. He had at first a certain amount of success. 
He married. Under the in-, fluence of the paintings of Poussin and Chardin he had 
painted still life pictures that had considerable success at the Champ-de-Mars salon, one 
of the two big spring salons. And then he fell under the influence of Cèzanne, and then 
under the influence of negro sculpture. All this developed the Matisse of the period of La 
Femme au Chapeau. The year after his very considerable success at the salon he spent 
the winter painting a very large picture of a woman setting a table and on the table was a 
magnificent dish of fruit. It had strained the resources of the Matisse family to buy this 
fruit, fruit was horribly dear in Paris in those days, even ordinary fruit, imagine how 
much dearer was this very extraordinary fruit and it had to keep until the picture was 
completed and the picture was going to take a long time. In order to keep it as long as 
possible they kept the room as cold as possible, and that under the roof and in a Paris 
winter was not difficult, and Matisse painted in an overcoat and gloves and he painted at 
it all winter. It was finished at last and sent to the salon where the year before Matisse 
had had considerable success, and there it was refused. And now Matisse’s serious 
troubles began, his daughter was very ill, he was in an agonising mental struggle 
concerning his work, and he had lost all possibility of showing his pictures. He no longer 
painted at home but in an atelier. It was cheaper so. Every morning he painted, every 
afternoon he worked at his sculpture, late every afternoon he drew in the sketch classes 
from the nude, and every evening he played his violin. These were very dark days and he 
was very despairful. His wife opened a small millinery shop and they managed to live. 
The two boys were sent away to the country to his and her people and they continued to 
live. The only encouragement came in the atelier where he worked and where a crowd of 
young men began to gather around him and be influenced by him. Among these the best 
known at that time was Manguin, the best known now Derain. Derain was a very young 
man at that time, he enormously admired Matisse, he went away to the country with 



them to Collioure near Perpignan, and he was a great comfort to them all. He began to 
paint landscapes outlining his trees with red and he had a sense of space that was quite 
his own and which first showed itself in a landscape of a cart going up a road bordered 
with trees lined in red. His paintings were coming to be known at the independent. 

Matisse worked every day and every day and every day and he worked terribly hard. 
Once Vollard came to see him. Matisse used to love to tell the story. I have often heard 
him tell it. Vollard came and said he wanted to see the big picture which had been 
refused. Matisse showed it to him. He did not look at it. He talked to Madame Matisse 
and mostly about cooking, he liked cooking and eating as a frenchman should, and so did 
she. Matisse and Madame Matisse were both getting very nervous although she did not 
show it. And this door, said Vollard interestedly to Matisse, where does that lead to, does 
that lead into a court or does that lead on to a stairway. Into a court, said Matisse. Ah 
yes, said Vollard. And then he left. 

The Matisses spent days discussing whether there was anything symbolic in Vollard’s 
question or was it idle curiosity. Vollard never had any idle curiosity, he always wanted to 
know what everybody thought of everything because in that way he found out what he 
himself thought. This was very well known and therefore the Matisses asked each other 
and all their friends, why did he ask that question about that door. Well at any rate within 
the year he had bought the picture at a very low price but he bought it, and he put it 
away and nobody saw it, and that was the end of that. 

From this time on things went neither better nor worse for Matisse and he was 
discouraged and aggressive. Then came the first autumn salon and he was asked to 
exhibit and he sent La Femme au Chapeau and it was hung. It was derided and attacked 
and it was sold. 

Matisse was at this time about thirty-five years old, he was depressed. Having gone to the 
opening day of the salon and heard what was said of his picture and seen what they were 
trying to do to it he never went again. His wife went alone. He stayed at home and was 
unhappy. This is the way Madame Matisse used to tell the story. 

Then a note came from the secretary of the salon saying that there had been an offer 
made for the picture, an offer of four hundred francs. Matisse was painting Madame 
Matisse as a gypsy holding a guitar. This guitar had already had a history. Madame 
Matisse was very fond of telling the story. She had a great deal to do and she posed 
beside and she was very healthy and sleepy. One day she was posing, he was painting, she 
began to nod and as she nodded the guitar made noises. Stop it, said Matisse, wake up. 
She woke up, he painted, she nodded and the guitar made noises. Stop it, said Matisse, 
wake up. She woke up and then in a little while she nodded again the guitar made even 
more noises. Matisse furious seized the guitar and broke it. And added Madame Matisse 
ruefully, we were very hard up then and we had to have it mended so he could go on 
with the picture. She was holding this same mended guitar and posing when the note 
from the secretary of the autumn salon came. Matisse was joyful, of course I will accept, 
said Matisse. Oh no, said Madame Matisse, if those people (ces gens) are interested 
enough to make an offer they are interested enough to pay the price you asked, and she 
added, the difference would make winter clothes for Margot. Matisse hesitated but was 
finally convinced and they sent a note saying he wanted his price. Nothing happened and 
Matisse was in a terrible state and very reproachful and then in a day or two when 
Madame Matisse was once more posing with the guitar and Matisse was painting, Margot 



brought them a little blue telegram. Matisse opened it and he made a grimace. Madame 
Matisse was terrified, she thought the worst had happened. The guitar fell. What is it, she 
salt They have bought it, he said. Why do you make such a face of agony and frighten me 
so and perhaps break the guitar, she said. I was winking at you, he said, to tell you, 
because I was so moved I could not speak. 

And so, Madame Matisse used to end up the story triumphantly, you see it was I, and I 
was right to insist upon the original price, and Mademoiselle Gertrude, who insisted 
upon buying it, who arranged the whole matter. 

The friendship with the Matisses grew apace. Matisse at that time was at work at his first 
big decoration, Le Bonheur de Vivre. He was making small and larger and very large 
studies for it. It was in this picture that Matisse first clearly realised his intention of 
deforming the drawing of the human body in order to harmonise and intensify the 
colour values of all the simple colours mixed only with white. He used his distorted 
drawing as a dissonance is used in music or as vinegar or lemons are used in cooking or 
egg shells in coffee to clarify. I do inevitably take my comparisons from the kitchen 
because I like food and cooking and know something about it. However this was the 
idea. Cézanne had come to his unfinishedness and distortion of necessity, Matisse did it 
by intention. 

Little by little people began to come to the rue de Fleurus to see the Matisses and the 
Cézannes, Matisse brought people, everybody brought somebody, and they came at any 
time and it began to be a nuisance, and it was in this way that Saturday evenings began. It 
was also at this time that Gertrude Stein got into the habit of writing at night. It was only 
after eleven o’clock that she could be sure that no one would knock at the studio door. 
She was at that time planning her long book, The Making of Americans, she was 
struggling with her sentences, those long sentences that had to be so exactly carried out. 
Sentences not only words but sentences and always sentences have been Gertrude Stein’s 
life long passion. And so she had then and indeed it lasted pretty well to the war, which 
broke down so many habits, she had then the habit of beginning her work at eleven 
o’clock at night and working until the dawn. She said she always tried to stop before the 
dawn was too clear and the birds were too lively because it is a disagreeable sensation to 
go to bed then. There were birds in many trees behind high walls in those days, now 
there are fewer. But often the birds and the dawn caught her and she stood in the court 
waiting to get used to it before she went to bed. She had the habit then of sleeping until 
noon and the beating of the rugs into the court, because everybody did that in those 
days, even her household did, was one of her most poignant irritations. 

So the Saturday evenings began. 

Gertrude Stein and her brother were often at the Matisses and the Matisses were 
constantly with them. Madame Matisse occasionally gave them a lunch, this happened 
most often when some relation sent the Matisses a hare. Jugged hare prepared by 
Madame Matisse in the fashion of Perpignan was something quite apart. They also had 
extremely good wine, a little heavy, but excellent. They also had a sort of Madeira called 
Roncio which was very good indeed. Maillol the sculptor came from the same part of 
France as Madame Matisse and once when I met him at Jo Davidson’s, many years later, 
he told me about all these wines. He then told me how he had lived well in his student 
days in Paris for fifty francs a month. To be sure, he said, the family sent me homemade 



bread every week and when I came I brought enough wine with me to last a year and I 
sent my washing home every month. 

Derain was present at one of these lunches in those early days. He and Gertrude Stein 
disagreed violently. They discussed philosophy, he basing his ideas on having read the 
second part of Faust in a french translation while he was doing his military service. They 
never became friends. Gertrude Stein was never interested in his work. He had a sense of 
space but for her his pictures had neither life nor depth nor solidity. They rarely saw each 
other after. Derain at that time was constantly with the Matisses and was of all Matisse’s 
friends the one Madame Matisse liked the best. 

It was about this time that Gertrude Stein’s brother happened one day to find the picture 
gallery of Sagot, an ex-circus clown who had a picture shop further up the rue Laffitte. 
Here he, Gertrude Stein’s brother, found the paintings of two young Spaniards, one, 
whose name everybody has forgotten, the other one, Picasso. The work of both of them 
interested him and he bought a water colour by the forgotten one, a cafe scene. Sagot 
also sent him to a little furniture store where there were some paintings being shown by 
Picasso. Gertrude Stein’s brother was interested and wanted to buy one and asked the 
price but the price asked was almost as expensive as Cézanne. He went back to Sagot and 
told him. Sagot laughed. He said, that is alright, come back in a few days and I will have a 
big one. In a few days he did have a big one and it was very cheap. When Gertrude Stein 
and Picasso tell about those days they are not always in agreement as to what happened 
but I think in this case they agree that the price asked was a hundred and fifty francs. The 
picture was the now well known painting of a nude girl with a basket of red flowers. 

Gertrude Stein did not like the picture, she found something rather appalling in the 
drawing of the legs and feet, something that repelled and shocked her. She and her 
brother almost quarrelled about this picture. He wanted it and she did not want it in the 
house. Sagot gathering a little of the discussion said, but that is alright if you do not like 
the legs and feet it is very easy to guillotine her and only take the head. No that would 
not do, everybody agreed, and nothing was decided. 

Gertrude Stein and her brother continued to be very divided in, this matter and they 
were very angry with each other. Finally it was agreed that since he, the brother, wanted 
it so badly they would buy it, and in this way the first Picasso was brought into the rue de 
Fleurus. 

It was just about this time that Raymond Duncan, the brother of Isadora, rented an 
atelier in the rue de Fleurus. Raymond had just come back from his first trip to Greece 
and had brought back with him a greek girl and greek clothes. Raymond had known 
Gertrude Stein’s elder brother and his wife in San Francisco. At that time Raymond was 
acting as advance agent for Emma Nevada who had also with her Pablo Casals the 
violincellist, at that time quite unknown. The Duncan family had been then at the Omar 
Khayyam stage, they had not yet gone greek. They had after that gone italian renaissance, 
but now Raymond had gone completely greek and this included a greek girl. Isadora lost 
interest in him, she found the girl too modern a greek. At any rate Raymond was at this 
time without any money at all and his wife was enceinte. Gertrude Stein gave him coal 
and a chair for Penelope to sit in, the rest sat on packing cases. They had another friend 
who helped them, Kathleen Bruce, a very beautiful, very athletic English girl, a kind of 
sculptress, she later married and became the widow of the discoverer of the South Pole, 
Scott. She had at that time no money to speak of either and she used to bring a half 



portion of her dinner every evening for Penelope. Finally Penelope had her baby, it was 
named Raymond because when Gertrude Stein’s brother and Raymond Duncan went to 
register it they had not thought of a name. Now he is against his will called Menalkas but 
he might be gratified if he knew that legally he is Raymond. However that is another 
matter. 

Kathleen Bruce was a sculptress and she was learning to model figures of children and 
she asked to do a figure of Gertrude Stein’s nephew. Gertrude Stein and her nephew 
went to Kathleen Bruce’s studio. There they, one afternoon, met H. P. Roché. Roché 
was one of those characters that are always to be found in Paris. He was a very earnest, 
very noble, devoted, very faithful and very enthusiastic man who was a general 
introducer. He knew everybody, he really knew them and he could introduce anybody to 
anybody. He was going to be a writer. He was tall and red-headed and he never said 
anything but good good excellent and he lived with his mother and his grandmother. He 
had done a great many things, he had gone to the austrian mountains with the austrians, 
he had gone to Germany with the germans and he had gone to Hungary with hungarians 
and he had gone to England with the english. He had not gone to Russia although he 
had been in Paris with russians. As Picasso always said of him, Roché is very nice but he 
is only a translation. 

Later he was often at 27 rue de Fleurus with various nationalities and Gertrude Stein 
rather liked him. She always said of him he is so faithful, perhaps one need never see him 
again but one knows that somewhere Roche is faithful. He did give her one delightful 
sensation in the very early days of their acquaintance. Three Lives, Gertrude Stein’s first 
book was just then being written and Roché who could read english was very impressed 
by it. One day Gertrude Stein was saying something about herself and Roche said good 
good excellent that is very important for your biography. She was terribly touched, it was 
the first time that she really realised that some time she would have a biography. It is 
quite true that although she has not seen him for years somewhere Roché is probably 
perfectly faithful. 

But to come back to Roché at Kathleen Bruce’s studio. They all talked about one thing 
and another and Gertrude Stein happened to mention that they had just bought a pic-, 
ure from Sagot by a young spaniard named Picasso. Good good excellent, said Roché, he 
is a very interesting young fellow, I know him. Oh do you, said Gertrude Stein, well 
enough to take somebody to see him. Why certainly, said Roché. Very well, said 
Gertrude Stein, my brother I know is very anxious to make his acquaintance. And there 
and then the appointment was made and shortly after Roche and Gertrude Stein’s 
brother went to see Picasso. 

It was only a very short time after this that Picasso began the portrait of Gertrude Stein, 
now so widely known, but just how that came about is a little vague in everybody’s mind. 
I have heard Picasso and Gertrude Stein talk about it often and they neither of them can 
remember. They can remember the first time that Picasso dined at the rue de Fleurus and 
they can remember the first time Gertrude Stein posed for her portrait at rue Ravignan 
but in between there is a blank. How it came about they do not know. Picasso had never 
had anybody pose for him since he was sixteen years old, he was then twenty-four and 
Gertrude Stein had never thought of having her portrait painted, and they do not either 
of them know how it came about. Anyway it did and she posed to him for this portrait 
ninety times and a great deal happened during that time. To go back to all the first times. 



Picasso and Fernande came to dinner, Picasso in those days was, what a dear friend and 
schoolmate of mine, Nellie Jacot, called, a good-looking bootblack. He was thin dark, 
alive with big pools of eyes and a violent but not rough way. He was sitting next to 
Gertrude Stein at dinner and she took up a piece of bread. This, said Picasso, snatching it 
back with violence, this piece of bread is mine. She laughed and he looked sheepish. That 
was the beginning of their intimacy. 

That evening Gertrude Stein’s brother took out portfolio after portfolio of japanese 
prints to show Picasso, Gertrude Stein’s brother was fond of japanese prints. Picasso 
solemnly and obediently looked at print after print and listened to the descriptions. He 
said under his breath to Gertrude Stein, he is very nice, your brother, but like all 
americans, like Haviland, he shows you japanese prints. Moi j’aime pas ca, no I don’t care 
for it. As I say Gertrude Stein and Pablo Picasso immediately understood each other. 

Then there was the first time of posing. The atelier of Picasso I have already described. 
In those days there was even more disorder, more coming and going, more red-hot fire 
in the stove, more cooking and more interruptions. There was a large broken armchair 
where Gertrude Stein posed. There was a couch where everybody sat and slept. There 
was a little kitchen chair upon which Picasso sat to paint, there was a large easel and 
there were many very large canvases. It was at the height of the end of the Harlequin 
period when the canvases were enormous, the figures also, and the groups. 

There was a little fox terrier there that had something the matter with it and had been 
and was again about to be taken to the veterinary. No frenchman or frenchwoman is so 
poor or so careless or so avaricious but that they can and do constantly take their pet to 
the vet. 

Fernande was as always, very large, very beautiful and very gracious. She offered to read 
La Fontaine’s stories aloud to amuse Gertrude Stein while Gertrude Stein posed. She 
took her pose, Picasso sat very tight on his chair and very close to his canvas and on a 
very small palette which was of a uniform brown grey colour, mixed some more brown 
grey and the painting began. This was the first of some eighty or ninety sittings. 

Toward the end of the afternoon Gertrude Stein’s two brothers and her sister-in-law and 
Andrew Green came to see. They were all excited at the beauty of the sketch and 
Andrew Green begged and begged that it should be left as it was. But Picasso shook his 
head and said, non. 

It is too bad but in those days no one thought of taking a photograph of the picture as it 
was then and of course no one of the group that saw it then remembers at all what it 
looked like any more than do Picasso or Gertrude Stein. 

Andrew Green, none of them knew how they had met Andrew Green, he was the great-
nephew of Andrew Green known as the father of Greater New York. He had been born 
and reared in Chicago but he was a typical tall gaunt new englander, blond and gentle. He 
had a prodigious memory and could recite all of Milton’s Paradise Lost by heart and also 
all the translations of chinese poems of which Gertrude Stein was very fond. He had 
been in China and he was later to live permanently in the South Sea islands after he 
finally inherited quite a fortune from his great-uncle who was fond of Milton’s Paradise 
Lost. He had a passion for oriental stuffs. He adored as he said a simple centre and a 
continuous design. He loved pictures in museums and he hated everything modern. 



Once when during the family’s absence he had stayed at the rue de Fleurus for a month, 
he had outraged Hélène’s feelings by having his bed-sheets changed every day and 
covering all the pictures with cashmere shawls. He said the pictures were very restful, he 
could not deny that, but he could not bear it. He said that after the month was over that 
he had of course never come to like the new pictures but the worst of it was that not 
liking them he had lost his taste for the old and he never again in his life could go to any 
museum or look at any picture. He was tremendously impressed by Fernande’s beauty. 
He was indeed quite overcome. I would, he said to Gertrude Stein, if I could talk french, 
I would make love to her and take her away from that little Picasso. Do you make love 
with words, laughed Gertrude Stein. He went away before I came to Paris and he came 
back eighteen years later and he was very dull. 

This year was comparatively a quiet one. The Matisses were in the South of France all 
winter, at Collioure on the Mediterranean coast not far from Perpignan, where Madame 
Matisse’s people lived. The Raymond Duncans had disappeared after having been joined 
first by a sister of Penelope who was a little actress and was very far from being dressed 
greek, she was as nearly as she possibly could be a little Parisian. She had accompanying 
her a very large dark greek cousin. He came in to see Gertrude Stein and he looked 
around and he announced, I am greek, that is the same as saying that I have perfect taste 
and I do not care for any of these pictures. Very shortly Raymond, his wife and baby, the 
sister-in-law and the greek cousin disappeared out of the court at 27 rue de Fleurus and 
were succeeded by a german lady. 

This german lady was the niece and god-daughter of german field-marshals and her 
brother was a captain in the german navy. Her mother was english and she herself had 
played the harp at the bavarian court. She was very amusing and had some strange 
friends, both english and french. She was a sculptress and she made a typical german 
sculpture of little Roger, the concierge’s boy. She made three heads of him, one laughing, 
one crying and one sticking out his tongue, all three together on one pedestal. She sold 
this piece to the royal museum at Potsdam. The concierge during the war often wept at 
the thought of her Roger being there, sculptured, in the museum at Potsdam. She 
invented clothes that could be worn inside out and taken to pieces and be made long or 
short and she showed these to everybody with great pride. She had as an instructor in 
painting a weird looking frenchman one who looked exactly like the pictures of 
Huckleberry Finn’s father. She explained that she employed him out of charity, he had 
won a gold medal at the salon in his youth and after that had had no success. She also 
said that she never employed a servant of the servant class. She said that decayed 
gentlewomen were more appetising and more efficient and she always had some widow 
of some army officer or functionary sewing or posing for her. She had an austrian maid 
for a while who cooked perfectly delicious austrian pastry but she did not keep her long. 
She was in short very amusing and she and Gertrude Stein used to talk to each other in 
the court. She always wanted to know what Gertrude Stein thought of everybody who 
came in and out. She wanted to know if she came to her conclusions by deduction, 
observation, imagination or analysis. She Was amusing and then she disappeared and 
nobody thought anything about her until the war came and then everybody wondered if 
after all there had not been something sinister about this german woman’s life in Paris. 

Practically every afternoon Gertrude Stein went to Montmartre, posed and then later 
wandered down the hill usually walking across Paris to the rue de Fleurus. She then 
formed the habit which has never left her of walking around Paris, now accompanied by 



the dog, in those days alone. And Saturday evenings the Picassos walked home with her 
and dined and then there was Saturday evening. 

During these long poses and these long walks Gertrude Stein meditated and made 
sentences. She was then in the middle of her negro story Melanctha Herbert, the second 
story of Three Lives and the poignant incidents that she wove into the life of Melanctha 
were often these she noticed in walking down the hill from the rue Ravignan. 

It was at that time that the hungarians began their pilgrimages to the rue de Fleurus. 
There were strange groups of americans then, Picasso unaccustomed to the virginal 
quality of these young men and women used to say of them, ils sont pas des hommes, ils 
sont pas des femmes, ils sont des américains. They are not men, they are not women, 
they are americans. Once there was a Bryn Mawr woman there, wife of a well known 
portrait painter, who was very tall and beautiful and having once fallen on her head had a 
strange vacant expression. Her, he approved of, and used to call the Empress. There was 
a type of american art student, male, that used very much to afflict him, he used to say no 
it is not he who will make the future glory of America. He had a characteristic reaction 
when he saw the first photograph of a skyscraper. Good God, he said, imagine the pangs 
of jealousy a lover would have while his beloved came up all those flights of stairs to his 
top story studio. 

It was at this time that a Maurice Denis, a Toulouse–Lautrec and many enormous 
Picassos were added to the collection. It was at this time also that the acquaintance and 
friendship with the Vallotons began. 

Vollard once said when he was asked about a certain painter’s picture, oh ça c’est un 
Cézanne pour les pauvres, that is a Cézanne for the poor collector. Well Valloton was a 
Manet for the impecunious. His big nude had all the hardness, the stillness and none of 
the quality of the Olympe of Manet and his portraits had the aridity but none of the 
elegance of David. And further he had the misfortune of having married the sister of an 
important picture-dealer. He was very happy with his wife and she was a very charming 
woman but then there were the weekly family reunions, and there was also the wealth of 
his wife and the violence of his step-sons. He was a gentle soul, Valloton, with a keen wit 
and a great deal of ambition but a feeling of impotence, the result of being the brother-
in-law of picture dealers. However for a time his pictures were very interesting. He asked 
Gertrude Stein to pose for him. She did the following year. She had come to like posing, 
the long still hours followed by a long dark walk intensified the concentration with which 
she was creating her sentences. The sentences of which Marcel Brion, the french critic 
has written, by exactitude, austerity, absence of variety in light and shade, by refusal of 
the use of the subconscious Gertrude Stein achieves a symmetry which has a close 
analogy to the symmetry of the musical fugue of Bach. 

She often described the strange sensation she had as a result of the way in which 
Valloton painted. He was not at that time a young man as painters go, he had already had 
considerable recognition as a painter in the Paris exposition of 1900. When he painted a 
portrait he made a crayon sketch and then began painting at the top of the canvas 
straight across. Gertrude Stein said it was like pulling down a curtain as slowly moving as 
one of his swiss glaciers. Slowly he pulled the curtain down and by the time he was at the 
bottom of the canvas, there you were. The whole operation took about two weeks and 
then he gave the canvas to you. First however he exhibited it in the autumn salon and it 
had considerable notice and everybody was pleased. 



Everybody went to the Cirque Médrano once a week, at least, and usually everybody 
went on the same evening. There the clowns had commenced dressing up in misfit 
clothes instead of the old classic costume and these clothes later so well known on 
Charlie Chaplin were the delight of Picasso and all his friends in Montmartre. There also 
were the english jockeys and their costumes made the mode that all Montmartre 
followed. Not very long ago somebody was talking about how well the young painters of 
to-day dressed and what a pity it was that they spent money in that way. Picasso laughed. 
I am quite certain, he said, they pay less for the fashionable complet, their suits of 
clothes, than we did for our rough and common ones. You have no idea how hard it was 
and expensive it was in those days to find english tweed or a french imitation that would 
look rough and dirty enough. And it was quite true one way and another the painters in 
those days did spend a lot of money and they spent all they got hold of because in those 
happy days you could owe money for years for your paints and canvases and rent and 
restaurant and practically everything except coal and luxuries. 

The winter went on. Three Lives was written. Gertrude Stein asked her sister-in-law to 
come and read it. She did and was deeply moved. This pleased Gertrude Stein 
immensely, she did not believe that any one could read anything she wrote and be 
interested. In those days she never asked any one what they thought of her work, but 
were they interested enough to read it. Now she says if they can bring themselves to read 
it they will be interested. 

Her elder brother’s wife has always meant a great deal in her life but never more than on 
that afternoon. And then it had to be typewritten. Gertrude Stein had at that time a 
wretched little portable typewriter which she never used. She always then and for many 
years later wrote on scraps of paper in pencil, copied it into french school note-books in 
ink and then often copied it over again in ink. It was in connection with these various 
series of scraps of paper that her elder brother once remarked, I do not know whether 
Gertrude has more genius than the rest of you all, that I know nothing about, but one 
thing I have always noticed, the rest of you paint and write and are not satisfied and 
throw it away or tear it up, she does not say whether she is satisfied or not, she copies it 
very often but she never throws away any piece of paper upon which she has written. 

Gertrude Stein tried to copy Three Lives on the typewriter but it was no use, it made her 
nervous, so Etta Cone came to the rescue. The Miss Etta Cones as Pablo Picasso used to 
call her and her sister. Etta Cone was a Baltimore connection of Gertrude Stein’s and she 
was spending a winter in Paris. She was rather lonesome and she was rather interested. 

Etta Cone found the Picassos appalling but romantic. She was taken there by Gertrude 
Stein whenever the Picasso finances got beyond everybody and was made to buy a 
hundred francs’ worth of drawings. After all a hundred francs in those days was twenty 
dollars. She was quite willing to indulge in this romantic charity. Needless to say these 
drawings became in very much later years the nucleus of her collection. 

Etta Cone offered to typewrite Three Lives and she began. Baltimore is famous for the 
delicate sensibilities and conscientiousness of its inhabitants. It suddenly occurred to 
Gertrude Stein that she had not told Etta Cone to read the manuscript before beginning 
to typewrite it. She went to see her and there indeed was Etta Cone faithfully copying the 
manuscript letter by letter so that she might not by any indiscretion become conscious of 
the meaning. Permission to read the text having been given the typewriting went on. 



Spring was coming and the sittings were coming to an end. All of a sudden one day 
Picasso painted out the whole head. I can’t see you any longer when I look, he said 
irritably. And so the picture was left like that. 

Nobody remembers being particularly disappointed or particularly annoyed at this ending 
to the long series of posings. There was the spring independent and then Gertrude Stein 
and her brother were going to Italy as was at that time their habit Pablo and Fernande 
were going to Spain, she for the first time, and she had to buy a dress and a hat and 
perfumes and a cooking stove. All french women in those days when they went from 
one country to another took along a french oil stove to cook on. Perhaps they still do. 
No matter where they were going this had to be taken with them. They always paid a 
great deal of excess baggage, all french women who went travelling. And the Matisses 
were back and they had to meet the Picassos and to be enthusiastic about each other, but 
not to like each other very well. And in their wake, Derain met Picasso and with him 
came Braque. 

It may seem very strange to every one nowadays that before this time Matisse had never 
heard of Picasso and Picasso had never met Matisse. But at that time every little crowd 
lived its own life and knew practically nothing of any other crowd. Matisse on the Quai 
Saint–Michel and in the indépendant did not know anything of Picasso and Montmarte 
and Sagot. They all, it is true, had been in the very early stages bought one after the other 
by Mademoiselle Weill, the bric-a-brac shop in Montmarte, but as she bought 
everybody’s pictures, pictures brought by any one, not necessarily by the painter, it was 
not very likely that any painter would, except by some rare chance, see there the 
paintings of any other painter. They were however all very grateful to her in later years 
because after all practically everybody who later became famous had sold their first little 
picture to her. 

As I was saying the sittings were over, the vernissage of the independent was over and 
everybody went away. 

It had been a fruitful winter. In the long struggle with the portrait of Gertrude Stein, 
Picasso passed from the Harlequin, the charming early italian period to the intensive 
struggle which was to end in cubism. Gertrude Stein had written the story of Melanctha 
the negress, the second story of Three Lives which was the first definite step away from 
the nineteenth century and into the twentieth century in literature. Matisse had painted 
the Bonheur de Vivre and had created the new school of colour which was soon to leave 
its mark on everything. And everybody went away. That summer the Matisses came to 
Italy. Matisse did not care about it very much, he preferred France and Morocco but 
Madame Matisse was deeply touched. It was a girlish dream fulfilled. She said, I say to 
myself all the time, I am in Italy. And I say it to Henri all the time and he is very sweet 
about it, but he says, what of it. 

The Picassos were in Spain and Fernande wrote long letters describing Spain and the 
spaniards and earthquakes. 

In Florence except for the short visit of the Matisses and a short visit from Alfy Maurer 
the summer life was in no way related to the Paris life. 

Gertrude Stein and her brother rented for the summer a villa on top of the hill at Fiesole 
near Florence, and there they spent their summers for several years. The year I came to 



Paris a friend and myself took this villa, Gertrude Stein and her brother having taken a 
larger one on the other side of Fiesole, having been joined that year by their elder 
brother, his wife and child. The small one, the Casa Ricci, was very delightful. It had 
been made livable by a Scotch woman who born Presbyterian became an ardent Catholic 
and took her old Presbyterian mother from one convent to another. Finally they came to 
rest in Casa Ricci and there she made for herself a chapel and there her mother died. She 
then abandoned this for a larger villa which she turned into a retreat for retired priests 
and Gertrude Stein and her brother rented the Casa Ricci from her. Gertrude Stein 
delighted in her landlady who looked exactly like a lady-in-waiting to Mary Stuart and 
with all her trailing black robes genuflected before every Catholic symbol and would then 
climb up a precipitous ladder and open a little window in the roof to look at the stars. A 
strange mingling of Catholic and Protestant exaltation. 

Hélène the french servant never came down to Fiesole. She had by that time married. 
She cooked for her husband during the summer and mended the stockings of Gertrude 
Stein and her brother by putting new feet into them. She also made jam. In Italy there 
was Maddalena quite as important in Italy as Hélène in Paris, but I doubt if with as much 
appreciation for notabilities. Italy is too accustomed to the famous and the children of 
the famous. It was Edwin Dodge who apropos of these said, the lives of great men oft 
remind us we should leave no sons behind us. 

Gertrude Stein adored heat and sunshine although she always says that Paris winter is an 
ideal climate. In those days it was always at noon that she preferred to walk. I, who have 
and had no fondness for a summer sun, often accompanied her. Sometimes later in Spain 
I sat under a tree and wept but she in the sun was indefatigable. She could even lie in the 
sun and look straight up into a summer noon sun, she said it rested her eyes and head. 

There were amusing people in Florence. There were the Berensons and at that time with 
them Gladys Deacon, a well known international beauty, but after a winter of Montmarte 
Gertrude Stein found her too easily shocked to be interesting. Then there were the first 
russians, von Heiroth and his wife, she who afterwards had four husbands and once 
pleasantly remarked that she had always been good friends with all her husbands. He was 
foolish but attractive and told the usual russian stories. Then there were the Thorolds 
and a great many others. And most important there was a most excellent english lending 
library with all sorts of strange biographies which were to Gertrude Stein a source of 
endless pleasure. She once told me that when she was young she had read so much, read 
from the Elizabethans to the moderns, that she was terribly uneasy lest some day she 
would be without anything to read. For years this fear haunted her but in one way and 
another although she always reads and reads she seems always to find more to read. Her 
eldest brother used to complain that although he brought up from Florence every day as 
many books as he could carry, there always were just as many to take back. 

It was during this summer that Gertrude Stein began her great book, The Making of 
Americans. 

It began with an old daily theme that she had written when at Radcliffe, 

“Once an angry man dragged his father along the ground through his own orchard. 
‘Stop!’ cried the groaning old man at last. ‘Stop! I did not drag my father beyond this 
tree.’ 



“It is hard living down the tempers we are born with. We all begin well. For in our youth 
there is nothing we are more intolerant of than our own sins writ large in others and we 
fight them fiercely in ourselves; but we grow old and we see that these our sins are of all 
sins the really harmless ones to own, nay that they give a charm to any character, and so 
our struggle with them dies away.” And it was to be the history of a family. It was a 
history of a family but by the time I came to Paris it was getting to be a history of all 
human beings, all who ever were or are or could be living. 

Gertrude Stein in all her life has never been as pleased with anything as she is with the 
translation that Bernard Faÿ and Madame Seillière are making of this book now. She has 
just been going over it with Bernard Faÿ and as she says, it is wonderful in english and it 
is even as wonderful in french. Elliot Paul, when editor of transition once said that he 
was certain that Gertrude Stein could be a best-seller in France. It seems very likely that 
his prediction is to be fulfilled. 

But to return to those old days in the Casa Ricci and the first beginnings of those long 
sentences which were to change the literary ideas of a great many people. 

Gertrude Stein was working tremendously over the beginning of The Making of 
Americans and came back to Paris under the spell of the thing she was doing. It was at 
this time that working every night she often was caught by the dawn coming while she 
was working. She came back to a Paris fairly full of excitement. In the first place she 
came back to her finished portrait. The day he returned from Spain Picasso sat down and 
out of his head painted the head in without having seen Gertrude Stein again. And when 
she saw it he and she were content. It is very strange but neither can remember at all 
what the head looked like when he painted it out. There is another charming story of the 
portrait. 

Only a few years ago when Gertrude Stein had had her hair cut short, she had always up 
to that time worn it as a crown on top of her head as Picasso has painted it, when she 
had had her hair cut, a day or so later she happened to come into a room and Picasso 
was several rooms away. She had a hat on but he caught sight of her through two 
doorways and approaching her quickly called out, Gertrude, what is it, what is it. What is 
what, Pablo, she said. Let me see, he said. She let him see. And my portrait, said he 
sternly. Then his face softening he added, mais, quand même tout ‘y est, all the same it is 
all there. 

Matisse was back and there was excitement in the air. Derain, and Braque with him, had 
gone Montmartre. Braque was a young painter who had known Marie Laurencin when 
they were both art students, and they had then painted each other’s portraits. After that 
Braque had done rather geographical pictures, rounded hills and very much under the 
colour influence of Matisse’s independent painting. He had come to know Derain, I am 
not sure but that they had known each other while doing their military service, and now 
they knew Picasso. It was an exciting moment. 

They began to spend their days up there and they all always ate together at a little 
restaurant opposite, and Picasso was more than ever as Gertrude Stein said the little 
bullfighter followed by his squadron of four, or as later in her portrait of him, she called 
him, Napoleon followed by his four enormous grenadiers. Derain and Braque were great 
big men, so was Guillaume a heavy set man and Salmon was not small. Picasso was every 
inch a chief. 



This brings the story to Salmon and Guillaume Apollinaire, although Gertrude Stein had 
known these two and Marie Laurencin a considerable time before all this was happening. 

Salmon and Guillaume Apollinaire both lived in Montmarte in these days. Salmon was 
very lithe and alive but Gertrude Stein never found him particularly interesting. She liked 
him. Guillaume Apollinaire on the contrary was very wonderful. There was just about 
that time, that is about the time when Gertrude Stein first knew Apollinaire, the 
excitement of a duel that he was to fight with another writer. Fernande and Pablo told 
about it with so much excitement and so much laughter and so much Montmartre slang, 
this was in the early days of their acquaintance, that she was always a little vague about 
just what did happen. But the gist of the matter was that Guillaume challenged the other 
man and Max Jacob was to be the second and witness for Guillaume. Guillaume and his 
antagonist each sat in their favourite café all day and waited while their seconds went to 
and fro. How it all ended Gertrude Stein does not know except that nobody fought, but 
the great excitement was the bill each second and witness brought to his principal. In 
these was itemised each time they had a cup of coffee and of course they had to have a 
cup of coffee every time they sat down at one or other café with one or other principal, 
and again when the two seconds sat with each other. There was also the question under 
what circumstances were they under the absolute necessity of having a glass of brandy 
with the cup of coffee. And how often would they have had coffee if they had not been 
seconds. All this led to endless meetings and endless discussion and endless additional 
items. It lasted for days, perhaps weeks and months and whether anybody finally was 
paid, even the café keeper, nobody knows. It was notorious that Apollinaire was parted 
with the very greatest difficulty from even the smallest piece of money. It was all very 
absorbing. 

Apollinaire was very attractive and very interesting. He had a head like one of the late 
roman emperors. He had a brother whom one heard about but never saw. He worked in 
a bank and therefore he was reasonably well dressed. When anybody in Montmartre had 
to go anywhere where they had to be conventionally clothed, either to see a relation or 
attend to a business matter, they always wore a piece of a suit that belonged to the 
brother of Guillaume. 

Guillaume was extraordinarily brilliant and no matter what subject was started, if he 
knew anything about it or not, he quickly saw the whole meaning of the thing and 
elaborated it by his wit and fancy carrying it further than anybody knowing anything 
about it could have done, and oddly enough generally correctly. 

Once, several years later, we were dining with the Picassos, and in a conversation I got 
the best of Guillaume. I was very proud, but, said Eve (Picasso was no longer with 
Fernande), Guillaume was frightfully drunk or it would not have happened. It was only 
under such circumstances that anybody could successfully turn a phrase against 
Guillaume. Poor Guillaume. The last time we saw him was after he had come back to 
Paris from the war. He had been badly wounded in the head and had had a piece of his 
skull removed. He looked very wonderful with his bleu horizon and his bandaged head. 
He lunched with us and we all talked a long time together. He was tired and his heavy 
head nodded. He was very serious almost solemn. We went away shortly after, we were 
working with the American Fund for French Wounded, and never saw him again. Later 
Olga Picasso, the wife of Picasso, told us that the night of the armistice Guillaume 
Apollinaire died, that they were with him that whole evening and it was warm and the 
windows were open and the crowd passing were shouting, à bas Guillaume, down with 



William and as every one always called Guillaume Apollinaire Guillaume, even in his 
death agony it troubled him. 

He had really been heroic. As a foreigner, his mother was a pole, his father possibly an 
italian, it was not at all necessary that he should volunteer to fight. He was a man of full 
habit, accustomed to a literary life and the delights of the table, and in spite of everything 
he volunteered. He went into the artillery first. Every one advised this as it was less 
dangerous and easier than the infantry, but after a while he could not bear this half 
protection and he changed into the infantry and was wounded in a charge. He was a long 
time in hospital, recovered a little, it was at this time that we saw him, and finally died on 
the day of the armistice. 

The death of Guillaume Apollinaire at this time made a very serious difference to all his 
friends apart from their sorrow at his death. It was the moment just after the war when 
many things had changed and people naturally fell apart. Guillaume would have been a 
bond of union, he always had a quality of keeping people together, and now that he was 
gone everybody ceased to be friends. But all that was very much later and now to go 
back again to the beginning when Gertrude Stein first met Guillaume and Marie 
Laurencin. 

Everybody called Gertrude Stein Gertrude, or at most Mademoiselle Gertrude, 
everybody called Picasso Pablo and Fernando Fernande and everybody called Guillaume 
Apollinaire Guillaume and Max Jacob Max but everybody called Marie Laurencin Marie 
Laurencin. 

The first time Gertrude Stein ever saw Marie Laurencin, Guillaume Apollinaire brought 
her to the rue de Fleurus, not on a Saturday evening, but another evening. She was very 
interesting. They were an extraordinary pair. Marie Laurencin was terribly near-sighted 
and of course she never wore eye-glasses, no french woman and few frenchmen did in 
those days. She used a lorgnette. 

She looked at each picture carefully that is, every picture on the line, bringing her eye 
close and moving over the whole of it with her lorgnette, an inch at a time. The pictures 
out of reach she ignored. Finally she remarked, as for myself, I prefer portraits and that is 
of course quite natural, as I myself am a Clouet. And it was perfectly true, she was a 
Clouet. She had the square thin build of the mediaeval french women in the french 
primitives. She spoke in a high pitched beautifully modulated voice. She sat down beside 
Gertrude Stein on the couch and she recounted the story of her life, told that her mother 
who had always had it in her nature to dislike men had been for many years the mistress 
of an important personage, had borne her, Marie Laurencin. I have never, she added, 
dared let her know Guillaume although of course he is so sweet that she could not refuse 
to like him but better not. Some day you will see her. 

And later on Gertrude Stein saw the mother and by that time I was in Paris and I was 
taken along. 

Marie Laurencin, leading her strange life and making her strange art, lived with her 
mother, who was a very quiet, very pleasant, very dignified woman, as if the two were 
living in a. convent. The small apartment was filled with needlework which the mother 
had executed after the designs of Marie Laurencin. Marie and her mother acted toward 
each other exactly as a young nun with an older one. It was all very strange. Later just 



before the war the mother fell ill and died. Then the mother did see Guillaume 
Apollinaire and liked him. 

After her mother’s death Marie Laurencin lost all sense of stability. She and Guillaume 
no longer saw each other. A relation that had existed as long as the mother lived without 
the mother’s knowledge now that the mother was dead and had seen and liked 
Guillaume could no longer endure. Marie against the advice of all her friends married a 
german. When her friends remonstrated with her she said, but he is the only one who 
can give me a feeling of my mother. 

Six weeks after the marriage the war came and Marie had to leave the country, having 
been married to a german. As she told me later when once during the war we met in 
Spain, naturally the officials could make no trouble for her, her passport made it clear 
that no one knew who her father was and they naturally were afraid because perhaps her 
father might be the president of the french republic. 

During these war years Marie was very unhappy. She was intensely french and she was 
technically german. When you met her she would say, let me present to you my husband 
a boche, I do not remember his name. The official french world in Spain with whom she 
and her husband occasionally came in contact made things very unpleasant for her, 
constantly referring to Germany as her country. In the meanwhile Guillaume with whom 
she was in correspondence wrote her passionately patriotic letters. It was a miserable 
time for Marie Laurencin. 

Finally Madame Groult, the sister of Poiret, coming to Spain, managed to help Marie out 
of her troubles. She finally divorced her husband and after the armistice returned to 
Paris, at home once more in the world. It was then that she came to the rue de Fleurus 
again, this time with Erik Satie. They were both Normans and so proud and happy about 
it. 

In the early days Marie Laurencin painted a strange picture, portraits of Guillaume, 
Picasso, Fernande and herself. Fernande told Gertrude Stein about it. Gertrude Stein 
bought it and Marie Laurencin was so pleased. It was the first picture of hers any one 
had ever bought. 

It was before Gertrude Stein knew the rue Ravignan that Guillaume Apollinaire had his 
first paid job, he edited a little pamphlet about physical culture. And it was for this that 
Picasso made his wonderful caricatures, including one of Guillaume as an exemplar of 
what physical culture could do. 

And now once more to return to the return from all their travels and to Picasso 
becoming the head of a movement that was later to be known as the cubists. Who called 
it cubist first I do not know but very likely it was Apollinaire. At any rate he wrote the 
first little pamphlet about them all and illustrated it with their paintings. 

I can so well remember the first time Gertrude Stein took me to see Guillaume 
Apollinaire. It was a tiny bachelor’s apartment on the rue des Martyrs. The room was 
crowded with a great many small young gentlemen. Who, I asked Fernande, are all these 
little men. They are poets, answered Fernande. I was overcome. I had never seen poets 
before, one poet yes but not poets. It was on that night too that Picasso, just a little 
drunk and to Fernande’s great indignation persisted in sitting beside me and finding for 



me in a spanish album of photographs the exact spot where he was born. I came away 
with rather a vague idea of its situation. 

Derain and Braque became followers of Picasso about six months after Picasso had, 
through Gertrude Stein and her brother, met Matisse. Matisse had in the meantime 
introduced Picasso to negro sculpture. 

At that time negro sculpture had been well known to curio hunters but not to artists. 
Who first recognised its potential value for the modern artist I am sure I do not know. 
Perhaps it was Maillol who came from the Perpignan region and knew Matisse in the 
south and called his attention to it. There is a tradition that it was Derain. It is also very 
possible that it was Matisse himself because for many years there was a curio-dealer in 
the rue de Rennes who always had a great many things of this kind in his window and 
Matisse often went up the rue de Rennes to go to one of the sketch classes. 

In any case it was Matisse who first was influenced, not so much in his painting but in his 
sculpture, by the african statues and it was Matisse who drew Picasso’s attention to it just 
after Picasso had finished painting Gertrude Stein’s portrait. 

The effect of this african art upon Matisse and Picasso was entirely different. Matisse 
through it was affected more in his imagination than in his vision. Picasso more in his 
vision than in his imagination. Strangely enough it is only very much later in his life that 
this influence has affected his imagination and that may be through its having been re-
enforced by the Orientalism of the russians when he came in contact with that through 
Diaghilev and the russian ballet. 

In these early days when he created cubism the effect of the african art was purely upon 
his vision and his forms, his imagination remained purely spanish. The spanish quality of 
ritual and abstraction had been indeed stimulated by his painting the portrait of Gertrude 
Stein. She had a definite impulse then and always toward elemental abstraction. She was 
not at any time interested in african sculpture. She always says that she liked it well 
enough but that it has nothing to do with europeans, that it lacks naïveté, that it is very 
ancient, very narrow, very sophisticated but lacks the elegance of the egyptian sculpture 
from which it is derived. She says that as an american she likes primitive things to be 
more savage. 

Matisse and Picasso then being introduced to each other by Gertrude Stein and her 
brother became friends but they were enemies. Now they are neither friends nor 
enemies. At that time they were both. 

They exchanged pictures as was the habit in those days. Each painter chose the one of 
the other one that presumably interested him the most. Matisse and Picasso chose each 
one of the other one the picture that was undoubtedly the least interesting either of them 
had done. Later each one used it as an example, the picture he had chosen, of the 
weaknesses of the other one. Very evidently in the two pictures chosen the strong 
qualities of each painter were not much in evidence. 

The feeling between the Picassoites and the Matisseites became bitter. And this, you see, 
brings me to the independent where my friend and I sat without being aware of it under 
the two pictures which first publicly showed that Derain and Braque had become 
Picassoites and were definitely not Matisseites. 



In the meantime naturally a great many things had happened. 

Matisse showed in every autumn salon and every independent. He was beginning to have 
a considerable following. Picasso, on the contrary, never in all his life has shown in any 
salon. His pictures at that time could really only be seen at 27 rue de Fleurus. The first 
time as one might say that he had ever shown at a public show was when Derain and 
Braque, completely influenced by his recent work, showed theirs. After that he too had 
many followers. 

Matisse was irritated by the growing friendship between Picasso and Gertrude Stein. 
Mademoiselle Gertrude, he explained, likes local colour and theatrical values. It would be 
impossible for any one of her quality to have a serious friendship with any one like 
Picasso. Matisse still came frequently to the rue de Fleurus but there was no longer any 
frankness of intercourse between them all. It was about this time that Gertrude Stein and 
her brother gave a lunch for all the painters whose pictures were on the wall. Of course it 
did not include the dead or the old. It was at this lunch that as I have already said 
Gertrude Stein made them all happy and made the lunch a success by seating each 
painter facing his own picture. No one of them noticed it, they were just naturally 
pleased, until just as they were all leaving Matisse, standing up with his back to the door 
and looking into the room suddenly realised what had been done. 

Matisse intimated that Gertrude Stein had lost interest in his work. She answered him, 
there is nothing within you that fights itself and hitherto you have had the instinct to 
produce antagonism in others which stimulated you to attack. But now they follow. 

That was the end of the conversation but a beginning of an important part of The 
Making of Americans. Upon this idea Gertrude Stein based some of her most permanent 
distinctions in types of people. 

It was about this time that Matisse began his teaching. He now moved from the Quai 
Saint–Michel, where he had lived ever since his marriage, to the boulevard des Invalides. 
In consequence of the separation of church and state which had just taken place in 
France the french government had become possessed of a great many convent schools 
and other church property. As many of these convents ceased to exist, there were at that 
time a great many of their buildings empty. Among others a very splendid one on the 
boulevard des Invalides. 

These buildings were being rented at very low prices because no lease was given, as the 
government when it decided how to use them permanently would put the tenants out 
without warning. It was therefore an ideal place for artists as there were gardens and big 
rooms and they could put up with the inconveniences of housekeeping under the 
circumstances. So the Matisses moved in and Matisse instead of a small room to work in 
had an immense one and the two boys came home and they were all very happy. Then a 
number of those who had become his followers asked him if he would teach them if they 
organised a class for him in the same building in which he was then living. He consented 
and the Matisse atelier began. 

The applicants were of all nationalities and Matisse was at first appalled at the number 
and variety of them. He told with much amusement as well as surprise that when he 
asked a very little woman in the front row, what in particular she had in mind in her 
painting, what she was seeking, she replied, Monsieur je cherche le neuf. He used to 



wonder how they all managed to learn french when he knew none of their languages. 
Some one got hold of some of these facts and made fun of the school in one of the 
french weeklies. This hurt Matisse’s feelings frightfully. The article said, and where did 
these people come from, and it was answered, from Massachusetts. Matisse was very 
unhappy. 

But in spite of all this and also in spite of many dissensions the school flourished. There 
were difficulties. One of the hungarians wanted to earn his living posing for the class and 
in the intervals when some one else posed go on with his painting. There were a number 
of young women who protested, a nude model on a model stand was one thing but to 
have it turn into a fellow student was another. A hungarian was found eating the bread 
for rubbing out crayon drawings that the various students left on their painting boards 
and this evidence of extreme poverty and lack of hygiene had an awful effect upon the 
sensibilities of the americans. There were quite a number of americans. One of these 
americans under the plea of poverty was receiving his tuition for nothing and then was 
found to have purchased for himself a tiny Matisse and a tiny Picasso and a tiny Seurat. 
This was not only unfair, because many of the others wanted and could not afford to 
own a picture by the master and they were paying their tuition, but, since he also bought 
a Picasso, it was treason. And then every once in a while some one said something to 
Matisse in such bad french that it sounded like something very different from what it was 
and Matisse grew very angry and the unfortunate had to be taught how to apologise 
properly. All the students were working under such a state of tension that explosions 
were frequent. One would accuse another of undue influence with the master and then 
there were long and complicated scenes in which usually some one had to apologise. It 
was all very difficult since they themselves organised themselves. 

Gertrude Stein enjoyed all these complications immensely. Matisse was a good gossip 
and so was she and at this time they delighted in telling tales to each other. 

She began at that time always calling Matisse the C.M. or cher maitre. She told him the 
favourite Western story, pray gentlemen, let there be no bloodshed. Matisse came not 
unfrequently to the rue de Fleurus. It was indeed at this time that Hélène prepared him 
the fried eggs instead of an omelet. 

Three Lives had been typewritten and now the next thing was to show it to a publisher. 
Some one gave Gertrude Stein the name of an agent in New York and she tried that. 
Nothing came of it. Then she tried publishers directly. The only one at all interested was 
Bobbs–Merrill and they said they could not undertake it. This attempt to find a publisher 
lasted some time and then without being really discouraged she decided to have it 
printed. It was not an unnatural thought as people in Paris often did this. Some one told 
her about the Grafton Press in New York, a respectable firm that printed special 
historical things that people wanted to have printed. The arrangements were concluded, 
Three Lives was to be printed and the proofs to be sent. 

One day some one knocked at the door and a very nice very american young man asked 
if he might speak to Miss Stein. She said, yes come in. He said, I have come at the 
request of the Grafton Press. Yes, she said. You see, he said slightly hesitant, the director 
of the Grafton Press is under the impression that perhaps your knowledge of english. 
But I am an american, said Gertrude Stein indignantly. Yes yes I understand that 
perfectly now, he said, but perhaps you have not had much experience in writing. I 
suppose, said she laughing, you were under the impression that I was imperfectly 



educated. He blushed, why no, he said, but you might not have had much experience in 
writing. Oh yes, she said, oh yes. Well it’s alright. I will write to the director and you 
might as well tell him also that everything that is written in the manuscript is written with 
the intention of its being so written and all he has to do is to print it and I will take the 
responsibility. The young man bowed himself out. 

Later when the book was noticed by interested writers and newspaper men the director 
of the Grafton Press wrote Gertrude Stein a very simple letter in which he admitted he 
had been surprised at the notice the book had received but wished to add that now that 
he had seen the result he wished to say that he was very pleased that his firm had printed 
the book. But this last was after I came to Paris. 

 
 

The Great Figure 
by William Carlos Williams (1921) 
 
Among the rain 
and lights 
I saw the figure 5 
in gold 
on a red 
fire truck 
moving 
tense 
unheeded 
to gong clangs 
siren howls 
and wheels rumbling 
through the dark city 
 
 

THEME FOR ENGLISH B  

By Langston Hughes (1951) 
 
The instructor said,  
Go home and write  
a page tonight.  
And let that page come out of you---  
Then, it will be true.  
I wonder if it’s that simple?  
I am twenty-two, colored, born in Winston-Salem.  
I went to school there, then Durham, then here  
to this college on the hill above Harlem.  
I am the only colored student in my class.  
The steps from the hill lead down into Harlem  
through a park, then I cross St. Nicholas,  
Eighth Avenue, Seventh, and I come to the Y,  



the Harlem Branch Y, where I take the elevator  
up to my room, sit down, and write this page:  

It’s not easy to know what is true for you or me  
at twenty-two, my age. But I guess I’m what  
I feel and see and hear, Harlem, I hear you:  
hear you, hear me---we two---you, me, talk on this page.  
(I hear New York too.) Me---who?  
Well, I like to eat, sleep, drink, and be in love.  
I like to work, read, learn, and understand life.  
I like a pipe for a Christmas present,  
or records---Bessie, bop, or Bach.  
I guess being colored doesn’t make me NOT like  
the same things other folks like who are other races.  
So will my page be colored that I write?  
Being me, it will not be white.  
But it will be  
a part of you, instructor.  
You are white---  
yet a part of me, as I am a part of you.  
That’s American.  
Sometimes perhaps you don’t want to be a part of me.  
Nor do I often want to be a part of you.  
But we are, that’s true!  
As I learn from you, 
I guess you learn from me---  
although you’re older---and white---  
and somewhat more free.  

This is my page for English B.  

  



Vaclav Paris
Charles Demuth, The Figure 5 in Gold (1928)
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Survey Graphic, March 1925: 
Harlem: Mecca of the New Negro 

 
Alain Locke (1886-1954) was born and raised in Philadelphia. He 
graduated from Harvard and continued his studies in Europe as the first 
African American Rhodes Scholar. After teaching English at Howard 
University for four years, he returned to Harvard in 1916 to begin work on 
a Ph.D. in philosophy, which he obtained in 1918. He rejoined the Howard 
faculty and taught there until his retirement in 1953. In 1925 he edited a 
special edition of the magazine Survey Graphic, devoted exclusively to 
the life of Harlem. He later expanded it into an anthology, The New 
Negro, which became the manifesto of the Harlem Renaissance, or as 
some critics prefer to call it, the New Negro Movement. In the essay 
provided here Locke captures the hope and optimism of a people who 
have discovered "a new vision of opportunity."  
 
* 

n the last decade something beyond the watch and guard of statistics has happened in the life of the 
American Negro and the three norms who have traditionally presided over the Negro problem have a 
changeling in their laps. The Sociologist, The Philanthropist, the Race-leader are not unaware of the 

New Negro, but they are at a loss to account for him. He simply cannot be swathed in their formulae. For 
the younger generation is vibrant with a new psychology; the new spirit is awake in the masses, and under 
the very eyes of the professional observers is transforming what has been a perennial problem into the 
progressive phases of contemporary Negro life. 

 I
 Could such a metamorphosis have taken place as suddenly as it has appeared to? The answer is no; not 
because the New Negro is not here, but because the Old Negro had long become more of a myth than a 
man. The Old Negro, we must remember, was a creature of moral debate and historical controversy. His 
has been a stock figure perpetuated as an historical fiction partly in innocent sentimentalism, partly in 
deliberate reactionism. The Negro himself has contributed his share to this through a sort of protective 
social mimicry forced upon him by the adverse circumstances of dependence. So for generations in the 
mind of America, the Negro has been more of a formula than a human being � a something to be argued 
about, condemned or defended, to be “kept down,” or “in his place,” or “helped up,” to be worried with or 
worried over, harassed or patronized, a social bogey or a social burden. The thinking Negro even has been 
induced to share this same general attitude, to focus his attention on controversial issues, to see himself in 
the distorted perspective of a social problem. His shadow, so to speak, has been more real to him than his 
personality. Through having had to appeal from the unjust stereotypes of his oppressors and traducers to 
those of his liberators, friends and benefactors he has subscribed to the traditional positions from which 
his case has been viewed. Little true social or self-understanding has or could come from such a situation. 

 But while the minds of most of us, black and white, have thus burrowed in the trenches of the Civil 
War and Reconstruction, the actual march of development has simply flanked these positions, necessita-
ting a sudden reorientation of view. We have not been watching in the right direction; set North and South 
on a sectional axis, we have not noticed the East till the sun has us blinking.  

                                                           
* National Humanities Center, 2007: nationalhumanitiescenter.org/pds/index.htmm; added 2010. Copyright holder and status undetermined; permission 

pending. Footnotes added by NHC. Complete image credits at http://nationalhumanitiescenter.org/pds/maai3/imagecredits.htm. 
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 Recall how suddenly the Negro spirituals revealed themselves; suppressed for generations under the 
stereotypes of Wesleyan hymn harmony, secretive, half-ashamed, until the courage of being natural 
brought them out � and behold, there was folk-music. Similarly the mind of the Negro seems suddenly 
to have slipped from under the tyranny of social intimidation and to be shaking off the psychology of 
imitation and implied inferiority. By shedding the old chrysalis of the Negro problem we are achieving 
something like a spiritual emancipation. Until recently, lacking self-understanding, we have been almost 
as much of a problem to ourselves as we still are to others. But the decade that found us with a problem 
has left us with only a task. The multitude perhaps feels as yet only a strange relief and a new vague urge, 
but the thinking few know that in the reaction the vital inner grip of prejudice has been broken. 

 With this renewed self-respect and self-dependence, the life of the Negro community is bound to enter 
a new dynamic phase, the buoyancy from within compensating for whatever pressure there may be of 
conditions from without. The migrant masses, shifting from countryside to city, hurdle several 
generations of experience at a leap, but more important, the same thing happens spiritually in the life-
attitudes and self-expression of the Young Negro, in his poetry, his art, his education and his new outlook, 
with the additional advantage, of course, of the poise and greater certainty of knowing what it is all about. 
From this comes the promise and warrant of a new leadership. As one of them has discerningly put it: 

We have tomorrow Yesterday, a night-gone thing 
Bright before us A sun-down name. 
Like a flame. 

And dawn today 
Broad arch above the road we came. 
We march!1 

 This is what, even more than any “most creditable record of fifty years of freedom,” requires that the 
Negro of today be seen through other than the dusty spectacles of past controversy. The day of “aunties,” 
“uncles” and “mammies” is equally gone. Uncle Tom and Sambo have passed on, and even the “Colonel” 
and “George” play barnstorm roles from which they escape with relief when the public spotlight is off. 
The popular melodrama has about played itself out, and it is time to scrap the fictions, garret the bogeys 
and settle down to a realistic facing of facts.  

IRST we must observe some of the changes which since the traditional lines of opinion were drawn 
have rendered these quite obsolete. A main change has been, of course, that shifting of the Negro 

population which has made the Negro problem no longer exclusively or even predominantly Southern. 
Why should our minds remain sectionalized, when the problem itself no longer is? Then the trend of 
migration has not only been toward the North and the Central Midwest, but city-ward and to the great 
centers of industry � the problems of adjustment are new, practical, local and not peculiarly racial. 
Rather they are an integral part of the large industrial and social problems of our present-day democracy. 
And finally, with the Negro rapidly in process of class differentiation, if it ever was warrantable to regard 
and treat the Negro en masse, it is becoming with every day less possible, more unjust and more 
ridiculous. 

 F

 The Negro, too, for his part, has idols of the tribe to smash. If on the one hand the white man has erred 
in making the Negro appear to be that which would excuse or extenuate his treatment of him, the Negro, 
in turn, has too often unnecessarily excused himself because of the way he has been treated. The intelli-
gent Negro of today is resolved not to make discrimination an extenuation for his shortcomings in 
performance, individual or collective; he is trying to hold himself at par, neither inflated by sentimental 
allowances nor depreciated by current social discounts. For this he must know himself and be known for 
precisely what he is, and for that reason he welcomes the new scientific rather than the old sentimental 
interest. Sentimental interest in the Negro has ebbed. We used to lament this as the falling off of our 

                                                           
1 Langston Hughes, “Youth,” ca. 1924. 
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friends; now we rejoice and pray to be delivered both from self-pity and condescension. The mind of each 
racial group has had a bitter weaning, apathy or hatred on one side matching disillusionment or 
resentment on the other; but they face each other today with the possibility at least of entirely new mutual 
attitudes. 

     It does not follow that if the Negro were better known, he would be better liked or better treated. But 
mutual understanding is basic for any subsequent cooperation and adjustment. The effort toward this will 
at least have the effect of remedying in large part what has been the most unsatisfactory feature of our 
present state of race relationships in America, namely the fact that the more intelligent and representative 
elements of the two race groups have at so many points got quite out of vital touch with one another. 

 The fiction is that the life of the races is separate, and increasingly so. The fact is that they have 
touched too closely at the unfavorable and too lightly at the favorable levels.  

 While inter-racial councils have sprung up in the South, drawing on forward elements of both races, in 
the Northern cities manual laborers may brush elbows in their everyday work, but the community and 
business leaders have experienced no such interplay or far too little of it. These segments must achieve 
contact or the race situation in America becomes desperate. Fortunately this is happening. There is a 
growing realization that in social effort the cooperative basis must supplant long-distance philanthropy, 
and that the only safeguard for mass relations in the future must be provided in the carefully maintained 
contacts of the enlightened minorities of both race groups. In the intellectual realm a renewed and keen 
curiosity is replacing the recent apathy; the Negro is being carefully studied, not just talked about and 
discussed. In art and letters, instead of being wholly caricatured, he is being seriously portrayed and 
painted. 

 To all of this the New Negro is keenly responsive as an augury of a new democracy in American 
culture. He is contributing his share to the new social understanding. But the desire to be understood 
would never in itself have been sufficient to have opened so completely the protectively closed portals of 
the thinking Negro’s mind. There is still too much possibility of being snubbed or patronized for that. It 
was rather the necessity for fuller, truer, self-expression, the realization of the unwisdom of allowing 
social discrimination to segregate him mentally, and a counter-attitude to cramp and fetter his own living 
� and so the “spite-wall” that the intellectuals built over the “color-line” has happily been taken down. 
Much of this reopening of intellectual contacts has centered in New York and has been richly fruitful not 
merely in the enlarging of personal experience, but in the definite enrichment of American art and letters 
and in the clarifying of our common vision of the social tasks ahead. 

 The particular significance in the reestablishment of contact between the more advanced and 
representative classes is that it promises to offset some of the unfavorable reactions of the past, or at least 
to re-surface race contacts somewhat for the future. Subtly the conditions that are moulding a New Negro 
are moulding a new American attitude. 

 However, this new phase of things is delicate; it will call for less charity but more justice; less help, 
but infinitely closer understanding. This is indeed a critical stage of race relationships because of the 
likelihood, if the new temper is not understood, of engendering sharp group antagonism and a second crop 
of more calculated prejudice. In some quarters, it has already done so. Having weaned the Negro, public 
opinion cannot continue to paternalize. The Negro today is inevitably moving forward under the control 
largely of his own objectives. What are these objectives? Those of his outer life are happily already well 
and finally formulated, for they are none other than the ideals of American institutions and democracy. 
Those of his inner life are yet in process of formation, for the new psychology at present is more of a 
consensus of feeling than of opinion, of attitude rather than of program. Still some points seem to have 
crystallized.  

 U P to the present one may adequately describe the Negro’s “inner objectives” as an attempt to repair 
a damaged group psychology and reshape a warped social perspective. Their realization has 
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required a new mentality for the American Negro. And as it matures we begin to see its effects; at first, 
negative, iconoclastic, and then positive and constructive. In this new group psychology we note the lapse 
of sentimental appeal, then the development of a more positive self-respect and self-reliance; the 
repudiation of social dependence, and then the gradual recovery from hyper-sensitiveness and “touchy” 
nerves, the repudiation of the double standard of judgment with its special philanthropic allowances and 
then the sturdier desire for objective and scientific appraisal; and finally the rise from social 
disillusionment to race pride, from the sense of social debt to the responsibilities of social contribution, 
and off-setting the necessary working and commonsense acceptance of restricted conditions, the belief in 
ultimate esteem and recognition. Therefore, the Negro today wishes to be known for what he is, even in 
his faults and shortcomings, and scorns a craven and precarious survival at the price of seeming to be 
what he is not. He resents being spoken for as a social ward or minor, even by his own, and to being 
regarded a chronic patient for the sociological clinic, the sick man of American Democracy. For the same 
reasons, he himself is through with those social nostrums and panaceas, the so-called “solutions” of his 
“problem,” with which he and the country have been so liberally dosed in the past. Religion, freedom, 
education, money � in turn, he has ardently hoped for and peculiarly trusted these things; he still 
believes in them, but not in blind trust that they alone will solve his life-problem.    

 Each generation, however, will have its creed and that of the present is the belief in the efficacy of 
collective efforts in race cooperation. This deep feeling of race is at present the mainspring of Negro life. 
It seems to be the outcome of the reaction to proscription and prejudice; an attempt, fairly successful on 
the whole, to convert a defensive into an offensive position, a handicap into an incentive. It is radical in 
tone, but not in purpose and only the most stupid forms of opposition, misunderstanding or persecution 
could make it otherwise. Of course, the thinking Negro has shifted a little toward the left with the world-
trend, and there is an increasing group who affiliate with radical and liberal movements. But fundamental-
ly for the present the Negro is radical on race matters, conservative on others, in other words, a “forced 
radical,” a social protestant rather than a genuine radical. Yet under further pressure and injustice 
iconoclastic thought and motives will inevitably increase. Harlem’s quixotic radicalisms call for their 
ounce of democracy today lest tomorrow they be beyond cure.  

 The Negro mind reaches out as yet to nothing but American wants, American ideas. But this forced 
attempt to build his Americanism on race values is a unique social experiment, and its ultimate success is 
impossible except through the fullest sharing of American culture and institutions. There should be no 
delusion about this. American nerves in sections unstrung with race hysteria are often fed the opiate that 
the trend of Negro advance is wholly separatist, and that the effect of its operation will be to encyst the 
Negro as a benign foreign body in the body politic. This cannot be � even if it were desirable. The 
racialism of the Negro is no limitation or reservation with respect to American life; it is only a construct-
ive effort to build the obstructions in the stream of his progress into an efficient dam of social energy and 
power. Democracy itself is obstructed and stagnated to the extent that any of its channels are closed. 
Indeed they cannot be selectively closed. So the choice is not between one way for the Negro and another 
way for the rest, but between American institutions frustrated on the one hand and American ideals 
progressively fulfilled and realized on the other. 

 There is, of course, a warrantably comfortable feeling in being on the right side of the country’s 
professed ideals. We realize that we cannot be undone without America’s undoing. It is within the gamut 
of this attitude that the thinking Negro faces America, but the variations of mood in connection with it are 
if anything more significant than the attitude itself. Sometimes we have it taken with the defiant ironic 
challenge of McKay:2 

Mine is the future grinding down today 
Like a great landslip moving to the sea, 
Bearing its freight of debris far away 
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Where the green hungry waters restlessly 
Heave mammoth pyramids and break and roar 
Their eerie challenge to the crumbling shore. 
 

Sometimes, perhaps more frequently as yet, in the fervent and almost filial appeal and counsel of Weldon 
Johnson’s:3 

O Southland, dear Southland! 
Then why do you still cling 
To an idle age and a musty page, 
To a dead and useless thing. 

But between defiance and appeal, midway almost between cynicism and hope, the prevailing mind stands 
in the mood of the same author’s “To America,”4 an attitude of sober query and stoical challenge: 

How would you have us, as we are? 
Or sinking ’neath the load we bear, 
Our eyes fixed forward on a star, 
Or gazing empty at despair? 
 

Rising or falling? Men or things? 
With dragging pace or footsteps fleet? 
Strong, willing sinews in your wings, 
Or tightening chains about your feet? 

 More and more, however, an intelligent realization of the great discrepancy between the American 
social creed and the American social practice forces upon the Negro the taking of the moral advantage 
that is his. Only the steadying and sobering effect of a truly characteristic gentleness of spirit prevents the 
rapid rise of a definite cynicism and counter-hate and a defiant superiority feeling. Human as this reaction 
would be, the majority still deprecate its advent, and would gladly see it forestalled by the speedy 
amelioration of its causes. We wish our race pride to be a healthier, more positive achievement than a 
feeling based upon a realization of the shortcomings of others. But all paths toward the attainment of a 
sound social attitude have been difficult; only a relatively few enlightened minds have been able as the 
phrase puts it “to rise above” prejudice. The ordinary man has had until recently only a hard choice 
between the alternatives of supine and humiliating submission and stimulating but hurtful counter-
prejudice. Fortunately from some inner, desperate resourcefulness has recently sprung up the simple 
expedient of fighting prejudice by mental passive resistance, in other words by trying to ignore it. For the 
few, this manna may perhaps be effective, but the masses cannot thrive on it. 

ORTUNATELY there are constructive channels opening out into which the balked social feelings of 
the American Negro can flow freely.  

 Without them there would be much more pressure and danger than there is. These compensating 
interests are racial but in a new and enlarged way. One is the consciousness of acting as the advance-
guard of the African peoples in their contact with Twentieth Century civilization; the other, the sense of a 
mission of rehabilitating the race in world esteem from that loss of prestige for which the fate and 
conditions of slavery have so largely been responsible. Harlem, as we shall see, is the center of both these 
movements; she is the home of the Negro’s “Zionism.” The pulse of the Negro world has begun to beat in 
Harlem. A Negro newspaper carrying news material in English, French and Spanish, gathered from all 
quarters of America, the West Indies and Africa has maintained itself in Harlem for over five years. Two 
important magazines, both edited from New York, maintain their news and circulation consistently on a 
cosmopolitan scale. Under American auspices and backing, three pan-African congresses have been held 

 F
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abroad for the discussion of common interests, colonial questions and the future cooperative development 
of Africa. In terms of the race question as a world problem, the Negro mind has leapt, so to speak, upon 
the parapets of prejudice and extended its cramped horizons. In so doing it has linked up with the growing 
group consciousness of the dark-peoples and is gradually learning their common interests. As one of our 
writers has recently put it: “It is imperative that we understand the white world in its relations to the non-
white world.” As with the Jew, persecution is making the Negro international. 

 As a world phenomenon this wider race consciousness is a different thing from the much asserted 
rising tide of color. Its inevitable causes are not of our making. The consequences are not necessarily 
damaging to the best interests of civilization. Whether it actually brings into being new Armadas of 
conflict or argosies of cultural exchange and enlightenment can only be decided by the attitude of the 
dominant races in an era of critical change. With the American Negro his new internationalism is 
primarily an effort to recapture contact with the scattered peoples of African derivation. Garveyism may 
be a transient, if spectacular, phenomenon, but the possible role of the American Negro in the future 
development of Africa is one of the most constructive and universally helpful missions that any modern 
people can lay claim to. 

 Constructive participation in such causes cannot help giving the Negro valuable group incentives, as 
well as increased prestige at home and abroad. Our greatest rehabilitation may possibly come through 
such channels, but for the present, more immediate hope rests in the revaluation by white and black alike 
of the Negro in terms of his artistic endowments and cultural contributions, past and prospective. It must 
be increasingly recognized that the Negro has already made very substantial contributions, not only in his 
folk-art, music especially, which has always found appreciation, but in larger, though humbler and less 
acknowledged ways. For generations the Negro has been the peasant matrix of that section of America 
which has most undervalued him, and here he has contributed not only materially in labor and in social 
patience, but spiritually as well. The South has unconsciously absorbed the gift of his folk-temperament. 
In less than half a generation it will be easier to recognize this, but the fact remains that a leaven of 
humor, sentiment, imagination and tropic nonchalance has gone into the making of the South from a 
humble, unacknowledged source. A second crop of the Negro’s gifts promises still more largely. He now 
becomes a conscious contributor and lays aside the status of a beneficiary and ward for that of a 
collaborator and participant in American civilization. The great social gain in this is the releasing of our 
talented group from the arid fields of controversy and debate to the productive fields of creative 
expression. The especially cultural recognition they win should in turn prove the key to that revaluation of 
the Negro which must precede or accompany any considerable further betterment of race relationships. 
But whatever the general effect, the present generation will have added the motives of self-expression and 
spiritual development to the old and still unfinished task of making material headway and progress. No 
one who understandingly faces the situation with its substantial accomplishment or views the new scene 
with its still more abundant promise can be entirely without hope. And certainly, if in our lifetime the 
Negro should not be able to celebrate his full initiation into American democracy, he can at least, on the 
warrant of these things, celebrate the attainment of a significant and satisfying new phase of group 
development, and with it a spiritual Coming of Age. 

National Humanities Center  �  Alain Locke, “Enter the New Negro,” Survey Graphic, March 1925 6



STORY IN HARLEM SLANG 
B Y Z O R A N E A L E H U R S T O N 

(Drawings by HirschfeltT) 

New Yorl(s Harlem, the nation's largest Negro community, is a city within a city: 
an amazing place of beauty and squalor, heaped-up hopes and despairs. Out of Harlem 
comes a constant flow of legend, music and picturesque language which has deeply in-
fluenced American life. Miss Hurston has for many years studied the curious and color-
ful argot of Harlem which has enriched the American vocabulary. Here she offers a 
sketch of Harlem life couched in Harlemese, together with a glossary of this slang 
based on her research. The drawings are the wor\ of the gifted Albert Hirschfeld. Except 
for the few reproducedfrom his recent boo\, Harlem As Seen By Hirschfeld (Hyperion 
Press), these illustrations were drawn especially for T H E AMERICAN MERCURY. 

— T H E EDITORS. 

W.\iT till I light up my coal-pot and I'll tell you about this Zigaboo 
called Jelly. Well, all right now. He was a sealskin brown and papa-

tree-top-tall. Skinny in the hips and solid built for speed. He was born 
with this rough-dried hair, but when he laid on the grease and pressed it 
down overnight with his stocking-cap, it looked just like that righteous 
moss, and had so many waves you 
got seasick from looking. Solid, 
man, solid! 

His mama named him Marvel, 
but after a month on Lenox Ave-
nue, he changed all that to Jelly. 
How come.? Well, he put it in the 
street that when it came to filling 
that long-felt need, sugar-curing 
the ladies' feelings, he was in a class 
by himself and nobody knew his 
name, so he had to tell 'em. "It 
must be Jelly, 'cause jam don't 
shake." Therefore, his name was 
Jelly. That was what was on his 
sign. The stuff was there and it was BUSTER 
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mellow. Whenever he was challenged 
by a hard-head or a frail eel on the right 
of his title he would eye-ball the idol-
breaker with a slice of ice and put on 
his ugly-laugh, made up of scorn and 
pity, and say: "Youse just dumb to the 
fact, baby. If you don't know what you 
talking 'bout, you better ask Granny 
Grunt. I wouldn't mislead you, baby. 
I don't need to — not with the help I 
got." Then he would give the pimp's ' 
sign, and percolate on down the Ave-
nue. You can't go behind a fact like 
that. 

So this day he was airing out on the 
Avenue. It had to be late afternoon, or 
he would not have been out of bed. All 
you did by rolling out early was to stir 
your stomach up. That made you hunt 
for more dishes to dirty. The longer you 
slept, the less you had to eat. But you 
can't collar nods all day. No matter how 
long you stay in bed, and how quiet 
you keep, sooner or later that big gut is 
going to reach over and grab that little 
one and start to gnaw. That's confiden-

tial right from the Bible. You got to get out on the beat and collar your-
self a hot. 

So Jelly got into his zoot suit with the reet pleats and got out to skivver 
around and do himself some good. At 132nd Street, he spied one of his 
colleagues on the opposite sidewalk, standing in front of a cafe. Jelly fig-
ured that if he bull-skated just right, he might confidence Sweet Back 
out of a thousand on a plate. Maybe a shot of scrap-iron or a reefer. 
Therefore, Jelly took a quick backward look at his shoe soles to see how 
his leather was holding out. The way he figured it after the peep was 

1 In Harleraese, pimp has a different meaning than its ordinary definition as a procurer for immoral purposes. 
The Harlem pimp is a man whose amatory talents are for sale to any woman who will support him, either with 
a free meal or on a common law basis; in this sense, he is actually a male prostitute. 

BLOW TOP 
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that he had plenty to get across and maybe do a Httle more cruising be-
sides. So he stanched out into the street and made the crossing. 

"Hi there, Sweet Back!" he exploded cheerfully. "Giramc some skin!" 
"Lay de skin on me, pal!" Sweet Back grabbed Jelly's outstretched 

hand and shook hard. "Ain't seen you since the last time, Jelly. What's 
cookin'?" 

"Oh, just like de bear—-I ain't nowhere. Like de bear's brother, I 
ain't no further. Like de bear's daughter — ain't got a quarter." 

Right away, he wished he had not been so honest. Sweet Back gave 
him a top-superior, cut-eye look. Looked at Jelly just like a showman 
looks at an ape. Just as far above Jelly as fried chicken is over branch 
water. 

"Cold in hand, hunh?" He talked down to Jelly. "A red hot pimp like 
you say you is, ain't got no business in the barrel. Last night when I left 

CHIPPIE AND CHILD 
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you, you was beating up your gums and broadcasting about how hot you 
was. Just as hot as July-jam, you told me. What you doing cold in hand.?" 

"Aw, man, can't you take a joke? I was just beating up my gums when 
I said I was broke. How can I be broke when I got de best woman in Har-
lem? If I ask her for a dime, she'll give me a ten dollar bill; ask her for 
drink of likker, and she'll buy me a whiskey still. If I'm lying, I'm flying!" 

"Gar, don't hang out dat dirty washing in my back yard! Didn't I see 
you last night with dat beat chick, scoffing a hot dog? Dat chick you 
had was beat to de heels. Boy, you ain't no good for what you live." 

"If you ain't lying now, you flying. You ain't got de first thin. You 
ain't got nickel one." 

Jelly threw back the long skirt of his coat and rammed his hand down 
into his pants pocket. "Put your money where your mouth is!" he 

challenged, as he mock-
struggled to haul out a 
huge roll. "Back your 
crap with your money. 
I bet you five dollars!" 

Sweet Back made the 
same gesture of hauling 
out non-existent money. 

"I been raised in the 
church. I don't bet, 
but I'll doubt you. Five 
rocks!" 

"I thought so!" Jelly 
crowed, and hurriedly 
pulled his empty hand 
out of his pocket. "I 
knowed you'd back up 
when I drawed my roll 
on you." 

"You ain't drawed 
no roll on me. Jelly. 
You ain't drawed noth-
ing but your pocket. 
You better stop dat 

MUG MAN 
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boogerbooing. Next time I'm liable to 
make you do i t ." There was a splinter 
of regret in his voice. If Jelly really 
had had some money, he might have 
staked him, Sweet Back, to a hot. 
Good Southern cornbread with 
piano on a platter. Oh, well! The 
right broad would, or might, come 
along. 

"Who boogerbooing.?" Jelly snorted. 
"Jig, I don' t have to. Talking about 
me with a beat chick scoffing a hot 
dog! You must of not seen me, 'cause 
last night I was riding round in a 
Yellow Cab, with a yellow gal, drink-
ing yellow likker and spending yellow 
money. Tell 'em 'bout me, tell ' em!" 

"Gi t out of my face. 
Jelly! Dat broad I seen 
you with wasn't no pe-
ola. She was one of them 
coal-scuttle blondes with 
hair just as close to her 
head as ninety-nine is to a 
hundred. She look-ted like 
she had seventy-five pounds 
of clear bosom, guts in her 
feet, and she look-ted like 
six months in front and 
nine months behind. Buy 
you a whiskey still! Dat 
broad couldn't make the 
down payment on a pair 
of SOX." 

"Sweet Back, you fix-
ing to talk out of place." 
Jelly stiffened. 

PIMP 
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"If you trying to jump salty, Jelly, that's your mammy." 
"Don ' t play in de family, Sweet Back. I don't play de dozens. I done 

told you." 
"Who playing de dozens.? You trying to get your hips up on your 

shoulders 'cause I said you was with a beat broad. One of them lam 
blacks." 

"Who.? Me.? Long as you been knowing me. Sweet Back, you ain't 
never seen me with nothing but pe-olas. I can get any frail eel I wants to. 
How come I'm up here in New York? You don't know, do you.? Since 
youse dumb to the fact, I reckon I'll have to make you hep. I had to leave 
from down south 'cause Miss Anne used to worry me so bad to go with 
me. Who, me.? Man, I don't deal in no coal. Know what I tell 'em.? If 
they's white, they's right! If they's yellow, they's mellow! If they's 
brown, they can stick around. But if they come black, they better git 
way back! Tell 'em bout me!" 

"Aw, man, you trying to show your grandma how to milk ducks. Best 
you can do is to confi-
dence some kitchen-me-
chanic out of a dime or two. 
Me, I knocks de pad with 
them cack-broads up on 
Sugar Hill, and fills 'em full 
of melody. Man, I'm quick 
death and easy judgment. 
Youse just a home-boy. 
Jelly. Don ' t try to follow 
me." 

"Me follow you! Man, I 
come on like the Gang 
Busters, and go off like The 
March of Time! If dat ain't 
so, God is gone to Jersey 
City and you know He 
wouldn't be messing 'round 
a place Hke that. Know 
what my woman done? We 

SUGAR HILL GUM BEATIN' hauled off and went to 
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^ r \ church last Sunday, and when 
they passed 'round the plate for 
the penny collection, I thro wed 
in a dollar. De man looked at me 
real hard for dat. Dat made my 
woman mad, so she called him 
back and throwed in a twenty 
dollar bill! Told him to take dat 

and go! Dat's what 
he got for looking at 
me 'cause I throwed 
in a dollar." 

"Jelly, de wind 
may blow and de 
door may slam; dat 
what you shooting 
ain't worth a damn!" 

Jelly slammed his 
hand in his bosom as 
if to draw a gun. 
Sweet Back did the 
same. 

"If you wants to 
fight, Sweet Back, 
the favor is in me." 

"I was deep-think-
ing then. Jelly. It's a good thing I ain't short-tempered. 'T'aint nothing 
to you, nohow. You ain't hit me yet." 

Both burst into a laugh and changed from fighting to lounging poses. 
"Don't get too yaller on me, Jelly. You liable to get hurt some day." 
"You over-sports your hand your ownself. Too blamed astorperious. 

I just don't pay you no mind. Lay de skin on me!" 
They broke their handshake hurriedly, because both of them looked 

up the Avenue and saw the same thing. It was a girl and they both re-
membered that it was Wednesday afternoon. All of the domestics off for 
the afternoon with their pay in their pockets. Some of them bound to be 
hungry for love. That meant a dinner, a shot of scrap-iron, maybe room 

REEFER MAN 
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rent and a reefer or two. Both went into the pose and put on the look. 
"Big stars falling!" Jelly said out loud when she was in hearing dis-

tance. "It must be just before day!" 
"Yeah, man!" Sweet Back agreed. "Must be a recess in Heaven — 

pretty angel like that out on the ground." 
The girl drew abreast of them, reeling and rocking her hips. 
"I'd walk clear to Diddy-Wah-Diddy to get a chance to speak to a 

pretty lil' ground-angel Hke that," Jelly went on. 
"Aw, man, you ain't wiUing to go very far. Me, I'd go slap to Ginny-

Gall, where they eat cow-rump, skin and all." 
The girl smiled, so Jelly set his hat and took the plunge. 
"Baby," he crooned, "what's on de rail for de lizard.'"' 
The girl halted and braced her hips with her hands. "A Zigaboo down 

in Georgy, where I come from, asked a woman that one time and the 
judge told him 'ninety days.' " 

"Georgy!" Sweet Back pretended to be elated. "Where 'bouts in 
Georgy is you from? Delaware.''" 

"Delaware?" Jelly snorted. "My people! My people! Free schools and 
dumb jigs! Man, how you going to put Delaware in Georgy? You ought 
to know dat's in Maryland." 

"Oh, don't try to make out youse no northerner, you! Youse from 
right down in 'Bam your ownself!" The girl turned on Jelly. 

"Yeah, I'm from there and I aims to stay from there." 
"One of them Russians, eh?" the girl retorted. "Rushed up here to 

get away from a job of work." 
That kind of talk was not leading towards the dinner table. 
"But baby!" Jelly gasped. "Dat shape you got on you! I bet the Coca 

Cola Company is paying you good money for the patent!" 
The girl smiled with pleasure at this, so Sweet Back jumped in. 
"I know youse somebody swell to know. Youse real people. You grins 

like a regular fellow." He gave her his most killing look and let it simmer 
in. "These dickty jigs round here tries to smile. S'pose you and me go in-
side the cafe here and grab a hot?" 

"You got any money?" the girl asked, and stiffened like a ramrod. 
"Nobody ain't pimping on me. You dig me?" 

"Aw, now, baby!" 
"I seen you two mullet-heads before. I was uptown when Joe Brown 
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had you all in the go-long last night. Dat cop sure hates a pimp! All he 
needs to see is the pimps' salute, and he'll out with his night-stick and 
whip your head to the red. Beat your head just as flat as a dime!" She 
went off into a great blow of laughter. 

"Oh, let's us don't talk about the law. Let's talk about us," Sweet 
Back persisted. "You going inside with me to holler let one come 
flopping! One come grunting! Snatch one from de rear!' " 

"Naw indeed!" the girl laughed harshly. "You skillets is trying to pro-
mote a meal on me. But it'll never happen, brother. You barking up the 
wrong tree. I wouldn't give you air if you was stopped up in a jug. I'm 
not putting out a thing. I'm just like the cemetery — I'm not putting 
out, I'm taking in! Dig.?" 

"I'll tell you like the farmer told the potato — plant you now and dig 
you later." 

The girl made a movement to switch on off. Sweet Back had not dirtied 
a plate since the day before. He made a weak but desperate gesture. 

"Trying to snatch my pocketbook, eh.?" she blazed. Instead of run-
ning, she grabbed hold of Sweet Back's draping coat-tail and made a 
slashing gesture. "How much spht you want back here? If your feets 
don't hurry up and take you 'way from here, you'll ride away. I'll spread 
my lungs all over New York and call the law. Go ahead, Bedbug! Touch 
me! And I'll holler like a pretty white woman!" 

The boys were ready to flee, but she turned suddenly and rocked on off 
with her ear-rings snapping and her heels popping. 

"My people! My people!" Sweet Back sighed. 
"I know you feel chewed," Jelly said, in an effort to make it appear 

that he had had no part in the fiasco. 
"Oh, let her go," Sweet Back said magnanimously. "When I see people 

without the periodical principles they's supposed to have, I just don't 
fool with 'em. What I want to steal her old pocketbook with all the 
money I got? I could buy a beat chick like her and give her away. I got 
money's mammy and Grandma change. One of my women, and not the 
best one I got neither, is buying me ten shag suits at one time." 

He glanced sidewise at Jelly to see if he was convincing. But Jelly's 
thoughts were far away. He was remembering those full, hot meals he had 
left back in Alabama to seek wealth and splendor in Harlem without 
working. He had even forgotten to look cocky and rich. 
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GLOSSARY OF HARLEM SLANG 

Air out — leave, flee, stroll 
Astorperious — haughty, biggity 
Aunt Hagar — Negro race (also Aunt 

Hagar's chillun) 

Bad hair -— Negro type hair 
Balling — having fun 
Bam, and down in Bam — down South 
Battle-hammed — badly formed about 

the hips 
Beating up your gums — talking to no 

purpose 
Beluthahatchie — next station beyond 

Hell 
Big boy —• stout fellow. But in the 

South, it means fool and is a prime 
insult. 

Blowing your top — getting very angry; 
occasionally used to mean, "He's do-
ing fine!" 

Boogie-woogie — type of dancing and 
rhythm. For years, in the South, it 
meant secondary syphilis. 

Brother-in-black — Negro 
Bull-skating — Bragging 
Butt sprung — a suit or a skirt out of 

shape in the rear 

Coal scuttle blonde — black woman 
Cold — exceeding, well, etc., as in "He 

was cold on that trumpet!" 
Collar a nod — sleep 
Collar a hot — eat a meal 
Color scale — high yaller, yaller, high 

brown, vaseline brown, seal brown, low 
brown, dark black 

Conk buster — cheap liquor; also an in-
tellectual Negro 

Cruising — parading down the Avenue. 
Variations: oozing, percolating, and free-
wheeling. The latter implies more 
briskness. 

Cut — doing something well 

Dark black — a casually black person. 
Superlatives: low blac\, a blacker per-
son; lam blac\, still blacker; and damn 
blac\, blackest man, of whom it is 
said: "Why, lightning bugs follows 
him at 12 o'clock in the day, thinking 
it's midnight. 

Dat thing — sex of either sex 
Dat's your mammy — same as, "So is 

your old man." 
Diddy-wah-diddy —• a far place, a meas-

ure of distance. (2) another suburb of 
Hell, built since way before Hell 
wasn't no bigger than Baltimore. The 
folks in Hell go there for a big time. 

Dig — understand. "Dig me.?" means, 
"Do you get me.? Do you collar the 
jive?" 

Draped down — dressed in the height of 
Harlem fashion; also togged down. 

Dumb to the fact — "You don't know 
what you're talking about." 

Dusty butt — cheap prostitute 

Eight-rock — very black person 
Every postman on his beat —• kinky hair 

First thing smoking — a train. "I 'm 
through with this town. I mean to 
grab the first thing smoking." 

Frail eel — pretty girl 
Free schools — a shortened expression of 

deprecation derived from "free schools 
and dumb Negroes," sometimes em-
bellished with "free schools, pretty 
yellow teachers and dumb Negroes." 

Function — a small, unvcntilated dance, 
full of people too casually bathed 

Gator-faced — long, black face with big 
mouth 

Getting on some stiff time — really do-
ing well with your racket 

Get you to go — power, physical or oth-
erwise, to force the opponent to run 
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Ginny Gall — a suburb of Hell, a long 

way off 
Git up off of me — quit talking about 

me, leave me alone 
Go when the wagon comes — another 

way of saying, "You may be acting 
biggity now, but you'll cool down 
when enough power gets behind you." 

Good hair — Caucasian-type hair 
Granny Grunt — a mythical character 

to whom most questions may be re-
ferred 

Ground rations — sex, also under rations 
Gum beater — a blowhard, a braggart, 

idle talker in general 
Gut-bucket — low dive, type of music, 

or expression from same 
Gut-foot — bad case of fallen arches 

Handkerchief-head — sycophant type of 
Negro; also an Uncle Tom 

Hauling — fleeing on foot. "Man! He 
cold hauled it!" 

I don't deal in coal — "I don't keep com-
pany with black women." 

I'm cracking but I'm facking — "I'm 
wisecracking, but I'm telling the 
truth." 

Inky dink — very black person 
I shot him lightly and he died politely — 

"I completely outdid him." 

Jar head — Negro man 
Jelly — sex 
Jig — Negro, a corrupted shortening of 

zigaboo 
Jook — a pleasure house, in the class of 

gut-bucket; now common all over the 
South 

looking — playing the piano, guitar, or 
any musical instrument in the manner 
of the Jooks (pronounced like "took") 
(2) Dancing and "scronching" ditto. 

Juice — liquor 
July jam — something very hot 
Jump salty — get angry 

Kitchen mechanic —• a domestic 
Knock yourself out — have a good time 

Lightly, slightly and politely — doing 
things perfectly 

Little sister — measure of hotness: "Hot 
as httle sister!" 

Liver-lip — pendulous, thick, purple lips 

Made hair — hair that has been straight-
ened 

Mammy — a term of insult. Never used 
in any other way by Negroes. 

Miss Anne — a white woman 
Mister Charlie — a white man 
Monkey chaser — a West Indian 
Mug man — small-time thug or gangster 
My people! My people! — Sad and satiric 

expression in the Negro language: sad 
when a Negro comments on the back-
wardness of some members of his race; 
at other times, used for satiric or comic 
effect 

Naps — kinky hair 
Nearer my God to Thee — good hair 
Nothing to the bear but his curly hair —• 

"I call your bluff," or "Don't be afraid 
of him; he won't fight." 

Now you cookin' with gas — now you're 
talking, in the groove, etc. 

Ofay — white person 
Old cuffee — Negro (genuine African 

word for the same thing) 

Palmer House — walking flat-footed, as 
from fallen arches 

Pancake — a humble type of Negro 
Park ape — an ugly, underprivileged 

Negro 
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Peckerwood — poor and unloved class of 
Southern whites 

Peeping through my likkers — carrying 
on even though drunk 

Pe-ola — a very white Negro girl 
Piano — spare ribs (white rib-bones sug-

gest piano keys) 
Pig meat — young girl 
Pilch — house or apartment; residence 
Pink toes — yellow girl 
Playing the dozens — low-rating the 

ancestors of your opponent 

Red neck — poor Southern white man 
Reefer — marijuana cigaret, also a drag 
Righteous mass or grass — good hair 
Righteous rags — the components of a 

Harlem-style suit 
Rug-cutter — originally a person fre-

quenting house-rent parties, cutting 
up the rugs of the host with his feet; a 
person too cheap or poor to patronize 
regular dance halls; now means a good 
dancer. 

Russian — a Southern Negro up north. 
"Rushed up here," hence a Russian. 

Scrap iron — cheap liquor 
Sell out — run in fear 
Sender — he or she who can get you to 

go, i.e., has what it takes. Used often as 
a compliment: "He's a solid sender!" 

Smoking, or smoking over — looking 
someone over 

Solid — perfect 
Sooner — anything cheap and mongrel, 

now applied to cheap clothes, or a 
shabby person. 

Stanch, or stanch out — to begin, com-
mence, step out 

Stomp — low dance, but hot man! 
Stormbuzzard — shiftless, homeless char-

acter 

Stroll — doing something well 
Sugar Hill — northwest corner of Har-

lem, near Washington Heights, site of 
newest apartment houses, mostly occu-
pied by professional people. (The ex-
pression has been distorted in the 
South to mean a Negro red light dis-
trict.) 

The bear — confession of poverty 
The big apple, also the big red apple — 

New York City 
The man — the law, or powerful boss 
Thousand on a plate — beans 
Tight head — one with kinky hair 
Trucking — strolling. (2) dance step from 

the strolling motif 

V and X — fivc-and-ten-cent store 

West Hell — another suburb of Hell, 
worse than the original 

What's on the rail for the lizard.? — sug-
gestion for moral turpitude 

Whip it to the red — beat your head un-
til it is bloody 

Woofing — aimless talk, as a dog barks on 
a moonlight night 

Young suit — ill-fitting, too small. Ob-
servers pretend to believe you're break-
ing in your little brother's suit for him. 

Your likker told you — misguided be-
havior 

Zigaboo — a Negro 
Zoot suit with the reet pleat — Harlera 

style suit, padded shoulders, 43-inch 
trousers at the knee with cuff so small 
it needs a zipper to get into, high waist-
line, fancy lapels, bushels of buttons, 
etc. 
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 "O
ur fine arts were developed, their types and uses were established, in times very 

different from the present, by men whose power of action upon things was insignificant 
in comparison with ours. But the amazing growth of our techniques, the adaptability 
and precision they have attained, the ideas and habits they are creating, make it a 
certainty that profound changes are impending in the ancient craft of the Beautiful. In 
all the arts there is a physical component which can no longer be considered or treated as 
it used to be, which cannot remain unaffected by our modern knowledge and power. For 
the last twenty years neither matter nor space nor time has been what it was from time 
immemorial. W

e must expect great innovations to transform the entire technique of the 
arts, thereby affecting artistic invention itself and perhaps even bringing about an 
amazing change in our very notion of art."

 *  
 –Paul V

aléry, PIÈ
CE

S SU
R L 'A

RT, 
 “La Conquète de l'ubiquité,” Paris.    

 PRE
FA

CE
   

W
hen M

arx undertook his critique of the capitalistic m
ode of 

production, this m
ode w

as in its infancy. M
arx directed his efforts in such 

a w
ay as to give them

 prognostic value. H
e w

ent back to the basic 
conditions underlying capitalistic production and through his presentation 
show

ed w
hat could be expected of capitalism

 in the future. The result w
as 

that one could expect it not only to exploit the proletariat w
ith increasing 

intensity, but ultim
ately to create conditions w

hich w
ould m

ake it possible 
to abolish capitalism

 itself.   
The 

transform
ation 

of 
the 

superstructure, 
w

hich 
takes 

place 
                                                  
* Q

uoted from
 Paul V

alery, A
esthetics, "The Conquest of U

biquity," translated by Ralph 
M

anheim
, p.  225. Pantheon Books, Bollingen Series, N

ew
 Y

ork, 1964. 
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far m
ore slow

ly than that of the substructure, has taken m
ore than half a 

century to m
anifest in all areas of culture the change in the conditions of 

production. O
nly today can it be indicated w

hat form
 this has taken. 

Certain prognostic requirem
ents should be m

et by these statem
ents. 

H
ow

ever, theses about the art of the proletariat after its assum
ption of 

pow
er or about the art of a classless society w

ould have less bearing on 
these dem

ands than theses about the developm
ental tendencies of art 

under 
present 

conditions 
of 

production. 
Their 

dialectic 
is 

no 
less 

noticeable in the superstructure than in the econom
y. It w

ould therefore 
be w

rong to underestim
ate the value of such theses as a w

eapon. They 
brush aside a num

ber of outm
oded concepts, such as creativity and 

genius, eternal value and m
ystery –concepts w

hose uncontrolled (and at 
present alm

ost uncontrollable) application w
ould lead to a processing of 

data in the Fascist sense. The concepts w
hich are introduced into the 

theory of art in w
hat follow

s differ from
 the m

ore fam
iliar term

s in that 
they are com

pletely useless for the purposes of Fascism
. They are, on the 

other hand, useful for the form
ulation of revolutionary dem

ands in the 
politics of art.   

I   

In principle a w
ork of art has alw

ays been reproducible. M
anm

ade 
artifacts could alw

ays be im
itated by m

en. Replicas w
ere m

ade by pupils in 
practice of their craft, by m

asters for diffusing their w
orks, and, finally, by 

third parties in the pursuit of gain. M
echanical reproduction of a w

ork of 
art, 

how
ever, 

represents 
som

ething 
new

. 
H

istorically, 
it 

advanced 
interm

ittently and in leaps at long intervals, but w
ith accelerated intensity. 

The G
reeks knew

 only tw
o procedures of technically reproducing w

orks 
of art: founding and stam

ping. Bronzes, terra cottas, and coins w
ere the 

only art w
orks w

hich they could produce in quantity. A
ll others w

ere 
unique 

and 
could 

not 
be 

m
echanically 

reproduced. 
W

ith 
the 

 w
oodcut 

graphic 
art 

becam
e 

m
echanically 

reproducible 
for 

the  
first 

tim
e, 

long 
before 

script 
becam

e 
reproducible 

by 
print. 

The  
enorm

ous 
changes 

w
hich 

printing, 
the 

m
echanical  

 



2
1
9
 

rep
ro

d
u
ctio

n
 
o

f 
w

ritin
g, 

h
as 

b
ro

u
gh

t 
ab

o
u
t 

in
 
literatu

re 
are 

a 
fam

iliar 

sto
ry. H

o
w

ev
er, w

ith
in

 th
e p

h
en

o
m

en
o

n
 w

h
ich

 w
e are h

ere exam
in

in
g 

fro
m

 th
e p

ersp
ectiv

e o
f w

o
rld

 h
isto

ry, p
rin

t is m
erely a sp

ecial, th
o

u
gh

 

p
articu

larly 
im

p
o

rtan
t, 

case. 
D

u
rin

g 
th

e 
M

id
d
le 

A
ges 

en
grav

in
g 

an
d
 

etch
in

g w
ere ad

d
ed

 to
 th

e w
o

o
d
cu

t; at th
e b

egin
n

in
g o

f th
e n

in
eteen

th
 

cen
tu

ry lith
o

grap
h

y m
ad

e its ap
p

earan
ce.   

W
ith

 lith
o

grap
h

y th
e tech

n
iq

u
e o

f rep
ro

d
u
ctio

n
 reach

ed
 an

 essen
tially 

n
ew

 
stage. 

T
h

is 
m

u
ch

 
m

o
re 

d
irect 

p
ro

cess 
w

as 
d
istin

gu
ish

ed
 

b
y 

th
e 

tracin
g o

f th
e d

esign
 o

n
 a sto

n
e rath

er th
an

 its in
cisio

n
 o

n
 a b

lo
ck

 o
f 

w
o

o
d

 o
r its etch

in
g o

n
 a co

p
p

erp
late an

d
 p

erm
itted

 grap
h

ic art fo
r th

e 

first tim
e to

 p
u
t its p

ro
d

u
cts o

n
 th

e m
ark

et, n
o

t o
n

ly in
 large n

u
m

b
ers as 

h
ith

erto
, b

u
t also

 in
 d

aily ch
an

gin
g fo

rm
s. L

ith
o

grap
h

y en
ab

led
 grap

h
ic art 

to
 illu

strate ev
eryd

ay life, an
d
 it b

egan
 to

 k
eep

 p
ace w

ith
 p

rin
tin

g. B
u
t o

n
ly 

a 
few

 
d
ecad

es 
after 

its 
in

v
en

tio
n

, 
lith

o
grap

h
y 

w
as 

su
rp

assed
 

b
y 

p
h

o
to

grap
h

y. F
o

r th
e first tim

e in
 th

e p
ro

cess o
f p

icto
rial rep

ro
d

u
ctio

n
, 

p
h

o
to

grap
h

y 
freed

 
th

e 
h

an
d
 

o
f 

th
e 

m
o

st 
im

p
o

rtan
t 

artistic 
fu

n
ctio

n
s 

w
h

ich
 h

en
cefo

rth
 d

ev
o

lv
ed

 o
n

ly u
p

o
n

 th
e eye lo

o
k
in

g in
to

 a len
s. S

in
ce 

th
e eye p

erceiv
es m

o
re sw

iftly th
an

 th
e h

an
d
 can

 d
raw

, th
e p

ro
cess o

f 

p
icto

rial rep
ro

d
u
ctio

n
 w

as accelerated
 so

 en
o

rm
o

u
sly th

at it co
u
ld

 k
eep

 

p
ace w

ith
 sp

eech
. A

 film
 o

p
erato

r sh
o

o
tin

g a scen
e in

 th
e stu

d
io

 cap
tu

res 

th
e im

ages at th
e sp

eed
 o

f an
 acto

r's sp
eech

. Ju
st as lith

o
grap

h
y v

irtu
ally 

im
p

lied
 
th

e 
illu

strated
 
n

ew
sp

ap
er, 

so
 
d
id

 
p

h
o

to
grap

h
y 

fo
resh

ad
o

w
 
th

e 

so
u
n

d
 film

. T
h

e tech
n

ical rep
ro

d
u
ctio

n
 o

f so
u
n

d
 w

as tack
led

 at th
e en

d
 o

f 

th
e last cen

tu
ry. T

h
ese co

n
v
ergen

t en
d
eav

o
rs m

ad
e p

red
ictab

le a situ
atio

n
 

w
h

ich
 P

au
l V

alery p
o

in
ted

 u
p

 in
 th

is sen
ten

ce: "Ju
st as w

ater, gas, an
d
 

electricity are b
ro

u
gh

t in
to

 o
u
r h

o
u
ses fro

m
 far o

ff to
 satisfy o

u
r n

eed
 in

 

resp
o

n
se 

to
 

a 
m

in
im

al 
effo

rt, 
so

 
w

e 
sh

all 
b

e 
su

p
p

lied
  

w
ith

 
v
isu

al 
o

r 
au

d
ito

ry 
im

ages, 
w

h
ich

 
w

ill 
ap

p
ear 

an
d
 

d
isap

p
ear 

at  

a sim
p

le m
o

v
em

en
t o

f th
e h

an
d
, h

ard
ly m

o
re th

an
 a sign

" (o
p

. cit., p
. 

2
2
6
). A

ro
u
n

d
 1

9
0
0
 tech

n
ical rep

ro
d
u
ctio

n
 h

ad
 reach

ed
 a stan

d
ard

 th
at n

o
t 

o
n

ly p
erm

itted
 it to

 rep
ro

d
u
ce all tran

sm
itted

 w
o

rk
s o

f art an
d
 th

u
s to

 

cau
se th

e m
o

st p
ro

fo
u
n

d
 ch

an
ge in

 th
eir im

p
act u

p
o

n
 th

e p
u
b

lic; it also
 

h
ad

 
cap

tu
red

 
a 

p
lace 

o
f 

its 
o

w
n

 
am

o
n

g 
th

e 
artistic 

p
ro

cesses.  

 

2
2
0
 

F
o

r th
e stu

d
y o

f th
is stan

d
ard

 n
o

th
in

g is m
o

re rev
ealin

g th
an

 th
e n

atu
re o

f 

th
e 

rep
ercu

ssio
n

s 
th

at 
th

ese 
tw

o
 

d
ifferen

t 
m

an
ifestatio

n
s 

–
th

e 

rep
ro

d
u
ctio

n
 o

f w
o

rk
s o

f art an
d
 th

e art o
f th

e film
 –

h
av

e h
ad

 o
n

 art in
 its 

trad
itio

n
al fo

rm
.   

I I   E
v
en

 th
e m

o
st p

erfect rep
ro

d
u
ctio

n
 o

f a w
o

rk
 o

f art is lack
in

g in
 o

n
e 

elem
en

t: its p
resen

ce in
 tim

e an
d
 sp

ace, its u
n

iq
u
e existen

ce at th
e p

lace 

w
h

ere 
it 

h
ap

p
en

s 
to

 
b

e. 
T

h
is 

u
n

iq
u
e 

existen
ce 

o
f 

th
e 

w
o

rk
 

o
f 

art 

d
eterm

in
ed

 th
e h

isto
ry to

 w
h

ich
 it w

as su
b

ject th
ro

u
gh

o
u
t th

e tim
e o

f its 

existen
ce. 

T
h

is 
in

clu
d
es 

th
e 

ch
an

ges 
w

h
ich

 
it 

m
ay 

h
av

e 
su

ffered
 

in
 

p
h

ysical co
n

d
itio

n
 o

v
er th

e years as w
ell as th

e v
ario

u
s ch

an
ges in

 its 

o
w

n
ersh

ip
. 1 T

h
e traces o

f th
e first can

 b
e rev

ealed
 o

n
ly b

y ch
em

ical o
r 

p
h

ysical an
alyses w

h
ich

 it is im
p

o
ssib

le to
 p

erfo
rm

 o
n

 a rep
ro

d
u
ctio

n
; 

ch
an

ges o
f o

w
n

ersh
ip

 are su
b

ject to
 a trad

itio
n

 w
h

ich
 m

u
st b

e traced
 

fro
m

 th
e situ

atio
n

 o
f th

e o
rigin

al.   

T
h

e 
p

resen
ce 

o
f 

th
e 

o
rigin

al 
is 

th
e 

p
rereq

u
isite 

to
 
th

e 
co

n
cep

t 
o

f 

au
th

en
ticity. 

C
h

em
ical 

an
alyses 

o
f 

th
e 

p
atin

a 
o

f 
a 

b
ro

n
ze 

can
 
h

elp
 
to

 

estab
lish

 th
is, as d

o
es th

e p
ro

o
f th

at a giv
en

 m
an

u
scrip

t o
f th

e M
id

d
le 

A
ges stem

s fro
m

 an
 arch

iv
e o

f th
e fifteen

th
 cen

tu
ry. T

h
e w

h
o

le sp
h

ere o
f 

au
th

en
ticity is o

u
tsid

e tech
n

ical –
 an

d
, o

f co
u
rse, n

o
t o

n
ly tech

n
ical –

 

rep
ro

d
u
cib

ility. 2 
C

o
n

fro
n

ted
 

w
ith

 
its 

m
an

u
al 

rep
ro

d
u
ctio

n
, 

w
h

ich
 

w
as 

u
su

ally b
ran

d
ed

 as a fo
rgery, th

e o
rigin

al p
reserv

ed
 all its au

th
o

rity; n
o

t so
 

v
is 

a 
v
is 

tech
n

ical 
rep

ro
d
u
ctio

n
. 

T
h

e 
reaso

n
 
is 

tw
o

fo
ld

. 
F

irst, 
p

ro
cess 

rep
ro

d
u
ctio

n
 

is 
m

o
re 

in
d
ep

en
d
en

t 
o

f 
th

e 
o

rigin
al 

th
an

 
m

an
u
al 

rep
ro

d
u
ctio

n
. 

F
o

r 
exam

p
le, 

in
 
p

h
o

to
grap

h
y, 

p
ro

cess 
rep

ro
d

u
ctio

n
 
can

 

b
rin

g o
u
t th

o
se asp

ects o
f th

e o
rigin

al th
at are u

n
attain

ab
le to

 th
e n

ak
ed

 

eye yet accessib
le to

 th
e len

s, w
h

ich
 is ad

ju
stab

le an
d
 ch

o
o

ses its an
gle at 

w
ill. A

n
d
 p

h
o

to
grap

h
ic rep

ro
d
u
ctio

n
, w

ith
 th

e aid
 o

f certain
 p

ro
cesses, 

su
ch

 as en
largem

en
t o

r slo
w

 m
o

tio
n

, can
 cap

tu
re im

ages w
h

ich
 escap

e 

n
atu

ral v
isio

n
. S

eco
n

d
ly, tech

n
ical rep

ro
d
u
ctio

n
 can

 p
u
t th

e co
p

y o
f th

e 

o
rigin

al in
to

 situ
atio

n
s w

h
ich

 w
o

u
ld

 b
e o

u
t o

f reach
 fo

r th
e o

rigin
al itself. 

A
b

o
v
e 

all, 
it 

en
ab

les 
th

e 
o

rigin
al 

to
 

m
eet 

th
e 

b
eh

o
ld

er 
h

alfw
ay,  
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b
e it in

 th
e fo

rm
 o

f a p
h

o
to

grap
h

 o
r a p

h
o

n
o

grap
h

 reco
rd

. T
h

e cath
ed

ral 

leav
es its lo

cale to
 b

e receiv
ed

 in
 th

e stu
d
io

 o
f a lo

v
er o

f art; th
e ch

o
ral 

p
ro

d
u
ctio

n
, p

erfo
rm

ed
 in

 an
 au

d
ito

riu
m

 o
r in

 th
e o

p
en

 air, reso
u
n

d
s in

 

th
e d

raw
in

g ro
o

m
.   

T
h

e situ
atio

n
s in

to
 w

h
ich

 th
e p

ro
d

u
ct o

f m
ech

an
ical rep

ro
d

u
ctio

n
 can

 

b
e b

ro
u
gh

t m
ay n

o
t to

u
ch

 th
e actu

al w
o

rk
 o

f art, yet th
e q

u
ality o

f its 

p
resen

ce is alw
ays d

ep
reciated

. T
h

is h
o

ld
s n

o
t o

n
ly fo

r th
e art w

o
rk

 b
u
t 

also
, 

fo
r 

in
stan

ce, 
fo

r 
a 

lan
d
scap

e 
w

h
ich

 
p

asses 
in

 
rev

iew
 
b

efo
re 

th
e 

sp
ectato

r in
 a m

o
v
ie. In

 th
e case o

f th
e art o

b
ject, a m

o
st sen

sitiv
e n

u
cleu

s 

–
n

am
ely, its au

th
en

ticity –
is in

terfered
 w

ith
 w

h
ereas n

o
 n

atu
ral o

b
ject is 

v
u
ln

erab
le o

n
 th

at sco
re. T

h
e au

th
en

ticity o
f a th

in
g is th

e essen
ce o

f all 

th
at 

is 
tran

sm
issib

le 
fro

m
 

its 
b

egin
n

in
g, 

ran
gin

g 
fro

m
 

its 
su

b
stan

tiv
e 

d
u
ratio

n
 to

 its testim
o

n
y to

 th
e h

isto
ry w

h
ich

 it h
as exp

erien
ced

. S
in

ce th
e 

h
isto

rical 
testim

o
n

y 
rests 

o
n

 
th

e 
au

th
en

ticity, 
th

e 
fo

rm
er, 

to
o

, 
is 

jeo
p

ard
ized

 b
y rep

ro
d
u
ctio

n
 w

h
en

 su
b

stan
tiv

e d
u
ratio

n
 ceases to

 m
atter. 

A
n

d
 w

h
at is really jeo

p
ard

ized
 w

h
en

 th
e h

isto
rical testim

o
n

y is affected
 is 

th
e au

th
o

rity o
f th

e o
b

ject. 3 O
n

e m
igh

t su
b

su
m

e th
e elim

in
ated

 elem
en

t in
 

th
e 

term
 

"au
ra" 

an
d
 

go
 

o
n

 
to

 
say: 

th
at 

w
h

ich
 

w
ith

ers 
in

 
th

e 
age 

o
f 

m
ech

an
ical 

rep
ro

d
u
ctio

n
 

is 
th

e 
au

ra 
o

f 
th

e 
w

o
rk

 
o

f 
art. 

T
h

is 
is 

a 

sym
p

to
m

atic p
ro

cess w
h

o
se sign

ifican
ce p

o
in

ts b
eyo

n
d
 th

e realm
 o

f art. 

O
n

e m
igh

t gen
eralize b

y sayin
g: th

e tech
n

iq
u
e o

f rep
ro

d
u
ctio

n
 d

etach
es 

th
e rep

ro
d
u
ced

 o
b

ject fro
m

 th
e d

o
m

ain
 o

f trad
itio

n
. B

y m
ak

in
g m

an
y 

rep
ro

d
u
ctio

n
s it su

b
stitu

tes a p
lu

rality o
f co

p
ies fo

r a u
n

iq
u
e existen

ce. 

A
n

d
 in

 p
erm

ittin
g th

e rep
ro

d
u
ctio

n
 to

 m
eet th

e b
eh

o
ld

er o
r listen

er in
 h

is 

o
w

n
 p

articu
lar situ

atio
n

, it reactiv
ates th

e o
b

ject rep
ro

d
u
ced

. T
h

ese tw
o

 

p
ro

cesses 
lead

 
to

 
a 

trem
en

d
o

u
s 

sh
atterin

g 
o

f 
trad

itio
n

 
w

h
ich

 
is 

th
e 

o
b

v
erse 

o
f 

th
e 

co
n

tem
p

o
rary 

crisis 
an

d
 

ren
ew

al 
o

f 
m

an
k
in

d
. 

B
o

th
 

p
ro

cesses 
are 

in
tim

ately 
co

n
n

ected
 

w
ith

 
th

e 
co

n
tem

p
o

rary 
m

ass 

m
o

v
em

en
ts. T

h
eir m

o
st p

o
w

erfu
l agen

t is th
e film

. Its so
cial sign

ifican
ce, 

p
articu

larly 
in

 
its 

m
o

st 
p

o
sitiv

e 
fo

rm
, 

is 
in

co
n

ceiv
ab

le 
w

1
th

o
u
t 

its 

d
estru

ctiv
e, 

cath
artic 

asp
ect, 

th
at 

is, 
th

e 
liq

u
id

atio
n

 
o

f 
th

e 
trad

itio
n

al  

v
alu

e 
o

f 
th

e 
cu

ltu
ral 

h
eritage. 

T
h

is 
p

h
en

o
m

en
o

n
 

is 
m

o
st 

p
alp

ab
le  

in
 

th
e 

great 
h

isto
rical 

film
s. 

It 
exten

d
s 

to
 

ev
er 

n
ew

 
p

o
sitio

n
s. 

In
  

1
9
2
7
 

A
b

el 
G

an
ce 

exclaim
ed

 
en

th
u
siastically: 

“S
h

ak
esp

eare, 

2
2
2
 

R
em

b
ran

d
t, B

eeth
o

v
en

 w
ill m

ak
e film

s . . . all legen
d

s, all m
yth

o
lo

gies an
d

 

all m
yth

s, all fo
u
n

d
ers o

f religio
n

, an
d
 th

e v
ery religio

n
s . . . aw

ait th
eir 

exp
o

sed
 
resu

rrectio
n

, 
an

d
 
th

e 
h

ero
es 

cro
w

d
 
each

 
o

th
er 

at 
th

e 
gate."

* 

P
resu

m
ab

ly w
ith

o
u
t in

ten
d
in

g it, h
e issu

ed
 an

 in
v
itatio

n
 to

 a far-reach
in

g 

liq
u
id

atio
n

.   

III   D
u
rin

g lo
n

g p
erio

d
s o

f h
isto

ry, th
e m

o
d
e o

f h
u
m

an
 sen

se p
ercep

tio
n

 

ch
an

ges w
ith

 h
u
m

an
ity's en

tire m
o

d
e o

f existen
ce. T

h
e m

an
n

er in
 w

h
ich

 

h
u
m

an
 

sen
se 

p
ercep

tio
n

 
is 

o
rgan

ized
, 

th
e 

m
ed

iu
m

 
in

 
w

h
ich

 
it 

is 

acco
m

p
lish

ed
, 

is 
d
eterm

in
ed

 
n

o
t 

o
n

ly 
b

y 
n

atu
re 

b
u
t 

b
y 

h
isto

rical 

circu
m

stan
ces 

as 
w

ell. 
T

h
e 

fifth
 

cen
tu

ry, 
w

ith
 

its 
great 

sh
ifts 

o
f 

p
o

p
u
latio

n
, saw

 th
e b

irth
 o

f th
e late R

o
m

an
 art in

d
u
stry an

d
 th

e V
ien

n
a 

G
en

esis, 
an

d
 

th
ere 

d
ev

elo
p

ed
 

n
o

t 
o

n
ly 

an
 

art 
d
ifferen

t 
fro

m
 

th
at 

o
f 

an
tiq

u
ity b

u
t also

 a n
ew

 k
in

d
 o

f p
ercep

tio
n

. T
h

e sch
o

lars o
f th

e V
ien

n
ese 

sch
o

o
l, R

iegl an
d

 W
ick

h
o

ff, w
h

o
 resisted

 th
e w

eigh
t o

f classical trad
itio

n
 

u
n

d
er w

h
ich

 th
ese later art fo

rm
s h

ad
 b

een
 b

u
ried

, w
ere th

e first to
 d

raw
 

co
n

clu
sio

n
s fro

m
 th

em
 co

n
cern

in
g th

e o
rgan

izatio
n

 o
f p

ercep
tio

n
 at th

e 

tim
e. H

o
w

ev
er far-reach

in
g th

eir in
sigh

t, th
ese sch

o
lars lim

ited
 th

em
selv

es 

to
 

sh
o

w
in

g 
th

e 
sign

ifican
t, 

fo
rm

al 
h

allm
ark

 
w

h
ich

 
ch

aracterized
 

p
ercep

tio
n

 in
 late R

o
m

an
 tim

es. T
h

ey d
id

 n
o

t attem
p

t –
an

d
, p

erh
ap

s, saw
 

n
o

 w
ay –

to
 sh

o
w

 th
e so

cial tran
sfo

rm
atio

n
s exp

ressed
 b

y th
ese ch

an
ges o

f 

p
ercep

tio
n

. T
h

e co
n

d
itio

n
s fo

r an
 an

alo
go

u
s in

sigh
t are m

o
re fav

o
rab

le in
 

th
e p

resen
t. A

n
d
 if ch

an
ges in

 th
e m

ed
iu

m
 o

f co
n

tem
p

o
rary p

ercep
tio

n
 

can
 b

e co
m

p
reh

en
d
ed

 as d
ecay o

f th
e au

ra, it is p
o

ssib
le to

 sh
o

w
 its so

cial 

cau
ses.   

T
h

e 
co

n
cep

t 
o

f 
au

ra 
w

h
ich

 
w

as 
p

ro
p

o
sed

 
ab

o
v
e 

w
ith

  

referen
ce 

to
 

h
isto

rical 
o

b
jects 

m
ay 

u
sefu

lly 
b

e 
illu

strated
 

w
ith

  

referen
ce to

 th
e au

ra o
f n

atu
ral o

n
es. W

e d
efin

e th
e au

ra o
f th

e latter as 

th
e 

u
n

iq
u
e 

p
h

en
o

m
en

o
n

 
o

f 
a 

d
istan

ce, 
h

o
w

ev
er 

clo
se 

it 
m

ay 
b

e. 
If,  

w
h

ile 
restin

g 
o

n
 

a 
su

m
m

er 
aftern

o
o

n
, 

yo
u
 

fo
llo

w
 

w
ith

  

                                                  
* A

b
el G

an
ce, "L

e T
em

p
s d

e l'im
age est v

en
u
,L'A

rt cinematographique, V
o

l. 2
, p

p
. 9

4
 f, 

P
aris, 1

9
2
7
. 
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your eyes a m
ountain range on the horizon or a branch w

hich casts its 
shadow

 over you, you experience the aura of those m
ountains, of that 

branch. This im
age m

akes it easy to com
prehend the social bases of the 

contem
porary decay of the aura. It rests on tw

o circum
stances, both of 

w
hich 

are 
related 

to 
the 

increasing 
significance 

of 
the 

m
asses 

in 
contem

porary life. N
am

ely, the desire of contem
porary m

asses to bring 
things "closer" spatially and hum

anly, w
hich is just as ardent as their bent 

tow
ard overcom

ing the uniqueness of every reality by accepting its 
reproduction. 4 E

very day the urge grow
s stronger to get hold of an object 

at very close range by w
ay of its likeness, its reproduction. U

nm
istakably, 

reproduction as offered by picture m
agazines and new

sreels differs from
 

the im
age seen by the unarm

ed eye. U
niqueness and perm

anence are as 
closely linked in the latter as are transitoriness and reproducibility in the 
form

er. To pry an object from
 its shell, to destroy its aura, is the m

ark of a 
perception w

hose "sense of the universal equality of things" has increased 
to such a degree that it extracts it even from

 a unique object by m
eans of 

reproduction. Thus is m
anifested in the field of perception w

hat in the 
theoretical sphere is noticeable in the increasing im

portance of statistics. 
The adjustm

ent of reality to the m
asses and of the m

asses to reality is a 
process of unlim

ited scope, as m
uch for thinking as for perception.   

IV
   The uniqueness of a w

ork of art is inseparable from
 its being 

im
bedded in the fabric of tradition. This tradition itself is thoroughly alive 

and extrem
ely changeable. A

n ancient statue of V
enus, for exam

ple, stood 
in a different traditional context w

ith the G
reeks, w

ho m
ade it an object 

of 
veneration, 

than 
w

ith 
the 

clerics 
of 

the 
M

iddle 
A

ges, 
w

ho  
view

ed 
it 

as 
an 

om
inous 

idol. 
Both 

of 
them

, 
how

ever, 
w

ere  
equally confronted w

ith its uniqueness, that is, its aura. O
riginally the 

contextual integration of art in tradition found its expression in the cult. 
W

e know
 that the earliest art w

orks originated in the service of a ritual – 
first the m

agical, then the religious kind. It is significant that the existence 
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of the w
ork of art w

ith reference to its aura is never entirely separated 
from

 its ritual function. 5 In other w
ords, the unique value of the 

"authentic" w
ork of art has its basis in ritual, the location of its original 

use value. This ritualistic basis, how
ever rem

ote, is still recognizable as 
secularized ritual even in the m

ost profane form
s of the cult of beauty. 6 

The secular cult of beauty, developed during the Renaissance and 
prevailing for three centuries, clearly show

ed that ritualistic basis in its 
decline and the first deep crisis w

hich befell it. W
ith the advent of the first 

truly revolutionary m
eans of reproduction, photography, sim

ultaneously 
w

ith the rise of socialism
, art sensed the approaching crisis w

hich has 
becom

e evident a century later. A
t the tim

e, art reacted w
ith the doctrine 

of l'art pour l'art, that is, w
ith a theology of art. This gave rise to w

hat 
m

ight be called a negative theology in the form
 of the idea of "pure" art, 

w
hich not only denied any social function of art but also any categorizing 

by subject m
atter. (In poetry, M

allarm
* w

as the first to take this position.)   
A

n analysis of art in the age of m
echanical reproduction m

ust do 
justice to these relationships, for they lead us to an all-im

portant insight: 
for the first tim

e in w
orld history, m

echanical reproduction em
ancipates 

the w
ork of art from

 its parasitical dependence on ritual. To an ever 
greater degree the w

ork of art reproduced becom
es the w

ork of art 
designed for reproducibility. 7 From

 a photographic negative, for exam
ple, 

one can m
ake any num

ber of prints; to ask for the "authentic" print 
m

akes no sense. But the instant the criterion of authenticity ceases to be 
applicable to artistic production, the total function of art is reversed. 
Instead of being based on ritual, it begins to be based on another practice 
– politics.   

V
   W

orks of art are received and valued on different planes. Tw
o  

polar types stand out: w
ith one, the accent is on the cult value;  

w
ith 

the 
other, 

on 
the 

exhibition 
value 

of 
the 

w
ork. 8 

A
rtistic  

production 
begins 

w
ith 

cerem
onial 

objects 
destined 

to 
serve 

in 
a  

cult. O
ne m

ay assum
e that w

hat m
attered w

as their  
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existence, not their being on view
. The elk portrayed by the m

an of the 
Stone A

ge on the w
alls of his cave w

as an instrum
ent of m

agic. H
e did 

expose it to his fellow
 m

en, but in the m
ain it w

as m
eant for the spirits. 

Today the cult value w
ould seem

 to dem
and that the w

ork of art rem
ain 

hidden. Certain statues of gods are accessible only to the priest in the 
cella; certain M

adonnas rem
ain covered nearly all year round; certain 

sculptures on m
edieval cathedrals are invisible to the spectator on ground 

level. W
ith the em

ancipation of the various art practices from
 ritual go 

increasing opportunities for the exhibition of their products. It is easier to 
exhibit a portrait bust that can be sent here and there than to exhibit the 
statue of a divinity that has its fixed place in the interior of a tem

ple. The 
sam

e holds for the painting as against the m
osaic or fresco that preceded 

it. A
nd even though the public presentability of a m

ass originally m
ay 

have been just as great as that of a sym
phony, the latter originated at the 

m
om

ent w
hen its public presentability prom

ised to surpass that of the 
m

ass.   
W

ith the different m
ethods of technical reproduction of a w

ork of art, 
its fitness for exhibition increased to such an extent that the quantitative 
shift betw

een its tw
o poles turned into a qualitative transform

ation of its 
nature. This is com

parable to the situation of the w
ork of art in 

prehistoric tim
es w

hen, by the absolute em
phasis on its cult value, it w

as, 
first and forem

ost, an instrum
ent of m

agic. O
nly later did it com

e to be 
recognized as a w

ork of art. In the sam
e w

ay today, by the absolute 
em

phasis on its exhibition value the w
ork of art becom

es a creation w
ith 

entirely new
 functions, am

ong w
hich the one w

e are conscious of, the 
artistic function, later m

ay be recognized as incidental. 9 This m
uch is 

certain: 
today 

photography 
and 

the 
film

 
are 

the 
m

ost 
serviceable 

exem
plifications of this new

 function.   

V
 I   In photography, exhibition value begins to displace cult value all along 

the line. But cult value does not give w
ay w

ithout resistance. It. retires 
into an ultim

ate retrenchm
ent: the hum

an 
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countenance. It is no accident that the portrait w
as the focal point of early 

photography. The cult of rem
em

brance of loved ones, absent or dead, 
offers a last refuge for the cult value of the picture. For the last tim

e the 
aura em

anates from
 the early photographs in the fleeting expression of a 

hum
an face. This is w

hat constitutes their m
elancholy, incom

parable 
beauty. 

But 
as 

m
an 

w
ithdraw

s 
from

 
the 

photographic 
im

age, 
the 

exhibition value for the first tim
e show

s its superiority to the ritual value. 
To 

have 
pinpointed 

this 
new

 
stage 

constitutes 
the 

incom
parable 

significance of A
tget, w

ho, around 1900, took photographs of deserted 
Paris streets. It has quite justly been said of him

 that he photographed 
them

 like scenes of crim
e. The scene of a crim

e, too, is deserted; it is 
photographed for the purpose of establishing evidence. W

ith A
tget, 

photographs becom
e standard evidence for historical occurrences, and 

acquire a hidden political significance. They dem
and a specific kind of 

approach; free-floating contem
plation is not appropriate to them

. They 
stir the view

er; he feels challenged by them
 in a new

 w
ay. A

t the sam
e 

tim
e picture m

agazines begin to put up signposts for him
, right ones or 

w
rong ones, no m

atter. For the first tim
e, captions have becom

e 
obligatory. A

nd it is clear that they have an altogether different character 
than the title of a painting. The directives w

hich the captions give to those 
looking at pictures in illustrated m

agazines soon becom
e even m

ore 
explicit and m

ore im
perative in the film

 w
here the m

eaning of each single 
picture appears to be prescribed by the sequence of all preceding ones.   

V
II   The nineteenth-century dispute as to the artistic value of painting 

versus photography today seem
s devious and confused. This does not 

dim
inish its im

portance, how
ever; if anything, it underlines it. The dispute 

w
as in fact the sym

ptom
 of a historical transform

ation the universal 
im

pact of w
hich w

as not realized by either of the rivals. W
hen the age of 

m
echanical 

reproduction 
separated 

art 
from

 
its 

basis 
in 

cult, 
the 

sem
blance of its autonom

y disappeared forever. The resulting change in 
the function 
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of art transcended the perspective of the century; for a long tim
e it even 

escaped that of the tw
entieth century, w

hich experienced the developm
ent 

of the film
.   

E
arlier m

uch futile thought had been devoted to the question of 
w

hether photography is an art. The prim
ary question – w

hether the very 
invention of photography had not transform

ed the entire nature of art – 
w

as not raised. Soon the film
 theoreticians asked the sam

e ill-considered 
question w

ith regard to the film
. But the difficulties w

hich photography 
caused traditional aesthetics w

ere m
ere child's play as com

pared to those 
raised by the film

. W
hence the insensitive and forced character of early 

theories of the film
. A

bel G
ance, for instance, com

pares the film
 w

ith 
hieroglyphs: "H

ere, by a rem
arkable regression, w

e have com
e back to the 

level of expression of the E
gyptians.... Pictorial language has not yet 

m
atured because our eyes have not yet adjusted to it. There is as yet 

insufficient respect for, insufficient cult of, w
hat it expresses."

*O
r, in the 

w
ords of Séverin-M

ars: "W
hat art has been granted a dream

 m
ore poetical 

and m
ore real at the sam

e tim
e! A

pproached in this fashion the film
 m

ight 
represent an incom

parable m
eans of expression. O

nly the m
ost high-

m
inded persons, in the m

ost perfect and m
ysterious m

om
ents of their 

lives, 
should 

be 
allow

ed 
to 

enter 
its 

am
biance."

†A
lexandre 

A
rnoux 

concludes his fantasy about the silent film
 w

ith the question: "D
o not all 

the bold descriptions w
e have given am

ount to the definition of prayer?"
‡ 

It is instructive to note how
 their desire to class the film

 am
ong the "arts" 

forces these theoreticians to read ritual elem
ents into it –w

ith a striking 
lack of discretion. Y

et w
hen these speculations w

ere published, film
s like 

L'O
pinion publique and The G

old Rush had already appeared. This, how
ever, 

did not keep A
bel G

ance from
 adducing hieroglyphs for purposes of 

com
parison, nor Séverin-M

ars from
 speaking of the film

 as one m
ight 

speak 
of 

paintings 
by 

Fra 
A

ngelico. 
Characteristically, 

even 
today 

ultrareactionary authors give the film
 a sim

ilar contextual significance –  if 
not an 

                                                 
* A

bel G
ance, op. cit., pp. 100-1. 

† Séverin-M
ars, quoted by A

bel G
ance, op. cit.., p. 100. 

‡ A
lexandre A

rnoux, Cinéma pris, 1929, p. 28. 
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outright sacred one, then at least a supernatural one. Com
m

enting on M
ax 

Reinhardt's film
 version of A

 M
idsummer N

ight's D
ream, W

erfel states that 
undoubtedly it w

as the sterile copying of the exterior w
orld w

ith its 
streets, interiors, railroad stations, restaurants, m

otorcars, and beaches 
w

hich until now
 had obstructed the elevation of the film

 to the realm
 of 

art. "The film
 has not yet realized its true m

eaning, its real possibilities . . . 
these consist in its unique faculty to express by natural m

eans and w
ith 

incom
parable 

persuasiveness 
all 

that 
is 

fairylike, 
m

arvelous, 
supernatural."

*   

V
III   The artistic perform

ance of a stage actor is definitely presented to the 
public by the actor in person; that of the screen actor, how

ever, is 
presented by a cam

era, w
ith a tw

ofold consequence. The cam
era that 

presents the perform
ance of the film

 actor to the public need not respect 
the perform

ance as an integral w
hole. G

uided by the cam
eram

an, the 
cam

era continually changes its position w
ith respect to the perform

ance. 
The sequence of positional view

s w
hich the editor com

poses from
 the 

m
aterial supplied him

 constitutes the com
pleted film

. It com
prises certain 

factors of m
ovem

ent w
hich are in reality those of the cam

era, not to 
m

ention special cam
era angles, close-ups, etc. H

ence, the perform
ance of 

the actor is subjected to a series of optical tests. This is the first 
consequence of the fact that the actor's perform

ance is presented by 
m

eans of a cam
era. A

lso, the film
 actor lacks the opportunity of the stage 

actor to adjust to the audience during his perform
ance, since he does not 

present his perform
ance to the audience in person. This perm

its the 
audience to take the position of a critic, w

ithout experiencing any personal 
contact w

ith the actor. The audience's identification w
ith the actor is really 

an identification w
ith the cam

era. Consequently the audience takes the 
position of the cam

era; its approach 

                                                 
* Franz W

erfel, "E
in Som

m
ernachtstraum

, E
in Film

 von Shakespeare und Reinhardt," 
N

eues W
iener Journal, cited in Lu 15, N

ovem
ber, 1935. 
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 is that of testing. 10 This is not the approach to w
hich cult values m

ay be 
exposed.   

IX
   For the film

, w
hat m

atters prim
arily is that the actor represents 

him
self to the public before the cam

era, rather than representing som
eone 

else. O
ne of the first to sense the actor's m

etam
orphosis by this form

 of 
testing w

as Pirandello. Though his rem
arks on the subject in his novel Si 

G
ira w

ere lim
ited to the negative aspects of the question and to the silent 

film
 only, this hardly im

pairs their validity. For in this respect, the sound 
film

 did not change anything essential. W
hat m

atters is that the part is 
acted not for an audience but for a m

echanical contrivance – in the case 
of the sound film

, for tw
o of them

. "The film
 actor," w

rote Pirandello, 
"feels as if in exile –exiled not only from

 the stage but also from
 him

self. 
W

ith a vague sense of discom
fort he feels inexplicable em

ptiness: his 
body loses its corporeality, it evaporates, it is deprived of reality, life, 
voice, and the noises caused by his m

oving about, in order to be changed 
into a m

ute im
age, flickering an instant on the screen, then vanishing into 

silence.... The projector w
ill play w

ith his shadow
 before the public, and 

he him
self m

ust be content to play before the cam
era"

*. This situation 
m

ight also be characterized as follow
s: for the first tim

e –and this is the 
effect of the film

 –m
an has to operate w

ith his w
hole living person, yet 

forgoing its aura. For aura is tied to his presence; there can be no replica 
of it. The aura w

hich, on the stage, em
anates from

 M
acbeth, cannot be 

separated for the spectators from
 that of the actor. H

ow
ever, the 

singularity of the shot in the studio is that the cam
era is substituted for the 

public. Consequently, the aura that envelops the actor vanishes, and w
ith 

it the aura of the figure he portrays.   
It is not surprising that it should be a dram

atist such as Pirandello 
w

ho, in characterizing the film
, inadvertently touches on the very crisis in 

w
hich w

e see the theater. A
ny thorough study 

                                                 
* Luigi Pirandello, Si G

ira, quoted by Leon Pierre-Q
uint, "Signification du cinem

a," L'A
rt 

cinematographique, op. cit., pp. 14-15 
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proves that there is indeed no greater contrast than that of the stage play 
to a w

ork of art that is com
pletely subject to or, like the film

, founded in, 
m

echanical reproduction. E
xperts have long recognized that in the film

 
"the greatest effects are alm

ost alw
ays obtained by 'acting' as little as 

possible...." In 1932 Rudolf A
rnheim

 saw
 "the latest trend . . . in treating 

the actor as a stage prop chosen for its characteristics and . . . inserted at 
the proper place. 11 W

ith this idea som
ething else is closely connected. The 

stage actor identifies him
self w

ith the character of his role. The film
 actor 

very often is denied this opportunity. H
is creation is by no m

eans all of a 
piece; it is com

posed of m
any separate perform

ances. Besides certain 
fortuitous considerations, such as cost of studio, availability of fellow

 
players, decor, etc., there are elem

entary necessities of equipm
ent that split 

the actor's w
ork into a series of m

ountable episodes. In particular, lighting 
and its installation require the presentation of an event that, on the screen, 
unfolds as a rapid and unified scene, in a sequence of separate shootings 
w

hich m
ay take hours at the studio; not to m

ention m
ore obvious 

m
ontage. Thus a jum

p from
 the w

indow
 can be shot in the studio as a 

jum
p from

 a scaffold, and the ensuing flight, if need be, can be shot w
eeks 

later w
hen outdoor scenes are taken. Far m

ore paradoxical cases can easily 
be construed. Let us assum

e that an actor is supposed to be startled by a 
knock at the door. If his reaction is not satisfactory, the director can 
resort to an expedient: w

hen the actor happens to be at the studio again 
he has a shot fired behind him

 w
ithout his being forew

arned of it. The 
frightened reaction can be shot now

 and be cut into the screen version. 
N

othing m
ore strikingly show

s that art has left the realm
 of the "beautiful 

sem
blance" w

hich, so far, had been taken to be the only sphere w
here art 

could thrive.   

X
   The feeling of strangeness that overcom

es the actor before the 
cam

era, as Pirandello describes it, is basically of the sam
e kind as the 

estrangem
ent felt before one's ow

n im
age in the m

irror. 
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 But now
 the reflected im

age has becom
e separable, transportable. A

nd 
w

here is it transported? Before the public. 12 N
ever for a m

om
ent does the 

screen actor cease to be conscious of this fact. W
hile facing the cam

era he 
know

s that ultim
ately he w

ill face the public, the consum
ers w

ho 
constitute the m

arket. This m
arket, w

here he offers not only his labor but 
also his w

hole self, his heart and soul, is beyond his reach. D
uring the 

shooting he has as little contact w
ith it as any article m

ade in a factory. 
This m

ay contribute to that oppression, that new
 anxiety w

hich, according 
to Pirandello, grips the actor before the cam

era. The film
 responds to the 

shriveling of the aura w
ith an artificial build-up of the "personality" 

outside the studio. The cult of the m
ovie star, fostered by the m

oney of 
the film

 industry, preserves not the unique aura of the person but the 
"spell of the personality," the phony spell of a com

m
odity. So long as the 

m
ovie-m

akers' capital sets the fashion, as a rule no other revolutionary 
m

erit 
can 

be 
accredited 

to 
today's 

film
 

than 
the 

prom
otion 

of 
a 

revolutionary criticism
 of traditional concepts of art. W

e do not deny that 
in som

e cases today's film
s can also prom

ote revolutionary criticism
 of 

social conditions, even of the distribution of property. H
ow

ever, our 
present study is no m

ore specifically concerned w
ith this than is the film

 
production of W

estern E
urope.   

It is inherent in the technique of the film
 as w

ell as that of sports that 
everybody w

ho w
itnesses its accom

plishm
ents is som

ew
hat of an expert. 

This is obvious to anyone listening to a group of new
spaper boys leaning 

on their bicycles and discussing the outcom
e of a bicycle race. It is not for 

nothing that new
spaper publishers arrange races for their delivery boys. 

These arouse great interest am
ong the participants, for the victor has an 

opportunity to rise from
 delivery boy to professional racer. Sim

ilarly, the 
new

sreel offers everyone the opportunity to rise from
 passer- by to m

ovie 
extra. In this w

ay any m
an m

ight even find him
self part of a w

ork of art, 
as w

itness V
ertoff's Three Songs A

bout Lenin or Ivens' Borinage. A
ny m

an 
today can lay claim

 to being film
ed. This claim

 can best be elucidated by a 
com

parative look at the historical situation of contem
porary literature.   

For 
centuries 

a 
sm

all 
num

ber 
of 

w
riters 

w
ere 

confronted 
by 
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m
any thousands of readers. This changed tow

ard the end of the last 
century. W

ith the increasing extension of the press, w
hich kept placing 

new
 political, religious, scientific, professional, and local organs before the 

readers, 
an 

increasing 
num

ber 
of 

readers 
becam

e 
w

riters 
–at 

first, 
occasional ones. It began w

ith the daily press opening to its readers space 
for "letters to the editor." A

nd today there is hardly a gainfully em
ployed 

E
uropean w

ho could not, in principle, find an opportunity to publish 
som

ew
here or other com

m
ents on his w

ork, grievances, docum
entary 

reports, or that sort of thing. Thus, the distinction betw
een author and 

public is about to lose its basic character. The difference becom
es m

erely 
functional; it m

ay vary from
 case to case. A

t any m
om

ent the reader is 
ready to turn into a w

riter. A
s expert, w

hich he had to becom
e w

illy-nilly 
in an extrem

ely specialized w
ork process, even if only in som

e m
inor 

respect, the reader gains access to authorship. In the Soviet U
nion w

ork 
itself is given a voice. To present it verbally is part of a m

an's ability to 
perform

 the w
ork. Literary license is now

 founded on polytechnic rather 
than specialized training and thus becom

es com
m

on property. 13  
A

ll this can easily be applied to the film
, w

here transitions that in 
literature took centuries have com

e about in a decade. In cinem
atic 

practice, particularly in Russia, this change-over has partially becom
e 

established reality. Som
e of the players w

hom
 w

e m
eet in Russian film

s 
are not actors in our sense but people w

ho portray themselves – and 
prim

arily in their ow
n w

ork process. In W
estern E

urope the capitalistic 
exploitation of the film

 denies consideration to m
odern m

an's legitim
ate 

claim
 to being reproduced. U

nder these circum
stances the film

 industry is 
trying hard to spur the interest of the m

asses through illusion-prom
oting 

spectacles and dubious speculations.   

X
I   The shooting of a film

, especially of a sound film
, affords a spectacle 

unim
aginable anyw

here at any tim
e before this. It presents a process in 

w
hich it is im

possible to assign to a spectator a view
point w

hich w
ould 

exclude from
 the actual scene such 
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extraneous accessories as cam
era equipm

ent, lighting m
achinery, staff 

assistants, etc. –unless his eye w
ere on a line parallel w

ith the lens. This 
circum

stance, m
ore than any other, renders superficial and insignificant 

any possible sim
ilarity betw

een a scene in the studio and one on the stage. 
In the theater one is w

ell aw
are of the place from

 w
hich the play cannot 

im
m

ediately be detected as illusionary. There is no such place for the 
m

ovie scene that is being shot. Its illusionary nature is that of the second 
degree, the result of cutting. That is to say, in the studio the m

echanical 
equipm

ent has penetrated so deeply into reality that its pure aspect freed 
from

 the foreign substance of equipm
ent is the result of a special 

procedure, nam
ely, the shooting by the specially adjusted cam

era and the 
m

ounting of the shot together w
ith other sim

ilar ones. The equipm
ent-

free aspect of rea1ity here has becom
e the height of artifice; the sight of 

im
m

ediate reality has becom
e an orchid in the land of technology.   

E
ven m

ore revealing is the com
parison of these circum

stances, w
hich 

differ so m
uch from

 those of the theater, w
ith the situation in painting. 

H
ere the question is: H

ow
 does the cam

eram
an com

pare w
ith the painter? 

To answ
er this w

e take recourse to an analogy w
ith a surgical operation. 

The surgeon represents the polar opposite of the m
agician. The m

agician 
heals a sick person by the laying on of hands; the surgeon cuts into the 
patients body. The m

agician m
aintains the natural distance betw

een the 
patient and him

self; though he reduces it very slightly by the laying on of 
hands, he greatly increases it by virtue of his authority. The surgeon does 
exactly the reverse; he greatly dim

inishes the distance betw
een him

self and 
the patient by penetrating into the patient's body, and increases it but little 
by the caution w

ith w
hich his hand m

oves am
ong the organs. In short, in 

contrast to the m
agician –w

ho is still hidden in the m
edical practitioner –

the surgeon at the decisive m
om

ent abstains from
 facing the patient m

an 
to m

an; rather, it is through the operation that he penetrates into him
.   

M
agician and surgeon com

pare to painter and cam
eram

an. The 
painter 

m
aintains 

in 
his 

w
ork 

a 
natural 

distance 
from

 
reality, 

the 
cam

eram
an penetrates deeply into its w

eb. 14 There is a trem
endous 
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difference betw
een the pictures they obtain. That of the painter is a total 

one, that of the cam
eram

an consists of m
ultiple fragm

ents w
hich are 

assem
bled 

under 
a 

new
 

law
. 

Thus, 
for 

contem
porary 

m
an 

the 
representation of reality by the film

 is incom
parably m

ore significant than 
that of the painter, since it offers, precisely because of the thoroughgoing 
perm

eation of reality w
ith m

echanical equipm
ent, an aspect of reality 

w
hich is free of all equipm

ent. A
nd that is w

hat one is entitled to ask from
 

a w
ork of art.   

X
II   M

echanical reproduction of art changes the reaction of the m
asses 

tow
ard art. The reactionary attitude tow

ard a Picasso painting changes 
into the progressive reaction tow

ard a Chaplin m
ovie. The progressive 

reaction is characterized by the direct, intim
ate fusion of visual and 

em
otional enjoym

ent w
ith the orientation of the expert. Such fusion is of 

great social significance. The greater the decrease in the social significance 
of 

an 
art 

form
, 

the 
sharper 

the 
distinction 

betw
een 

criticism
 

and 
enjoym

ent by the public. The conventional is uncritically enjoyed, and the 
truly new

 is criticized w
ith aversion. W

ith regard to the screen the critical 
and the receptive attitudes of the public coincide. The decisive reason for 
this is that individual reactions are predeterm

ined by the m
ass audience 

response 
they 

are 
about 

to 
produce, 

and 
this 

is 
now

here 
m

ore 
pronounced than in the film

. The m
om

ent these responses becom
e 

m
anifest they control each other. A

gain, the com
parison w

ith painting is 
fruitful. A

 painting has alw
ays had an excellent chance to be view

ed by 
one person or by a few

. The sim
ultaneous contem

plation of paintings by a 
large public, such as developed in the nineteenth century, is an early 
sym

ptom
 of the crisis of painting, a crisis w

hich w
as by no m

eans 
occasioned 

exclusively 
by 

photography 
but 

rather 
in 

a 
relatively 

independent m
anner by the appeal of art w

orks to the m
asses.   

Painting sim
ply is in no position to present an object for sim

ultaneous 
collective experience, as it w

as possible for architecture 
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at all tim
es, for the epic poem

 in the past, and for the m
ovie today. 

A
lthough this circum

stance in itself should not lead one to conclusions 
about the social role of painting, it does constitute a serious threat as soon 
as painting, under special conditions and, as it w

ere, against its nature, is 
confronted directly by the m

asses. In the churches and m
onasteries of the 

M
iddle A

ges and at the princely courts up to the end of the eighteenth 
century, a collective reception of paintings did not occur sim

ultaneously, 
but by graduated and hierarchized m

ediation. The change that has com
e 

about is an expression of the particular conflict in w
hich painting w

as 
im

plicated by the m
echanical reproducibility of paintings. A

lthough 
paintings began to be publicly exhibited in galleries and salons, there w

as 
no w

ay for the m
asses to organize and control them

selves in their 
reception. 15 Thus the sam

e public w
hich responds in a progressive m

anner 
tow

ard a grotesque film
 is bound to respond in a reactionary m

anner to 
surrealism

.   

X
III   The characteristics of the film

 lie not only in the m
anner in w

hich 
m

an presents him
self to m

echanical equipm
ent but also in the m

anner in 
w

hich, by m
eans of this apparatus, m

an can represent his environm
ent. A

 
glance at occupational psychology illustrates the testing capacity of the 
equipm

ent. Psychoanalysis illustrates it in a different perspective. The film
 

has 
enriched 

our 
field 

of 
perception 

w
ith 

m
ethods 

w
hich 

can 
be 

illustrated by those of Freudian theory. Fifty years ago, a slip of the 
tongue passed m

ore or less unnoticed. O
nly exceptionally m

ay such a slip 
have revealed dim

ensions of depth in a conversation w
hich had seem

ed to 
be taking its course on the surface. Since the Psychopathology of E

veryday Life 
things have changed. This book isolated and m

ade analyzable things 
w

hich had heretofore floated along unnoticed in the broad stream
 of 

perception. For the entire spectrum
 of optical, and now

 also acoustical, 
perception 

the 
film

 
has 

brought 
about 

a 
sim

ilar 
deepening 

of 
apperception. It is only an obverse of this fact that behavior item

s show
n 

in a m
ovie can be analyzed m

uch m
ore precisely and from

 m
ore 
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points of view
 than those presented on paintings or on the stage. A

s 
com

pared w
ith painting, film

ed behavior lends itself m
ore readily to 

analysis because of its incom
parably m

ore precise statem
ents of the 

situation. In com
parison w

ith the stage scene, the film
ed behavior item

 
lends itself m

ore readily to analysis because it can be isolated m
ore easily. 

This circum
stance derives its chief im

portance from
 its tendency to 

prom
ote the m

utual penetration of art and science. A
ctually, of a screened 

behavior item
 w

hich is neatly brought out in a certain situation, like a 
m

uscle of a body, it is difficult to say w
hich is m

ore fascinating, its artistic 
value or its value for science. To dem

onstrate the identity of the artistic 
and 

scientific 
uses 

of 
photography 

w
hich 

heretofore 
usually 

w
ere 

separated w
ill be one of the revolutionary functions of the film

. 16  
By close-ups of the things around us, by focusing on hidden details of 

fam
iliar objects, by exploring com

m
onplace m

ilieus under the ingenious 
guidance 

of 
the 

cam
era, 

the 
film

, 
on 

the 
one 

hand, 
extends 

our 
com

prehension of the necessities w
hich rule our lives; on the other hand, 

it m
anages to assure us of an im

m
ense and unexpected field of action. 

O
ur taverns and our m

etropolitan streets, our offices and furnished 
room

s, our railroad stations and our factories appeared to have us locked 
up hopelessly. Then cam

e the film
 and burst this prison-w

orld asunder by 
the dynam

ite of the tenth of a second, so that now
, in the m

idst of its far-
flung ruins and debris, w

e calm
ly and adventurously go traveling. W

ith the 
close-up, space expands; w

ith slow
 m

otion, m
ovem

ent is extended. The 
enlargem

ent of a snapshot does not sim
ply render m

ore precise w
hat in 

any case w
as visible, though unclear: it reveals entirely new

 structural 
form

ations of the subject. So, too, slow
 m

otion not only presents fam
iliar 

qualities of m
ovem

ent but reveals in them
 entirely unknow

n ones "w
hich, 

far from
 looking like retarded rapid m

ovem
ents give the effect of 

singularly gliding, floating, supernatural m
otions. * E

vidently a different 
nature opens itself to the cam

era than opens to the naked eye – if only 
because an unconsciously penetrated space is substituted for a space 
consciously explored 

                                                 
* Rudolf A

rnheim
, loc. cit., p. 138. 
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by m
an. E

ven if one has a general know
ledge of the w

ay people w
alk, one 

know
s nothing of a person's posture during the fractional second of a 

stride. The act of reaching for a lighter or a spoon is fam
iliar routine, yet 

w
e hardly know

 w
hat really goes on betw

een hand and m
etal, not to 

m
ention how

 this fluctuates w
ith our m

oods. H
ere the cam

era intervenes 
w

ith the resources of its low
erings and liftings, its interruptions and 

isolations, 
its 

extensions 
and 

accelerations, 
its 

enlargem
ents 

and 
reductions. The cam

era introduces us to unconscious optics as does 
psychoanalysis to unconscious im

pulses.   

X
IV

   O
ne of the forem

ost tasks of art has alw
ays been the creation of a 

dem
and w

hich could be fully satisfied only later. 17 The history of every art 
form

 show
s critical epochs in w

hich a certain art form
 aspires to effects 

w
hich could be fully obtained only w

ith a changed technical standard, that 
is to say, in a new

 art form
. The extravagances and crudities of art w

hich 
thus appear, particularly in the so-called decadent epochs, actually arise 
from

 the nucleus of its richest historical energies. In recent years, such 
barbarism

s w
ere abundant in D

adaism
. It is only now

 that its im
pulse 

becom
es discernible: D

adaism
 attem

pted to create by pictorial –and 
literary –m

eans the effects w
hich the public today seeks in the film

.   
E

very fundam
entally new

, pioneering creation of dem
ands w

ill carry 
beyond its goal. D

adaism
 did so to the extent that it sacrificed the m

arket 
values w

hich are so characteristic of the film
 in favor of higher am

bitions 
– though of course it w

as not conscious of such intentions as here 
described. The D

adaists attached m
uch less im

portance to the sales value 
of their w

ork than to its uselessness for contem
plative im

m
ersion. The 

studied degradation of their m
aterial w

as not the least of their m
eans to 

achieve 
this 

uselessness. 
Their 

poem
s 

are 
"w

ord 
salad" 

containing 
obscenities and every im

aginable w
aste product of language. The sam

e is 
true of their paintings, on w

hich they m
ounted buttons and tickets. W

hat 
they intended and achieved w

as a relentless  
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destruction 
of 

the 
aura 

of 
their 

creations, 
w

hich 
they 

branded 
as 

reproductions w
ith the very m

eans of production. Before a painting of 
A

rp's or a poem
 by A

ugust Stram
m

 it is im
possible to take tim

e for 
contem

plation and evaluation as one w
ould before a canvas of D

erain's or 
a poem

 by Rilke. In the decline of m
iddleclass society, contem

plation 
becam

e a school for asocial behavior; it w
as countered by distraction as a 

variant of social conduct. 18 D
adaistic activities actually assured a rather 

vehem
ent distraction by m

aking w
orks of art the center of scandal. O

ne 
requirem

ent w
as forem

ost: to outrage the public.   
From

 an alluring appearance or persuasive structure of sound the 
w

ork of art of the D
adaists becam

e an instrum
ent of ballistics. It hit the 

spectator like a bullet, it happened to him
, thus acquiring a tactile quality. 

It prom
oted a dem

and for the film
, the distracting elem

ent of w
hich is 

also prim
arily tactile, being based on changes of place and focus w

hich 
periodically assail the spectator. Let us com

pare the screen on w
hich a 

film
 unfolds w

ith the canvas of a painting. The painting invites the 
spectator to contem

plation; before it the spectator can abandon him
self to 

his associations. Before the m
ovie fram

e he cannot do so. N
o sooner has 

his eye grasped a scene than it is already changed. It cannot be arrested. 
D

uham
el, w

ho detests the film
 and know

s nothing of its significance, 
though som

ething of its structure, notes this circum
stance as follow

s: "I 
can no longer think w

hat I w
ant to think. M

y thoughts have been replaced 
by m

oving im
ages."

* The spectator's process of association in view
 of 

these im
ages is indeed interrupted by their constant, sudden change. This 

constitutes the shock effect of the film
, w

hich, like all shocks, should be 
cushioned by heightened presence of m

ind. 19 By m
eans of its technical 

structure, the film
 has taken the physical shock effect out of the w

rappers 
in w

hich D
adaism

 had, as it w
ere, kept it inside the m

oral shock effect. 20  

                                                 
* G

eorges D
uham

el, Scènes de la vie future, Paris, 1930, p. 52. 
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X
V

   T
h

e m
ass is a m

atrix fro
m

 w
h

ich
 all trad

itio
n

al b
eh

av
io

r to
w

ard
 w

o
rk

s 

o
f art issu

es to
d

ay in
 a n

ew
 fo

rm
. Q

u
an

tity h
as b

een
 tran

sm
u
ted

 in
to

 

q
u
ality. T

h
e greatly in

creased
 m

ass o
f p

articip
an

ts h
as p

ro
d
u
ced

 a ch
an

ge 

in
 th

e m
o

d
e o

f p
articip

atio
n

. T
h

e fact th
at th

e n
ew

 m
o

d
e o

f p
articip

atio
n

 

first ap
p

eared
 in

 a d
isrep

u
tab

le fo
rm

 m
u
st n

o
t co

n
fu

se th
e sp

ectato
r. Y

et 

so
m

e 
p

eo
p

le 
h

av
e 

lau
n

ch
ed

 
sp

irited
 

attack
s 

again
st 

p
recisely 

th
is 

su
p

erficial asp
ect. A

m
o

n
g th

ese, D
u
h

am
el h

as exp
ressed

 h
im

self in
 th

e 

m
o

st rad
ical m

an
n

er. W
h

at h
e o

b
jects to

 m
o

st is th
e k

in
d
 o

f p
articip

atio
n

 

w
h

ich
 th

e m
o

v
ie elicits fro

m
 th

e m
asses. D

u
h

am
el calls th

e m
o

v
ie "a 

p
astim

e 
fo

r 
h

elo
ts, 

a 
d
iv

ersio
n

 
fo

r 
u
n

ed
u
cated

, 
w

retch
ed

, 
w

o
rn

-o
u
t 

creatu
res 

w
h

o
 
are 

co
n

su
m

ed
 
b

y 
th

eir 
w

o
rries 

. 
. 

., 
a 

sp
ectacle 

w
h

ich
 

req
u
ires n

o
 co

n
cen

tratio
n

 an
d
 p

resu
p

p
o

ses n
o

 in
telligen

ce . . ., w
h

ich
 

k
in

d
les 

n
o

 
ligh

t 
in

 
th

e 
h

eart 
an

d
 

aw
ak

en
s 

n
o

 
h

o
p

e 
o

th
er 

th
an

 
th

e 

rid
icu

lo
u
s o

n
e o

f so
m

ed
ay b

eco
m

in
g a 'star' in

 L
o

s A
n

geles."
* C

learly, th
is 

is at b
o

tto
m

 th
e sam

e an
cien

t lam
en

t th
at th

e m
asses seek

 d
istractio

n
 

w
h

ereas 
art 

d
em

an
d
s 

co
n

cen
tratio

n
 

fro
m

 
th

e 
sp

ectato
r. 

T
h

at 
is 

a 

co
m

m
o

n
p

lace. T
h

e q
u
estio

n
 rem

ain
s w

h
eth

er it p
ro

v
id

es a p
latfo

rm
 fo

r 

th
e an

alysis o
f th

e film
. A

 clo
ser lo

o
k
 is n

eed
ed

 h
ere. D

istractio
n

 an
d
 

co
n

cen
tratio

n
 fo

rm
 p

o
lar o

p
p

o
sites w

h
ich

 m
ay b

e stated
 as fo

llo
w

s: A
 

m
an

 w
h

o
 co

n
cen

trates b
efo

re a w
o

rk
 o

f art is ab
so

rb
ed

 b
y it. H

e en
ters 

in
to

 th
is w

o
rk

 o
f art th

e w
ay legen

d
 tells o

f th
e C

h
in

ese p
ain

ter w
h

en
 h

e 

v
iew

ed
 h

is fin
ish

ed
 p

ain
tin

g. In
 co

n
trast, th

e d
istracted

 m
ass ab

so
rb

s th
e 

w
o

rk
 o

f art. T
h

is is m
o

st o
b

v
io

u
s w

ith
 regard

 to
 b

u
ild

in
gs. A

rch
itectu

re 

h
as alw

ays rep
resen

ted
 th

e p
ro

to
typ

e o
f a w

o
rk

 o
f art th

e recep
tio

n
 o

f 

w
h

ich
 is co

n
su

m
m

ated
 b

y a co
llectiv

ity in
 a state o

f d
istractio

n
. T

h
e law

s 

o
f its recep

tio
n

 are m
o

st in
stru

ctiv
e.   

B
u
ild

in
gs h

av
e b

een
 m

an
's co

m
p

an
io

n
s sin

ce p
rim

ev
al tim

es. M
an

y art 

fo
rm

s h
av

e d
ev

elo
p

ed
 an

d
 p

erish
ed

. T
raged

y b
egin

s w
ith

 th
e G

reek
s, is 

extin
gu

ish
ed

 w
ith

 th
em

, an
d

 after cen
tu

ries its "ru
les" o

n
ly are rev

iv
ed

. 

T
h

e ep
ic p

o
em

, w
h

ich
 h

ad
 its o

rigin
 

                                                 
* D

u
h

am
el, op. cit., p

. 5
8
. 

2
4
0
 

 in
 th

e yo
u
th

 o
f n

atio
n

s, exp
ires in

 E
u
ro

p
e at th

e en
d
 o

f th
e R

en
aissan

ce. 

P
an

el p
ain

tin
g is a creatio

n
 o

f th
e M

id
d

le A
ges, an

d
 n

o
th

in
g gu

aran
tees its 

u
n

in
terru

p
ted

 
existen

ce. 
B

u
t 

th
e 

h
u
m

an
 

n
eed

 
fo

r 
sh

elter 
is 

lastin
g. 

A
rch

itectu
re h

as n
ev

er b
een

 id
le. Its h

isto
ry is m

o
re an

cien
t th

an
 th

at o
f 

an
y o

th
er art, an

d
 its claim

 to
 b

ein
g a liv

in
g fo

rce h
as sign

ifican
ce in

 ev
ery 

attem
p

t to
 co

m
p

reh
en

d
 th

e relatio
n

sh
ip

 o
f th

e m
asses to

 art. B
u
ild

in
gs are 

ap
p

ro
p

riated
 in

 a tw
o

fo
ld

 m
an

n
er: b

y u
se an

d
 b

y p
ercep

tio
n

 –
 o

r rath
er, 

b
y to

u
ch

 an
d
 sigh

t. S
u
ch

 ap
p

ro
p

riatio
n

 can
n

o
t b

e u
n

d
ersto

o
d
 in

 term
s o

f 

th
e atten

tiv
e co

n
cen

tratio
n

 o
f a to

u
rist b

efo
re a fam

o
u
s b

u
ild

in
g. O

n
 th

e 

tactile sid
e th

ere is n
o

 co
u
n

terp
art to

 co
n

tem
p

latio
n

 o
n

 th
e o

p
tical sid

e. 

T
actile ap

p
ro

p
riatio

n
 is acco

m
p

lish
ed

 n
o

t so
 m

u
ch

 b
y atten

tio
n

 as b
y 

h
ab

it. A
s regard

s arch
itectu

re, h
ab

it d
eterm

in
es to

 a large exten
t ev

en
 

o
p

tical recep
tio

n
. T

h
e latter, to

o
, o

ccu
rs m

u
ch

 less th
ro

u
gh

 rap
t atten

tio
n

 

th
an

 
b

y 
n

o
ticin

g 
th

e 
o

b
ject 

in
 

in
cid

en
tal 

fash
io

n
. 

T
h

is 
m

o
d
e 

o
f 

ap
p

ro
p

riatio
n

, 
d
ev

elo
p

ed
 

w
ith

 
referen

ce 
to

 
arch

itectu
re, 

in
 

certain
 

circu
m

stan
ces 

acq
u
ires 

can
o

n
ical 

v
alu

e. 
F

o
r 

th
e 

task
s 

w
h

ich
 

face 
th

e 

h
u
m

an
 ap

p
aratu

s o
f p

ercep
tio

n
 at th

e tu
rn

in
g p

o
in

ts o
f h

isto
ry can

n
o

t b
e 

so
lv

ed
 

b
y 

o
p

tical 
m

ean
s, 

th
at 

is, 
b

y 
co

n
tem

p
latio

n
, 

alo
n

e. 
T

h
ey 

are 

m
astered

 grad
u
ally b

y h
ab

it, u
n

d
er th

e gu
id

an
ce o

f tactile ap
p

ro
p

riatio
n

.   

T
h

e 
d

istracted
 

p
erso

n
, 

to
o

, 
can

 
fo

rm
 

h
ab

its. 
M

o
re, 

th
e 

ab
ility 

to
 

m
aster certain

 task
s in

 a state o
f d

istractio
n

 p
ro

v
es th

at th
eir so

lu
tio

n
 h

as 

b
eco

m
e a m

atter o
f h

ab
it. D

istractio
n

 as p
ro

v
id

ed
 b

y art p
resen

ts a co
v
ert 

co
n

tro
l 

o
f 

th
e 

exten
t 

to
 

w
h

ich
 

n
ew

 
task

s 
h

av
e 

b
eco

m
e 

so
lu

b
le 

b
y 

ap
p

ercep
tio

n
. 

S
in

ce, 
m

o
reo

v
er, 

in
d
iv

id
u
als 

are 
tem

p
ted

 
to

 
av

o
id

 
su

ch
 

task
s, art w

ill tack
le th

e m
o

st d
ifficu

lt an
d
 m

o
st im

p
o

rtan
t o

n
es w

h
ere it is 

ab
le to

 m
o

b
ilize th

e m
asses. T

o
d
ay it d

o
es so

 in
 th

e film
. R

ecep
tio

n
 in

 a 

state o
f d

istractio
n

, w
h

ich
 is in

creasin
g n

o
ticeab

ly in
 all field

s o
f art an

d
 is 

sym
p

to
m

atic o
f p

ro
fo

u
n

d
 ch

an
ges in

 ap
p

ercep
tio

n
, fin

d
s in

 th
e film

 its 

tru
e m

ean
s o

f exercise. T
h

e film
 w

ith
 its sh

o
ck

 effect m
eets th

is m
o

d
e o

f 

recep
tio

n
 

h
alfw

ay. 
T

h
e 

film
 

m
ak

es 
th

e 
cu

lt 
v
alu

e 
reced

e 
in

to
 

th
e 

b
ack

gro
u
n

d
 n

o
t o

n
ly b

y p
u
ttin

g th
e p

u
b

lic in
 th

e p
o

sitio
n

 o
f th

e critic, b
u
t 

also
 b

y th
e fact th

at at th
e m

o
v
ies 
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this position requires no attention. T
he public is an exam

iner, but an 
absent-m

inded one.   

E
P

IL
O

G
U

E
   

T
he grow

ing proletarianization of m
odern m

an and the increasing 
form

ation 
of 

m
asses 

are 
tw

o 
aspects 

of 
the 

sam
e 

process. 
F

ascism
 

attem
pts 

to 
organize 

the 
new

ly 
created 

proletarian 
m

asses 
w

ithout 
affecting the property structure w

hich the m
asses strive to elim

inate. 
F

ascism
 sees its salvation in giving these m

asses not their right, but 
instead a chance to express them

selves. 21 T
he m

asses have a right to 
change property relations; F

ascism
 seeks to give them

 an expression w
hile 

preserving property. T
he logical result of F

ascism
 is the introduction of 

aesthetics into political life. T
he violation of the m

asses, w
hom

 F
ascism

, 
w

ith its Fuhrer cult, forces to their knees, has its counterpart in the 
violation of an apparatus w

hich is pressed into the production of ritual 
values.   

A
ll efforts to render politics aesthetic culm

inate in one thing: w
ar. W

ar 
and w

ar only can set a goal for m
ass m

ovem
ents on the largest scale w

hile 
respecting the traditional property system

. T
his is the political form

ula for 
the situation. T

he technological form
ula m

ay be stated as follow
s: O

nly 
w

ar m
akes it possible to m

obilize all of today's technical resources w
hile 

m
aintaining the property system

. It goes w
ithout saying that the F

ascist 
apotheosis of w

ar does not em
ploy such argum

ents. Still, M
arinetti says in 

his m
anifesto on the E

thiopian colonial w
ar: "F

or tw
enty- seven years w

e 
F

uturists have rebelled against the branding of w
ar as antiaesthetic.... 

A
ccordingly w

e state: ... W
ar is beautiful because it establishes m

an's 
dom

inion 
over 

the 
subjugated 

m
achinery 

by 
m

eans 
of 

gas 
m

asks, 
terrifying m

egaphones, flam
e throw

ers, and sm
all tanks. W

ar is beautiful 
because it initiates the dream

t-of m
etalization of the hum

an body. W
ar is 

beautiful because it enriches a flow
ering m

eadow
 w

ith the fiery orchids of 
m

achine guns. W
ar is beautiful because it com

bines the gunfire, the 
cannonades, the cease-fire, the scents, and the stench of putrefaction into 
a sym

phony. W
ar is beautiful because it creates  
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new
 architecture, like that of the big tanks, the geom

etrical form
ation 

flights, the sm
oke spirals from

 burning villages, and m
any others.... P

oets 
and artists of F

uturism
! ... rem

em
ber these principles of an aesthetics of 

w
ar so that your struggle for a new

 literature and a new
 graphic art . . . 

m
ay be illum

ined by them
!"   

T
his m

anifesto has the virtue of clarity. Its form
ulations deserve to be 

accepted by dialecticians. T
o the latter, the aesthetics of today's w

ar 
appears 

as 
follow

s: 
If 

the 
natural 

utilization 
of 

productive 
forces 

is 
im

peded by the property system
, the increase in technical devices, in 

speed, and in the sources of energy w
ill press for an unnatural utilization, 

and this is found in w
ar. T

he destructiveness of w
ar furnishes proof that 

society has not been m
ature enough to incorporate technology as its 

organ, that technology has not been sufficiently developed to cope w
ith 

the elem
ental forces of society. T

he horrible features of im
perialistic 

w
arfare are attributable to the discrepancy betw

een the trem
endous m

eans 
of 

production 
and 

their 
inadequate 

utilization 
in 

the 
process 

of 
production –in other w

ords, to unem
ploym

ent and the lack of m
arkets. 

Im
perialistic w

ar is a rebellion of technology w
hich collects, in the form

 
of "hum

an m
aterial," the claim

s to w
hich society has denied its natural 

m
aterial. Instead of draining rivers, society directs a hum

an stream
 into a 

bed 
of 

trenches; 
instead 

of 
dropping 

seeds 
from

 
airplanes, 

it 
drops 

incendiary 
bom

bs 
over 

cities; 
and 

through 
gas 

w
arfare 

the 
aura 

is 
abolished in a new

 w
ay.   

"Fiat ars –pereat mundus," 
says 

F
ascism

, 
and, 

as 
M

arinetti 
adm

its, 
expects w

ar to supply the artistic gratification of a sense perception that 
has been changed by technology. T

his is evidently the consum
m

ation of 
"I'art pour l'art." 

M
ankind, 

w
hich 

in 
H

om
er's 

tim
e 

w
as 

an 
object 

of 
contem

plation for the O
lym

pian gods, now
 is one for itself. Its self-

alienation 
has 

reached 
such 

a 
degree 

that 
it 

can 
experience 

its 
ow

n 
destruction as an aesthetic pleasure of the first order. T

his is the situation 
of politics w

hich F
ascism

 is rendering aesthetic. C
om

m
unism

 responds by 
politicizing art.   
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N
O

T
E

S
  

1 O
f course, the history of a w

ork of art encom
passes m

ore than this. 
T

he history of the "M
ona L

isa," for instance, encom
passes the kind and 

num
ber of its copies m

ade in the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries. 
2 

P
recisely 

because 
authenticity 

is 
not 

reproducible, 
the 

intensive 
penetration 

of 
certain 

(m
echanical) 

processes 
of 

reproduction 
w

as 
instrum

ental in differentiating and grading authenticity. T
o develop such 

differentiations w
as an im

portant function of the trade in w
orks of art. 

T
he invention of the w

oodcut m
ay be said to have struck at the root of 

the quality of authenticity even before its late flow
ering. T

o be sure, at the 
tim

e of its origin a m
edieval picture of the M

adonna could not yet be said 
to 

be 
"authentic." 

It 
becam

e 
"authentic" 

only 
during 

the 
succeeding 

centuries and perhaps m
ost strikingly so during the last one.  

3 T
he poorest provincial staging of Faust is superior to a F

aust film
 in 

that, ideally, it com
petes w

ith the first perform
ance at W

eim
ar. B

efore the 
screen it is unprofitable to rem

em
ber traditional contents w

hich m
ight 

com
e to m

ind before the stage –for instance, that G
oethe's friend Johann 

H
einrich M

erck is hidden in M
ephisto, and the like. 

4 T
o satisfy the hum

an interest of the m
asses m

ay m
ean to have one's 

social function rem
oved from

 the field of vision. N
othing guarantees that 

a portraitist of today, w
hen painting a fam

ous surgeon at the breakfast 
table in the m

idst of his fam
ily, depicts his social function m

ore precisely 
than a painter of the 17th century w

ho portrayed his m
edical doctors as 

representing this profession, like R
em

brandt in his "A
natom

y L
esson." 

5 T
he definition of the aura as a "unique phenom

enon of a distance 
how

ever close it m
ay be" represents nothing but the form

ulation of the 
cult value of the w

ork of art in categories of space and tim
e perception. 

D
istance is the opposite of closeness. T

he essentially distant object is the 
unapproachable one. U

napproachability is indeed a m
ajor quality of the 

cult im
age. T

rue to its nature, it rem
ains "distant, how

ever close it m
ay 
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be." T

he closeness w
hich one m

ay gain from
 its subject m

atter does not 
im

pair the distance w
hich it retains in its appearance.  

6 T
o the extent to w

hich the cult value of the painting is secularized 
the 

ideas 
of 

its 
fundam

ental 
uniqueness 

lose 
distinctness. 

In 
the 

im
agination of the beholder the uniqueness of the phenom

ena w
hich hold 

sw
ay in the cult im

age is m
ore and m

ore displaced by the em
pirical 

uniqueness of the creator or of his creative achievem
ent. T

o be sure, 
never com

pletely so; the concept of authenticity alw
ays transcends m

ere 
genuineness. (T

his is particularly apparent in the collector w
ho alw

ays 
retains som

e traces of the fetishist and w
ho, by ow

ning the w
ork of art, 

shares in its ritual pow
er.) N

evertheless, the function of the concept of 
authenticity 

rem
ains 

determ
inate 

in 
the 

evaluation 
of 

art; 
w

ith 
the 

secularization of art, authenticity displaces the cult value of the w
ork. 

7 
In 

the 
case 

of 
film

s, 
m

echanical 
reproduction 

is 
not, 

as 
w

ith 
literature 

and 
painting, 

an 
external 

condition 
for 

m
ass 

distribution. 
M

echanical 
reproduction 

is 
inherent 

in 
the 

very 
technique 

of 
film

 
production. T

his technique not only perm
its in the m

ost direct w
ay but 

virtually causes m
ass distribution. It enforces distribution because the 

production of a film
 is so expensive that an individual w

ho, for instance, 
m

ight afford to buy a painting no longer can afford to buy a film
. In 1927 

it w
as calculated that a m

ajor film
, in order to pay its w

ay, had to reach an 
audience of nine m

illion. W
ith the sound film

, to be sure, a setback in its 
international distribution occurred at first: audiences becam

e lim
ited by 

language barriers. T
his coincided w

ith the F
ascist em

phasis on national 
interests. It is m

ore im
portant to focus on this connection w

ith F
ascism

 
than on this setback, w

hich w
as soon m

inim
ized by synchronization. T

he 
sim

ultaneity of both phenom
ena is attributable to the depression. T

he 
sam

e disturbances w
hich, on a larger scale, led to an attem

pt to m
aintain 

the existing property structure by sheer force led the endangered film
 

capital to speed up the developm
ent of the sound film

. T
he introduction 

of the sound film
 brought about a tem

porary relief, not only because it 
again brought the m

asses into the theaters but also because it m
erged new

 
capital from

 the electrical industry w
ith that of the film

 industry. T
hus, 
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view

ed from
 the outside, the sound film

 prom
oted national interests, but 

seen from
 the inside it helped to internationalize film

 production even 
m

ore than previously. 
8 This polarity cannot com

e into its ow
n in the aesthetics of Idealism

. 
Its idea of beauty com

prises these polar opposites w
ithout dlfferentiating 

betw
een them

 and consequently excludes their polarity. Y
et in H

egel this 
polarity announces itself as clearly as possible w

ithin the lim
its of 

Idealism
. W

e quote from
 his Philosophy of H

istory:   
"Im

ages w
ere know

n of old. Piety at an early tim
e required them

 for 
w

orship, but it could do w
ithout beautiful im

ages. These m
ight even 

be disturbing. In every beautiful painting there is also som
ething 

nonspiritual, m
erely external, but its spirit speaks to m

an through its 
beauty. W

orshipping, conversely, is concerned w
ith the w

ork as an 
object, for it is but a spiritless stupor of the soul.... Fine art has 
arisen ... in the church ..., although it has already gone beyond its 
principle as art."   

Likew
ise, the follow

ing passage from
 The Philosophy of Fine A

rt indicates 
that H

egel sensed a problem
 here. 

 "W
e are beyond the stage of reverence for w

orks of art as divine 
and objects deserving our w

orship. The im
pression they produce is 

one of a m
ore reflective kind, and the em

otions they arouse require a 
higher test...." –G

. W
. F. H

egel, The Philosophy of Fine A
rt, trans., w

ith 
notes, by F. P. B. O

sm
aston, V

ol. I, p. 12, London, 1920.   
The transition from

 the first kind of artistic reception to the second 
characterizes the history of artistic reception in general. A

part from
 that, a 

certain oscillation betw
een these tw

o polar m
odes of reception can be 

dem
onstrated for each w

ork of art. Take the Sistine M
adonna. Since 

H
ubert G

rim
m

e's research it has been know
n that the M

adonna originally 
w

as painted for the purpose of exhibition. G
rim

m
e's research w

as 
inspired by the question: W

hat is the purpose of the m
olding in the 

foreground of the painting w
hich the tw

o cupids lean upon? H
ow

, 
G

rim
m

e asked further, did Raphael com
e to furnish the sky w

ith tw
o 
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draperies? Research proved that the M

adonna had been com
m

issioned for 
the public lying-in-state of Pope Sixties. The Popes lay in state in a certain 
side chapel of St. Peter's. O

n that occasion RappelÕ
s picture had been 

fastened in a niche like background of the chapel, supported by. the 
coffin. In this picture Raphael portrays the M

adonna approaching the 
papal coffin in clouds from

 the background of the niche, w
hich w

as 
dem

arcated by green drapes. A
t the obsequies of Sixties a pre-em

inent 
exhibition value of Raphael's picture w

as taken advantage of. Som
e tim

e 
later it w

as placed on the high altar in the church of the Black Friars at 
Piacenza. The reason for this exile is to be found in the Rom

an rites 
w

hich forbid the use of paintings exhibited at obsequies as cult objects on 
the high altar. This regulation devalued Raphael's picture to som

e degree. 
In order to obtain an adequate price nevertheless, the Papal See resolved 
to add to the bargain the tacit toleration of the plcture above the high 
altar. To avoid attention the picture w

as given to the m
onks of the far-off 

provincial tow
n.  

9 Bertolt Brecht, on a different level, engaged in analogous reflectlons: 
"If the concept of 'w

ork of art' can no longer be applied to the thing that 
em

erges once the w
ork is transform

ed into a com
m

odity, w
e have to 

elim
inate this concept w

ith cautious care but w
ithout fear, lest w

e 
liquidate the function of the very thing as w

ell. For it has to go through 
this phase w

ithout m
ental reservation, and not as noncom

m
ittal deviation 

from
 the straight path; rather, w

hat happens here w
ith the w

ork of art w
ill 

change it fundam
entally and erase its past to such an extent that should 

the old concept be taken up again –and it w
ill, w

hy not? –it w
ill no longer 

stir any m
em

ory of the thing it once designated." 
10 "The film

 . . . provides –or could provide –useful insight into the 
details of hum

an actions.... Character is never used as a source of 
m

otivation; the inner life of the persons never supplies the principal cause 
of the plot and seldom

 is its m
ain result." (Bertolt Brecht, V

ersuche, "D
er 

D
reigroschenprozess," p. 268.) The expansion of the field of the testable 

w
hich m

echanical equipm
ent brings about for the actor corresponds to 

the extraordinary expansion of the field of the testable brought about for 
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the individual through econom

ic conditions. Thus, vocational aptitude 
tests becom

e constantly m
ore im

portant. W
hat m

atters in these tests are 
segm

ental 
perform

ances 
of 

the 
individual. 

The 
film

 
shot 

and 
the 

vocational aptitude test are taken before a com
m

ittee of experts. The 
cam

era director in the studio occupies a place identical w
ith that of the 

exam
iner during aptitude tests. 

11 Rudolf A
rnheim

, Film als Kunst, Berlin, 1932, pp. 176f. In this 
context certain seem

ingly unim
portant details in w

hich the film
 director 

deviates from
 stage practices gain in interest. Such is the attem

pt to let the 
actor play w

ithout m
ake-up, as m

ade am
ong others by D

reyer in his Jeanne 
d'A

rc. D
reyer spent m

onths seeking the forty actors w
ho constitute the 

Inquisitors' tribunal. The search for these actors resem
bled that for stage 

properties that are hard to com
e by. D

reyer m
ade every effort to avoid 

resem
blances of age, build, and physiognom

y. If the actor thus becom
es a 

stage property, this latter, on the other hand, frequently functions as actor. 
A

t least it is not unusual for the film
 to assign a role to the stage property. 

Instead of choosing at random
 from

 a great w
ealth of exam

ples, let us 
concentrate on a particularly convincing one. A

 clock that is w
orking w

ill 
alw

ays be a disturbance on the stage. There it cannot be perm
itted its 

function of m
easuring tim

e. E
ven in a naturalistic play, astronom

ical tim
e 

w
ould clash w

ith theatrical tim
e. U

nder these circum
stances it is highly 

revealing that the film
 can, w

henever appropriate, use tim
e as m

easured 
by a clock. From

 this m
ore than from

 m
any other touches it m

ay clearly 
be recognized that under certain circum

stances each and every prop in a 
film

 m
ay assum

e im
portant functions. From

 here it is but one step to 
Pudovkin's statem

ent that "the playing of an actor w
hich is connected 

w
ith an object and is built around it . . . is alw

ays one of the strongest 
m

ethods 
of 

cinem
atic 

construction." 
(W

. 
Pudovkin, 

Filmregie 
und 

Filmmanuskript, Berlin, 1928, p. 126.) The film
 is the first art form

 capable 
of dem

onstrating how
 m

atter plays tricks on m
an. H

ence, film
s can be an 

excellent m
eans of m

aterialistic representation. 
12 The change noted here in the m

ethod of exhibition caused by 
m

echanical reproduction applies to politics as w
ell. The present crisis of 
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the bourgeois dem

ocracies com
prises a crisis of the conditions w

hich 
determ

ine the public presentation of the rulers. D
em

ocracies exhibit a 
m

em
ber of governm

ent directly and personally before the nation's 
representatives. Parliam

ent is his public. Since the innovations of cam
era 

and recording equipm
ent m

ake it possible for the orator to becom
e 

audible and visible to an unlim
ited num

ber of persons, the presentation of 
the m

an of politics before cam
era and recording equipm

ent becom
es 

param
ount. Parliam

ents, as m
uch as theaters, are deserted. Radio and film

 
not only affect the function of the professional actor but likew

ise the 
function of those w

ho also exhibit them
selves before this m

echanical 
equipm

ent, those w
ho govern. Though their tasks m

ay be different, the 
change affects equally the actor and the ruler. The trend is tow

ard 
establishing controllable and transferrable skills under certain social 
conditions. This results in a new

 selection, a selection before the 
equipm

ent from
 w

hich the star and the dictator em
erge victorious. 

13 The privileged character of the respective techniques is lost. A
ldous 

H
uxley w

rites: 
 "A

dvances 
in 

technology 
have 

led 
... 

to 
vulgarity.... 

Process 
reproduction and the rotary press have m

ade possible the indefinite 
m

ultiplication of w
riting and pictures. U

niversal education and 
relatively high w

ages have created an enorm
ous public w

ho know
 

how
 to read and can afford to buy reading and pictorial m

atter. A
 

great industry has been called into existence in order to supply these 
com

m
odities. N

ow
, artistic talent is a very rare phenom

enon; 
w

hence it follow
s . . . that, at every epoch and in all countries, m

ost 
art has been bad. But the proportion of trash in the total artistic 
output is greater now

 than at any other period. That it m
ust be so is 

a m
atter of sim

ple arithm
etic. The population of W

estern E
urope 

has a little m
ore than doubled during the last century. But the 

am
ount of reading –and seeing –m

atter has Increased, I should 
im

agine, at least tw
enty and possibly fifty or even a hundred tim

es. If 
there w

ere n m
en of talent in a population of x m

illions, there w
ill 

presum
ably be 2n m

en of talent am
ong 2X

 m
illions. The situation 
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m
ay 

b
e 

su
m

m
ed

 
u
p

 
th

u
s. 

F
o

r 
every 

p
age 

o
f 

p
rin

t 
an

d
 

p
ictu

res 

p
u
b

lish
ed

 a cen
tu

ry ago
, tw

en
ty o

r p
erh

ap
s even

 a h
u
n

d
red

 p
ages are 

p
u
b

lish
ed

 to
d
ay. B

u
t fo

r every m
an

 o
f talen

t th
en

 livin
g, th

ere are 

n
o

w
 o

n
ly tw

o
 m

en
 o

f talen
t. lt m

ay b
e o

f co
u
rse th

at, th
an

ks to
 

u
n

iversal ed
u
catio

n
, m

an
y p

o
ten

tial talen
ts w

h
ich

 in
 th

e p
ast w

o
u
ld

 

h
ave b

een
 stillb

o
rn

 are n
o

w
 en

ab
led

 to
 realize th

em
selves. L

et u
s 

assu
m

e, th
en

, th
at th

ere are n
o

w
 th

ree o
r even

 fo
u
r m

en
 o

f talen
t to

 

every 
o

n
e 

o
f 

earlier 
tim

es. 
It 

still 
rem

ain
s 

tru
e 

to
 

say 
th

at 
th

e 

co
n

su
m

p
tio

n
 o

f read
ln

g –
an

d
 seein

g –
m

atter h
as far o

u
tstrip

p
ed

 th
e 

n
atu

ral p
ro

d
u
ctlo

n
 o

f gifted
 w

riters an
d
 d

rau
gh

tsm
en

. lt is th
e sam

e 

w
ith

 h
earin

g-m
atter. P

ro
sp

erity, th
e gram

o
p

h
o

n
e an

d
 th

e rad
io

 h
ave 

created
 an

 au
d
ien

ce o
f h

earers w
h

o
 co

n
su

m
e an

 am
o

u
n

t o
f h

earin
g-

m
atter th

at h
as in

creased
 o

u
t o

f all p
ro

p
o

rtio
n

 to
 th

e in
crease o

f 

p
o

p
u
latio

n
 

an
d
 

th
e 

co
n

seq
u
en

t 
n

atu
ral 

in
crease 

o
f 

talen
ted

 

m
u
sician

s. lt fo
llo

w
s fro

m
 all th

is th
at in

 all th
e arts th

e o
u
tp

u
t o

f 

trash
 is b

o
th

 ab
so

lu
tely an

d
 relatively greater th

an
 it w

as in
 th

e p
ast; 

an
d
 

th
at 

it 
m

u
st 

rem
ain

 
greater 

fo
r 

ju
st 

so
 

lo
n

g 
as 

th
e 

w
o

rld
 

co
n

tin
u
es to

 co
n

su
m

e th
e p

resen
t in

o
rd

in
ate q

u
an

tities o
f read

in
g-

m
atter, seein

g-m
atter, an

d
 h

earin
g-m

atter." –
A

ld
o

u
s H

u
xley, Beyond 

the M
exique Bay. A

 Traveller's Journal, L
o

n
d

o
n

, 1949 p
p

. 274 ff. F
irst 

p
u
b

lish
ed

 in
 1934.   

T
h

is m
o

d
e o

f o
b

servatio
n

 is o
b

vio
u
sly n

o
t p

ro
gressive.  

 
14 T

h
e b

o
ld

n
ess o

f th
e cam

eram
an

 is in
d
eed

 co
m

p
arab

le to
 th

at o
f th

e 

su
rgeo

n
. L

u
c D

u
rtain

 lists am
o

n
g sp

ecific tech
n

ical sleigh
ts o

f h
an

d
 th

o
se 

"w
h

ich
 are req

u
ired

 in
 su

rgery in
 th

e case o
f certain

 d
ifficu

lt o
p

eratio
n

s. I 

ch
o

o
se as an

 exam
p

le a case fro
m

 o
to

-rh
in

o
laryn

go
lo

gy; . . . th
e so

- called
 

en
d
o

n
asal 

p
ersp

ective 
p

ro
ced

u
re; 

o
r 

I 
refer 

to
 
th

e 
acro

b
atic 

tricks 
o

f 

laryn
x su

rgery w
h

ich
 h

av
e to

 b
e p

erfo
rm

ed
 fo

llo
w

in
g th

e reversed
 p

ictu
re 

in
 th

e laryn
go

sco
p

e. I m
igh

t also
 sp

eak o
f ear su

rgery w
h

ich
 su

ggests th
e 

p
recisio

n
 w

o
rk o

f w
atch

m
akers. W

h
at ran

ge o
f th

e m
o

st su
b

tle m
u
scu

lar 

acro
b

atics is req
u
ired

 fro
m

 th
e m

an
 w

h
o

 w
an

ts to
 rep

air o
r save th

e 

h
u
m

an
 b

o
d
y! W

e h
ave o

n
ly to

 th
in

k o
f th

e co
u
ch

in
g o

f a cataract w
h

ere 
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th
ere is virtu

ally a d
eb

ate o
f steel w

ith
 n

early flu
id

 tissu
e, o

r o
f th

e m
ajo

r 

ab
d
o

m
in

al o
p

eratio
n

s (lap
aro

to
m

y)." –
L

u
c D

u
rtain

, op. cit. 
15 

T
h

is 
m

o
d
e 

o
f 

o
b

servatio
n

 
m

ay 
seem

 
cru

d
e, 

b
u
t 

as 
th

e 
great 

th
eo

retician
 L

eo
n

ard
o

 h
as sh

o
w

n
, cru

d
e m

o
d

es o
f o

b
servatio

n
 m

ay at 

tim
es 

b
e 

u
sefu

lly 
ad

d
u
ced

. 
L

eo
n

ard
o

 
co

m
p

ares 
p

ain
tin

g 
an

d
 
m

u
sic 

as 

fo
llo

w
s: "P

ain
tin

g is su
p

erio
r to

 m
u
sic b

ecau
se, u

n
like u

n
fo

rtu
n

ate m
u
sic, 

it d
o

es n
o

t h
ave to

 d
ie as so

o
n

 as it is b
o

rn
.... M

u
sic w

h
ich

 is co
n

su
m

ed
 in

 

th
e very act o

f its b
irth

 is in
ferio

r to
 p

ain
tin

g w
h

ich
 th

e u
se o

f varn
ish

 h
as 

ren
d
ered

 etern
al." (T

rattato
 I, 29.) 

16 R
en

aissan
ce p

ain
tin

g o
ffers a revealin

g an
alo

gy to
 th

is situ
atio

n
. T

h
e 

in
co

m
p

arab
le d

evelo
p

m
en

t o
f th

is art an
d

 its sign
ifican

ce rested
 n

o
t least 

o
n

 
th

e 
in

tegratio
n

 
o

f 
a 

n
u
m

b
er 

o
f 

n
ew

 
scien

ces, 
o

r 
at 

least 
o

f 
n

ew
 

scien
tific 

d
ata. 

R
en

aissan
ce 

p
ain

tin
g 

m
ad

e 
u
se 

o
f 

an
ato

m
y 

an
d

 

p
ersp

ective, 
o

f 
m

ath
em

atics, 
m

eteo
ro

lo
gy, 

an
d
 

ch
ro

m
ato

lo
gy. 

V
alery 

w
rites: 

"W
h

at 
co

u
ld

 
b

e 
fu

rth
er 

fro
m

 
u
s 

th
an

 
th

e 
stran

ge 
claim

 
o

f 
a 

L
eo

n
ard

o
 

to
 

w
h

o
m

 
p

ain
tin

g 
w

as 
a 

su
p

rem
e 

go
al 

an
d
 

th
e 

u
ltim

ate 

d
em

o
n

stratio
n

 
o

f 
kn

o
w

led
ge? 

L
eo

n
ard

o
 

w
as 

co
n

vin
ced

 
th

at 
p

ain
tin

g 

d
em

an
d
ed

 
u
n

iversal 
kn

o
w

led
ge, 

an
d
 

h
e 

d
id

 
n

o
t 

even
 

sh
rin

k 
fro

m
 

a 

th
eo

retical an
alysis w

h
ich

 to
 u

s is stu
n

n
in

g b
ecau

se o
f its very d

ep
th

 an
d

 

p
recisio

n
...." –

P
au

l V
aléry, Pièces sur l'A

rt, "A
u
to

u
r d

e C
o

ro
t," P

aris, p
. 19l. 

17 "T
h

e w
o

rk o
f art," says A

n
d
re B

reto
n

, "is valu
ab

le o
n

ly in
 so

 far as 

it is vib
rated

 b
y th

e reflexes o
f th

e fu
tu

re." In
d
eed

, every d
evelo

p
ed

 art 

fo
rm

 in
tersects th

ree lin
es o

f d
evelo

p
m

en
t. T

ech
n

o
lo

gy w
o

rks to
w

ard
 a 

certain
 

fo
rm

 
o

f 
art. 

B
efo

re 
th

e 
ad

v
en

t 
o

f 
th

e 
film

 
th

ere 
w

ere 
p

h
o

to
 

b
o

o
klets w

ith
 p

ictu
res w

h
ich

 flitted
 b

y th
e o

n
lo

o
k
er u

p
o

n
 p

ressu
re o

f th
e 

th
u
m

b
, th

u
s p

o
rtrayin

g a b
o

xin
g b

o
u
t o

r a ten
n

is m
atch

. T
h

en
 th

ere w
ere 

th
e slo

t m
ach

in
es in

 b
azaars; th

eir p
ictu

re seq
u
en

ces w
ere p

ro
d
u
ced

 b
y 

th
e tu

rn
in

g o
f a cran

k. 

S
eco

n
d
ly, 

th
e 

trad
itio

n
al 

art 
fo

rm
s 

in
 

certain
 

p
h

ases 
o

f 
th

eir 

d
evelo

p
m

en
t stren

u
o

u
sly w

o
rk to

w
ard

 effects w
h

ich
 later are effo

rtlessly 

attain
ed

 b
y th

e n
ew

 o
n

es. B
efo

re th
e rise o

f th
e m

o
vie th

e D
ad

aists' 
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perform

ances tried to create an audience reaction w
hich Chaplin later 

evoked in a m
ore natural w

ay.   
Thirdly, unspectacular social changes often prom

ote a change in 
receptivity w

hich w
ill benefit the new

 art form
. Before the m

ovie had 
begun to create its public, pictures that w

ere no longer im
m

obile 
captivated an assem

bled audience in the so-called Kaiserpanorama. H
ere the 

public assem
bled before a screen into w

hich stereoscopes w
ere m

ounted, 
one to each beholder. By a m

echanical process individual pictures 
appeared briefly before the stereoscopes, then m

ade w
ay for others. 

E
dison still had to use sim

ilar devices in presenting the first m
ovie strip 

before the film
 screen and projection w

ere know
n. This strip w

as 
presented to a sm

all public w
hich stared into the apparatus in w

hich the 
succession of pictures w

as reeling off. Incidentally, the institution of the 
Kaiserpanorama show

s very clearly a dialectic of the developm
ent. Shortly 

before the m
ovie turned the reception of pictures into a collective one, 

the 
individual 

view
ing 

of 
pictures 

in 
these 

sw
iftly 

outm
oded 

establishm
ents cam

e into play once m
ore w

ith an intensity com
parable to 

that of the ancient priest beholding the statue of a divinity in the cella.  
18 The theological archetype of this contem

plation is the aw
areness of 

being alone w
ith one's G

od. Such aw
areness, in the heyday of the 

bourgeoisie, w
ent to strengthen the freedom

 to shake off clerical tutelage. 
D

uring the decline of the bourgeoisie this aw
areness had to take into 

account the hidden tendency to w
ithdraw

 from
 public affairs those forces 

w
hich the individual draw

s upon in his com
m

union w
ith G

od. 
19 The film

 is the art form
 that is in keeping w

ith the increased threat 
to his life w

hich m
odern m

an has to face. M
an's need to expose him

self to 
shock effects is his adjustm

ent to the dangers threatening him
. The film

 
corresponds to profound changes in the apperceptive apparatus –changes 
that are experienced on an individual scale by the m

an in the street in big-
city traffic, on a historical scale by every present-day citizen. 

20 A
s for D

adaism
, insights im

portant for Cubism
 and Futurism

 are to 
be gained from

 the m
ovie. Both appear as deficient attem

pts of art to 
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accom

m
odate the pervasion of reality by the apparatus. In contrast to the 

film
, these schools did not try to use the apparatus as such for the artistic 

presentation of reality, but aim
ed at som

e sort of alloy in the joint 
presentation of reality and apparatus. In Cubism

, the prem
onition that 

this apparatus w
ill be structurally based on optics plays a dom

inant part; in 
Futurism

, it is the prem
onition of the effects of this apparatus w

hich are 
brought out by the rapid sequence of the film

 strip. 
21 O

ne technical feature is significant here, especially w
ith regard to 

new
sreels, 

the 
propagandist 

im
portance 

of 
w

hich 
can 

hardly 
be 

overestim
ated. M

ass reproduction is aided especially by the reproduction 
of m

asses. In big parades and m
onster rallies, in sports events, and in w

ar, 
all of w

hich now
adays are captured by cam

era and sound recording, the 
m

asses are brought face to face w
ith them

selves. This process, w
hose 

significance need not be stressed, is intim
ately connected w

ith the 
developm

ent of the techniques of reproduction and photography. M
ass 

m
ovem

ents are usually discerned m
ore clearly by a cam

era than by the 
naked eye. A

 bird's-eye view
 best captures gatherings of hundreds of 

thousands. A
nd even though such a view

 m
ay be as accessible to the 

hum
an eye as it is to the cam

era, the im
age received by the eye cannot be 

enlarged the w
ay a negative is enlarged. This m

eans that m
ass m

ovem
ents, 

including w
ar, constitute a form

 of hum
an behavior w

hich particularly 
favors m

echanical equipm
ent. 



Samuel Beckett’s

Endgame (1957)

Bare interior.

    Grey Light.

    Left and right back, high up, two small windows,

curtains drawn.

    Front right, a door. Hanging near door, its face to

wall, a picture.

    Front left, touching each other, covered with an old

sheet, two ashbins.

    Center, in an armchair on castors, covered with an old

sheet, Hamm.

    Motionless by the door, his eyes fixed on Hamm,

Clov. Very red face.

    Brief tableau.

    Clov goes and stands under window left. Stiff,

staggering walk. He looks up at window left. He turns

and looks at window right. He goes and stands under

window right. He looks up at window right. He turns and

looks at window left. He goes out, comes back

immediately with a small step-ladder, carries it over and

sets it down under window left, gets up on it, draws back

curtain. He gets down, takes six steps (for example)

towards window right, goes back for ladder, carries it

over and sets it down under window right, gets up on it,

draws back curtain. He gets down, takes three steps

towards window left, goes back for ladder, carries it over

and sets it down under window left, gets up on it, looks

out of window. Brief laugh. He gets down, takes one

step towards window right, goes back for ladder, carries

it over and sets it down under window right, gets up on

it, looks out of window. Brief laugh. He gets down, goes

with ladder towards ashbins, halts, turns, carries back

ladder and sets it down under window right, goes to

ashbins, removes sheet covering them, folds it over his

arm. He raises one lid, stoops and looks into bin. Brief

laugh. He closes lid. Same with other bin. He goes to

Hamm, removes sheet covering him, folds it over his

arm. In a dressing-gown, a stiff toque on his head, a

large blood-stained handkerchief over his face, a whistle

hanging from his neck, a rug over his knees, thick socks

on his feet, Hamm seems to be asleep. Clov looks him

over. Brief laugh. He goes to door, halts, turns towards

auditorium.

    CLOV (fixed gaze, tonelessly):

        Finished, it's finished, nearly finished, it must be

nearly finished.

        (Pause.)

        Grain upon grain, one by one, and one day,

suddenly, there's a heap, a little heap, the impossible

heap.

        (Pause.)

        I can't be punished any more.

        (Pause.)

        I'll go now to my kitchen, ten feet by ten feet by ten

feet, and wait for him to whistle me.

        (Pause.)

        Nice dimensions, nice proportions, I'll lean on the

table, and look at the wall, and wait for him to whistle

me.

        (He remains a moment motionless, then goes out.

He comes back immediately, goes to window right, takes

up the ladder and carries it out. Pause. Hamm stirs. He

yawns under the handkerchief. He removes the

handkerchief from his face. Very red face. Glasses with

black lenses.)

    HAMM:

        Me—

        (he yawns)

        —to play.

        (He takes off his glasses, wipes his eyes, his face,

the glasses, puts them on again, folds the handkerchief

and puts it back neatly in the breast pocket of his

dressing gown. He clears his throat, joins the tips of his

fingers.)

        Can there be misery—

        (he yawns)

        —loftier than mine? No doubt. Formerly. But now?

        (Pause.)

        My father?

        (Pause.)

        My mother?

        (Pause.)

        My... dog?

        (Pause.)

        Oh I am willing to believe they suffer as much as

such creatures can suffer. But does that mean their

sufferings equal mine? No doubt.

        (Pause.)

        No, all is a—

        (he yawns)

        —bsolute,

        (proudly)

        the bigger a man is the fuller he is.

        (Pause. Gloomily.)

        And the emptier.

        (He sniffs.)

        Clov!

        (Pause.)



        No, alone.

        (Pause.)

        What dreams! Those forests!

        (Pause.)

        Enough, it's time it ended, in the shelter, too.

        (Pause.)

        And yet I hesitate, I hesitate to... to end. Yes, there

it is, it's time it ended and yet I hesitate to—

        (He yawns.)

        —to end.

        (Yawns.)

        God, I'm tired, I'd be better off in bed.

        (He whistles. Enter Clov immediately. He halts

beside the chair.)

        You pollute the air!

        (Pause.)

        Get me ready, I'm going to bed.

    CLOV:

        I've just got you up.

    HAMM:

        And what of it?

    CLOV:

        I can't be getting you up and putting you to bed

every five minutes, I have things to do.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        Did you ever see my eyes?

    CLOV:

        No.

    HAMM:

        Did you never have the curiosity, while I was

sleeping, to take off my glasses and look at my eyes?

    CLOV:

        Pulling back the lids?

        (Pause.)

        No.

    HAMM:

        One of these days I'll show them to you.

        (Pause.)

        It seems they've gone all white.

        (Pause.)

        What time is it?

    CLOV:

        The same as usual.

    HAMM (gesture towards window right):

        Have you looked?

    CLOV:

        Yes.

    HAMM:

        Well?

    CLOV:

        Zero.

    HAMM:

        It'd need to rain.

    CLOV:

        It won't rain.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        Apart from that, how do you feel?

    CLOV:

        I don't complain.

    HAMM:

        You feel normal?

    CLOV (irritably):

        I tell you I don't complain.

    HAMM:

        I feel a little strange.

        (Pause.)

        Clov!

    CLOV:

        Yes.

    HAMM:

        Have you not had enough?

    CLOV:

        Yes!

        (Pause.)

        Of what?

    HAMM:

        Of this... this... thing.

    CLOV:

        I always had.

        (Pause.)

        Not you?

    HAMM (gloomily):

        Then there's no reason for it to change.

    CLOV:

        It may end.

        (Pause.)

        All life long the same questions, the same answers.

    HAMM:

        Get me ready.

        (Clov does not move.)

        Go and get the sheet.

        (Clov does not move.)

        Clov!

    CLOV:

        Yes.

    HAMM:

        I'll give you nothing more to eat.

    CLOV:

        Then we'll die.

    HAMM:

        I'll give you just enough to keep you from dying.

You'll be hungry all the time.

    CLOV:

        Then we won't die.

        (Pause.)

        I'll go and get the sheet.

        (He goes towards the door.)

    HAMM:

        No!

        (Clov halts.)



        I'll give you one biscuit per day.

        (Pause.)

        One and a half.

        (Pause.)

        Why do you stay with me?

    CLOV:

        Why do you keep me?

    HAMM:

        There's no one else.

    CLOV:

        There's nowhere else.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        You're leaving me all the same.

    CLOV:

        I'm trying.

    HAMM:

        You don't love me.

    CLOV:

        No.

    HAMM:

        You loved me once.

    CLOV:

        Once!

    HAMM:

        I've made you suffer too much.

        (Pause.)

        Haven't I?

    CLOV:

        It's not that.

    HAMM:

        I haven't made you suffer too much?

    CLOV:

        Yes!

    HAMM (relieved):

        Ah, you gave me a fright!

        (Pause. Coldly)

        Forgive me.

        (Pause. Louder.)

        I said, Forgive me.

    CLOV:

        I heard you.

        (Pause.)

        Have you bled?

    HAMM:

        Less.

        (Pause.)

        Is it not time for my pain-killer?

    CLOV:

        No.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        How are your eyes?

    CLOV:

        Bad.

    HAMM:

        How are your legs?

    CLOV:

        Bad.

    HAMM:

        But you can move.

    CLOV:

        Yes.

    HAMM (violently):

        Then move!

        (Clov goes to back wall, leans against it with his

forehead and hands.)

        Where are you?

    CLOV:

        Here.

    HAMM:

        Come back!

        (Clov returns to his place beside the chair.)

        Where are you?

    CLOV:

        Here.

    HAMM:

        Why don't you kill me?

    CLOV:

        I don't know the combination of the cupboard.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        Go and get two bicycle-wheels.

    CLOV:

        There are no more bicycle-wheels.

    HAMM:

        What have you done with your bicycle?

    CLOV:

        I never had a bicycle.

    HAMM:

        The thing is impossible.

    CLOV:

        When there were still bicycles I wept to have one. I

crawled at your feet. You told me to go to hell. Now

there are none.

    HAMM:

        And your rounds? When you inspected my paupers.

Always on foot?

    CLOV:

        Sometimes on horse.

        (The lid of one of the bins lifts and the hands of

Nagg appear,

        gripping the rim. Then his head emerges. Nightcap.

Very white face.

        Nagg yawns, then listens.)

        I'll leave you, I have things to do.

    HAMM:

        In your kitchen?

    CLOV:

        Yes.

    HAMM:

        Outside of here it's death.



        (Pause.)

        All right, be off.

        (Exit Clov. Pause.)

        We're getting on.

    NAGG:

        Me pap!

    HAMM:

        Accursed progenitor!

    NAGG:

        Me pap!

    HAMM:

        The old folks at home! No decency left! Guzzle,

guzzle, that's all they think of.

        (He whistles. Enter Clov. He halts beside the chair.)

        Well! I thought you were leaving me.

    CLOV:

        Oh not just yet, not just yet.

    NAGG:

        Me pap!

    HAMM:

        Give him his pap.

    CLOV:

        There's no more pap.

    HAMM (to Nagg):

        Do you hear that? There's no more pap. You'll

never get any more pap.

    NAGG:

        I want me pap!

    HAMM:

        Give him a biscuit.

        (Exit Clov.)

        Accursed fornicator! How are your stumps?

    NAGG:

        Never mind me stumps.

        (Enter Clov with biscuit.)

    CLOV:

        I'm back again, with the biscuit.

        (He gives biscuit to Nagg who fingers it, sniffs it.)

    NAGG (plaintively):

        What is it?

    CLOV:

        Spratt's medium.

    NAGG (as before):

        It's hard! I can't!

    HAMM:

        Bottle him!

        (Clov pushes Nagg back into the bin, closes the

lid.)

    CLOV (returning to his place beside the chair):

        If age but knew!

    HAMM:

        Sit on him!

    CLOV:

        I can't sit.

    HAMM:

        True. And I can't stand.

    CLOV:

        So it is.

    HAMM:

        Every man his specialty.

        (Pause.)

        No phone calls?

        (Pause.)

        Don't we laugh?

    CLOV (after reflection):

        I don't feel like it.

    HAMM (after reflection):

        Nor I.

        (Pause.)

        Clov!

    CLOV:

        Yes.

    HAMM:

        Nature has forgotten us.

    CLOV:

        There's no more nature.

    HAMM:

        No more nature! You exaggerate.

    CLOV:

        In the vicinity.

    HAMM:

        But we breathe, we change! We lose our hair, our

teeth! Our bloom! Our ideals!

    CLOV:

        Then she hasn't forgotten us.

    HAMM:

        But you say there is none.

    CLOV (sadly):

        No one that ever lived ever thought so crooked as

we.

    HAMM:

        We do what we can.

    CLOV:

        We shouldn't.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        You're a bit of all right, aren't you?

    CLOV:

        A smithereen.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        This is slow work.

        (Pause.)

        Is it not time for my pain-killer?

    CLOV:

        No.

        (Pause.)

        I'll leave you, I have things to do.

    HAMM:

        In your kitchen?

    CLOV:

        Yes.



    HAMM:

        What, I'd like to know.

    CLOV:

        I look at the wall.

    HAMM:

        The wall! And what do you see on your wall?

Mene, mene? Naked bodies?

    CLOV:

        I see my light dying.

    HAMM:

        Your light dying! Listen to that! Well, it can die

just as well here, your light. Take a look at me and then

come back and tell me what you think of your light.

        (Pause.)

    CLOV:

        You shouldn't speak to me like that.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM (coldly):

        Forgive me.

        (Pause. Louder.)

        I said, Forgive me.

    CLOV:

        I heard you.

        (The lid of Nagg's bin lifts. His hands appear,

gripping the rim. Then his head emerges. In his mouth

the biscuit. He listens.)

    HAMM:

        Did your seeds come up?

    CLOV:

        No.

    HAMM:

        Did you scratch round them to see if they had

sprouted?

    CLOV:

        They haven't sprouted.

    HAMM:

        Perhaps it's still too early.

    CLOV:

        If they were going to sprout they would have

sprouted.

        (Violently.)

        They'll never sprout!

        (Pause. Nagg takes biscuit in his hand.)

    HAMM:

        This is not much fun.

        (Pause.)

        But that's always the way at the end of the day, isn't

it, Clov?

    CLOV:

        Always.

    HAMM:

        It's the end of the day like any other day, isn't it,

Clov?

    CLOV:

        Looks like it.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM (anguished):

        What's happening, what's happening?

    CLOV:

        Something is taking its course.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        All right, be off.

        (He leans back in his chair, remains motionless.

Clov does not move, heaves a great groaning sigh.

Hamm sits up.)

        I thought I told you to be off.

    CLOV:

        I'm trying.

        (He goes to the door, halts.)

        Ever since I was whelped.

        (Exit Clov.)

    HAMM:

        We're getting on.

        (He leans back in his chair, remains motionless.

Nagg knocks on the lid of the other bin. Pause. He

knocks harder. The lid lifts and the hands of Nell appear,

gripping the rim. Then her head emerges. Lace cap. Very

white face.)

    NELL:

        What is it, my pet?

        (Pause.)

        Time for love?

    NAGG:

        Were you asleep?

    NELL:

        Oh no!

    NAGG:

        Kiss me.

    NELL:

        We can't.

    NAGG:

        Try.

        (Their heads strain towards each other, fail to meet,

fall apart again.)

    NELL:

        Why this farce, day after day?

        (Pause.)

    NAGG:

        I've lost me tooth.

    NELL:

        When?

    NAGG:

        I had it yesterday.

    NELL (elegiac):

        Ah yesterday.

        (They turn painfully towards each other.)

    NAGG:

        Can you see me?

    NELL:

        Hardly. And you?

    NAGG:



        What?

    NELL:

        Can you see me?

    NAGG:

        Hardly.

    NELL:

        So much the better, so much the better.

    NAGG:

        Don't say that.

        (Pause.)

        Our sight has failed.

    NELL:

        Yes.

        (Pause. They turn away from each other.)

    NAGG:

        Can you hear me?

    NELL:

        Yes. And you?

    NAGG:

        Yes.

        (Pause.)

        Our hearing hasn't failed.

    NELL:

        Our what?

    NAGG:

        Our hearing.

    NELL:

        No.

        (Pause.)

        Have you anything else to say to me?

    NAGG:

        Do you remember—

    NELL:

        No.

    NAGG:

        When we crashed on our tandem and lost our

shanks.

        (They laugh heartily.)

    NELL:

        It was in the Ardennes.

        (They laugh less heartily.)

    NAGG:

        On the road to Sedan.

        (They laugh still less heartily.)

        Are you cold?

    NELL:

        Yes, perished, and you?

    NAGG:

        (Pause.)

        I'm freezing.

        (Pause.)

        Do you want to go in?

    NELL:

        Yes.

    NAGG:

        Then go in.

        (Nell does not move.)

        Why don't you go in?

    NELL:

        I don't know.

        (Pause.)

    NAGG:

        Has he changed your sawdust?

    NELL:

        It isn't sawdust.

        (Pause. Warily.)

        Can you not be a little accurate, Nagg?

    NAGG:

        Your sand then. It's not important.

    NELL:

        It is important.

        (Pause.)

    NAGG:

        It was sawdust once.

    NELL:

        Once!

    NAGG:

        And now it's sand.

        (Pause.)

        From the shore.

        (Pause. Impatiently.)

        Now it's sand he fetches from the shore.

    NELL:

        Now it's sand.

    NAGG:

        Has he changed yours?

    NELL:

        No.

    NAGG:

        Nor mine.

        (Pause.)

        I won't have it!

        (Pause. Holding up the biscuit.)

        Do you want a bit?

    NELL:

        No.

        (Pause.)

        Of what?

    NAGG:

        Biscuit. I've kept you half.

        (He looks at the biscuit. Proudly.)

        Three quarters. For you. Here.

        (He proffers the biscuit.)

        No?

        (Pause.)

        Do you not feel well?

    HAMM (wearily):

        Quiet, quiet, you're keeping me awake.

        (Pause.)

        Talk softer.

        (Pause.)



        If I could sleep I might make love. I'd go into the

woods. My eyes would see... the sky, the earth. I'd run,

run, they wouldn't catch me.

        (Pause.)

        Nature!

        (Pause.)

        There's something dripping in my head.

        (Pause.)

        A heart, a heart in my head.

        (Pause.)

    NAGG:

        Do you hear him? A heart in his head!

        (He chuckles cautiously.)

    NELL:

        One mustn't laugh at those things, Nagg. Why must

you always laugh at them?

    NAGG:

        Not so loud!

    NELL (without lowering her voice):

        Nothing is funnier than unhappiness, I grant you

that. But—

    NAGG (shocked):

        Oh!

    NELL:

        Yes, yes, it's the most comical thing in the world.

And we laugh, we laugh, with a will, in the beginning.

But it's always the same thing. Yes, it's like the funny

story we have heard too often, we still find it funny, but

we don't laugh any more.

        (Pause.)

        Have you anything else to say to me?

    NAGG:

        No.

    NELL:

        Are you quite sure?

        (Pause.)

        Then I'll leave you.

    NAGG:

        Do you not want your biscuit?

        (Pause.)

        I'll keep it for you.

        (Pause.)

        I thought you were going to leave me.

    NELL:

        I am going to leave you.

    NAGG:

        Could you give me a scratch before you go?

    NELL:

        No.

        (Pause.)

        Where?

    NAGG:

        In the back.

    NELL:

        No.

        (Pause.)

        Rub yourself against the rim.

    NAGG:

        It's lower down. In the hollow.

    NELL:

        What hollow?

    NAGG:

        The hollow!

        (Pause.)

        Could you not?

        (Pause.)

        Yesterday you scratched me there.

    NELL (elegiac):

        Ah yesterday.

    NAGG:

        Could you not?

        (Pause.)

        Would you like me to scratch you?

        (Pause.)

        Are you crying again?

    NELL:

        I was trying.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        Perhaps it's a little vein.

        (Pause.)

    NAGG:

        What was that he said?

    NELL:

        Perhaps it's a little vein.

    NAGG:

        What does that mean?

        (Pause.)

        That means nothing.

        (Pause.)

        Shall I tell you the story of the tailor?

    NELL:

        No.

        (Pause.)

        What for?

    NAGG:

        To cheer you up.

    NELL:

        It's not funny.

    NAGG:

        It always made you laugh.

        (Pause.)

        The first time I thought you'd die.

    NELL:

        It was on Lake Como.

        (Pause.)

        One April afternoon.

        (Pause.)

        Can you believe it?

    NAGG:

        What?

    NELL:



        That we once went out rowing on Lake Como.

        (Pause.)

        One April afternoon.

    NAGG:

        We had got engaged the day before.

    NELL:

        Engaged!

    NAGG:

        You were in such fits that we capsized. By rights

we should have been drowned.

    NELL:

        It was because I felt happy.

    NAGG (indignant):

        It was not, it was not, it was my STORY and

nothing else. Happy! Don't you laugh at it still? Every

time I tell it. Happy!

    NELL:

        It was deep, deep. And you could see down to the

bottom. So white. So clean.

    NAGG:

        Let me tell it again.

        (Raconteur's voice.)

        An Englishman, needing a pair of striped trousers

in a hurry for the New Year festivities, goes to his tailor

who takes his measurements.

        (Tailor's voice.)

        "That's the lot, come back in four days, I'll have it

ready." Good. Four days later.

        (Tailor's voice.)

        "So sorry, come back in a week, I've made a mess

of the seat." Good, that's all right, a neat seat can be very

ticklish. A week later.

        (Tailor's voice.)

        "Frightfully sorry, come back in ten days, I've made

a hash of the crotch." Good, can't be helped, a snug

crotch is always a teaser. Ten days later.

        (Tailor's voice.)

        "Dreadfully sorry, come back in a fortnight, I've

made a balls of the fly." Good, at a pinch, a smart fly is a

stiff proposition.

        (Pause. Normal voice.)

        I never told it worse.

        (Pause. Gloomy.)

        I tell this story worse and worse.

        (Pause. Raconteur's voice.)

        Well, to make it short, the bluebells are blowing

and he ballockses the buttonholes.

        (Customer's voice.)

        "God damn you to hell, Sir, no, it's indecent, there

are limits! In six days, do you hear me, six days, God

made the world. Yes Sir, no less Sir, the WORLD! And

you are not bloody well capable of making me a pair of

trousers in three months!"

        (Tailor's voice, scandalized.)

        "But my dear Sir, my dear Sir, look—

        (disdainful gesture, disgustedly)

        —at the world—

        (Pause.)

        and look—

        (loving gesture, proudly)

        —at my TROUSERS!"

        (Pause. He looks at Nell who has remained

impassive, her eyes unseeing. He breaks into a high

forced laugh, cuts it short, pokes his head towards Nell,

launches his laugh again.)

    HAMM:

        Silence!

        (Nagg starts, cuts short his laugh.)

    NELL:

        You could see down to the bottom.

    HAMM (exasperated):

        Have you not finished? Will you never finish?

        (With sudden fury.)

        Will this never finish?

        (Nagg disappears into his bin, closes the lid behind

him. Nell does not move. Frenziedly.)

        My kingdom for a nightman!

        (He whistles. Enter Clov.)

        Clear away this muck! Chuck it in the sea!

        (Clov goes to bins, halts.)

    NELL:

        So white.

    HAMM:

        What? What's she blathering about?

        (Clov stoops, takes Nell's hand, feels her pulse.)

    NELL (to Clov):

        Desert!

        (Clov lets go her hand, pushes her back in the bin,

closes the lid.)

    CLOV (returning to his place beside the chair):

        She has no pulse.

    HAMM:

        What was she drivelling about?

    CLOV:

        She told me to go away, into the desert.

    HAMM:

        Damn busybody! Is that all?

    CLOV:

        No.

    HAMM:

        What else?

    CLOV:

        I didn't understand.

    HAMM:

        Have you bottled her?

    CLOV:

        Yes.

    HAMM:

        Are they both bottled?

    CLOV:

        Yes.

    HAMM:



        Screw down the lids.

        (Clov goes towards door.)

        Time enough.

        (Clov halts.)

        My anger subsides, I'd like to pee.

    CLOV (with alacrity):

        I'll go get the catheter.

        (He goes towards door.)

    HAMM:

        Time enough.

        (Clov halts.)

        Give me my pain killer.

    CLOV:

        It's too soon.

        (Pause.)

        It's too soon on top of your tonic, it wouldn't act.

    HAMM:

        In the morning they brace you up and in the

evening they calm you down. Unless it's the other way

round.

        (Pause.)

        That old doctor, he's dead naturally?

    CLOV:

        He wasn't old.

    HAMM:

        But he's dead?

    CLOV:

        Naturally.

        (Pause.)

        You ask me that?

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        Take me for a little turn.

        (Clov goes behind the chair and pushes it forward.)

        Not too fast!

        (Clov pushes chair.)

        Right round the world!

        (Clov pushes chair.)

        Hug the walls, then back to the center again.

        (Clov pushes chair.)

        I was right in the center, wasn't I?

    CLOV (pushing):

        Yes.

    HAMM:

        We'd need a proper wheel-chair. With big wheels.

Bicycle wheels!

        (Pause.)

        Are you hugging?

    CLOV (pushing):

        Yes.

    HAMM (groping for wall):

        It's a lie! Why do you lie to me?

    CLOV (bearing closer to wall):

        There! There!

    HAMM:

        Stop!

        (Clov stops chair close to back wall. Hamm lays his

hand against wall.)

        Old wall!

        (Pause.)

        Beyond is the... other hell.

        (Pause. Violently.)

        Closer! Closer! Up against!

    CLOV:

        Take away your hand.

        (Hamm withdraws his hand. Clov rams chair

against wall.)

        There!

        (Hamm leans towards wall, applies his ear to it.)

    HAMM:

        Do you hear?

        (He strikes the wall with his knuckles.)

        Do you hear? Hollow bricks!

        (He strikes again.)

        All that's hollow!

        (Pause. He straightens up. Violently.)

        That's enough. Back!

    CLOV:

        We haven't done the round.

    HAMM:

        Back to my place!

        (Clov pushes chair back to center.)

        Is that my place?

    CLOV:

        Yes, that's your place.

    HAMM:

        Am I right in the center?

    CLOV:

        I'll measure it.

    HAMM:

        More or less! More or less!

    CLOV (moving chair slightly):

        There!

    HAMM:

        I'm more or less in the center?

    CLOV:

        I'd say so.

    HAMM:

        You'd say so! Put me right in the center!

    CLOV:

        I'll go and get the tape.

    HAMM:

        Roughly! Roughly!

        (Clov moves chair slightly.)

        Bang in the center!

    CLOV:

        There!

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        I feel a little too far to the left.

        (Clov moves chair slightly.)

        Now I feel a little too far to the right.



        (Clov moves chair slightly.)

        I feel a little too far forward.

        (Clov moves chair slightly.)

        Now I feel a little too far back.

        (Clov moves chair slightly.)

        Don't stay there.

        (i.e. behind the chair)

        you give me the shivers.

        (Clov returns to his place beside the chair.)

    CLOV:

        If I could kill him I'd die happy.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        What's the weather like?

    CLOV:

        As usual.

    HAMM:

        Look at the earth.

    CLOV:

        I've looked.

    HAMM:

        With the glass?

    CLOV:

        No need of the glass.

    HAMM:

        Look at it with the glass.

    CLOV:

        I'll go and get the glass.

        (Exit Clov.)

    HAMM:

        No need of the glass!

        (Enter Clov with telescope.)

    CLOV:

        I'm back again, with the glass.

        (He goes to window right, looks up at it.)

        I need the steps.

    HAMM:

        Why? Have you shrunk?

        (Exit Clov with telescope.)

        I don't like that, I don't like that.

        (Enter Clov with ladder, but without telescope.)

    CLOV:

        I'm back again, with the steps.

        (He sets down ladder under window right, gets up

on it, realizes he has not the telescope, gets down.)

        I need the glass.

        (He goes towards door.)

    HAMM (violently):

        But you have the glass!

    CLOV (halting, violently):

        No, I haven't the glass!

        (Exit Clov.)

    HAMM:

        This is deadly.

        (Enter Clov with the telescope. He goes towards

ladder.)

    CLOV:

        Things are livening up.

        (He gets up on ladder, raises the telescope, lets it

fall.)

        I did it on purpose.

        (He gets down, picks up the telescope, turns it on

auditorium.)

        I see... a multitude... in transports... of joy.

        (Pause. He lowers telescope, looks at it.)

        That's what I call a magnifier.

        (He turns toward Hamm.)

        Well? Don't we laugh?

    HAMM (after reflection):

        I don't.

    CLOV (after reflection):

        Nor I.

        (He gets up on ladder, turns the telescope on the

without.)

        Let's see.

        (He looks, moving the telescope.)

        Zero...

        (he looks)

        ...zero...

        (he looks)

        ...and zero.

    HAMM:

        Nothing stirs. All is—

    CLOV:

        Zer—

    HAMM (violently):

        Wait till you're spoken to!

        (Normal voice.)

        All is... all is... all is what?

        (Violently.)

        All is what?

    CLOV:

        What all is? In a word? Is that what you want to

know? Just a moment.

        (He turns the telescope on the without, looks,

lowers the telescope, turns towards Hamm.)

        Corpsed.

        (Pause.)

        Well? Content?

    HAMM:

        Look at the sea.

    CLOV:

        It's the same.

    HAMM:

        Look at the ocean!

        (Clov gets down, takes a few steps towards window

left, goes back for ladder, carries it over and sets it down

under window left, gets up on it, turns the telescope on

the without, looks at length. He starts, lowers the

telescope, examines it, turns it again on the without.)

    CLOV:

        Never seen anything like that!



    HAMM (anxious):

        What? A sail? A fin? Smoke?

    CLOV (looking):

        The light is sunk.

    HAMM (relieved):

        Pah! We all knew that.

    CLOV (looking):

        There was a bit left.

    HAMM:

        The base.

    CLOV (looking):

        Yes.

    HAMM:

        And now?

    CLOV (looking):

        All gone.

    HAMM:

        No gulls?

    CLOV (looking):

        Gulls!

    HAMM:

        And the horizon? Nothing on the horizon?

    CLOV (lowering the telescope, turning towards

Hamm, exasperated):

        What in God's name could there be on the horizon?

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        The waves, how are the waves?

    CLOV:

        The waves?

        (He turns the telescope on the waves.)

        Lead.

    HAMM:

        And the sun?

    CLOV (looking):

        Zero.

    HAMM:

        But it should be sinking. Look again.

    CLOV (looking):

        Damn the sun.

    HAMM:

        Is is night already then?

    CLOV (looking):

        No.

    HAMM:

        Then what is it?

    CLOV (looking):

        Gray.

        (Lowering the telescope, turning towards Hamm,

louder.)

        Gray!

        (Pause. Still louder.)

        GRRAY!

        (Pause. He gets down, approaches Hamm from

behind, whispers in his ear.)

    HAMM (starting):

        Gray! Did I hear you say gray?

    CLOV:

        Light black. From pole to pole.

    HAMM:

        You exaggerate.

        (Pause.)

        Don't stay there, you give me the shivers.

        (Clov returns to his place beside the chair.)

    CLOV:

        Why this farce, day after day?

    HAMM:

        Routine. One never knows.

        (Pause.)

        Last night I saw inside my breast. There was a big

sore.

    CLOV:

        Pah! You saw your heart.

    HAMM:

        No, it was living.

        (Pause. Anguished.)

        Clov!

    CLOV:

        Yes.

    HAMM:

        What's happening?

    CLOV:

        Something is taking its course.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        Clov!

    CLOV (impatiently):

        What is it?

    HAMM:

        We're not beginning to... to... mean something?

    CLOV:

        Mean something! You and I, mean something!

        (Brief laugh.)

        Ah that's a good one!

    HAMM:

        I wonder.

        (Pause.)

        Imagine if a rational being came back to earth,

wouldn't he be liable to get ideas into his head if he

observed us long enough.

        (Voice of rational being.)

        Ah, good, now I see what it is, yes, now I

understand what they're at!

        (Clov starts, drops the telescope and begins to

scratch his belly with both hands. Normal voice.)

        And without going so far as that, we ourselves...

        (with emotion)

        ...we ourselves... at certain moments...

        (Vehemently.)

        To think perhaps it won't all have been for nothing!

    CLOV (anguished, scratching himself):

        I have a flea!



    HAMM:

        A flea! Are there still fleas?

    CLOV:

        On me there's one.

        (Scratching.)

        Unless it's a crab louse.

    HAMM (very perturbed):

        But humanity might start from there all over again!

Catch him, for the love of God!

    CLOV:

        I'll go and get the powder.

        (Exit Clov.)

    HAMM:

        A flea! This is awful! What a day!

        (Enter Clov with a sprinkling-tin.)

    CLOV:

        I'm back again, with the insecticide.

    HAMM:

        Let him have it!

        (Clov loosens the top of his trousers, pulls it

forward and shakes powder into the aperture. He stoops,

looks, waits, starts, frenziedly shakes more powder,

stoops, looks, waits.)

    CLOV:

        The bastard!

    HAMM:

        Did you get him?

    CLOV:

        Looks like it.

        (He drops the tin and adjusts his trousers.)

        Unless he's laying doggo.

    HAMM:

        Laying! Lying, you mean. Unless he's lying doggo.

    CLOV:

        Ah? One says lying? One doesn't say laying?

    HAMM:

        Use your head, can't you. If he was laying we'd be

bitched.

    CLOV:

        Ah.

        (Pause.)

        What about that pee?

    HAMM:

        I'm having it.

    CLOV:

        Ah that's the spirit, that's the spirit!

        (Pause.)

    HAMM (with ardour):

        Let's go from here, the two of us! South! You can

make a raft and the currents will carry us away, far

away, to other... mammals!

    CLOV:

        God forbid!

    HAMM:

        Alone, I'll embark alone! Get working on that raft

immediately. Tomorrow I'll be gone forever.

    CLOV (hastening towards door):

        I'll start straight away.

    HAMM:

        Wait!

        (Clov halts.)

        Will there be sharks, do you think?

    CLOV:

        Sharks? I don't know. If there are there will be.

        (He goes towards door.)

    HAMM:

        Wait!

        (Clov halts.)

        Is it not yet time for my pain-killer?

    CLOV (violently):

        No!

        (He goes towards door.)

    HAMM:

        Wait!

        (Clov halts.)

        How are your eyes?

    CLOV:

        Bad.

    HAMM:

        But you can see.

    CLOV:

        All I want.

    HAMM:

        How are your legs?

    CLOV:

        Bad.

    HAMM:

        But you can walk.

    CLOV:

        I come... and go.

    HAMM:

        In my house.

        (Pause. With prophetic relish.)

        One day you'll be blind like me. You'll be sitting

here, a speck in the void, in the dark, forever, like me.

        (Pause.)

        One day you'll say to yourself, I'm tired, I'll sit

down, and you'll go and sit down. Then you'll say, I'm

hungry, I'll get up and get something to eat. But you

won't get up. You'll say, I shouldn't have sat down, but

since I have I'll sit on a little longer, then I'll get up and

get something to eat. But you won't get up and you won't

get anything to eat.

        (Pause.)

        You'll look at the wall a while, then you'll say, I'll

close my eyes, perhaps have a little sleep, after that I'll

feel better, and you'll close them. And when you open

them again there'll be no wall any more.

        (Pause.)

        Infinite emptiness will be all around you, all the

resurrected dead of all the ages wouldn't fill it, and there



you'll be like a little bit of grit in the middle of the

steppe.

        (Pause.)

        Yes, one day you'll know what it is, you'll be like

me, except that you won't have anyone with you,

because you won't have had pity on anyone and because

there won't be anyone left to have pity on you.

        (Pause.)

    CLOV:

        It's not certain.

        (Pause.)

        And there's one thing you forgot.

    HAMM:

        Ah?

    CLOV:

        I can't sit down.

    HAMM (impatiently):

        Well you'll lie down then, what the hell! Or you'll

come to a standstill, simply stop and stand still, the way

you are now. One day you'll say, I'm tired, I'll stop. What

does the attitude matter?

        (Pause.)

    CLOV:

        So you all want me to leave you.

    HAMM:

        Naturally.

    CLOV:

        Then I'll leave you.

    HAMM:

        You can't leave us.

    CLOV:

        Then I won't leave you.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        Why don't you finish us?

        (Pause.)

        I'll tell you the combination of the cupboard if you

promise to finish me.

    CLOV:

        I couldn't finish you.

    HAMM:

        Then you won't finish me.

        (Pause.)

    CLOV:

        I'll leave you, I have things to do.

    HAMM:

        Do you remember when you came here?

    CLOV:

        No. Too small, you told me.

    HAMM:

        Do you remember your father?

    CLOV (wearily):

        Same answer.

        (Pause.)

        You've asked me these questions millions of times.

    HAMM:

        I love the old questions.

        (With fervour.)

        Ah the old questions, the old answers, there's

nothing like them!

        (Pause.)

        It was I was a father to you.

    CLOV:

        Yes.

        (He looks at Hamm fixedly.)

        You were that to me.

    HAMM:

        My house a home for you.

    CLOV:

        Yes.

        (He looks about him.)

        This was that for me.

    HAMM (proudly):

        But for me,

        (gesture towards himself)

        no father. But for Hamm,

        (gesture towards surroundings)

        no home.

        (Pause.)

    CLOV:

        I'll leave you.

    HAMM:

        Did you ever think of one thing?

    CLOV:

        Never.

    HAMM:

        That here we're down in a hole.

        (Pause.)

        But beyond the hills? Eh? Perhaps it's still green.

Eh?

        (Pause.)

        Flora! Pomona!

        (Ecstatically.)

        Ceres!

        (Pause.)

        Perhaps you won't need to go very far.

    CLOV:

        I can't go very far.

        (Pause.)

        I'll leave you.

    HAMM:

        Is my dog ready?

    CLOV:

        He lacks a leg.

    HAMM:

        Is he silky?

    CLOV:

        He's kind of a Pomeranian.

    HAMM:

        Go and get him.

    CLOV:

        He lacks a leg.



    HAMM:

        Go and get him!

        (Exit Clov.)

        We're getting on.

        (Enter Clov holding by one of its three legs a black

toy dog.)

    CLOV:

        Your dogs are here.

        (He hands the dog to Hamm who feels it, fondles

it.)

    HAMM:

        He's white, isn't he?

    CLOV:

        Nearly.

    HAMM:

        What do you mean, nearly? Is he white or isn't he?

    CLOV:

        He isn't.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        You've forgotten the sex.

    CLOV (vexed):

        But he isn't finished. The sex goes on at the end.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        You haven't put on his ribbon.

    CLOV (angrily):

        But he isn't finished, I tell you! First you finish your

dog and then you put on his ribbon!

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        Can he stand?

    CLOV:

        I don't know.

    HAMM:

        Try.

        (He hands the dog to Clov who places it on the

ground.)

        Well?

    CLOV:

        Wait!

        (He squats down and tries to get the dog to stand on

its three legs, fails, lets it go. The dog falls on its side.)

    HAMM (impatiently):

        Well?

    CLOV:

        He's standing.

    HAMM (groping for the dog):

        Where? Where is he?

        (Clov holds up the dog in a standing position.)

    CLOV:

        There.

        (He takes Hamm's hand and guides it towards the

dog's head.)

    HAMM (his hand on the dog's head):

        Is he gazing at me?

    CLOV:

        Yes.

    HAMM (proudly):

        As if he were asking me to take him for a walk?

    CLOV:

        If you like.

    HAMM (as before):

        Or as if he were begging me for a bone.

        (He withdraws his hand.)

        Leave him like that, standing there imploring me.

        (Clov straightens up. The dog falls on its side.)

    CLOV:

        I'll leave you.

    HAMM:

        Have you had your visions?

    CLOV:

        Less.

    HAMM:

        Is Mother Pegg's light on?

    CLOV:

        Light! How could anyone's light be on?

    HAMM:

        Extinguished!

    CLOV:

        Naturally it's extinguished. If it's not on it's

extinguished.

    HAMM:

        No, I mean Mother Pegg.

    CLOV:

        But naturally she's extinguished!

        (Pause.)

        What's the matter with you today?

    HAMM:

        I'm taking my course.

        (Pause.)

        Is she buried?

    CLOV:

        Buried! Who would have buried her?

    HAMM:

        You.

    CLOV:

        Me! Haven't I enough to do without burying

people?

    HAMM:

        But you'll bury me.

    CLOV:

        No I won't bury you.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        She was bonny once, like a flower of the field.

        (With reminiscent leer.)

        And a great one for the men!

    CLOV:

        We too were bonny—once. It's a rare thing not to

have been bonny—once.

        (Pause.)



    HAMM:

        Go and get the gaff.

        (Clov goes to the door, halts.)

    CLOV:

        Do this, do that, and I do it. I never refuse. Why?

    HAMM:

        You're not able to.

    CLOV:

        Soon I won't do it any more.

    HAMM:

        You won't be able to any more.

        (Exit Clov.)

        Ah the creatures, the creatures, everything has to be

explained to them.

        (Enter Clov with gaff.)

    CLOV:

        Here's your gaff. Stick it up.

        (He gives the gaff to Hamm who, wielding it like a

puntpole, tries to move his chair.)

    HAMM:

        Did I move?

    CLOV:

        No.

        (Hamm throws down the gaff.)

    HAMM:

        Go and get the oilcan.

    CLOV:

        What for?

    HAMM:

        To oil the castors.

    CLOV:

        I oiled them yesterday.

    HAMM:

        Yesterday! What does that mean? Yesterday!

    CLOV (violently):

        That means that bloody awful day, long ago, before

this bloody awful day. I use the words you taught me. If

they don't mean anything any more, teach me others. Or

let me be silent.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        I once knew a madman who thought the end of the

world had come. He was a painter—and engraver. I had

a great fondness for him. I used to go and see him, in the

asylum. I'd take him by the hand and drag him to the

window. Look! There! All that rising corn! And there!

Look! The sails of the herring fleet! All that loveliness!

        (Pause.)

        He'd snatch away his hand and go back into his

corner. Appalled. All he had seen was ashes.

        (Pause.)

        He alone had been spared.

        (Pause.)

        Forgotten.

        (Pause.)

        It appears the case is... was not so... so unusual.

    CLOV:

        A madman? When was that?

    HAMM:

        Oh way back, way back, you weren't in the land of

the living.

    CLOV:

        God be with those days.

        (Pause. Hamm raises his toque.)

    HAMM:

        I had a great fondness for him.

        (Pause. He puts on his toque again.)

        He was a painter—and engraver.

    CLOV:

        There are so many terrible things.

    HAMM:

        No, no, there are not so many now.

        (Pause.)

        Clov!

    CLOV:

        Yes.

    HAMM:

        Do you not think this has gone on long enough?

    CLOV:

        Yes!

        (Pause.)

        What?

    HAMM:

        This... this... thing.

    CLOV:

        I've always thought so.

        (Pause.)

        You not?

    HAMM (gloomily):

        Then it's a day like any other day.

    CLOV:

        As long as it lasts.

        (Pause.)

        All life long the same inanities.

    HAMM:

        I can't leave you.

    CLOV:

        I know. And you can't follow me.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        If you leave me how shall I know?

    CLOV (briskly):

        Well you simply whistle me and if I don't come

running it means I've left you.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        You won't come and kiss me goodbye?

    CLOV:

        Oh I shouldn't think so.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        But you might be merely dead in your kitchen.



    CLOV:

        The result would be the same.

    HAMM:

        Yes, but how would I know, if you were merely

dead in your kitchen?

    CLOV:

        Well... sooner or later I'd start to stink.

    HAMM:

        You stink already. The whole place stinks of

corpses.

    CLOV:

        The whole universe.

    HAMM (angrily):

        To hell with the universe.

        (Pause.)

        Think of something.

    CLOV:

        What?

    HAMM:

        An idea, have an idea.

        (Angrily.)

        A bright idea!

    CLOV:

        Ah good.

        (He starts pacing to and fro, his eyes fixed on the

ground, his hands behind his back. He halts.)

        The pains in my legs! It's unbelievable! Soon I

won't be able to think any more.

    HAMM:

        You won't be able to leave me.

        (Clov resumes his pacing.)

        What are you doing?

    CLOV:

        Having an idea.

        (He paces.)

        Ah!

        (He halts.)

    HAMM:

        What a brain!

        (Pause.)

        Well?

    CLOV:

        Wait!

        (He meditates. Not very convinced.)

        Yes...

        (He raises his head.)

        I have it! I set the alarm.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        This is perhaps not one of my bright days, but

frankly—

    CLOV:

        You whistle me. I don't come. The alarm rings. I'm

gone. It doesn't ring. I'm dead.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        Is it working?

        (Pause. Impatiently.)

        The alarm, is it working?

    CLOV:

        Why wouldn't it be working?

    HAMM:

        Because it's worked too much.

    CLOV:

        But it's hardly worked at all.

    HAMM (angrily):

        Then because it's worked too little!

    CLOV:

        I'll go and see.

        (Exit Clov. Brief ring of alarm offstage. Enter Clov

with alarm-clock. He holds it against Hamm's ear and

releases alarm. They listen to it ringing to the end.

Pause.)

        Fit to wake the dead! Did you hear it?

    HAMM:

        Vaguely.

    CLOV:

        The end is terrific!

    HAMM:

        I prefer the middle.

        (Pause.)

        Is is not time for my pain-killer?

    CLOV:

        No!

        (He goes to door, turns.)

        I'll leave you.

    HAMM:

        It's time for my story. Do you want to listen to my

story?

    CLOV:

        No.

    HAMM:

        Ask my father if he wants to listen to my story.

        (Clov goes to bins, raises the lid of Nagg's, stoops,

looks into it. Pause. He straightens up.)

    CLOV:

        He's asleep.

    HAMM:

        Wake him.

        (Clov stoops, wakes Nagg with the alarm.

Unintelligible words. Clov straightens up.)

    CLOV:

        He doesn't want to listen to your story.

    HAMM:

        I'll give him a bon-bon.

        (Clov stoops. As before.)

    CLOV:

        He wants a sugar-plum.

    HAMM:

        He'll get a sugar-plum.

        (Clov stoops. As before.)

    CLOV:



        It's a deal.

        (He goes towards door. Nagg's hands appear,

gripping the rim. Then the head emerges. Clov reaches

door, turns.)

        Do you believe in the life to come?

    HAMM:

        Mine was always that.

        (Exit Clov.)

        Got him that time!

    NAGG:

        I'm listening.

    HAMM:

        Scoundrel! Why did you engender me?

    NAGG:

        I didn't know.

    HAMM:

        What? What didn't you know?

    NAGG:

        That it'd be you.

        (Pause.)

        You'll give me a sugar-plum?

    HAMM:

        After the audition.

    NAGG:

        You swear?

    HAMM:

        Yes.

    NAGG:

        On what?

    HAMM:

        My honor.

        (Pause. They laugh heartily.)

    NAGG:

        Two.

    HAMM:

        One.

    NAGG:

        One for me and one for—

    HAMM:

        One! Silence!

        (Pause.)

        Where was I?

        (Pause. Gloomily.)

        It's finished, we're finished.

        (Pause.)

        Nearly finished.

        (Pause.)

        There'll be no more speech.

        (Pause.)

        Something dripping in my head, ever since the

fontanelles.

        (Stifled hilarity of Nagg.)

        Splash, splash, always on the same spot.

        (Pause.)

        Perhaps it's a little vein.

        (Pause.)

        A little artery.

        (Pause. More animated.)

        Enough of that, it's story time, where was I?

        (Pause. Narrative tone.)

        The man came crawling towards me, on his belly.

Pale, wonderfully pale and thin, he seemed on the point

of—

        (Pause. Normal tone.)

        No, I've done that bit.

        (Pause. Narrative tone.)

        I calmly filled my pipe—the meerschaum, lit it

with... let us say a vesta, drew a few puffs. Aah!

        (Pause.)

        Well, what is it you want?

        (Pause.)

        It was an extra-ordinarily bitter day, I remember,

zero by the thermometer. But considering it was

Christmas Eve there was nothing... extra-ordinary about

that. Seasonable weather, for once in a way.

        (Pause.)

        Well, what ill wind blows you my way? He raised

his face to me, black with mingled dirt and tears.

        (Pause. Normal tone.)

        That should do it.

        (Narrative tone.)

        No no, don't look at me, don't look at me. He

dropped his eyes and mumbled something, apologies I

presume.

        (Pause.)

        I'm a busy man, you know, the final touches, before

the festivities, you know what it is.

        (Pause. Forcibly.)

        Come on now, what is the object of this invasion?

        (Pause.)

        It was a glorious bright day, I remember, fifty by

the heliometer, but already the sun was sinking down

into the... down among the dead.

        (Normal voice.)

        Nicely put, that.

        (Narrative tone.)

        Come on now, come on, present your petition and

let me resume my labors.

        (Pause. Normal tone.)

        There's English for you. Ah well...

        (Narrative tone.)

        It was then he took the plunge. It's my little one, he

said. Tsstss, a little one, that's bad. My little boy, he said,

as if the sex mattered. Where did he come from? He

named the hole. A good half-day, on horse. What are

you insinuating? That the place is still inhabited? No no,

not a soul, except himself and the child—assuming he

existed. Good. I enquired about the situation at Kov,

beyond the gulf. Not a sinner. Good. And you expect me

to believe you have left your little one back there, all

alone, and alive into the bargain? Come now!

        (Pause.)



        It was a howling day, I remember, a hundred by the

anenometer. The wind was tearing up the dead pines and

sweeping them... away.

        (Pause. Normal tone.)

        A feeble bit, that.

        (Narrative tone.)

        Come on, man, speak up, what is it you want from

me, I have to put up my holly.

        (Pause.)

        Well to make it short it finally transpired that what

he wanted from me was... bread for his brat? Bread? But

I have no bread, it doesn't agree with me. Good. Then

perhaps a little corn?

        (Pause. Normal tone.)

        That should do it.

        (Narrative tone.)

        Corn, yes, I have corn, it's true, in my granaries.

But use your head. I give you some corn, a pound, a

pound and a half, you bring it back to your child and you

make him—if he's still alive—a nice pot of porridge.

        (Nagg reacts.)

        a nice pot and a half of porridge, full of

nourishment. Good. The colors come back into his little

cheeks—perhaps. And then?

        (Pause.)

        I lost patience.

        (Violently.)

        Use your head, can't you, use your head. You're on

earth, there's no cure for that!

        (Pause.)

        It was an exceedingly dry day, I remember, zero by

the hygrometer. Ideal weather, for my lumbago.

        (Pause. Violently.)

        But what in God's name do you imagine? That the

earth will awake in the spring? That the rivers and seas

will run with fish again? That there's manna in heaven

still for imbeciles like you?

        (Pause.)

        Gradually I cooled down, sufficiently at least to ask

him how long he had taken on the way. Three whole

days. Good. In what condition he had left the child.

Deep in sleep.

        (Forcibly.)

        But deep in what sleep, deep in what sleep already?

        (Pause.)

        Well to make it short I finally offered to take him

into my service. He had touched a chord. And then I

imagined already that I wasn't much longer for this

world.

        (He laughs. Pause.)

        Well?

        (Pause.)

        Well? Here if you were careful you might die a nice

natural death, in peace and comfort.

        (Pause.)

        Well?

        (Pause.)

        In the end he asked me would I consent to take in

the child as well—if he were still alive.

        (Pause.)

        It was the moment I was waiting for.

        (Pause.)

        Would I consent to take in the child...

        (Pause.)

        I can see him still, down on his knees, his hands flat

on the ground, glaring at me with his mad eyes, in

defiance of my wishes.

        (Pause. Normal tone.)

        I'll soon have finished with this story.

        (Pause.)

        Unless I bring in other characters.

        (Pause.)

        But where would I find them?

        (Pause.)

        Where would I look for them?

        (Pause. He whistles. Enter Clov.)

        Let us pray to God.

    NAGG:

        Me sugar-plum!

    CLOV:

        There's a rat in the kitchen!

    HAMM:

        A rat! Are there still rats?

    CLOV:

        In the kitchen there's one.

    HAMM:

        And you haven't exterminated him?

    CLOV:

        Half. You disturbed us.

    HAMM:

        He can't get away?

    CLOV:

        No.

    HAMM:

        You'll finish him later. Let us pray to God.

    CLOV:

        Again!

    NAGG:

        Me sugar-plum!

    HAMM:

        God first!

        (Pause.)

        Are you right?

    CLOV (resigned):

        Off we go.

    HAMM (to Nagg):

        And you?

    NAGG (clasping his hands, closing his eyes, in a

gabble):

        Our Father which art—

    HAMM:

        Silence! In silence! Where are your manners?



        (Pause.)

        Off we go.

        (Attitudes of prayer. Silence. Abandoning his

attitude, discouraged.)

        Well?

    CLOV (abandoning his attitude):

        What a hope! And you?

    HAMM:

        Sweet damn all!

        (To Nagg.)

        And you?

    NAGG:

        Wait!

        (Pause. Abandoning his attitude.)

        Nothing doing!

    HAMM:

        The bastard!! He doesn't exist.

    CLOV:

        Not yet.

    NAGG:

        Me sugar-plum!

    HAMM:

        There are no more sugar plums!

        (Pause.)

    NAGG:

        It's natural. After all I'm your father. It's true if it

hadn't been me it would have been someone else. But

that's no excuse.

        (Pause.)

        Turkish Delight, for example, which no longer

exists, we all know that, there is nothing in the world I

love more. And one day I'll ask you for some, in return

for a kindness, and you'll promise it to me. One must

live with the times.

        (Pause.)

        Whom did you call when you were a tiny boy, and

were frightened, in the dark? Your mother? No. Me. We

let you cry. Then we moved you out of earshot, so that

we might sleep in peace.

        (Pause.)

        I was asleep, as happy as a king, and you woke me

up to have me listen to you. It wasn't indispensable, you

didn't really need to have me listen to you.

        (Pause.)

        I hope the day will come when you'll really need to

have me listen to you, and need to hear my voice, any

voice.

        (Pause.)

        Yes, I hope I'll live till then, to hear you calling me

like when you were a tiny boy, and were frightened, in

the dark, and I was your only hope.

        (Pause. Nagg knocks on lid of Nell's bin. Pause.)

        Nell!

        (Pause. He knocks louder. Pause. Louder.)

        Nell!

        (Pause. Nagg sinks back into his bin, closes the lid

behind him. Pause.)

    HAMM:

        Our revels now are ended.

        (He gropes for the dog.)

        The dog's gone.

    CLOV:

        He's not a real dog, he can't go.

    HAMM (groping):

        He's not there.

    CLOV:

        He's lain down.

    HAMM:

        Give him up to me.

        (Clov picks up the dog and gives it to Hamm.

Hamm holds it in his arms. Pause. Hamm throws away

the dog.)

        Dirty brute!

        (Clov begins to pick up the objects lying on the

ground.)

        What are you doing?

    CLOV:

        Putting things in order.

        (He straightens up. Fervently.)

        I'm going to clear everything away!

        (He starts picking up again.)

    HAMM:

        Order!

    CLOV (straightening up):

        I love order. It's my dream. A world where all

would be silent and still and each thing in its last place,

under the last dust.

        (He starts picking up again.)

    HAMM (exasperated):

        What in God's name do you think you're doing?

    CLOV (straightening up):

        I'm doing my best to create a little order.

    HAMM:

        Drop it!

        (Clov drops the objects he has picked up.)

    CLOV:

        After all, there or elsewhere.

        (He goes towards door.)

    HAMM (irritably):

        What's wrong with your feet?

    CLOV:

        My feet?

    HAMM:

        Tramp! Tramp!

    CLOV:

        I must have put on my boots.

    HAMM:

        Your slippers were hurting you?

        (Pause.)

    CLOV:

        I'll leave you.



    HAMM:

        No!

    CLOV:

        What is there to keep me here?

    HAMM:

        The dialogue.

        (Pause.)

        I've got on with my story.

        (Pause.)

        I've got on with it well.

        (Pause. Irritably.)

        Ask me where I've got to.

    CLOV:

        Oh, by the way, your story?

    HAMM (surprised):

        What story?

    CLOV:

        The one you've been telling yourself all your days.

    HAMM:

        Ah you mean my chronicle?

    CLOV:

        That's the one.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM (angrily):

        Keep going, can't you, keep going!

    CLOV:

        You've got on with it, I hope.

    HAMM (modestly):

        Oh not very far, not very far.

        (He sighs.)

        There are days like that, one isn't inspired.

        (Pause.)

        Nothing you can do about it, just wait for it to

come.

        (Pause.)

        No forcing, no forcing, it's fatal.

        (Pause.)

        I've got on with it a little all the same.

        (Pause.)

        Technique, you know.

        (Pause. Irritably.)

        I say I've got on with it a little all the same.

    CLOV (admiringly):

        Well I never! In spite of everything you were able

to get on with it!

    HAMM (modestly):

        Oh not very far, you know, not very far, but

nevertheless, better than nothing.

    CLOV:

        Better than nothing! Is it possible?

    HAMM:

        I'll tell you how it goes. He comes crawling on his

belly—

    CLOV:

        Who?

    HAMM:

        What?

    CLOV:

        Who do you mean, he?

    HAMM:

        Who do I mean! Yet another.

    CLOV:

        Ah him. I wasn't sure.

    HAMM:

        Crawling on his belly, whining for bread for his

brat. He's offered a job as gardener. Before—

        (Clov bursts out laughing.)

        What is there so funny about that?

    CLOV:

        A job as gardener!

    HAMM:

        Is that what tickles you?

    CLOV:

        It must be that.

    HAMM:

        It wouldn't be the bread?

    CLOV:

        Or the brat.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        The whole thing is comical, I grant you that. What

about having a good guffaw, the two of us together?

    CLOV (after reflection):

        I couldn't guffaw again today.

    HAMM (after reflection):

        Nor I.

        (Pause.)

        I continue then. Before accepting with gratitude he

asks if he may have his little boy with him.

    CLOV:

        What age?

    HAMM:

        Oh tiny.

    CLOV:

        He would have climbed the trees.

    HAMM:

        All the little odd jobs.

    CLOV:

        And then he would have grown up.

    HAMM:

        Very likely.

        (Pause.)

    CLOV:

        Keep going, can't you, keep going?

    HAMM:

        That's all. I stopped there.

        (Pause.)

    CLOV:

        Do you see how it goes on?

    HAMM:

        More or less.

    CLOV:



        Will it not soon be the end?

    HAMM:

        I'm afraid it will.

    CLOV:

        Pah! You'll make up another.

    HAMM:

        I don't know.

        (Pause.)

        I feel rather drained.

        (Pause.)

        The prolonged creative effort.

        (Pause.)

        If I could drag myself down to the sea! I'd make a

pillow of sand for my head and the tide would come.

    CLOV:

        There's no more tide.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        Go and see is she dead.

        (Clov goes to bins, raises the lid of Nell's, stoops,

looks into it. Pause.)

    CLOV:

        Looks like it.

        (He closes the lid, straightens up. Hamm raises his

toque. Pause. He puts it on again.)

    HAMM (with his hand to his toque):

        And Nagg?

        (Clov raises lid of Nagg's bin, stoops, looks into it.

Pause.)

    CLOV:

        Doesn't look like it.

        (He closes the lid, straightens up.)

    HAMM (letting go his toque):

        What's he doing?

        (Clov raises lid of Nagg's bin, stoops, looks into it.

Pause.)

    CLOV:

        He's crying.

        (He closes lid, straightens up.)

    HAMM:

        Then he's living.

        (Pause.)

        Did you ever have an instant of happiness?

    CLOV:

        Not to my knowledge.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        Bring me under the window.

        (Clov goes towards chair.)

        I want to feel the light on my face.

        (Clov pushes chair.)

        Do you remember, in the beginning, when you took

me for a turn? You used to hold the chair too high. At

every step you nearly tipped me out.

        (With senile quaver.)

        Ah great fun, we had, the two of us, great fun.

        (Gloomily.)

        And then we got into the way of it.

        (Clov stops the chair under window right.)

        There already?

        (Pause. He tilts back his head.)

        Is it light?

    CLOV:

        It isn't dark.

    HAMM (angrily):

        I'm asking you is it light?

    CLOV:

        Yes.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        The curtain isn't closed?

    CLOV:

        No.

    HAMM:

        What window is it?

    CLOV:

        The earth.

    HAMM:

        I knew it!

        (Angrily.)

        But there's no light there! The other!

        (Clov pushes chair towards window left.)

        The earth!

        (Clov stops the chair under window left. Hamm tilts

back his head.)

        That's what I call light!

        (Pause.)

        Feels like a ray of sunshine.

        (Pause.)

        No?

    CLOV:

        No.

    HAMM:

        It isn't a ray of sunshine I feel on my face?

    CLOV:

        No.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        Am I very white?

        (Pause. Angrily.)

        I'm asking you am I very white?

    CLOV:

        Not more so than usual.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        Open the window.

    CLOV:

        What for?

    HAMM:

        I want to hear the sea.

    CLOV:

        You wouldn't hear it.



    HAMM:

        Even if you opened the window?

    CLOV:

        No.

    HAMM:

        Than it's not worth while opening it?

    CLOV:

        No.

    HAMM (violently):

        Than open it!

        (Clov gets up on the ladder, opens the window.

Pause.)

        Have you opened it?

    CLOV:

        Yes.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        You swear you've opened it?

    CLOV:

        Yes.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        Well...!

        (Pause.)

        It must be very calm.

        (Pause. Violently.)

        I'm asking you is it very calm!

    CLOV:

        Yes.

    HAMM:

        It's because there are no more navigators.

        (Pause.)

        You haven't much conversation all of a sudden. Do

you not feel well?

    CLOV:

        I'm cold.

    HAMM:

        What month are we?

        (Pause.)

        Close the window, we're going back.

        (Clov closes the window, gets down, pushes the

chair back to its place, remains standing behind it, head

bowed.)

        Don't stand there, you give me the shivers!

        (Clov returns to his place beside the chair.)

        Father!

        (Pause. Louder.)

        Father!

        (Pause.)

        Go and see did he hear me.

        (Clov goes to Nagg's bin, raises the lid, stoops.

Unintelligible words. Clov straightens up.)

    CLOV:

        Yes.

    HAMM:

        Both times?

        (Clov stoops. As before.)

    CLOV:

        Once only.

    HAMM:

        The first time or the second?

        (Clov stoops. As before.)

    CLOV:

        He doesn't know.

    HAMM:

        It must have been the second.

    CLOV:

        We'll never know.

        (He closes lid.)

    HAMM:

        Is he still crying?

    CLOV:

        No.

    HAMM:

        The dead go fast.

        (Pause.)

        What's he doing?

    CLOV:

        Sucking his biscuit.

    HAMM:

        Life goes on.

        (Clov returns to his place beside the chair.)

        Give me the rug, I'm freezing.

    CLOV:

        There are no more rugs.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        Kiss me.

        (Pause.)

        Will you not kiss me?

    CLOV:

        No.

    HAMM:

        On the forehead.

    CLOV:

        I won't kiss you anywhere.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM (holding out his hand):

        Give me your hand at least.

        (Pause.)

        Will you not give me your hand?

    CLOV:

        I won't touch you.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        Give me the dog.

        (Clov looks round for the dog.)

        No!

    CLOV:

        Do you not want your dog?

    HAMM:

        No.



    CLOV:

        Then I'll leave you.

    HAMM (head bowed, absently):

        That's right.

        (Clov goes to door, turns.)

    CLOV:

        If I don't kill that rat he'll die.

    HAMM (as before):

        That's right.

        (Exit Clov. Pause.)

        Me to play.

        (He takes out his handkerchief, unfolds it, holds it

spread out before him.)

        We're getting on.

        (Pause.)

        You weep, and weep, for nothing, so as not to

laugh, and little by little... you begin to grieve.

        (He folds the handkerchief, puts it back in his

pocket, raises his head.)

        All those I might have helped.

        (Pause.)

        Helped!

        (Pause.)

        Saved.

        (Pause.)

        Saved!

        (Pause.)

        The place was crawling with them

        (Pause. Violently.)

        Use your head, can't you, use your head, you're on

earth, there's no cure for that!

        (Pause.)

        Get out of here and love one another! Lick your

neighbor as yourself!

        (Pause. Calmer.)

        When it wasn't bread they wanted it was crumpets.

        (Pause. Violently.)

        Out of my sight and back to your petting parties!

        (Pause.)

        All that, all that!

        (Pause.)

        Not even a real dog!

        (Calmer.)

        The end is in the beginning and yet you go on.

        (Pause.)

        Perhaps I could go on with my story, end it and

begin another.

        (Pause.)

        Perhaps I could throw myself out on the floor.

        (He pushes himself painfully off his seat, falls back

again.)

        Dig my nails into the cracks and drag myself

forward with my fingers.

        (Pause.)

        It will be the end and there I'll be, wondering what

can have brought it on and wondering what can have...

        (he hesitates)

        ...why it was so long coming.

        (Pause.)

        There I'll be, in the old shelter, alone against the

silence and...

        (he hesitates)

        ...the stillness. If I can hold my peace, and sit quiet,

it will be all over with sound, and motion, all over and

done with.

        (Pause.)

        I'll have called my father and I'll have called my...

        (he hesitates)

        ...my son. And even twice, or three times, in case

they shouldn't have heard me, the first time, or the

second.

        (Pause.)

        I'll say to myself, He'll come back.

        (Pause.)

        And then?

        (Pause.)

        And then?

        (Pause.)

        He couldn't, He has gone too far.

        (Pause.)

        And then?

        (Pause. Very agitated.)

        All kinds of fantasies! That I'm being watched! A

rat! Steps! Breath held and then...

        (He breathes out.)

        Then babble, babble, words, like the solitary child

who turns himself into children, two, three, so as to be

together, and whisper together, in the dark.

        (Pause.)

        Moment upon moment, pattering down, like the

millet grains of...

        (he hesitates)

        ...that old Greek, and all life long you wait for that

to mount up to a life.

        (Pause. He opens his mouth to continue,

renounces.)

        Ah let's get it over!

        (He whistles. Enter Clov with alarm-clock. He halts

beside the chair.)

        What? Neither gone nor dead?

    CLOV:

        In spirit only.

    HAMM:

        Which?

    CLOV:

        Both.

    HAMM:

        Gone from me you'd be dead.

    CLOV:

        And vice versa.

    HAMM:

        Outside of here it's death!



        (Pause.)

        And the rat?

    CLOV:

        He's got away.

    HAMM:

        He can't go far.

        (Pause. Anxious.)

        Eh?

    CLOV:

        He doesn't need to go far.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        Is it not time for my pain-killer?

    CLOV:

        Yes.

    HAMM:

        Ah! At last! Give it to me! Quick!

        (Pause.)

    CLOV:

        There's no more pain-killer.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM (appalled):

        Good...!

        (Pause.)

        No more pain-killer!

    CLOV:

        No more pain-killer. You'll never get any more

pain-killer.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        But the little round box. It was full!

    CLOV:

        Yes. But now it's empty.

        (Pause. Clov starts to move about the room. He is

looking for a place to put down the alarm-clock.)

    HAMM (soft):

        What'll I do?

        (Pause. In a scream.)

        What'll I do?

        (Clov sees the picture, takes it down, stands it on

the floor with its face to the wall, hangs up the alarm-

clock in its place.)

        What are you doing?

    CLOV:

        Winding up.

    HAMM:

        Look at the earth.

    CLOV:

        Again!

    HAMM:

        Since it's calling to you.

    CLOV:

        Is your throat sore?

        (Pause.)

        Would you like a lozenge?

        (Pause.)

        No.

        (Pause.)

        Pity.

        (Clov goes, humming, towards window right, halts

before it, looks up at it.)

    HAMM:

        Don't sing.

    CLOV (turning towards Hamm):

        One hasn't the right to sing any more?

    HAMM:

        No.

    CLOV:

        Then how can it end?

    HAMM:

        You want it to end?

    CLOV:

        I want to sing.

    HAMM:

        I can't prevent you.

        (Pause. Clov turns towards window right.)

    CLOV:

        What did I do with that steps?

        (He looks around for ladder.)

        You didn't see that steps?

        (He sees it.)

        Ah, about time.

        (He goes towards window left.)

        Sometimes I wonder if I'm in my right mind. Then

it passes over and I'm as lucid as before.

        (He gets up on ladder, looks out of window.)

        Christ, she's under water!

        (He looks.)

        How can that be?

        (He pokes forward his head, his hand above his

eyes.)

        It hasn't rained.

        (He wipes the pane, looks. Pause.)

        Ah what a fool I am! I'm on the wrong side!

        (He gets down, takes a few steps towards window

right.)

        Under water!

        (He goes back for ladder.)

        What a fool I am!

        (He carries ladder towards window right.)

        Sometimes I wonder if I'm in my right senses. Then

it passes off and I'm as intelligent as ever.

        (He sets down ladder under window right, gets up

on it, looks out of window. He turns towards Hamm.)

        Any particular sector you fancy? Or merely the

whole thing?

    HAMM:

        Whole thing.

    CLOV:

        The general effect? Just a moment.

        (He looks out of window. Pause.)

    HAMM:



        Clov.

    CLOV (absorbed):

        Mmm.

    HAMM:

        Do you know what it is?

    CLOV (as before):

        Mmm.

    HAMM:

        I was never there.

        (Pause.)

        Clov!

    CLOV (turning towards Hamm, exasperated):

        What is it?

    HAMM:

        I was never there.

    CLOV:

        Lucky for you.

        (He looks out of window.)

    HAMM:

        Absent, always. It all happened without me. I don't

know what's happened.

        (Pause.)

        Do you know what's happened?

        (Pause.)

        Clov!

    CLOV (turning towards Hamm, exasperated):

        Do you want me to look at this muckheap, yes or

no?

    HAMM:

        Answer me first.

    CLOV:

        What?

    HAMM:

        Do you know what's happened?

    CLOV:

        When? Where?

    HAMM (violently):

        When! What's happened? Use your head, can't you!

What has happened?

    CLOV:

        What for Christ's sake does it matter?

        (He looks out of window.)

    HAMM:

        I don't know.

        (Pause. Clov turns towards Hamm.)

    CLOV (harshly):

        When old Mother Pegg asked you for oil for her

lamp and you told her to get out to hell, you knew what

was happening then, no?

        (Pause.)

        You know what she died of, Mother Pegg? Of

darkness.

    HAMM (feebly):

        I hadn't any.

    CLOV (as before):

        Yes, you had.

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        Have you the glass?

    CLOV:

        No, it's clear enough as it is.

    HAMM:

        Go and get it.

        (Pause. Clov casts up his eyes, brandishes his fists.

He loses balance, clutches on to the ladder. He starts to

get down, halts.)

    CLOV:

        There's one thing I'll never understand.

        (He gets down.)

        Why I always obey you. Can you explain that to

me?

    HAMM:

        No... Perhaps it's compassion.

        (Pause.)

        A kind of great compassion.

        (Pause.)

        Oh you won't find it easy, you won't find it easy.

        (Pause. Clov begins to move about the room in

search of the telescope.)

    CLOV:

        I'm tired of our goings on, very tired.

        (He searches.)

        You're not sitting on it?

        (He moves the chair, looks at the place where it

stood, resumes his search.)

    HAMM (anguished):

        Don't leave me there!

        (Angrily Clov restores the chair to its place.)

        Am I right in the center?

    CLOV:

        You'd need a microscope to find this—

        (He sees the telescope.)

        Ah, about time.

        (He picks up the telescope, gets up on the ladder,

turns the telescope on the without.)

    HAMM:

        Give me the dog.

    CLOV (looking):

        Quiet!

    HAMM (angrily):

        Give me the dog!

        (Clov drops the telescope, clasps his hands to his

head. Pause. He gets down precipitately, looks for the

dog, sees it, picks it up, hastens towards Hamm and

strikes him violently on the head with the dog.)

    CLOV:

        There's your dog for you.

        (The dog falls to the ground. Pause.)

    HAMM:

        He hit me!

    CLOV:

        You drive me mad, I'm mad!



    HAMM:

        If you must hit me, hit me with the axe.

        (Pause.)

        Or with the gaff, hit me with the gaff. Not with the

dog. With the gaff. Or with the axe.

        (Clov picks up the dog and gives it to Hamm who

takes it in his arms.)

    CLOV (impatiently):

        Let's stop playing!

    HAMM:

        Never!

        (Pause.)

        Put me in my coffin.

    CLOV:

        There are no more coffins.

    HAMM:

        Then let it end!

        (Clov goes towards ladder.)

        With a bang!

        (Clov gets up on ladder, gets down again, looks for

telescope, sees it, picks it up, gets up on ladder, raises

telescope.)

        Of darkness! And me? Did anyone ever have pity

on me?

    CLOV (lowering the telescope, turning towards

Hamm):

        What?

        (Pause.)

        Is it me you're referring to?

    HAMM (angrily):

        An aside, ape! Did you never hear an aside before?

        (Pause.)

        I'm warming up for my last soliloquy.

    CLOV:

        I warn you. I'm going to look at this filth since it's

an order. But it's the last time.

        (He turns the telescope on the without.)

        Let's see.

        (He moves the telescope.)

        Nothing... nothing... good... good... nothing... goo—

        (He starts, lowers the telescope, examines it, turns it

again on the without. Pause.)

        Bad luck to it!

    HAMM:

        More complications!

        (Clov gets down.)

        Not an underplot, I trust.

        (Clov moves ladder nearer window, gets up on it,

turns telescope on the without.)

    CLOV (dismayed):

        Looks like a small boy!

    HAMM (sarcastic):

        A small... boy!

    CLOV:

        I'll go and see.

        (He gets down, drops the telescope, goes towards

door, turns.)

        I'll take the gaff.

        (He looks for the gaff, sees it, picks it up, hastens

towards door.)

    HAMM:

        No!

        (Clov halts.)

    CLOV:

        No? A potential procreator?

    HAMM:

        If he exists he'll die there or he'll come here. And if

he doesn't...

        (Pause.)

    CLOV:

        You don't believe me? You think I'm inventing?

        (Pause.)

    HAMM:

        It's the end, Clov, we've come to the end. I don't

need you any more.

        (Pause.)

    CLOV:

        Lucky for you.

        (He goes towards door.)

    HAMM:

        Leave me the gaff.

        (Clov gives him the gaff, goes towards door, halts,

looks at alarm-clock, takes it down, looks round for a

better place to put it, goes to bins, puts it on lid of Nagg's

bin. Pause.)

    CLOV:

        I'll leave you.

        (He goes towards door.)

    HAMM:

        Before you go...

        (Clov halts near door.)

        ...say something.

    CLOV:

        There is nothing to say.

    HAMM:

        A few words... to ponder... in my heart.

    CLOV:

        Your heart!

    HAMM:

        Yes.

        (Pause. Forcibly.)

        Yes!

        (Pause.)

        With the rest, in the end, the shadows, the murmurs,

all the trouble, to end up with.

        (Pause.)

        Clov... He never spoke to me. Then, in the end,

before he went, without my having asked him, he spoke

to me. He said...

    CLOV (despairingly):

        Ah...!



    HAMM:

        Something... from your heart.

    CLOV:

        My heart!

    HAMM:

        A few words... from your heart.

        (Pause.)

    CLOV (fixed gaze, tonelessly, towards auditorium):

        They said to me, That's love, yes, yes, not a doubt,

now you see how—

    HAMM:

        Articulate!

    CLOV (as before):

        How easy it is. They said to me, That's friendship,

yes, yes, no question, you've found it. They said to me,

Here's the place, stop, raise your head and look at all that

beauty. That order! They said to me, Come now, you're

not a brute beast, think upon these things and you'll see

how all becomes clear. And simple! They said to me,

What skilled attention they get, all these dying of their

wounds.

    HAMM:

        Enough!

    CLOV (as before):

        I say to myself— sometimes, Clov, you must learn

to suffer better than that if you want them to weary of

punishing you— one day. I say to myself—sometimes,

Clov, you must be better than that if you want them to

let you go—one day. But I feel too old, and too far, to

form new habits. Good, it'll never end, I'll never go.

        (Pause.)

        Then one day, suddenly, it ends, it changes, I don't

understand, it dies, or it's me, I don't understand that

either. I ask the words that remain— sleeping, waking,

morning, evening. They have nothing to say.

        (Pause.)

        I open the door of the cell and go. I am so bowed I

only see my feet, if I open my eyes, and between my

legs a little trail of black dust. I say to myself that the

earth is extinguished, though I never saw it lit.

        (Pause.)

        It's easy going.

        (Pause.)

        When I fall I'll weep for happiness.

        (Pause. He goes towards door.)

    HAMM:

        Clov!

        (Clov halts, without turning.)

        Nothing.

        (Clov moves on.)

        Clov!

        (Clov halts, without turning.)

    CLOV:

        This is what we call making an exit.

    HAMM:

        I'm obliged to you, Clov. For your services.

    CLOV (turning sharply):

        Ah pardon, it's I am obliged to you.

    HAMM:

        It's we are obliged to each other.

        (Pause. Clov goes towards door.)

        One thing more.

        (Clov halts.)

        A last favor.

        (Exit Clov.)

        Cover me with the sheet.

        (Long pause.)

        No? Good.

        (Pause.)

        Me to play.

        (Pause. Wearily.)

        Old endgame lost of old, play and lose and have

done with losing.

        (Pause. More animated.)

        Let me see.

        (Pause.)

        Ah yes!

        (He tries to move the chair, using the gaff as before.

Enter Clov, dressed for the road. Panama hat, tweed

coat, raincoat over his arm, umbrella, bag. He halts by

the door and stands there, impassive and motionless, his

eyes fixed on Hamm, till the end.)

        Hamm gives up:

        Good.

        (Pause.)

        Discard.

        (He throws away the gaff, makes to throw away the

dog, thinks better of it.)

        Take it easy.

        (Pause.)

        And now?

        (Pause.)

        Raise hat.

        (He raises his toque.)

        Peace to our... arses.

        (Pause.)

        And put on again.

        (He puts on his toque.)

        Deuce.

        (Pause. He takes off his glasses.)

        Wipe.

        (He takes out his handkerchief and, without

unfolding it, wipes his glasses.)

        And put on again.

        (He puts on his glasses, puts back the handkerchief

in his pocket.)

        We're coming. A few more squirms like that and I'll

call.

        (Pause.)

        A little poetry.

        (Pause.)

        You prayed—



        (Pause. He corrects himself.)

        You CRIED for night; it comes—

        (Pause. He corrects himself.)

        It FALLS: now cry in darkness.

        (He repeats, chanting.)

        You cried for night; it falls: now cry in darkness.

        (Pause.)

        Nicely put, that.

        (Pause.)

        And now?

        (Pause.)

        Moments for nothing, now as always, time was

never and time is over, reckoning closed and story

ended.

        (Pause. Narrative tone.)

        If he could have his child with him...

        (Pause.)

        It was the moment I was waiting for.

        (Pause.)

        You don't want to abandon him? You want him to

bloom while you are withering? Be there to solace your

last million last moments?

        (Pause.)

        He doesn't realize, all he knows is hunger, and cold,

and death to crown it all. But you! You ought to know

what the earth is like, nowadays. Oh I put him before his

responsibilities!

        (Pause. Normal tone.)

        Well, there we are, there I am, that's enough.

        (He raises the whistle to his lips, hesitates, drops it.

Pause.)

        Yes, truly!

        (He whistles. Pause. Louder. Pause.)

        Good.

        (Pause.)

        Father!

        (Pause. Louder.)

        Father!

        (Pause.)

        Good.

        (Pause.)

        We're coming.

        (Pause.)

        And to end up with?

        (Pause.)

        Discard.

        (He throws away the dog. He tears the whistle from

his neck.)

        With my compliments.

        (He throws the whistle towards the auditorium.

Pause. He sniffs. Soft.)

        Clov!

        (Long pause.)

        No? Good.

        (He takes out the handkerchief.)

        Since that's the way we're playing it...

        (he unfolds handkerchief)

        ...let's play it that way...

        (he unfolds)

        ...and speak no more about it...

        (he finishes unfolding)

        ...speak no more.

        (He holds handkerchief spread out before him.)

        Old stancher!

        (Pause.)

        You...  remain.

        (Pause. He covers his face with handkerchief,

lowers his arms to armrests, remains motionless.)

        (Brief tableau.)

    Curtain


